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ABSTRACT
Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) continue to grow as an alternative investment vehicle for
investors wishing to integrate Islamic values and secular financial objectives in their
investments. The most distinctive feature of IMFs lies in screening strategies based on
the application of Shariah (Islamic law). Conventionally, this mainly involves the
application of exclusionary screening, whereby fund managers screen out companies
involved in certain activities, including riba (interest), gharar (uncertainty), and maysir
(gambling), and prohibited products from their portfolios as prescribed by the Quran,
Sunnah and related Islamic texts. The central outcome is that the managers of IMFs,
unlike those of conventional mutual funds (CMFs), necessarily access only a subset of
the population of investments available. This has dramatic implications for many
conventional dimensions of mutual fund behaviour, including performance, the flow of
funds, and the fund selection behaviour of investors.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine three separate yet complementary dimensions
of IMFs that are crucial to current and future investors, industry practitioners and
regulators, and academic researchers alike. These are the performance, screening, and
fund flows of IMFs in Malaysia, one of the world’s most important and rapidly growing
IMF markets. Given the nature of these objectives, we focus on equity funds. In the first
part of the thesis, we discuss the general development, sources, and principles of Islamic
finance. We then address the rapidly growing mutual fund sector in Malaysia and
describe the nature of this market, the screening methods applied, and other key
institutional, economic, and social dimensions of both the Malaysian IMF and CMF
sectors. Lastly, we survey the empirical literature on mutual funds, with particular
attention to screened funds of all types, including socially responsible investments
(SRIs) and the existing small body of research on IMFs.
In the second empirical part of the thesis, we conduct four separate but complementary
empirical analyses of IMFs and their conventional counterparts in the Malaysian
market. The first analysis comprises a comparative performance analysis of IMFs and
CMFs. This is an important issue given the need of investors to assess contexts, such as
Malaysia, where these alternative products are jointly available. The recent global
financial crisis also motivates us to investigate how these events affect IMF
performance. In our analysis, we employ eight security selection and market timing
i
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models to evaluate the performance of 147 mutual funds comprising 46 IMFs and 101
CMFs over the period 1996 to 2009. We find that during the sample period, both IMFs
and CMFs generally underperformed the various market benchmarks. In addition, IMFs
outperformed CMFs in market downturns but not in market upturns, with neither type
of funds exhibiting substantial market timing ability.
The second empirical analysis in this thesis addresses the differences in screening
methodologies in Malaysian IMFs. Given there are several differences in Shariahscreening methodologies in Malaysia, encompassing screening on the basis of product
and activity only and screening also for firm leverage and other financial indicators, it is
interesting and useful to investigate how these influence the performance, risk and the
management expenses of IMFs. We employ cross-sectional regression analysis of 43
Islamic equity funds from 1999 to 2009 and conclude that additional Shariah screening,
termed as higher Shariah screening intensity, does not appear to affect performance via
systematic risk, even though it has a pronounced negative effect on performance
through unsystematic risk.
The third empirical analysis in this thesis focuses on the behaviour of IMF fund flows.
This has important implications for, among other things, the future growth of IMFs in
Malaysia. We specify pooled least squares and panel fixed effects regression models of
35 IMFs and 92 CMFs from 2000 to 2008 to evaluate the impact of past performance on
fund flows. We also extend the fund flow analysis to investigate the ‘smart money’
effect using three- and four-factor models of 34 IMFs and 83 CMFs during the periods
1999–2008 and 1998–2009. In relation to fund flows, we conclude that investors make
decisions on subscribing to and redeeming mutual funds based on historic fund
performance, with better performing funds typically attracting larger flows. However,
there is some evidence of an asymmetry in fund flows in that IMF investors are
generally more sensitive to poor performing funds. We find no significant evidence of a
‘smart money’ effect, whereby fund flows predict future performance, for either IMFs
or CMFs.
There are several key implications from these findings. First, one of the major concerns
of investors is the consequences of the application of Shariah screening on the
performance of IMFs. Based on our findings, it appears that IMF investors in Malaysia
do not have to pay a significant opportunity cost (in terms of foregone returns) in
ii

integrating their religious beliefs in their investments. Further, Shariah-screening
intensity also does not appear to affect IMF performance, though this could be because
of a correspondence between the Shariah compliance of the operating and financial
behaviour of Malaysian firms. Finally, IMF managers cannot rely on Shariah
compliance by itself to attract subscriptions from Muslim investors, as at least at the
aggregate level there appears to be some degree of substitutability. That is, the
performance of IMFs is just as important as Shariah compliance in attracting investor
funds, at least in Malaysia.
Of course, the thesis has a number of limitations, and these suggest areas for further
research. First, as a nascent market in a developing economy, the empirical analysis
necessarily relies on a comparatively small set of information over a short period. While
the thesis provides many insights into a number of key aspects of IMFs and IMF
investors, the results would be stronger if data on, say, assets under management, were
available at a greater frequency such as quarterly or monthly rather than only annually.
Second, it would be useful to gain a greater insight into the decisions made by both
Muslim and non-Muslim investors in whether to invest in a particular fund at the micro
rather than the macro level and the innate balancing if any of sectarian and secular
concerns in these investment decisions. This would require information on the fund
flows and other characteristics of individual investors. Finally, given the limited
information available and the necessity of specifying readily available market
benchmarks, it was possible to only analysis equity funds in this analysis. Our
conclusions may then hold for balanced funds and other asset class funds, such as fixed
interest and property, and these would likewise benefit from research in the future.
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COMMON ARABIC TERMS
Terminology

Meanings

fatwa

A religious decree or a ruling made by a competent Shariah scholar
on a particular issue, where fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) is unclear. It
is an opinion, and is not legally binding. It may address either a
specific problem of interest to a particular person or a matter of
public concern.

fuqaha

Plural of faqih. A qualified specialist in fiqh or jurists

gharar

Gharar is an element of deception either through ignorance of an
essential element of the goods, the price, or through faulty
description of the goods, in which one or both parties stand to be
deceived. Example, gambling is a form of gharar because the
gambler is ignorant of the result of the gamble.

hadith

The narrative record of the sayings, doings, and implicit approval or
disapproval of the Prophet (pbuh). The word is sometimes used in
English as a collective noun; sometimes an “s” is added to make the
plural

hajj

Pilgrimage to Makkah combined with other holy places. Hajj, the
fifth pillar of Islam, is a duty on every Muslim who is financially and
physically able to carry it out, at least once in his/her lifetime.

halal

Arabic word that denotes the meaning of lawful, referring to actions,
items that are permitted within shariah rules/permissible, lawful; said
of a deed which is not prohibited by Allah, opposite of haram

haram

Impermissible, unlawful, opposite of halal

hukm

A reference to the Islamic commandments, derived and understood
from religious jurisprudence

ijma'

The consensus of jurists, considered a binding legal indicator in the
classical jurisprudence.

ijtihad

Effort or toil (literally); as a legal term, it menas the effort of a
qualified Islamic jurists to interpret sources of Islamic law. Thus,
while every toiler or mujtahid is a jurist (faqih), not every jurist is a
mujtahid. This is because many jurists serve merely to bear or
convey fiqh, while others (through ijtihad) actually produce it.

maslahah

Good deeds or public interest or general benefit(s)

maysir

Any activity that involves betting whereby the winner takes the bet
and the loser loses his bet.
xvi

mudarabah

A contract made between two parties to finance a business venture.
The parties are a rabb al-maal or an investor who solely provides the
capital and a mudarib or an entrepreneur who solely manages the
project. If the venture is profitable, the profit will be distributed
based on a pre-agreed ratio. If the business is a loss, it will be borne
solely by the provider of the capital.

murabaha

A contract referring to a sale and purchase transaction for the
financing of an asset whereby the cost and profit margin (mark-up)
are made known and agreed to by all parties involved. The settlement
for the purchase can be settled either on a deferred lump sum basis or
on an instalment basis, and is specified in the agreement.

musharakah

A partnership arrangement between two parties or more to finance a
business venture whereby all parties contribute capital either in the
form of cash or in kind. Any profit derived from the venture is
distributed based on a pre-agreed profit sharing ratio and a loss is
shared based on capital contribution.

PBUH

When referred after the name of the Muslim Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH), it means “peace be upon him”.

qiyas

The process of analogical reasoning as applied to the deduction of
juridical principles from the Quran and the Sunnah.

riba

An increase, in a loan transaction or in exchange of a commodity,
accrued to the owner (lender) without giving an equivalent counter
value or recompensation in return to the other party. It covers interest
both on commercial and consumer loans, and is prohibited according
to the Shariah.

Shariah

Islamic law, originating from the Quran (the holy book of Islam),
and its practices and explanations rendered by the prophet
Muhammad (PBUH) and ijtihad of ulama (personal effort of
qualified Shariah scholars to determine the true ruling of the divine
law on matters whose revelations are not explicit.

sunnah

The way of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), including his sayings,
deeds, approvals or disapprovals as preserved in the Hadith
literature, the second of the two sources of revelation.

ulama

Plural of alim, Shariah scholars or jurists

umum balwa

Activities that are technically prohibited under Shariah, but affecting
most people and it is difficult to avoid

uruf

Customary practices of the community in terms of verbal usage or
conduct that is not contrary to principles of Shariah.

usufruct

The legal right of using and enjoying the fruits or profits of
something belonging to another; or the right to use or enjoy
something

Source: Archer and Karim (2002) and Securities Commission Malaysia (2011b)
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation
AUM
CMFs
EPF
FBM100
FBMEMAS
FBMKLCI
FBMHS
FBMES
FMIM
FMUTM
FTSE
IMFs
IFI
KLCI
MER
NAV
pbuh
PTR
RM
SAB
SAC
SCM
SRO

Meanings
Asset under management
Conventional mutual funds
Employee Provident Fund
FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100
FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS
FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI
FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah
FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS Shariah
Federation of Malaysian Investment Managers
Federation of Malaysian Unit Trust Managers
Financial Times and the London Stock Exchange
Islamic mutual funds
Islamic financial institution
Kuala Lumpur Composite Index
Management expense ratio
Net asset value
Peace be upon Him
Portfolio turnover ratio
Ringgit Malaysia (Malaysian Ringgit)
Shariah Advisory Board
Shariah Advisory Council
Securities Commission of Malaysia
Self-regulatory organisation
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1 . Introduction
1.1 Context of thesis
Islamic finance is one of the fastest growing segments of the global finance
industry, comprising financial institutions, products and services complying with
Shariah (Islamic law) (Gait and Worthington, 2008). While the practice of Islamic
finance in the modern world only commenced with savings institutions in 1963 (in
Egypt and Malaysia), it has now spread to many other types of financial products
and services, including banking, funds management (including mutual funds),
takaful (Islamic insurance) and sukuk (Islamic bonds). Islamic financial products
have now proliferated across almost every aspect of contemporary financial
services, with comparable products complimenting those found in the conventional
finance sector. Consequently, the number of financial institutions offering Islamic
financial products and services has also increased, from just 300 in 2005 (El
Qorchi, 2005) to 628 at the end of 2009 (Lee and Menon, 2010) with operations in
more than 75 countries (El Qorchi, 2005). Additionally, the value of Shariahcompliant assets grew 25 percent from US$758 billion in 2007 to US$951 billion
at the end of 2008 (International Financial Services London, 2010). This amount is
expected to grow further reaching US$1.6 trillion by 2012 (Global Islamic Finance
Report, 2012).
One of the fastest growing Islamic financial products is Islamic mutual funds
(IMFs), growing strongly since at least the pronouncement by the Council of the
Islamic Fiqh Academy in Jeddah in 1990 that equity investment was permissible as
long as it complied with Shariah (Nathie, 2009). Since then, many asset
management companies have offered IMFs alongside their existing conventional
mutual funds (CMFs) and socially responsible investment (SRI) funds. For
example, the number of IMFs worldwide has risen more than threefold from 200
funds in 2003 to 680 funds in 2008, representing various types of IMFs
(Eurekahedge, 2008). Concomitantly, the value of assets managed under these
funds has also grown, from US$20 billion in 2003 to US$44 billion in 2008 (Ernst
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& Young, 2009). At present, equity funds represent the largest segment of IMFs
(about 40 percent), followed by fixed income (16 percent), real estate and private
equity (13 percent) with the remainder in cash or commodities or other Islamic
funds (Eurekahedge, 2008). For the most part, these funds are concentrated in
several regions, including the Middle East and North Africa, the Asia Pacific,
North America and Europe, with more than half currently invested in the Middle
East and the Asia Pacific (International Financial Services London, 2010, p. 5).
In Malaysia, the development of IMFs is relatively more important for several
reasons. First, IMFs have a prospective role as a policy tool in the ongoing
development of the Malaysian capital market. Malaysia already has one of the
most well-developed conventional and Islamic capital markets in South-East Asia
and among Islamic countries, respectively. In fact, the Malaysian government has
highlighted the importance of IMFs in its Malaysian Capital Market 2001
blueprint. According to this, the government will “….facilitate the development of
a wide range of competitive products and services related to the Islamic capital
market” and “…create a viable market for the effective mobilisation of Islamic
funds”, one of which is IMFs (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001).
Second, the equity market, including investment funds, is an important buffer to
the significant increase in household debt in the Malaysian economy (Bank Negara
Malaysia, 2011b). However, the size of mutual fund assets relative to the total
financial assets of Malaysian household remains small compared to other
developed and developing countries. In 2010, total mutual fund assets (net asset
value) in Malaysia were RM226.81 billion (Securities Commission Malaysia,
2012), constituting about 16 percent of the total financial assets of Malaysian
households as reported in the 2010 report (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2011b). Of this,
RM24.04 billion was in IMFs, and thus they account for about 1.67 percent of
Malaysian household sector financial assets (Securities Commission Malaysia,
2012). This size implies that there is potential for IMFs to grow further and
become the main catalyst for the growth of the overall mutual fund industry in
Malaysia (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2011a). This will not only help to
support the growth of the Malaysian capital markets (including the Islamic capital
market) but also the Malaysian economy as a whole.
2
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Third, even though the asset size of IMF industry is small relative to that of the
total mutual fund industry, Malaysia’s IMF is among the largest in both asset
under management and number of funds launched in the world besides Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait [see, for instance, Securities Commission Malaysia (2012),
Eurekahedge (2008), Hoepner et al. (2011), Abderrezak (2008), and Nainggolan
(2011)]. This makes Malaysia one of the major players of the IMFs globally.
Finally, IMFs potentially appeal to not only the Muslim investors but also to nonMuslim investors who may regard these funds as another variant of an ethical or
SRI fund. Investors who are ethically (religiously) concerned are interested to
integrate ethical (Shariah) values as well as financial objectives in their investment
decisions. The distinctive feature of IMFs lies in their screening strategies with
IMFs applying screening based on Shariah. However, in contrast to ethical/SRI
funds, IMFs mainly apply exclusionary screening as against both positive and
negative screening in SRI funds.

1.2 Motivations for thesis
Several motivations have led to this study. The first motivation is that given the
size and growing importance of IMFs, including the funds and their investors, it is
important to understand better the performance of IMFs. In general, IMFs exist
alongside CMFs in all markets, suggesting they compete with each other in
attracting subscriptions from investors. In addition, a singular focus on Muslim
investors only by IMF managers limits the ability of IMFs to grow further. Thus,
the issue of performance is important, as investors will not only possibly measure
the viability of IMFs given their level of compliance to Shariah, but also whether
the returns that IMFs offer are comparable with those of CMFs. Additionally,
IMFs fundamentally differ from CMFs in their structure, management, and
administration. According to the modern portfolio theory (MPT), relying only on a
subset of investment universe (due to screening strategies), will produce a less
diversified portfolio and thus this portfolio will have a higher unsystematic risk
and lower risk-adjusted returns. Furthermore, additional screening cost as well as
the appointment of Shariah advisors may further reduce the risk-adjusted returns
of IMF portfolio. Hence, we question how the performance of IMFs differs from
that of CMFs from a fund management perspective.
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Our second motivation concerns the differences in Shariah rulings among Shariah
scholars, one implication of which concerns Shariah screening methodologies in
IMFs. For example, in Malaysia, there are two screening strategies employed by
the two main Malaysian Islamic indices and subsequently followed by the IMFs.
The FTSE Bursa Malaysia Shariah EMAS (FBMES) employs screening strategies
formulated by the Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) of the Securities Commission
of Malaysia (SCM), while the FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah (FBMHS)
employs screening strategies jointly formulated by the SAC and the FTSE’s
Shariah advisory board operating as Yasaar Ltd. We also add the MSCI Malaysia
Islamic index (MSCIMI) as it applies a more stringent screening rule compared to
the previous two Malaysian indices.
Importantly, the screening by the SCM focuses mainly on sectoral screening, while
Yasaar Ltd. screens investments using both sectoral and financial ratio screening.
In general, sectoral screening screens investments from sectors that Shariah
prohibits including companies involved in riba, gharar, maysir, and in the
production of intoxicating beverages and pork- related industries. In contrast,
financial ratio screening avoids companies with high levels of debt and liquidity.
As sectoral screening itself, constraints the number of investments in the portfolio,
additional screening imposed may further narrow the number of candidate
investments and thus limit diversification potential, increasing unsystematic risk
and ultimately negatively affecting risk-adjusted returns. Shariah screening
activities and the presence of Shariah advisory board also add costs to fund
management expenses. In view of the above, it would be of interest to identify how
screening intensity affects IMF performance, risks and management expenses.
Our third motivation is the relatively low penetration rate of IMFs in the market,
despite seemingly impressive growth in recent years. In fact, IMFs still contribute
only slightly more than 10 percent of the total industry net asset value (NAV) in
Malaysia. For the future growth of IMFs in Malaysia, it is then important to
understand the fund selection behaviour of investors both Muslim and nonMuslim. As Muslims invest in IMFs, at least partly because of their compliance
with Shariah, it is important for fund managers and policy makers to gain a better
understanding of their behaviour given that they consider both financial (risk and
4
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return) and nonfinancial (compliance with Shariah) attributes in their investment
decisions. This information could help fund managers to design suitable marketing
strategies and assist policymakers in identifying information for disclosure in the
fund prospectus or annual report. Thus, the question is how these investors make
their fund selection decisions. Do they actively identify funds that will perform
better in the future before they place their money in the IMFs?
A fourth motivation is that Islamic finance has been widely publicised as an
alternative to conventional finance because of its resilience during the recent
global financial crisis. This belief comes from the way that Islamic financial
products and institutions operate. They are also fundamentally different in concept,
and the way they are structured and administered. Hence, this motivates us to
investigate how IMFs performed during the most recent financial crisis. Finally,
despite the strong growth of IMFs, there is limited research concerning the
performance and fund flow behaviour of IMFs. This may be because of the small
number of IMFs and the difficulty in accessing return and other fund characteristic
data. However, because of increasing industry interest in Islamic finance, a number
of data providers newly collect information on IMFs including Bloomberg,
Morningstar, Failaka and Eurekahedge. Thus, we are able to carry out a timely
analysis of these important products in a manner that was not possible just a few
short years ago.
In summary, analysis of IMF performance, screening intensity and fund flows is of
critical importance to investors, practitioners, academics, and regulators in terms
of providing a better understanding of the IMF industry, the Islamic finance sector,
and the financial sector as a whole. These issues are important, as Islamic
investment has emerged as a topic of considerable interest to the academic
community, international investors, policymakers and the public at large,
particularly with recent significant developments in Islamic fund management in
Malaysia.

1.3 Thesis aims and objectives
The central purpose of this thesis is to analyse three complementary aims
concerning IMFs in Malaysia, one of the world’s largest markets for Islamic
5
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finance. These are the performance of IMFs, the impact of screening on the
performance of IMFs, and the behaviour of IMF investors in terms of fund flows.
Our first aim is to examine the performance of IMFs relative to CMFs. This will
address the question of how the performance of IMFs differs from that of CMFs in
the context of the Malaysian capital market. We focus on the most important asset
class in IMFs, equity funds, and use recent data sets as well as comprehensive
performance evaluation measures. In addition, we examine if IMFs perform better
(worse) than CMFs during bear (bull) markets
Our second aim is to address the question of how differences in screening
methodologies in Malaysian IMFs affect the performance, risk and management
expense of IMFs. Given that there are several differences in Shariah screening
methodologies in Malaysia, encompassing screening on the basis of product and
activity only and screening also for firm leverage and other financial indicators, it
is interesting and useful to investigate how this influence the three aspects of
IMFs. For this purpose, we estimate a two-factor model where the first factor is the
excess market return and the second factor is the difference between the excess
return of restrictive and less restrictively screened Islamic indices. We use the
factor loadings from the second factor as a proxy of screening intensity. Our final
aim relates to how funds flow into and out of IMFs and whether there is any
difference in this behaviour compared with CMFs.
In particular, we consider how investors choose and make their fund selection
decisions. The existing literature finds that rational investors care about past
performance in that they typically invest in funds that have performed well in the
previous period. As IMF investors care about both financial (risk and returns) and
nonfinancial objectives (Shariah compliance), we can usefully investigate if they
are less sensitive to past performance relative to CMF investors. We employ net
money-flows as a proxy to represent investor behaviour. However, besides past
performance, we test the sensitivity of IMF investors to other fund characteristics
and examine the loyalty of IMF investors by evaluating the volatility of moneyflows. Finally, we investigate the existence of ‘smart money’ in Malaysian IMFs to
see if this could partly explain the tremendous recent growth of IMFs in that
market.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
The structure of the remainder thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 Principles of Islamic Finance provides an overview of the history,
evolution, principles and development of Islamic finance. This chapter serves to
provide a broad theoretical and conceptual background for understanding Islamic
finance in general and IMFs in particular. The main principles of Islamic finance
to be discussed are the prohibition of riba, maysir, gharar and dealing in forbidden
activities and commodities, the sharing of business profits and risks, and the paying
and collecting of zakah. These principles formed the foundation of Islamic finance,
which also become the underlying principles of contracts established to facilitate all
financial transaction and activities in Islamic finance. Examples of these contracts
are mudarabah, musharakah, murabahah, bai muajjal, bai salam, istisna, ijarah,
wakalah and qard hassan.
Chapter 3 The Malaysian Islamic Mutual Fund Industry provides the institutional
background for the Malaysian funds management industry with a special emphasis
on the IMF management market. This chapter provides details on the operational
aspects of Malaysian IMFs and regulations relating to the industry. The chapter
also provides important information concerning the industry and the various
reasons why the issues of performance, screening, and fund flows are
fundamentally important to a better understanding of this key financial market
segment.
Chapter 4 A Review of Performance, Screening and Fund Flows in Screened Funds
discusses the theoretical and empirical literature relating to managed funds with a
focus on screened funds of all types including IMFs. This chapter thus serves as
both a background for understanding recent work in this area, as well as providing
the necessary guidance for the methodological choices subsequently employed in
this thesis.
Chapter 5 Empirical Methodology details the data collection procedures and
research design used to examine the performance, screening activity and fund
flows in the Malaysian IMFs. The chapter presents the data sources and explains
the methods used to investigate these empirical concerns. The first empirical
7
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analysis concerns the performance of IMFs. The second analysis addresses
screening intensity in IMFs and its effects on performance. The final analysis
concerns money-flows into IMFs including both the determinants of fund flows
and the perception of ‘smart money’ in mutual funds.
Chapter 6 Empirical Results reports the empirical findings on the performance,
screening activity and fund flows of IMFs in Malaysia. The chapter begins with the
results of the analysis of IMF performance, followed by screening activity and
finally fund flows of IMFs.
Chapter 7 Conclusion presents a summary of the study and highlights the
contribution of this research to the existing literature on IMFs, screened funds, and
mutual funds more generally. The chapter also provides some implications for
industry policy and industry practice, discusses some of the limitations of the
thesis, and suggests some directions for further research.
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Overview

of

Islamic

Finance
2.1 Introduction
The chapter provides an overview of the history, evolution, principles, and development
of Islamic finance. This chapter serves to provide a broad theoretical and conceptual
background for understanding Islamic finance in general and Islamic mutual funds
(IMFs) in particular. Islamic finance comprises financial institutions, products and
services that comply with Shariah (Islamic law) (Gait and Worthington, 2008). It
operates in accordance with the principles of Shariah (Islamic law), which originates
mainly from the Holy Quran and Sunnah. The secondary sources of Shariah are ijtihad,
ijma’ and qiyas. The main principle of Islamic finance is the prohibition of riba (usury
or interest) which plays an important role in the operations of Islamic financial
institutions as well as the development of Islamic financial products. This principle
along with other guiding principles becomes the basis of Islamic contracts. This chapter
discusses the nine most common Islamic contracts. These contracts form the
fundamental basis of Islamic financial products and services, which in turn bind the
Islamic financial institutions and their customers.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the sources of law, history,
and evolution of Islamic finance. Section 2.3 discusses the principles of Islamic finance.
Section 2.4 introduces the fundamental basis of Islamic financial products. Section 2.5
gives an overview on the Islamic financial services industry. The chapter concludes
with a brief summary in Section 2.6.

2.2 Historical roots and religious context
Islamic finance has a long history, even before the revelation of Islam to the Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH). According to Khaf and Khan (1992), traditional Islamic finance
started some 15 years before the beginning of the revelation. In fact, some of the
concepts and instruments used today such as mudarabah and musharakah were widely
9
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practised in the pre-Islamic era (Islamic Capital Market Task Force, 2004, p. 14). For
example, the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) used the concept of mudarabah when he
traded on behalf of Khadijah, a rich woman, in the pre-Islamic period (Khaf and Khan,
1992).
The revelation of Islam from Allah through the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
commenced in the 7th century with the teachings of Islam as a way of life. The first
verses were transmitted to Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) when he was in his forties,
and these revelations lasted for approximately 22 years (Moore, 1997; Tamer, 2005).
When the Prophet was alive, Muslims referred to the Holy Quran and Him as the
main sources of reference for all matters relating to personal life, society and
business operations and accepted his decisions and judgement.
After the death of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in 632 AD, Muslims refer to the
Holy Quran and the collection of the actions and sayings of Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH), namely the Sunnah,1 as the primary sources of Shariah. If the relevant
issues are silent in the Holy Quran and Sunnah, they will refer to ijma’, qiyas and
ijtihad, which act as the supplementary sources of Shariah. Ijma’ is a collective
agreement and consensus of Muslim scholars on particular issues that have no prior
judgement. Qiyas means analogical reasoning or deduction. Qiyas is the most
utilised approach in justifying hukm after the reference to the Holy Quran, Sunnah
and definite ijma’ (Kamali, 1996). Ijtihad is an effort of individual jurists to extract
solute ions to problems or an independent and private reasoning.
The practice of Islamic finance continued substantially unchanged until the late 19th
century when nearly all Muslim countries fell under the control of the Western
colonial powers (Warde, 2000). During this period, Western financial systems
replaced the practice of Islamic finance, with all or nearly all financial transactions
dominated by conventional principles. The first attempt to reimplement the
principles of Islamic economics began after the Arab countries gained independence
from Western colonialism in the 1950s and 1960s (Iqbal and Mirakhor, 2007). This
started after the Second World War in the second half of the 20th century when
1

Occasionally, sunnah and hadith are used interchangeably by Muslim scholars. Hadith means the

sayings of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).
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Muslims sought a financial system conforming with Shariah (Haneef, 2001). The
progressive fall of the colonial empires further assisted the development of a
financial system in accordance with Islamic law.
2.2.1 Evolution of modern Islamic finance
The emergence of Islamic banking and finance in the modern world began to
flourish after many Arabic (and Islamic) countries gained independence from the
Western colonial powers in the late 20th century. Islamic finance started with small
savings institutions in just a few Muslim countries in the 1960s—the Pilgrims
Management and Fund Board or Lembaga Tabung Haji (previously, Lembaga
Urusan dan Tabung Haji or LUTH) in Malaysia and a savings bank in Egypt in 1963
(Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005).
Following the varying success of the first attempts to use Shariah concepts in
savings institutions, the same concept established the first interest-free bank,
namely, the Nasser Social Bank Cairo in Egypt in 1971. Subsequently, this concept
spread to the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries with more Islamic banks
were established in the 1970s, for example, the Islamic Development Bank in 1975,
the Dubai Islamic Bank in 1975 and the Kuwait Finance House (KFH) in 1977 [see,
for example, Islamic Capital Market Task Force (2004) and Khan and Bhatti
(2008)]. This process also spread to Malaysia (for example, Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad (BIMB) in 1983) and more recently to North America. The most important
of all was the founding of the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) following the
Conference of Finance Ministers of Muslim Countries in Jeddah in December 1973
(Islamic Development Bank, 2010). The IDB, which currently comprises 56 Islamic
countries, promotes improvement in the socioeconomic development of its member
countries and the Islamic community. Historically, Islamic finance has been
concentrated in the Middle East (including the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain)
and South East Asia (predominantly Malaysia). However, as at the end of 2009,
there are some 628 Islamic financial institutions operating around the world (Lee
and Menon, 2010) in more than 75 countries [examples include El Qorchi (2005)
and Iqbal (1997)].
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The market for Islamic finance has also spread to other countries in the Middle East
and North Africa (such as Turkey, Sudan, Egypt, Jordan and Syria), other Asian
countries (including Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Bangladesh, Pakistan and
China) and Western countries in Europe and North America (the US, France,
Germany and the UK) (International Financial Services London, 2010). The growth
of Islamic finance, based on Shariah-compliant assets, has been estimated at about
10–15 percent per annum over the last 30 years (Sole, 2007). It is now one of the
fastest growing segments of the global financial services industry (Australian Trade
Commission, 2010). Nevertheless, Shariah-compliant assets continue to represent
just one percent of global financial assets (Australian Trade Commission, 2010).
Of all the institutions in Islamic finance, Islamic banking is the most well
established and perhaps well known. However, in addition to Islamic banking, there
are now many other areas where Islamic finance has emerged. These include takaful
(Islamic insurance), Islamic funds management, and other Islamic non-banking
institutions. Islamic financial products have increasingly proliferated in almost every
aspect of financial services where there are nearly always comparable products in
Islamic finance to complement conventional financing products. The main
characteristic of Islamic financial products and services concerns their prohibitive
nature, which, among others, avoids involvement in riba, maysir, gharar and other
prohibitive goods in any business activities. Through their religious teachings,
Muslims are compelled to align their everyday life with the principles of Shariah.
This includes both financial (such as banking and investment activities) and
nonfinancial activities (such as relationships with other humans and the
environment).
The rapid development in the Islamic financial services industry has gained serious
momentum from the international market participants. For example, international
bodies, such as the Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial
Institutions (AAOIFI) in 1990 and the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) in
2002, have produced appropriate regulations and standards for the Islamic financial
services industry. Other developments in the institutional infrastructure include the
establishment of other international bodies such as the International Islamic
Financial Market (IIFM), the Islamic Corporation for the Development of the Private
12
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Sector (ICD), the International Islamic Rating Agency (IIRA), the Institute of
Islamic Banking and Insurance (IBII), the Islamic Research and Training Institute
(IRTI) and the Liquidity Management Centre (LMC). The following section
discusses the catalysts of growth for Islamic finance.
2.2.2 Factors influencing the evolution of Islamic finance
Many factors contributed to the rapid growth of Islamic finance in the last 30 years.
These factors include the growing wealth of Islamic countries in the Middle East with
oil money, the strong demand from Muslim customers and investors to reconcile their
religious beliefs with their economic activities, the interests of political and otherwise,
of regulators and conventional practitioners, and the continued competitiveness of
Islamic financial products and product innovation.
First, the growing wealth of oil-producing countries in the Arab world is one of the
factors that influenced the growth of Islamic finance [see, for example, Tamer (2005),
Khan and Bhatti (2008) and (Wilson, 2002)]. In the 1970s, many Middle Eastern
countries experienced increased wealth arising from the increase in prices and quantity
demanded of petroleum (Archer and Karim, 2002). This situation provided impetus to
the development of Islamic financial institutions, where the need for financial
intermediation to cater for investment of the petrodollars arose. Hitherto, these were
obliged to deal with conventional financial institutions. In fact, this demand continued
well into the first half of 2008, where the oil exporting countries again experienced
substantial revenues as petroleum prices reached a record high (Australian Trade
Commission, 2010). In order to tap the opportunity to attract wealth from these rich
Muslim countries in the Arab world, as well as the rapid growth in Islamic finance
worldwide, many Western financial institutions established subsidiaries of Islamic
financial institutions offering Islamic financial products (Abderrezak, 2008).
Second, the fact that Muslims now comprise almost a quarter of the global population
gives rise to the overwhelming demand for Islamic finance products. Recently, the Pew
Research Center (2009) reported that there were 1.57 billion Muslims worldwide,
representing approximately 23 percent of the estimated global population of 6.8 billion
in 2009. However, Shariah compliant assets only constitute one percent of total global
financial assets (Australian Trade Commission, 2010, p. 14). This implies that there are
13
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substantial opportunities for Islamic financial products and services to expand further as
the industry is currently experiencing a low level of penetration. Demand also arises
from the increasing interest and desire of affluent Muslims investors, especially those
from the Gulf region, to have their financial affairs conform better with their religious
beliefs (Sole, 2007).
The third reason for the rapid growth in Islamic finance is political interest (Tamer,
2005) and the increasingly receptive attitude of conventional regulators (Khan and
Bhatti, 2008). Hence, there is an increasing interest from global and Western markets in
Islamic finance. The development of several international regulators to understand
Islamic finance is growing, a process that began with the establishment of the IDB in
1975 (Wilson, 2002). This increased interest is not only from Muslim countries, but
also from countries where Muslims are a minority, such as the US, the UK, Australia,
Denmark, Singapore, Hong Kong and even Japan (Sole, 2007). The interest in
operating Islamic financial institutions comes from both Western financial institutions
and governments. The western governments (for examples, the US, France, Germany,
and Switzerland) are also keen to attract petrodollars by providing the infrastructure
necessary to enable Islamic financial institutions to operate in their financial markets.
According to El Qorchi (2005), Islamic financial institutions are increasingly the
subject of worldwide political attention with more than 75 countries offering some
form of Islamic financial services.
Finally, product innovation and sophistication has also contributed to the growth of
Islamic finance (Khan and Bhatti, 2008). There are always comparative Islamic
financial products for most of the conventional financial products. For example, there
is takaful (Islamic insurance) as an alternative to conventional insurance, sukuk to
substitute conventional bonds and ijarah to compete with conventional leasing. In
addition, many Islamic financial products and services have an obvious ethical
character and their risk profile potentially appeals to non-Muslim ethical investors.
For instance, one characteristic of Islamic finance is the avoidance of investment in
liquor and gambling activities, and this may attract the attention of ethical investors
looking for investments that are less ‘sinful’(Australian Trade Commission, 2010, p.
15).
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2.3 Principles of Islamic finance
Islamic finance is regulated by Shariah, with the main sources being from the Holy
Quran and Sunnah. Shariah principles guide all Muslim activities, which reflect
Islamic values. These principles of Shariah include: (i) the prohibition of riba; (ii) the
prohibition of gharar; (iii) the prohibition of maysir; (iv) the prohibition of using or
dealing in forbidden commodities; (v) the sharing of business profits and losses, and
finally (vi) the paying of zakah. The following subsection further discusses each of
these principles of Islamic finance.
2.3.1 Prohibition of riba
Prohibition of riba is the most prominent feature of Islamic finance. Riba literally
means increase, addition, surplus, growth, rise or swell (Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005;
Tamer, 2005). In Islamic law, riba is an addition to the principal amount borrowed.
Islam strictly prohibits riba regardless of the amount (El-Gamal, 2000). It does not
allow any fixed or predetermined rate in any business transaction (Iqbal and
Molyneaux, 2005). The most common concept of riba is interest on loans. The Holy
Quran clearly states the prohibition of riba. In fact, there are twelve verses dealing with
the prohibition of riba—2:275 to 2:279 and 3:130; 4:161 and 30:39 . For example,
Verses 2:275 to 2:279 clearly define the difference between trade and riba. They
explain that Islam permits commerce, but prohibits usury. The verses read as follows:
Those who devour usury will not stand except as stand one whom the Evil
one by his touch Hath driven to madness. That is because they say, "Trade is
like usury," but Allah hath permitted trade and forbidden usury. Those who
after receiving direction from their Lord, desist, shall be pardoned for the
past; their case is for Allah (to judge); but those who repeat (The offence)
are companions of the Fire: They will abide therein (for ever). Allah will
deprive usury of all blessing, but will give increase for deeds of charity: For
He loveth not creatures ungrateful and wicked. Those who believe, do deeds
of righteousness, and establish regular prayers and regular charity, will have
their reward with their Lord: on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.
O ye who believe! Fear Allah, and give up what remains of your demand for
usury, if ye are indeed believers. If ye do it not, Take notice of war from
Allah and His Messenger: But if ye turn back, ye shall have your capital
sums: Deal not unjustly, and ye shall not be dealt with unjustly.
Other verses are Verse 3:130 and Verses 30:39, as follows:
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O ye who believe! Devour not usury, doubled and multiplied; but fear
Allah; that ye may (really) prosper.
That which ye lay out for increase through the property of (other) people,
will have no increase with Allah. But that which ye lay out for charity,
seeking the Countenance of Allah, (will increase): it is these who will get a
recompense multiplied.
Interestingly, the prohibition of interest is not unique to Islamic teachings. In fact,
nearly all monotheist religions, including Christianity and Judaism, prohibit the
charging of interest [see Iqbal and Molyneaux (2005) and Tamer (2005)]. For instance,
medieval Christianity prohibited the charging of usury and many individuals declined to
engage in usury-earning business transactions. Similarly, Judaism prohibits Jews from
charging interest on any business transactions between Jews, though allows the charging
of interest to Gentiles (non-Jews).
Despite numerous verses in the Holy Quran and Sunnah that prohibit riba, there is no
specific reason that justifies its prohibition. In the Islamic finance literature, several
studies discuss the reasons for the prohibition of riba from socioeconomic arguments
[see, for example, Moore (1997), Siddiqi (2004), Tamer (2005) and Iqbal and
Molyneaux (2005)]. According to Moore (1997), Islam prohibits riba because riba does
not support the spirit of profit and loss sharing. Riba also benefits only one party at the
expense of another leading to an imbalance of wealth in society. For example, Tamer
(2005) argues that charging interest only benefits a small part of the society where the
tendency for concentrating wealth among these people is most likely. In addition, unlike
the borrower, the capital provider does not face any risk and uncertainty. Islam prohibits
Islam forbids an unfair contract where only one party benefits.
Siddiqi (2004) provides five main reasons for the prohibition of riba. These are that it:
(i) corrupts society, (ii) implies improper appropriation of other people’s property, (iii)
leads to the ultimate effect of negative growth, (iv) demeans and diminishes human
personality, and (v) is an unfair practice. First, the prohibition of interest is because of
its association with corruption or fasad. Verses 30:37 to 30:41 in the Holy Quran
contain the argument that evil human behaviour (by means of giving and taking riba)
contributes to the existence of fasad or corruption in a society. Second, riba could cause
the appropriation of people’s property without justice. In Verse 4:161 riba is regarded
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as a means to cheat others of their possessions which reads as follows [see Hayat (2006,
p. 6) and Siddiqi (2004, p. 41)]:
That they took usury, though they were forbidden; and that they devoured
men's substance wrongfully; - we have prepared for those among them who
reject faith a grievous punishment.
Third, riba may result in negative economic growth because of the under utilisation of
assets, as people are more interested in making money from money rather than trading
assets for profits. For example, in Verse 2:276 it argues that the practice of riba may
impede economic growth and cause a decline in the welfare of the society where the
growth is not based on the productive use of assets, but more so with non-monetary
growth [see Hayat (2006, p. 6), Siddiqi (2004, p. 41), Iqbal and Molyneaux (2005, p.
10), and Obaidullah (2005)]. That is to say, donation to charities and the trading of
assets for profits may encourage positive economic growth. Fourth, the practice of
interest-based economies demeans and diminishes human personality. As discussed in
Verses 2:275 and 30:39, the practice of riba results in negative growth, which in turn,
leads to the loss of individual dignity [see Hayat (2006, p. 6) and Siddiqi (2004, p. 41)].
Finally, many scholars [see Siddiqi (2004) and Iqbal and Molyneaux (2005)] argue that
riba encourages unfair practices and is socially unjust. Islam regards charging interest
as immoral, as it gives benefit to only one party, the lender or the capital provider. The
lender earns a steady income without taking risk (regardless of market conditions) while
the borrower or the entrepreneur has to bear most risk in the business [see Siddiqi
(2004) and Iqbal and Molyneaux (2005)]. As Islam encourages solidarity, social
cooperation, care and justice, (Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005, p. 11) it prohibits the act of
charging and receiving interest.
Other scholars argue that Islam regards capital as a factor of production. Thus, the
activity of renting money or earning money on money without an asset basis is immoral.
Islam does not recognise activities that generate profit without any personal effort or
exposure to financial risk [see Tamer (2005, p. 41) and Archer and Karim (2002)].
Nevertheless, Islam prohibits riba, but does allow all trade activities that generate profit
by trading, buying, and selling goods, services and other productive activities.
Based on the above arguments, Islam totally prohibits riba in any Islamic business
transaction. For example, Islam does not allow investment in conventional financial
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institutions because of high involvement in riba. In place of riba (interest), income,
profit or fees generated from the deployment of capital or assets from an investment
activity or sale or lease of assets involved is permissible. Despite this, there are still
debates as to whether Islam totally prohibits interest in the modern world. In fact, the
exact meaning of riba is rather ambiguous in modern finance. However, there is some
leniency applies in Islamic investment. As one cannot avoid dealing with interest in the
modern world, many Shariah scholars sitting on Shariah advisory boards allow
investment in a company with borrowing and deposits from conventional bank, but
restrict the potential income from riba to a certain percentage from the total income
generated.
2.3.2 Prohibition of maysir
Maysir means gambling or impermissible games of chance (Iqbal and Mirakhor, 2007,
p. 11). Islamic finance prohibits maysir activities as in Verses 2:219, 5:90 and 5:91,
which respectively read as follows:
They ask thee concerning wine and gambling. Say: "In them is great sin, and
some profit, for men; but the sin is greater than the profit.” They ask thee
how much they are to spend; Say: "What is beyond your needs.” Thus, doth
Allah Make clear to you His Signs: In order that ye may consider?
O ye who believe! Intoxicants and gambling, (dedication of) stones, and
(divination by) arrows, are an abomination, - of Satan's handwork: eschew
such (abomination), that ye may prosper.
Satan's plan is (but) to excite enmity and hatred between you, with
intoxicants and gambling, and hinder you from the remembrance of Allah,
and from prayer: will ye not then abstain?
However, Iqbal and Molyneaux (2005) argue that it is important to distinguish between
maysir (pure games of chance) and risk-taking activities in individual life or business
transactions. They further argue that there are three types of risk. These are
entrepreneurial risk, risk arising from natural disasters, and risk arising from
uncertainties not part of daily life. The first two types of risks are permissible. In the
first situation, it is natural for those who undertake business activities to face
entrepreneur risk. In addition, it is part of individuals’ life to face risks of natural
disasters. However, the third risk is impermissible. If one do not involve in the game of
chance, then he will not suffer from the risk. The games of chance and gambling are
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unnecessary activities. They provide no economic value. But the risk taken only create
greater financial loss and societal problems (Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005).
2.3.3 Prohibition of gharar
Gharar means risk, uncertainty, or speculation. In business transactions (normally
involving an exchange of contracts), gharar means entering into a transaction (or
contractual terms and conditions) without knowing the elements of the transaction
clearly, such as price or features of the goods (involves uncertainty) (Iqbal and
Molyneaux, 2005, p. 12). Gharar also implies a lack of information disclosure, which
results in informational asymmetry that is embedded in a financial contract (Iqbal and
Mirakhor, 2007, p. 53). Gharar also relates to financial transactions that involve
speculation activities. Speculation is trading activity without the backing of tangible
assets such as short selling, market timing, and using of derivatives.
However, the prohibition of gharar does not directly come from the verses in the Holy
Quran. Instead, many of the deductions are from the sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH). For example, the Muslim jurists use the following hadith as a basis for the
prohibition of gharar (Kamali, 2007, p. 320):
Jacfar Ibn Wahshiyah reported from Yusuf Ibn Mahak, from Hakim Ibn
Hizam (who said): “I asked the Prophet: ‘O Messenger of God. A man
comes to me and asks me to sell him what is not with me. I sell him (what
he wants) and then buy the goods for him in the market.’ The Prophet
replied: ‘Sell not what is not with you.”
From the above hadith, the prohibition of gharar is mainly from the response of the
prophet “Sell not what is not with you”, which implies that: (i) the seller must own the
subject matter, and (ii) the subject matter must exist at the time of the contract. The
issue of gharar arises from the failure of both parties to comply with these conditions.
In modern finance, the issue of gharar is best described as “information asymmetry”
embedded in a contract (Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005, p. 14).
As the issue of gharar is non-trivial and ubiquitous, Islamic jurists divide the issue of
gharar into two kinds, those which are substantial and those that are trivial (Iqbal and
Molyneaux, 2005, p. 14). Islam prohibits the substantial gharar. Islam encourages
minimising the issue of gharar by making information as transparent as possible.
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According to (El-Gamal, 2000) there are two main areas in finance where gharar exists:
namely, (i) insurance and (ii) financial derivatives. In insurance contracts, the element
of Gharar is identified where the amount of insurance collected is very minimal
compared to the compensation if the claim is made after only a few months of
instalment or, otherwise, no claim is made despite years of serving the instalment as
the insured does not suffer any loss to enable them to claim. In derivatives, the
element of gharar arises when the assets are not in existence or not physically
owned when the sales transaction takes place and, in addition, the payoff in the
derivative transaction could be extreme.
Clearly from the above, gharar is prohibited because of its close association with
speculation, gambling and excessive risk taking (El-Gamal, 2000; Tamer, 2005).
Gharar promotes speculative behaviour, which only benefits speculators at the
expense of another party or society.
2.3.4 Prohibition of dealing in forbidden activities and commodities
Islam prohibits investment in products or businesses that bring harm to society.
Examples of these activities are business activities dealing with pork, liquor/alcohol,
prostitution, pornography, immoral entertainment, and armaments. As there are
many verses in the Holy Quran that prohibits the consumption of alcoholic
beverages and pork, scholars do not discuss these issues widely. These verses
include Verses 2:219, 2:173, 5:1 to 5:5, 5:87 to 5:88, 6:118 to 6:119, 6:121, 6:145 to
6:146 and 16:114 to 16:118. For example, Verse 2:173 of the Holy Quran prohibits
Muslims from consuming foods containing carrion, blood and pork, which reads as
follows:
He hath only forbidden you dead meat, and blood, and the flesh of swine
and that on which any other name hath been invoked besides that of
Allah. But if one is forced by necessity, without wilful disobedience, nor
transgressing due limits, - then is he guiltless. For Allah is Oft-forgiving
Most Merciful (2:173).
The prohibition of alcohol and gambling, are similar to some principles of ethical
investment where the rationale behind this is to promote social and ethical
considerations. Islam also discourages investing in highly leveraged companies as it
implies that the companies are heavily indebted and bear high interest commitment.
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2.3.5 The sharing of business profits and risks
Islam promotes the sharing of profit and loss. Most Islamic finance contracts such as
mudarabah and musyarakah use profit and loss sharing between the capital provider
and the entrepreneur as its foundation. In contrast, the conventional transactions let
the borrowers or entrepreneurs bear all the risk and the financial institutions reap part of
the profits. The rationale behind this principle is to promote fairness and equity in the
distribution of wealth and economic resources in the society.
In relation to Islamic investment funds, the majority of the products in the market
employ the concept of wakalah or mudarabah in their contract between fund
management and the fund holders.
2.3.6 Paying and collecting zakah
In addition to the above principles, which are prohibitive in nature, there are other
Shariah principles that promote positive elements such as the payment of obligatory
zakah and voluntary sadaqah. Zakah is one of the sources of funds available within the
Islamic economic and financial system. It is obligatory for Muslims to pay zakah and it
is one of the five pillars of Islam. Zakah, literally means purification and is a form of
religious tax mainly for the poor and needy. Muslims are obliged to pay zakah in certain
percentages (between 2.5 percent and 20 percent depending on the wealth) annually
when the wealth reaches minimum amount according to Shariah.
The following are examples of verses in the Holy Quran that state about the obligatory
nature of zakah.
Alms are for the poor and the needy, and those employed to administer the
(funds); for those whose hearts have been (recently) reconciled (to Truth);
for those in bondage and in debt; in the cause of Allah; and for the wayfarer:
(thus is it) ordained by Allah, and Allah is full of knowledge and wisdom
(Verse 9:60).
And those in whose wealth is a recognised right. For the (needy) who asks
and him who is prevented (for some reason from asking) (Verses 70:24 and
70:25)
There are several reasons for zakah. For example, Tamer (2005) argues that zakah plays
an important role in wealth redistribution from the wealthy members of society to the
needy ones. By reallocating resources from those in excess to those who are in need, it
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ensures social justice in an economy. In addition, zakah encourages the investment of
idle resources as Islam discourages hoarding. Besides zakah, Islam encourages Muslims
to participate in voluntary charitable activities, for instance sadaqa, waqaf and hibah.

2.4 Islamic contracts in Shariah-compliant products and
services
The unique feature of Islamic financial products and services is the systematic trade
and contract between the parties involved. It specifically defines contracts that are
permissible and impermissible. In general, all contracts are permissible unless there
are elements that contradict the principles of Shariah. The presence of a contract(s)
is to safeguards the terms and rights of all parties according to Islamic principles.
Islamic financial institutions develop their products and services using a
combination of approaches that evolve to meet the needs of Muslims investors,
practitioners, and regulators. Even though each of the Islamic contracts is relatively
straightforward, in practice, it is rather complicated. This is because financial
institutions may employ more than one contract in designing its financial products or
instruments. The most common contracts practised by Islamic financial institutions
can be categorised into three main contracts as follows (Obaidullah, 2005):
1) Partnership contracts or participatory contracts, such as mudarabah (profit
sharing) and musharakah (profit and loss sharing)
2) Mark-up based contracts or exchange based contracts, such as murabaha (profit
mark-up), bai salam (prepaid purchase), istisna’ (prepaid financing on
manufacturing) and bai muajjal (sales with deferred payment).
3) Trustee-based or fee based contracts, such as qard (benevolent loans), wakalah
(agency contracts) and ijarah (leasing).
However, the most popular contracts in IMFs are wakalah, mudarabah and
musharakah.
2.4.1 Mudarabah
Mudarabah contracts were in practice before the revelation of Islam by Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH) when he managed a business owned by Khadijah (who later
became his wife (Khaf and Khan, 1992). Mudarabah is a profit-sharing agreement
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between two parties where one party provides capital and the other party provides
business expertise. This contract gives opportunity to investors who are interested in
investing in a project but do not want to involve in the management of the capital.
Figure 2.1 depicts the mudarabah mechanism. Mudarabah contracts are widely used in
various economic activities such as in the contracts for commercial activities as well as
in the practice of Islamic investment funds.

Rabb al-maal

Cash investment

(Capital provider)

Mudarib
(Entrepreneur)

Capital provider bears losses

Commercia
l venture

Losse

Distribute profits according to a pre-agreed ratio

Profit

Figure 2.1 Mudarabah mechanism
Source: Gait and Worthington (2009)

In this contract, the capital provider is known as rabb al-maal, who provides the entire
capital needed to finance a project;the entrepreneur is known as mudarib and provides
the expertise, management and labour (Tamer, 2005). Both parties share the profits on a
pre-agreed (fixed ratio) basis from the project, but in the case of losses, the total loss is
borne by the capital provider (Tamer, 2005). The entrepreneur loses the opportunity cost
of their efforts. However, if the loss is due to negligence on the part of the entrepreneur,
he has to bear the loss of the opportunity cost of his efforts and the financial losses. The
profit sharing contract continues until the capital provider fully recovers the amount of
capital they provide. The capital provider can be a financial institution that provides a
source of financing to another party who is a business owner or entrepreneur. Similarly,
an individual can also be a rabb al-maal, by providing the capital to a financial
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institution in the form of a deposit and allowing the financial institution to manage his
funds together with its own funds for investment.
2.4.2 Musharakah
Musharakah is the preferred mode of contract in Islamic finance as it employs the
concept of profit and loss sharing. It is a joint venture contract where two parties
provide capital for a business and share the risk and rewards. The profit is distributed
based on a pre-agreed ratio and any losses are shared based on the amount of capital
invested (equity participation) [see Mirakhor and Zaidi (2007) and Tamer (2005)]. All
parties may manage the business together or grant the right of day-to-day management
to the other party. The joint venture is an independent legal entity, and the financial
institution may terminate the joint venture gradually after a certain period or upon the
fulfilment of a certain condition.
Another similar contract is musharakah mutanaqisah (diminishing partnership). In this
contract, the “…financing agency and the customer share the ownership of real estate”
(El-Gamal, 2000, p. 16). There is a difference between ijara and musharaka
mutanaqisah. In the ijara contract, the ownership of the assets remains with the lessor.
In the musharaka mutanaqisah, the customer pays an instalment that contains both
rental and ‘a buy-out of part of the part of that ownership’ (El-Gamal, 2000, p. 16). The
customer’s ownership will increase until the end of the contract when it is no longer
necessary to pay the rental, as the financial institution will transfer the ownership to the
customer who then owns the asset legally.
Figure 2.2 depicts the musharakah mechanism between the capital provider and the
entrepreneur while Figure 2.3 depicts the flow of funds in the contract of musharakah
mutanaqisah or declining musharakah. According to Tamer (2005, p. 87), musharakah
comprises about 20 percent of the Islamic banking financing contracts and, in practice,
it is less difficult compared to the mudarabah contract. Mudarabah (profit sharing) and
musharakah (profit and loss sharing) are the ideal contracts that promote social justice
in Muslim society through profit and profit and loss sharing, respectively. However,
these contracts have not become the main contracts used in the Islamic financial
institutions, specifically, Islamic banks (Tamer, 2005).
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Rabb al-maal

Mudarib

(Capital provider)

(Entrepreneur)

Commercial
venture

Losses

Divided according to a pre-agreed ratio

Profits

Figure 2.2 Musharakah mechanism between the capital provider and entrepreneur
Source: Gait and Worthington (2009)

Rabb al-maal

Declining equity in
musharakah fund

Mudarib
(Entrepreneur)

(Capital provider)

Commercial
venture

Losses

Divided according to a
pre-agreed ratio

Profits

Receiving profit share of customer
with decline in equity

Figure 2.3 Declining musharakah between capital provider and entrepreneur
Source: Gait and Worthington (2009)

2.4.3 Murabahah and bai muajjal
This is a cost plus contract (or mark-up on principle) where the financial institutions
purchase tangible assets on behalf of consumers with an agreement to sell back the
assets to the consumers at a marked up price on a lump sum or on a deferred sale basis
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(Tamer, 2005; Zaher and Hassan, 2001). The markup rate is fixed throughout the
tenure of the contract (Tamer, 2005; Zaher and Hassan, 2001). The difference between
the purchase price and the mark up price is the profit earned by the financial
institutions. Figure 2.4 illustrates the flow of transaction in a murabahah contract.
In addition, there is a condition where the seller must disclose the cost of the assets
and the buyer must agree with the premium charged above the original price (ElGamal, 2000, p. 10). Customers can also purchase from the bank on an agreed markup
price on a deferred lump sum or deferred instalment, which is called bai’ muajjallmurabbah or bay’bi-thaman ‘ajil [see El-Gamal (2000, p. 11) and Obaidullah (2005)].

Rabb al-maal

(3) Capital provider or bank sells
the asset to the customer at
RM50K + profit

Mudarib

(Capital provider)

(Entrepreneur)
(4) Entrepreneur or customer repays
RM50K + profit by monthly
instalment

Asset owner or
supplier
(2) Capital provider or bank purchases
the asset from the owner or supplier

(1) Entrepreneur or customer
identifies the asset to be acquired

Figure 2.4 Murabahah mechanism
Source: Sultan (2006)

In order for a murabahah contract to be valid, there are several principles to follow.
These principles are first, the assets or property to be sold must exist at the time of the
sales transaction, second, the assets or properties must be owned by the seller at the time
of sale, third, the assets or the properties “must be in physical or constructive possession
of the seller”, fourth, “the delivery of the commodity sold to the buyer must be certain
and should not depend on contingency or chance”, fifth,“as in any sales contract the
price must be specified and once specified it cannot be increased in case of default,
sixth, “the time of delivery must be specified”, and finally, “the payment schedule must
be specified” (Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005). Islamic financial institutions adopt
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murabahah in most of their financing contracts, which represents almost 70 percent of
total financing (Tamer, 2005, p. 88).
Bai muajjal is a deferred payment sale, which grants permission to pay for the price of
the product purchased in the future whether in full (lump sum) or on an instalment basis.
The difference between murabahah and bai muajjal is that the former require capital
provider or bank to disclose the actual (cost) purchase price of the assets to them while
the latter do not require capital provider to disclose (El-Gamal, 2000; Iqbal and
Molyneaux, 2005; Obaidullah, 2005; Tamer, 2005).
Additionally, charging a higher price because of deferred payment is allowed but not an
increase in the lending rate as this will lead to riba. Financing, which is a variant of
murabaha (cost plus) financing, is structured based on a deferred payment sale,
whereby the delivery of goods is immediate, and the repayment of the price is deferred
on an instalment or lump sum basis. All parties must agree upon the price of the product
at the time of the sale and cannot include any charge for deferring payments. This
contract is popular in designing financing for houses and properties.
2.4.4 Bai salam and istisna
In general, one of the main principles in any sale and purchase agreement is that the
object or assets are to be present during the transaction to avoid gharar. However, for
certain conditions this rule or principle can be omitted to facilitate certain types of
business transaction. This is called a bai salam contract where cash payment is made at
the point of contract but the delivery of the assets purchased as specified in the contract
is deferred to a pre-determined date. This contract is prevalent in the agricultural
industry to help farmers sell their produce on time while providing pre-payment for
them to “buy seeds and to make living” (El-Gamal, 2000). This contract is structured
based on a forward sale concept. This agreement is allowed based on a hadith narrated
by Ibn Abbas, as follows (El-Gamal, 2000, p. 17):
The Messenger of Allah (pbuh) came to Madinah and found its inhabitants
entering salam contracts (with the price paid in advance) in fruits for one,
two and three years. He (pbuh) said: “whoever enters into a salam contract,
let him specify a known volume or weight, and a known term of deferment.
However, there are certain conditions to be met as follows: (i) the price of the assets has
to be determined and be paid in full at the time of contract (ii) the assets must be clearly
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specified and ‘well-defined’ in the contract, and (iii) the assets must be delivered to the
buyer on the specified time in the future (El-Gamal, 2000, p. 17).
In contrast to bai salam, the price in istisna is paid in instalments based on the
percentage of the work complete (work in progress) (El-Gamal, 2000). Contracts are
based on the concept of commissioned or contract manufacturing, whereby a party
undertakes to produce a specific good for future delivery at a pre-determined price (ElGamal, 2000, p. 17). It can be used in the financing of manufactured goods,
construction and infrastructure projects. Figure 2.5 depicts the concept of istisna’.

(2) Entrepreneur or customer enters into an
istisna’ contract with the bank to purchase the

Rabb al-maal

Mudarib
(Entrepreneur)

(Capital
(4) Bank
completion

delivers

asset

upon

Asset owner/supplier
(1)
Entrepreneur
or
customer
identifies asset to be manufactured/
constructed

(3) Capital provider or bank
enters into parallel istisna’ with
the manufacturer of the asset

Figure 2.5 Istisna’
Source: Sultan (2006)

2.4.5 Ijarah
Ijarah is an Islamic leasing contract between two parties, the lessor and lessee. The
lessor normally an Islamic financial institution and the owner of the asset, will lease the
assets to the lessee, the customer, to use the assets. This contract does not involve
selling of the assets but a sale of the benefits of the assets (called usufruct) for a predetermined duration (El-Gamal, 2000; Iqbal and Molyneaux, 2005). The asset is then
returned to the owner after expiration of the contract.
This type of sale contract is permissible as cited in Verses 65:6 and 28:26–27,
respectively, as follows (El-Gamal, 2000, p. 13):
Let the women live (in 'iddat) in the same style as ye live, according to your
means: Annoy them not, so as to restrict them. And if they carry (life in
their wombs), then spend (your substance) on them until they deliver their
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burden: and if they suckle your (offspring), give them their recompense: and
take mutual counsel together, according to what is just and reasonable. And
if ye find yourselves in difficulties, let another woman suckle (the child) on
the (father’s) behalf.
Said one of the (damsels): “O my (dear) father! Engage him on wages: truly
the best of men for thee to employ is the (man) who is strong and trusty”.
He said: “I intend to wed one of these my daughters to thee, on condition
that thou serve me for eight years; but if thou complete 10 years, it will be
(grace) from thee. But I intend not to place thee under a difficulty: thou wilt
find me, indeed, if Allah wills, one of the righteous”.
The main difference between Islamic leasing and conventional leasing is that the asset
must be owned by the lessor (IFI) during the tenure of the lease, otherwise the contract
is not valid (El-Gamal, 2000, p. 14).
There are two types of ijarah. These are ordinary ijarah, which “takes the form of
straight rental finance”, and an alternative to conventional lease-purchase finance
known as ijarah wa iqtina. In this contract, a bank buys an asset for a customer and then
leases it to the customer for a determined period at a fixed rental charge. Shariah
permits rental charges on property services, on the precondition that the lessor (bank)
retains the risk of asset ownership. For lease purchase finance (ijara wa iqtina), the
bank leases the purchased assets to a customer based on the profitability of the assets
used by the customer (Tamer, 2005). At the end of the lease period, the lessor agrees to
sell the assets to the lessee at a pre-determined value (El-Gamal, 2000). However, the
lessee has the right to decide whether to purchase or return the assets (El-Gamal, 2000).
Accordingly, in arriving at the lease payment, Islamic financial institutions consider a
few factors in determining the rental payments and the residual value at the end of the
rental duration. The factors considered are the value of the assets; depreciation value of
the assets; inflation; the lessee’s creditworthiness, the the opportunity cost, and other
factors similar to those in conventional banking.
Figure 2.6 illustrate the general concept of ijarah. In this contract, a customer identifies
the asset they are interested in leasing for the asset to be acquired by the bank. The
customer has to enter an agreement with the bank to lease the asset after the bank has
purchased the asset. Next, the bank purchases the assets from the supplier or the owner
of the asset, after which the bank leases the asset to the customer for a fixed rental
payment and the customer has to abide with the schedule payment as agreed upon in the
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contract. The customer may promise to purchase the asset at the end of the leasing
agreement.

(3) Capital provider or bank leases the
asset to the customer at rental amount

Rabb al-maal

Mudarib

(Capital provider)

(Entrepreneur)

(4) Entrepreneur or customer makes
rental payment by monthly instalment

Asset owner / supplier
(2) Capital provider or bank purchases the
asset from the owner (eg: at RM50K)

(1) Entrepreneur or customer identifies
asset to be leased

Figure 2.6 Ijarah contract
Source: Sultan (2006)

2.4.6 Wakalah
Wakalah is an agency contract, where the wakeel (agent) is to represent and act on
the individual’s behalf. In return, the person compensates the wakeel with an agreed
fixed commission or fee for the service determined at the point when the contract is
signed between the parties. The agents may use part of the fund to cover its
management costs. Within the Islamic finance industry, the wakalah contract is used
widely in takaful as well as the Islamic fund management industry (in addition to
mudarabah). Takaful institutions and investment funds act as an intermediary to
manage the risk and investment portfolio.
2.4.7 Qard hassan
Qard hassan is a benevolent loan given to those in financial hardship with an
attempt to alleviate poverty. This is interest free. The financial institution lends the
money to customers only to get back the principle amount. However, the financial
institution is allowed to charge the customer the actual administrative expenses
incurred in operation of the mechanism especially in the case where a lender
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requires collateral to secure the loan (Obaidullah, 2005). This charge is for a fee for
the security of the collateral. The current practice is, financial institutions require
collateral and borrowers are to pay back the principle amount with minimal
administrative charges. However, the charges should not vary with the principal
amount or with the duration of lending, as this will only lead to riba (El-Hawary et
al., 2007).

2.5 Islamic financial services industry
The fundamentals and contracts discussed in section 2.4 become the basis of the
development of Islamic financial products and services. Based on the above
concepts and principles of Islamic finance, there has been several developments in
various areas of the Islamic financial services industry. These include Islamic
banking, takaful industry and the latest is the development of the Islamic capital
markets, which includes products such as Shariah compliant stocks, sukuk and
IMFs. These sectors have become an important segment within the global financial
market. Even though the global market for Islamic finance in terms of Shariah
compliant assets remains small, that is, one percent of the global financial services
(Australian Trade Commission, 2010), its growth is very promising. For example,
Shariah compliant assets grew 25 percent from US$758 billion in 2007 to US$951
billion at the end of 2008 (International Financial Services London, 2010).
Of this amount, Islamic commercial banks represent the major portion (74 percent)
of the assets with investment banks (10 percent), sukuk issues (10 percent), funds (5
percent) and takaful (one percent) making up the balance (International Financial
Services London, 2010). Currently, worldwide, the Islamic financial services
industry operates under two different models. These include a completely Islamic
financial system where there is no conventional system (such as in Sudan and Iran)
or an Islamic financial system working in parallel with the conventional system
(such as in Malaysia and Indonesia). This section briefly discusses the development
of each of the products of Islamic finance with special emphasis on the IMFs, the
main theme of this thesis.
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2.5.1 Islamic banking
There are various definitions given for Islamic banks. Among these are the
definitions given by the International Association of Islamic Banks (IAIB), Al-Jarhi
and Iqbal (2001, p. 23) and Islamic Banking Act (1983) of Malaysia. The definition
of an Islamic bank as per the International Association of Islamic Banks (IAIB) is as
follows:
The Islamic bank basically implements a new banking concept, in that it
adheres strictly to the rulings of the Islamic Shariah in fields of finance
and other dealings. Moreover, the bank, when functioning in this way,
must reflect Islamic principles in real life. The bank should work towards
the establishment of an Islamic society; hence, one of its primary goals is
the deepening of the religious spirit among the people.
Alternatively, Al-Jarhi and Iqbal (2001, p. 23) give a more
comprehensive definition which is:An Islamic bank is a deposit-taking
banking institution whose scope of activities includes all currently known
banking activities, excluding borrowing and lending on the basis of
interest. On the liabilities side, it mobilizes funds on the basis of a
mudarabah or wakalah (agent) contract. It can also accept demand
deposits which are treated as interest-free loans from the clients to the
bank and which are guaranteed. On the assets side, it advances funds on a
profit-and-loss sharing or a debt-creating basis, in accordance with the
principles of the Shari`ah. It plays the role of an investment manager for
the owners of time deposits, usually called investment deposits. In
addition, equity holding as well as commodity and asset trading
constitute an integral part of Islamic banking operations. An Islamic bank
shares its net earnings with its depositors in a way that depends on the
size and date-to-maturity of each deposit. Depositors must be informed
beforehand of the formula used for sharing the net earnings with the
bank.
Based on the above definitions, the Islamic banking operations differ from its
conventional counterpart in two fundamental criteria, namely interest free and profit
and loss sharing principles. The main aim of the establishment of the Islamic
financial system and Islamic banking specifically, is to promote religious spirit in
everyday financial transactions as well as to promote economic development and
social welfare among the Muslim society. Another difference between these two
banking systems is the use of money. While money is used as a commodity that is
bought and sold through the use of interest in conventional banks, the Islamic
banking industry uses money to ease transactions and for trading purposes.
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The growth of the Islamic banking industry is about 15 to 20 percent per year and it
is expected to continue in the near future (Sole, 2007). The assets of Islamic
commercial banks account for the bulk of the Shariah compliant assets worldwide
(74 percent) (International Financial Services London, 2010), which amounted to
US$822 billion in 2009 (increased by 28.6 percent from US$639 billion in 2008)
(The Banker's, 2009).
Table 2.1 shows the development of the Islamic financial services industry from
1970s to 2000s. It started with commercial Islamic banks and now has developed
into various banking and finance services.
Table 2.1 The development of the Islamic financial services industry
This table shows the development of the Islamic financial institutions, and the products and services industry
they offer from 1970s until 2000s. Source: Islamic Capital Market Task Force (2004, p. 16)

Islamic financial
institutions

1970s
Commercial
Islamic banks

1980s
Commercial
Islamic banks
Takaful
Islamic
investment
companies

1990s
Commercial
Islamic banks
Takaful
Islamic
investment
companies
Asset
management
companies
Brokers
and
dealers

Islamic financial
products
and services

Commercial
Islamic banking
products

Commercial
Islamic banking
products

Commercial
Islamic banks

2000s
Commercial
Islamic banks
Takaful
Islamic
investment
companies
Islamic
investment banks
Asset
management
companies
Brokers
and
dealers
E-Commerce
Commercial
Islamic banks

Takaful

Takaful

IMFs

IMFs

Islamic bonds

Islamic bonds

Shariah
compliant stocks

Shariah
compliant stocks

Islamic
stockbroking

Islamic
stockbroking

Gulf, Middle East
and Asia Pacific

Gulf,
Middle
East,
Asia
Pacific, Europe,
Americas
and
global
offshore
market

Takaful

Region

Gulf and Middle
East

Gulf,
Middle
East, and Asia
Pacific
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2.5.2 Takaful
Takaful is an alternative to conventional insurance designed for those who wish to
have their economic transactions comply with the tenets of Shariah. The term
takaful literally means guarantee each other, shared guarantee or shared assurance
[see El-Gamal (2000); Islamic Capital Market Task Force (2004)]. The prohibition
of conventional insurance is mainly due to the element of gharar. The literature in
Islamic economics and finance accepts the concept of risk. Understandably, Muslim
investors need another alternative instrument to reduce the financial risk faced by all
investors. Therefore, the concept of takaful is designed to replace conventional
insurance. The concept of takaful is in accordance with Shariah where risk is shared
among the participants similar to the concept of cooperative or mutual insurance
[see El-Gamal (2000, p. 23) and Haron et al. (2007, p. 159)]. All takaful participants
agree to share risk by pooling their contribution for the benefits of all participants.
Takaful institutions act as an intermediary to manage the risk portfolio. There are
two main contracts used in takaful, which are wakalah and mudarabah.
Similar to conventional insurance, Islamic takaful also consists of three main
products —general takaful, family takaful and retakaful coverage. In summary, there
are three main differences between the operations of conventional insurance and
takaful. First, conventional insurance is a business entity owned by shareholders
aiming to generate profit and maximise shareholders wealth. In takaful, the
institutions act as an intermediary with the aim of managing risk owned by the
policyholders collectively. Second, income arising from underwriting surplus and
investment are treated as its sources of income, whereas, in takaful, it is a non-profit
entity that aims to assist policyholders in the occurrence of an event for a fee for
their services. Third, any excess or reserve on the insurance policy belongs to the
insurance company while in takaful, this excess belongs to the policyholders
(Obaidullah, 2005, p. 124).
The first takaful was launched in Khartoum in 1977 to serve the insurance needs of
the Faisal Islamic Bank in Sudan (Siddiqi, 2004). Currently, the global market for
takaful remains small but it is growing. The assets under the takaful management
fund were estimated at US$8.3 billion in 2008, an increase of 25 percent from
US$6.6 billion in 2007 (International Financial Services London, 2010). Iran has
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the largest takaful market with assets totalling US$2.6 billion (International
Financial Services London, 2010). Malaysia is ranked second with premiums of
US$2.1 billion and is followed by the UAE US$1.0 billion and Saudi Arabia US$0.8
billion (International Financial Services London, 2010).
2.5.3 Islamic capital markets
In recent times, to complement the existence of Islamic banking, especially in
providing liquidity, there has been a progressive development in the Islamic capital
market. Countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Bahrain have taken the
initiative in developing their Islamic financial market. Under the Islamic capital
market, there are three main products, namely Islamic bonds or sukuk, Shariahcompliant stocks and IMFs.
Sukuk is a Shariah compliant debt instrument, which complements the conventional
interest-bearing instrument called bonds. It is structured carefully to ensure that the
element of interest is eliminated to make it permissible in accordance with Shariah.
Sukuk is the plural of the Arabic word sakk, which means certificate. According to
AAOIFI, sukuk is a certificate of equal value representing undivided shares in the
ownership of tangible assets, usufruct and services or the ownership of the assets of
particular projects or special investment activity (Jarrar, 2009). Sukuk has gained
popularity as an alternative to conventional financial instruments, more so after the
recent credit crisis. This is because of the structure of the sukuk, which requires asset
backing and other principles of Islamic finance.
Another product under the Islamic capital market is Shariah compliant equity or
stocks. Prior to the 1990s, investment in the stock market was a taboo for Muslims
due to its speculative nature. However, in 1990, the Council of the Islamic Fiqh
Academy announced that equity investment is permissible. Muslims may now invest
in stocks as long as the activities and conduct of the company conform to Shariah
[see, for example, El-Gamal (2000), Hakim and Rashidian (2002), and Hayat
(2006)] and the trading of the stocks must be based on the fundamental analysis
rather than on the technical analysis (Bastaki, 2008, p. 9). Owning a stock in a
company means owning a share in the assets of the company. In return, individuals
will enjoy the profit of the companies based on the equity participation. The same
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goes for any loss a company suffers. This is similar to the concept of mudarabah, as
discussed in section 2.4.1.
Even though owning stock in a company is a good investment strategy, not many
individuals can afford to buy stock and at the same time monitor the stock
performance. Alternatively, investors may want to hire a professional fund manager
to do it on their behalf for a fee. This investment product, which is known as mutual
funds, is gaining popularity among retail investors. Similarly, IMFs, which started in
the 1990s, have received overwhelming attention from not only Muslim investors
but also non-Muslims who are attracted by its ethical appeal. The positive
development of Islamic mutual funds is partly due to the increased supply of
Shariah compliant securities.
Besides Islamic mutual funds (IMFs), Islamic capital market also offers Islamic
exchange traded funds (ETFs) and Islamic real estate investment trusts (REITs) to
add flavour in the Islamic investment funds. Islamic exchange-traded funds (ETFs)
are mutual funds that list and trade their units on a stock exchange. The difference
between ETFs and mutual funds is in the way they trade their units. Investors can sell
and buy units of ETFs anytime during stock exchange trading hours through their
brokers. In case of mutual funds, trading of the units is through agents. The main
difference between a conventional and Islamic ETF is the benchmark index that they
track. An Islamic ETF only tracks an Islamic index where the index constituents
comprise of companies, which are Shariah compliant.
Islamic Real Estate Investment Trusts (i-REITs) is a trust fund that pools money
from investors and uses the pooled capital to invest at least 50 percent of them in
real estate assets, in a Shariah compliant manner. This investment can be through
direct ownership or through a single purpose company whose principle asset
comprises of real asset. i-REITS is a passive investment vehicle that acquires and
holds income-generating real estate. Malaysia is the first jurisdiction in the global
financial sector to issue i-REITs Guidelines. The following section provides a
general discussion of IMFs with further details provided in the subsequent chapters.
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2.5.4 Islamic mutual funds
Islamic mutual funds 2 (IMFs) are “…..a joint pool wherein the investors contribute
their surplus money for the purpose of its investment to earn halal profit in strict
conformity with the precepts of Islamic law or Shariah” (Usmani, 2002, p. 2). The
fund managers will then invest this pool of money in other financial instruments
such as equity and bonds. In Malaysia, the Islamic mutual or Shariah fund is defined
as “...a group of specialised collective investment funds which offer the investors the
opportunity to invest their surplus cash in a diversified portfolio of securities that are
managed and selected by professional portfolio managers in accordance with
Shariah principles” (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001, p. 7).
The main difference between conventional mutual funds (CMFs) and IMFs is the
requirement for a proper contract between the relevant parties involved. Other
attributes of Islamic investment include Shariah compliant screening (sectoral and
quantitative), Shariah board monitoring as well as income purification. Unlike
socially responsible investment (SRI) or ethical funds, which apply both positive
and negative screenings, IMFs mainly apply negative screening. Additionally, unlike
CMFs, there is an additional layer of corporate governance in IMFs. This is justified
by the presence of Shariah Advisory Boards who are responsible to monitor closely
every aspect of the business activity such as stock selection, trading, record keeping
and reporting. In the current context, Islamic investment funds are structured on
mudaraba or wakala contracts (between investment funds and fund holders).
IMFs particularly Islamic equity funds are one of the fastest growing segments
within the Islamic financial system. The number of Islamic funds has risen more
than threefold from 200 funds in 2003 to 680 funds in 2008, representing various
types of IMFs (Eurekahedge, 2008). The value of the assets managed under these
IMFs has also grown from US$20 billion in 2003 to US$44 billion in 2008 (Ernst &
Young, 2009). Equity funds represent the largest (about 40 percent) segment of
IMFs followed by fixed income (16 percent), real estate, and private equity (13
percent) and the remaining balance is cash, commodities and other funds. These
2

Also referred to as Islamic unit trusts, Islamic investment funds or Shariah-compliant collective

investment schemes.
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funds are concentrated in several regions including the Middle East/Africa, Asia
Pacific, North America, and Europe. More than half of these funds are invested in
the Middle East and Asia Pacific regions (International Financial Services London,
2010, p. 5).

2.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter gave an overview of the history, evolution, principles, and development
of Islamic finance, which serves as the broad theoretical and conceptual background
for understanding Islamic finance in general and IMFs in particular. It also discussed
the application of the principles in the financial products and services in the modern
world.
The principles of Islamic finance includes prohibition of riba, maysir, gharar,
prohibition of dealing in forbidden activities and commodities, the sharing of profit
and loss and payment of zakah. These principles come from two main sources,
which are the Holy Quran and Sunnah. If the sources referred to earlier are silent as
regard these issues, then Muslims refer to ijma’, qiyas and ijtihad. The chapter also
discussed nine contracts in Islamic finance. These fundamentals and contracts are
the basis of the development of Islamic financial products and services, which
among others are Islamic banking, takaful Shariah compliant stocks, sukuk and
IMFs. The presence of the contract(s) is to ensure that the terms and rights of all
parties are safeguarded in accordance to Islamic principles. Among the popular
contracts for IMFs are musharakah, murabahah and wakalah.
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Chapter 3 . The Malaysian Islamic
Mutual Fund Industry
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the Malaysian Islamic mutual funds (IMFs)
industry. The development of Islamic finance in Malaysia is one of the earliest and
fastest in the Southeast Asian region, and in the world apart from the initial Islamic
finance markets in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. For example, the
size of Islamic banking assets relative to the conventional banking is about 18 percent
and takaful assets represent seven percent of the total industry. IMFs, which are the
focus of this study form one of the important components of the Malaysian Islamic
financial system in general and Islamic capital market in particular. Even though the
market is relatively small (in terms of NAV is about 13 percent of the total industry)
compared to the total industry as a whole, Malaysia is one of the key players in the
world in Islamic fund management. It has the largest number of IMFs (more than 60
percent of the global Islamic fund market) and is among the leaders in terms of size of
IMF assets [see, for example, Hoepner et al. (2011), Eurekahedge (2008), Abderrezak
(2008), and Nainggolan (2011)].
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides a brief
discussion of the geographic, demographic, and socioeconomic context in Malaysia.
Section 3.3 discusses the Malaysian Islamic financial system, which comprises Islamic
banking and takaful as well as the Islamic capital market, particularly the main Islamic
products available in Malaysia. Section 3.4 gives an overview of IMFs in Malaysia,
which includes a brief introduction of the mutual funds industry as a whole. Section 3.5
discusses some of the key operational aspects of Malaysian IMFs. Section 3.6 concludes
the chapter.
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3.2 Background of Malaysia
Malaysia is located in Southeast Asia between the Middle East and Asia Pacific and has
one of the most developed economies in the region. Malaysia covers an area of about
330,252 square kilometres, consisting of two major regions, Peninsular Malaysia and
Malaysian Borneo. It borders Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, and Brunei. There are 13
states in Malaysia, with 11 states located in Peninsular Malaysia, namely, Perlis, Kedah,
Pulau Pinang, Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan, Melaka, Johor, Pahang, Terengganu,
Kelantan, and two states on the island of Borneo, namely, Sabah and Sarawak. In
addition, there are three federal territories in Malaysia, which are the federal Territory
of Kuala Lumpur and Putrajaya in Peninsular Malaysia, and the Federal Territory of
Labuan off Sabah.
Malaysia has a multiracial and multicultural population with an estimated population of
28.1 million people in 2009 (Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre, 2010).
Native Malays are the largest ethnic group, representing 66.5 percent of the population
while the other major ethnic groups include Chinese (24.8 percent), Indian (7.4 percent)
and other races (11.6 percent) (Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre, 2010).
The country’s religious makeup is 60.4 percent Muslim, 19.2 percent Buddhist, 9.1
percent Christian and 6.3 percent Hindu (U.S. Department of State, 2010). However,
because of the predominance of Malays and Muslims in the population, Malaysia is
considered a Muslim country. While Bahasa Malaysia (Malay language) is the country’s
official language, English is widely used in the business and commercial sectors.
Since its independence in 1957, Malaysia has diversified its economic concentration
from merely agricultural activities to many other areas with manufacturing and services
being the major contributor to the country’s GDP (Malaysia International Islamic
Financial Centre, 2010). Malaysia has one of the fastest growing economies, especially
during the 1990s when its annual GDP growth rate was about eight to nine percent. For
the past five years, Malaysia’s GDP has been growing at a stable annual rate of five to
six percent (Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre, 2010). Malaysia’s
financial services sector has emerged as an important source of economic growth with
its GDP contribution increasing from 9.2 percent in 2000 to 11 percent in 2008 (Bank
Negara Malaysia, 2011b).
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The Malaysian financial system is unique as Malaysia has a dual financial system with
the Islamic financial system and the conventional financial system are operating in
parallel. There are two main components in the Malaysian financial system, these are
financial institutions and the financial market (Ang, 2009; Mohamad et al., 2008).
Financial institutions comprise banking and non-bank financial intermediaries (Ang,
2009; Mohamad et al., 2008). Banking institutions include commercial banks,
investment banks and Islamic banks, all of which are under the jurisdiction of the
Malaysian central bank, Bank Negara Malaysia. Currently, there are 22 commercial
banks, 15 investment banks, and 17 Islamic banks (with 2087 office networks) in
operation in Malaysia. Commercial banks are the largest and most significant providers
of funds in the banking system. The non-bank financial intermediaries mainly comprise
provident and pension funds, insurance companies (include takaful), development
financial institutions (DFIs) and savings institutions (Ang, 2009; Mohamad et al., 2008).
Other types of non-bank intermediaries include the pilgrim fund board, mutual funds,
housing credit institutions, Cagamas Bhd. and Credit Guarantee Corporation (CGC).
These institutions complement the banking institutions in mobilizing savings and
meeting the financial needs of the economy.
The Malaysian financial market comprises four main markets, which are the money and
foreign exchange, derivatives, offshore and capital markets (includes Islamic capital
market) (Ang, 2009; Mohamad et al., 2008). The money and foreign exchange market
includes money market and foreign exchange market. The money market provides
short-term funds to investors with maturities of less than a year. The money market
instruments include deposits and short-term securities such as banker’s acceptance,
NCD, treasury bills, Cagamas notes. The foreign exchange market is a wholesale
interbank market, which provides a facility for the trade of foreign currencies. It can be
conducted through the spot market or the forward and swap markets. The derivatives
market trades derivative instruments, which include forwards, futures, options and
swaps. The trading of derivatives in Malaysia began with the establishment of the Kuala
Lumpur Commodity Exchange (KLCE) in 1980 (Ang, 2009).
In 1995, financial futures emerged in the Malaysian financial market following the
introduction of the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange Composite Index Futures (FKLI) on
the Kuala Lumpur Options and Financial Futures Exchange (KLOFFE) and the three41
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month Kuala Lumpur Interbank Offered Rate Futures on the Commodity and Monetary
Exchange (COMMEX) in 1996 (Ang, 2009). KLOFFE and COMMEX operate on a
self-regulatory basis with minimum supervision by the Malaysian Securities
Commission. The offshore financial market in Malaysia was set up following the
establishment of the Labuan International Offshore Financial Centre (IOFC) in 1990
(Ang, 2009), with the aim of promoting Malaysia as a regional financial centre. It is an
integrated financial offshore centre, which seeks to provide a wide range of offshore
financial products and services to customers worldwide, particularly those in Asia. The
Labuan Financial Services Authority Act 1996 regulates the Labuan IOFC (Ang, 2009).
In contrast to the money market, the capital market provides investors for medium to
long term financing needs. While banking provides funds based on the concept of
borrowing, capital markets concentrate on the investment based trading. There are two
markets under the capital markets. These are primary and secondary securities markets.
The primary securities market offers the issue of government and corporate securities
for sale, and a secondary securities market offers the trading of securities. The existence
of the secondary markets is important to ensure a degree of liquidity for the investors
and to facilitate the issuance of securities for Malaysian companies at competitive
prices. Thus, the success of the primary market is dependent on the success of the
secondary market. The corporate sector and government have options either to offer
new issues of securities to the public and institutions in the Main (previously the First
and Second Boards) or the ACE markets (previously the Malaysian Exchange of
Securities Dealing and Automated Quotation or MESDAQ). The availability of the
exchanges provides a medium for the institutions and investors to transact and provide
the required liquidity and diversification needs of investors. In comparison with other
emerging markets and other countries in the Southeast Asia, Malaysia has a relatively
well-established capital market.
3.2.1 History of securities market
Bursa Malaysia is one of the largest bourses in Asia (Malaysia International Islamic
Financial Centre, 2010). There are about 1,000 listed companies offering a wide range
of investment choices, which are listed either on Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad’s
Main Market or on the ACE Market. The development of the securities market in
Malaysia started in 1937 when the first formal securities business organisation, the
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Malayan Stockbrokers' Association, was established (Bursa Malaysia, 2010). However,
it only started its first share trading in 1960 in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore as the
Malayan Stock Exchange (MSE) (Ang, 2009, p. 61). In 1964, after the formation of
Malaysia, MSE became the Stock Exchange of Malaysia (SEM). In August 1965, after
the independence of Singapore the name again changed to the Stock Exchange of
Malaysia and Singapore (SEMS) to reflect its trading function for both countries.
In 1973, following the termination of the currency arrangement between Malaysia and
Singapore, both countries decided to create separate exchanges. The SEMS
discontinued and the new entities were the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange Berhad
(KLSEB) and the Stock Exchange of Singapore (SES). However, the companies from
both countries remained listed on both exchanges. In 1980s and 1990s, there were many
efforts done to the Malaysia’s exchange to strengthen the infrastructure of the capital
market. The first was the incorporation of a new stock exchange for Malaysia, The
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE). The KLSE was incorporated as a company
limited by guarantee under the Securities Industries Act 1976 (Malaysia International
Islamic Financial Centre, 2010). Other significant developments include the
computerization of the clearing system in 1984, the introduction of real time reporting
in 1987 and the automation of the trading system using a screen-based system called the
System on Computerised Order Routing Execution (SCORE) in 1989. In 1990 the
introduction of a fixed delivery and settlement system (FDSS) provided the enabling
structure for the immobilization of share scrips in the Central Depository System (CDS)
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001).
In April 1986, the KLSE Composite Index (KLCI) was launched with 1977 as the base
year. The KLSE Second Board followed in 1988 with the main aim to provide medium
sized companies with strong fundamentals the opportunity to seek capital through
public listing. In 1991, the Second Board index and the Exchange Main Board All Share
index (EMAS) were launched. In April 1999, they introduced the third exchange for
Malaysian equity market, the Malaysia Exchange of Securities Dealing and Automated
Quotation (MESDAQ). The prime objective of this exchange was to cater for the high
growth and technology based companies to facilitate them to raise capital.
The most significant development in the KLSE was the delisting of both Malaysian and
Singapore incorporated companies from the respective exchanges at the end of 1989
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(Ang, 2009). This was a milestone in the development of the Malaysian capital market
as it started to operate under its own Malaysian identity. It gave impetus to the
Malaysian financial market to expand further in accordance with the overall
development objectives of the country. In 2003, in order to strengthen the position of
Malaysia as a competitive and efficient capital market, the KLSE was demutualised and
listed on the exchange Securities Commission Malaysia (2001). In April 2004, the name
was officially changed to Bursa Malaysia Berhad (hereinafter known as Bursa
Malaysia). On 18 March 2005, Bursa Malaysia was listed on the Main Board of Bursa
Malaysia Securities Berhad.
A recent significant milestone was the introduction of a new index series with the joined
forces of Bursa Malaysia and FTSE International Limited (FTSE) on the 26 June 2006
(Bursa Malaysia, 2010). With this collaboration, Bursa Malaysia implemented an
internationally accepted methodology of index calculation, which provides a more
investable, tradable and transparently managed index. With effect from 6 July 2009, all
the indices on Bursa Malaysia changed name to the FTSE Bursa Malaysia series (for
example, the main index for Bursa Malaysia became the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI
(FBM KLCI) instead of KLCI). One of the most far-reaching changes in the Malaysian
market structure took effect when Bursa Malaysia merged its Main board and Second
board to form a new single board called the Main Market while its MESDAQ became
ACE in August 2009 (Bursa Malaysia, 2010). This effort translates the commitment of
the government to develop further the national capital market to remain competitive and
to entice foreign investment flows to Malaysia.
Market capitalisation of listed companies as a percentage of GDP is the most commonly
used indicator to compare stock market development among national economies. Table
3.1 shows the market capitalisation of listed companies as a percentage of GDP of
Malaysia in comparison to the neighbouring Asian countries, other Islamic countries
and selected developed countries. Malaysia is among the top ranking compared to other
countries in the same region. Malaysia also has one of the largest stock markets in the
Muslim world (World Data Bank, 2012).
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3.2.2 Funds raised in the capital market
An efficient and competitive capital market is important to the economic growth as it
provides a platform for mobilizing financial resources. Capital market financing has
become very attractive to the Malaysian investors compared to raising funds through
borrowing from the banking system. Even though banking has been the dominant
source of finance for productive economic activities, the trend of shifting to the capital
market is attributable to a number of factors. Among them are lessons learned through
the 1997/98 financial crisis, where the banking sector was adversely affected by the
over reliance of financing to support the economic growth. Thus, the need to diversify
the sources of financing to the capital market was recognised. In the 1980s, the use of
the capital market was mainly dominated by the public sector. However, the
introduction of privatization project in the 1990s has seen the growth of fund raising
through equity financing by the private sector.
Table 3.1 Market capitalisation of listed companies (% of GDP) 1999–2010

Malaysia
Southeast Asia
Indonesia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Middle East
Bahrain
Kuwait
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
UAE
High income:
OECD
Middle East &
North Africa
South Asia
United
Kingdom
United States
Australia

1999

2000

2001

2002 2003 2004 2005
Emerging markets
123
153
152
131

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

184

125

129

150

174

84

133

173

46
51
231
48

16
32
159
24

14
54
129
31

15
48
112
36

23
28
246
85

29
32
253
72

28
39
256
71

38
56
199
68

49
69
210
79

19
30
108
38

33
48
177
52

51
79
174
87

108
62
27
44
38
9

83
55
17
29
36
5

83
66
13
–
40
6

81
81
20
–
40
19

100
124
23
113
73
24

120
117
26
167
122
64

129
161
49
203
205
125

133
127
44
102
92
62

152
164
55
120
134
87

97
73
25
66
52
31

88
91
37
90
85
41

89
96
35
97
78
35

132

115

100

79

95

101

105

119

118

62

86

93

35
33

29
26

30
19

31
51
76
119
22
39
47
59
Developed markets

77
75

99
128

47
45

60
74

68
84

195
179
110

174
153
89

147
135
99

155
146
146

137
143
151

70
83
64

129
109
136

138
119
129

116
105
95

132
129
125

128
138
126

134
135
115

Source: World Data Bank (2012)

Table 3.2 shows the total amount of funds raised in the capital market. The amount
increased gradually from only RM27 billion in 1999 to RM57 billion in 2008. The
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increase was almost 100 percent within a period of 10 years. Even though the
capital market has received positive acceptance by the domestic investors, the
banking system remains the single most dominant source of financing. For
example, in 2007 and 2008, the banking sector contributed an average of 42
percent of the total financing for the private sector to the economic activities
(Bank Negara Malaysia, 2011a).
Table 3.2 Funds raised in the capital market, 1999–2010
Total
Year

Public Sector

Private Sector

RM million

RM million

%

RM million

%

1999

27,420

6,297

23

21,122

77

2000

39,608

13,659

34

25,948

66

2001

38,915

15,214

39

23,701

61

2002

23,917

8,568

36

15,349

64

2003

50,353

23,851

47

26,503

53

2004

42,672

26,671

63

16,001

37

2005

41,719

15,825

38

25,894

62

2006

30,203

20,919

69

9,284

31

2007

45,478

25,178

55

20,300

45

2008

57,302

36,188

63

21,114

37

2009

110,347

57,766

52

52,581

48

2010

87,523

37,014

42

50,509

58

Source: Mohamad et al. (2008) and Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report
2006-2008 (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2011a)

The private sector has been the main contributor to the growth of the economy. Funds
raised by the private sector consistently recorded an average of 60 percent except for in
2004. However, it reduced significantly in 2006 onwards to 37 percent in 2008 from 62
percent in 2005. This is not unique to the Malaysian economy, as during that period the
global economy was affected by the subprime crisis.
Equity market
The growth of the equity market has been very encouraging since the privatization
projects in the 1990s. The private sector has benefited from the equity market with a
relatively cheap source of financing. Even though the equity market was severely
affected during the Asian financial crisis in 1997/98, it subsequently regained its
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momentum. Initial public offerings (IPO) and the issuance of new shares have been an
increasing trend since then. As shown in Table 3.3, in 1999, from 21 new total listings,
the number increased to 79, a growth rate of almost 300 percent. The amount of funds
mobilized from equity financing grew from RM6 billion to RM13 billion in 2002. Even
though the number of listings contracted in 2008, the percentage of funds raised from
equity by the private sector showed an increasing trend. In terms of the percentage of
funds raised via equity to the capital market, the reduction was not significant,
only 5 percent.
Table 3.3 Total funds raised via equity financing from 1999–2010
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Total
listings
21
38
20
51
58
72
79
40
26
23
14
29

Funds
raised
6,096
6,013
6,124
13,291
7,772
6,475
6,315
1,916
7,126
5,477
26,045
32,139

%
of
funds
raised by private
sector
29
23
26
87
29
40
24
21
35
26
50
64

% of TF raised
in the capital
market
22
15
16
56
15
15
15
6
16
10
24
37

Source: Mohamad et al. (2008) and Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report 20062010 (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2011a)

As shown in Figure 3.1, the number of securities listed on Bursa Malaysia
increased gradually from 757 companies in 1999 to 980 companies in 2008. The
highest market capitalization was recorded in 2007 and the lowest was in 2000. In
2008, the market capitalization dropped to RM664 billion, however, the number of
listed companies has remained stable. Overall, it shows that the role of the capital
market as an alternative source of financing has been growing in importance since
the earlier decade. Funds raised in the capital market grew positively, thereby
satisfying the funds needed by the private sector. Even though the banking sector
still plays a dominant role as a provider of funds, it is expected that in future more
funds will be raised in the capital market. Another important component of the
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Malaysian capital market is the Malaysian Islamic capital market (ICM). Since the

No. of listed securities/market capitalisation
(RM million)

1990s, the number of funds raised through the ICM has been tremendous.

1400
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Year
No. of listed securities

Market capitalisation (RM million)

Figure 3.1 Market capitalisation and number of companies on Bursa Malaysia,
1999–2010
Source: Securities Commission Annual Report 1999–2010 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012)

Bond market
The bond market remains the main source of financing for the government to finance
public-sector investment through the issuance of Malaysian Government Securities
(MGS) and the Government Investment Issues (GII). The issuance of private debt
securities only took off after the introduction of privatization policy in the 1990s. The
issuance of the first PDS by Cagamas Berhad was the landmark government initiative to
promote the bond market to the private sector (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001).
Table 3.4 shows the statistics on the funds mobilized through bonds. In 1999, the total
bonds issued was only at RM21 billion. It then increased to RM52 billion in 2008, the
highest amount recorded in the past 10 years. The lowest amount recorded was in 2002
with total bonds issued amounting to RM11 billion. An average bond market is
dominated by the public sector.
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The total value of outstanding ringgit bonds increased from RM278 billion to RM394
billion in 2006. These represent an average 80 percent of GDP from 2001 to 2005.
However, as at the end of July 2007 Bond Info Hub (2011), the size of the bond market
reached RM527.3 billion, which translated to about 92 percent of GDP. The bond
market makes up approximately a quarter of the total debt financing including bank
loans to the economy compared to around 10 percent in 1997 (Bond Info Hub, 2011).
Table 3.4 Total funds raised by bonds issuance, 1999–2010
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Net funds
raised by PDS
(RM million)
15,026
19,936
17,577
2,058
18,731
9,526
19,579
7,368
13,174
15,637
26,536
18,370

Net funds raised
by public sector
(RM million)
6,297
13,659
15,214
8,568
23,851
26,671
15,825
20,919
25,178
36,188
57,766
37,014

Total net funds
raised by bond
(RM million)
21,323
33,595
32,791
10,626
42,582
36,197
35,404
28,287
38,352
51,825
84,302
55,384

Total value of
ringgit bond issues
(RM million)
203,370
245,081
278,601
278,150
328,021
362,983
397,597
393,671
527,000*
–
–
–

Total value of
bond issues
as % of GDP
–
–
83
77
83
81
80
–
92*
–
–
–

*as at July 2007
Source: Mohamad et al. (2008) and Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report 2006–2010 (Bank Negara Malaysia,
2011a).

3.2.3 The regulatory framework of financial markets
Malaysia has different regulators for its monetary and banking structure as well as its
capital markets. Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) or the Malaysian central bank is
responsible for conventional and Islamic banking institutions, insurance and takaful
companies while the Securities Commission of Malaysia (SCM) is responsible for the
financial intermediaries such as fund management companies, asset management
companies and financial securities. Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (formerly known
as the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE)) manages all listing activities.
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM), the Malaysian central bank is the backbone of the
monetary and banking structure of the country. It was established on 26 January 1959,
under the Central Bank of Malays Ordinance 1958. It is wholly owned by the Malaysian
government, though the powers of the government as the sole shareholder are nil except
for the right to receive dividends declared by the board (Mohamad et al., 2008). Its main
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objectives, as defined in the Central Bank of Malaysia Act 1958, are to issue currency
and keep adequate reserves to safeguard the value of the currency, act as a banker and
financial advisor to the Government, promote monetary stability and a sound financial
structure, and influence the credit situation to the advantage of Malaysia. In addition, its
objective is also to promote a reliable, efficient, and smooth operation of national
payment and settlement systems and to ensure that this policy is directed to benefit of
Malaysia.
In essence, the objectives of BNM encapsulate the importance of promoting economic
growth with price stability and maintaining monetary and financial stability. The
introduction of the Banking and Financial Institutions Act 1989 (BAFIA) on 1 October
1989 extended BNM’s powers for the supervision and regulation of financial
institutions and deposit taking institutions who are also engaged in the provision of
finance and credit.
The SCM is a statutory body entrusted with the responsibility of regulating and
systematically developing Malaysia’s capital markets. It has direct responsibility in
supervising and monitoring the activities of market institutions and regulating all
persons licensed under the Securities Act, 1983 and Futures Industry Act, 1993. Its two
main roles under the Securities Commission Act 1993 are to act as a single regulatory
body to promote the development of capital markets and to take the responsibility for
streamlining the regulations of the securities market and for speeding up the processing
and approval of corporate transactions.
Its mission is to promote and maintain fair, efficient, secure and transparent securities
and futures markets and to facilitate the orderly development of an innovative and
competitive capital market in Malaysia. Underpinning all this is the ultimate
responsibility for the protection of investors. The SCM is a self-funding statutory body
incorporated under the provisions of the Securities Commission Act 1993 with
investigative and enforcement powers. It reports to the Minister of Finance and its
accounts are tabled in Parliament annually.

3.3 Malaysian Islamic financial system
The Malaysian Islamic financial system comprises Islamic banking, takaful and the
Islamic capital market. The development of the Malaysian Islamic financial market
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started with the establishment of the Pilgrims Management and Fund Board or Lembaga
Tabung Haji in 1963 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001). Even though the
Lembaga Tabung Haji acts mainly as a savings institution that accepts deposits from
Muslims for performing the Hajj, investing has also become one of its activities to
ensure that the savings receive potential return. The responsibilities of this Islamic
intermediary include accepting deposits and investing the money to meet depositors’
financial and religious objectives. Religious objectives are to ensure that depositors
have sufficient money to perform religious obligations and that the investment strategies
adopted are in accordance with Islamic law or Shariah.
3.3.1 Islamic banking and takaful
The first Islamic banking in Malaysia is Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB), which
was established in 1983 shortly after the legislation of the Islamic Banking Act (IBA) in
the same year. The separate Islamic legislation and banking regulations exist side by
side with those of the conventional banking system. The IBA provides BNM with the
power to supervise and regulate Islamic banks, just as with other licensed banks.
In the following year, the Syarikat Takaful Malaysia Berhad (STMB) was then
established, being the first Islamic insurance or takaful in Malaysia. STMB was
established under the Takaful Act 1984 with the major shareholder being BIMB. Both
BIMB and STMB were listed on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE) (now
Bursa Malaysia Berhad or Bursa Malaysia) in 1992 and 1996, respectively (Aziz, 2007).
The growth of Islamic banking saw another Islamic bank, namely, Bank Muamalat
Malaysia Berhad (BMMB), established in 1999. These two Islamic banks are fullfledged Islamic banks, as they do not offer conventional banking facilities at all. This
development also attracted other conventional banks to offer Islamic Banking products.
In order to facilitate the growth of Islamic banking products and services, the
government allows the operation of Islamic banking side by side with the conventional
operations, which is termed as the ‘Islamic window’ concept (Laldin, 2008). This rapid
development of Islamic banking and takaful has provided the need and foundation to
establish a new capital market to facilitate capital raising and liquidity management
based only on permissible transactions in compliance with Shariah rules and principles.
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In Malaysia, the potential for takaful business is enormous. This is attributed to two
major factors, namely, the low market penetration, where the market share of takaful is
only ten percent of the total insurance market in Malaysia (Gamser, 2012) and that more
than 50 percent of the population are Muslim. The Islamic insurance industry has
continued to register double-digit growth rates since it came into business in the 80s.
There were eight takaful operators, as at early 2009. Currently, the market leader is
Etiqa Takaful, which is a division of Maybank.
3.3.2 Islamic capital market
The Islamic capital market (ICM) is a capital market that carries activities and
transactions in accordance with the principles of Islamic law or Shariah. The presence
of this market allows Muslims to transact their financial needs in accordance with their
religious obligation. The ICM has become a significant component in the overall capital
market in Malaysia. In 2001, the Ministry of Finance introduced the Capital Market
Master Plan (CMP), which incorporated the development of the Islamic capital market
as part of the national agenda. One of its main objectives is to establish Malaysia as an
international ICM centre and outlines four strategic initiatives (Securities Commission
Malaysia, 2001). These strategic initiatives are to facilitate the development of a wide
range of competitive products and services; to create a viable market for the effective
mobilization of Islamic funds; to ensure an appropriate and comprehensive accounting,
tax, and regulatory framework for the Islamic capital market and to enhance the value
recognition of the Malaysian Islamic capital market internationally. The ICM
complements the Islamic banking and takaful in Malaysia to form a comprehensive
Islamic financial system and Malaysia is one of the pioneers in this regard.
The milestone in the ICM development was the issuance of the first sukuk by Shell
MDS Sdn. Bhd. in 1990 (Mahmood, 2005). Other developments include the launching
of the first IMFs in Malaysia in 1993 and the establishment of the first fully fledged
Islamic stock broking company, BIMB Securities Sdn. Bhd. in 1994 (Mahmood, 2005).
Despite the difficulties and restrictions in finding securities that ideally match Shariah
principles, during that particular period, BIMB Securities managed to trade for more
than 230 counters (Ahmad, 1997). The first Islamic equity benchmark index was the
RHB Islamic index, established by a private company, Rashid Hussain Berhad in 1996
(Rahman et al., 2010).
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The establishment of the Securities Commission in 1993 as the main regulator for the
capital market further enhanced the development of ICM. Among the early initiatives
was the establishment of the Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) in 1996 to ensure that the
operation of ICM is in accordance with Shariah. The SAC’s functions, among others,
are to advise the SCM on Shariah related matters and provide Shariah guidance on ICM
transactions and activities. It aims at standardizing and harmonizing applications. The
SAC plays a Shariah advisory function at the national level assisting the SCM.
The main markets in the ICM are equity and bond markets. Since the ICM is relatively
new, compared to the conventional capital market, there are not many product
innovations as yet. Under the equity market, the main products are Shariah compliant
securities, Shariah indices, and IMFs while the sukuk is the main product under the
bond market.
Sukuk market
The first sukuk introduced in Malaysia was in 1983 by the Malaysian government
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001). Only after about a decade was corporate
bonds introduced. The types of bonds in Malaysia are the Government Investment
Certificate (1983), the Cagamas Mudharabah Bonds (CMB), Cagamas Sukuk
Musyarakah and Malaysian Global Sukuk Ijarah.
The role of the private sector is indeed important in the development of the Islamic
capital market. The first private sukuk issued in the Malaysia ICM history was the one
issued by Shell MDS Sdn. Bhd. amounting to RM125 million (US$39 million) in 1990.
Since then many other institutions, domestic and global, have become interested in
raising funds through this instrument. These include Khazanah Nasional Berhad (1997),
Kumpulan Guthrie Berhad (2002), International Finance Corporation (the private arm of
the World Bank) (2004) and the World Bank (2005) (Laldin, 2008).
Based on Table 3.5 the issuance of sukuk increased from RM1.7 billion in 1999 to
RM14 billion in 2002. This increase translated to almost 700 percent and was the
highest recorded amount of funds raised through Islamic PDS in the previous 10 years.
The value of outstanding sukuk was RM211 billion in 2008 compared to RM199.1
billion in 2007 (Rahman et al., 2010). It is interesting to note that more than one third of
bonds issued in Malaysia are sukuk (Rahman et al., 2010). As at the end of December
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2009, sukuk accounted for 38 percent of total bonds outstanding3 (Bank Negara
Malaysia, 2011a).
Table 3.5 Funds raised through Islamic PDS (in RM billion), 1999–2010
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

New issues of PDS
27,776
30,395
37,932
36,195
51,853
36,340
38,196
38,887
69,356
49,658
58,575
52,128

Islamic PDS
1,734
7,666
13,501
13,829
8,143
9,104
9,537
4,781
12,127
7,468
3,785
3,228

% of Islamic PDS
6
25
36
38
16
25
25
12
17
15
6
6

Source: Mohamad et al. (2008) and Bank Negara Malaysia Annual
Report 2006-2008 (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2011a)

Islamic equity market
The Islamic equity market is one of the core components of ICM. The main products of
ICM are the Shariah compliant securities, Shariah indices and Shariah based or IMFs.
The availability of Shariah compliant securities is important for the development of
IMFs. In recognition of this, the SAC was set up in 1996 to assist and advise the SCM
on Shariah matters. Based on the screening framework developed by the SAC, for the
first time in 1997, the SAC announced its first list of Shariah compliant companies.
Since then the SAC published a list of the Shariah compliant securities twice a year, in
April and October, as a guideline for the market participants to invest in the equity
market based on Shariah principles. The SAC also documented the methodology used
in defining Shariah compliant securities and activities and published it as the
“Resolution of the Securities of the Securities Commission Shariah Advisory Council”.
This provides guidelines to market participants in making any financial or investment
transaction to ensure it complies with the Shariah principles.

3

The largest sukuk market is in Europe. The latest sukuk issuance was by the central bank of Turkey and

the Kuwait Finance House Turkey.
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Malaysian companies are also interested in being listed in this market as this promotes
their securities to wider investors. Many companies request to be included in the
Shariah compliant list when they first issue shares (IPO), which indicates the premium
value of having themselves on the list (Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre,
2010). This has caused the list to expand. As shown in the Table 3.6, as at the end of
2008, there were 980 companies declared as Shariah compliant, which represents 88
percent of the total companies listed on Bursa Malaysia. In terms of market
capitalization, 64 percent of the total market capitalization was Shariah compliant.
Islamic indices and the Islamic mutual fund are other primary elements in the ICM.
Having Islamic or Shariah indices are important for benchmarking purposes.
Table 3.6 Shariah approved securities, 1999–2010
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
No.
of
securities
Shariah
Compliant
544
585
636
677
699
778
857
886
853
855
846
securities
Total listed
757
795
812
865
906
963 1011 1029
991
980
959
securities
% of Shariah
compliant to
71.86 73.58 78.33 78.27 77.15 80.79 84.77
86.1 86.07 87.24 88.22
total listed
securities
Market
capitalisation
Shariah
–
–
–
–
–
–
compliant
440 548.4 705.1 426.4 637.9
securities
Total listed
552.7 444.4 464.6 481.6
640
722
699 848.7 1106 663.8 999.5
securities
% of Shariah
–
–
–
–
–
–
compliant to
62.9
64.6
63.7
64.2 63.82
total listed
securities
Source: Securities Commission Annual Reports from 1999 – 2010 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012).

2010

846
961
88.03

756.1
1275.3

59.29

Islamic indices
Another product of Islamic finance is Islamic indices. Even though the growth of
Islamic indices started in the 1990s, the first Islamic index was introduced in Malaysia
in May 1996 by the private sector, the RHB Unit trust Management Berhad. Later, in
April 1999, a national Shariah index, the Kuala Lumpur Shariah Index (KLSI) (details
of the Shariah index are discussed in Section 3.4.1).designed by the Shariah Advisory
Council (SAC) was introduced by Bursa Malaysia.
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At the international level, Dow Jones & Company developed and launched the first
Shariah index in February 1999, namely the Dow Jones Islamic Market Index (DJIM).
The index has its own independent Shariah Supervisory Board where it adopts the
Auditing and Accounting Organisation of Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFO)–
Standard 21 as its screening norms. In October 1999, the FTSE Group launched their
Islamic index, The Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) Global Islamic Index
Series and which then followed by MSCI in July 2007.
Another product of Islamic capital market is Islamic mutual funds, which is the focus of
the study. We will explore the development of its industry in Malaysia, the regulatory
framework and the operational aspects in the following sections.

3.4 Malaysian Islamic mutual fund management industry
Before the existence of IMFs, the Malaysian public invested in CMFs. Mutual funds
were first introduced in the Malaysian financial system in 1959 where the first mutual
fund management company was established, namely, the Malaysian Unit Trust Limited
(Rahman et al., 2010). The company was later renamed the Asia Unit Trust Berhad and
launched its first mutual funds in 1966. As shown in Table 3.7, in comparison to other
neighbouring countries, Malaysia is one of the pioneer in the mutual fund investment in
the Southeast Asian region.
Table 3.7 Year of establishment of first mutual
fund by countries
Countries
Malaysia
Thailand
Singapore
Indonesia
Philippines
China
Korea
Pakistan
UK
US
Australia

Year
1959
1995
1959
1996
1958
2001
1969
1962
1934
1924
1965

Source: Khorana et al. (2005). *details for the Middle East
countries are not available

A year later, another company entered the industry, which was the MARA Unit Trust
Berhad. During the 1960s and 1970s, mutual funds as an alternative investment were
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not very popular compared to direct investing in the stock market. This may be due to
the lack of awareness among the public concerning the new investment method. The
significant growth of the local mutual fund industry started in the 1980s, when the
Malaysian government through the Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB) launched the
Sekim Amanah Saham Nasional (ASN) in 1981. The following fund from PNB was the
Amanah Saham Bumiputera (ASB). These funds were to encourage Bumiputera4 to
increase their equity participation in the corporate sectors and, hence, improve their
socioeconomic standing. About two years after the launching of ASN, the fund
surprisingly reached RM1 million and further increased to RM1.1 billion at the end of
March 1984 (Rahman et al., 2010). From this point in time, the number of mutual fund
management companies gradually increased together with the number of funds
launched.
The peak growth was evidenced from 1991 to 1996 where the net asset value (NAV)
almost quadrupled from RM15.72 to RM59.95 billion (Rahman et al., 2010; Taib and
Isa, 2007). This was due to many factors, among them being the aggressive promotion
adopted by PNB (to brand mutual fund as a household product in Malaysia) and the
establishment of the SCM in 1993. There were many measures taken by the SCM
following its formation, which was done through an enactment of the SCM (Unit Trust
Scheme) regulations 1996 (Singh and Yusof, 2002).
The success of ASN and ASB then paved the way for the development of Shariah based
mutual funds. As the majority of Bumiputera are Muslim, they felt there was a need to
introduce mutual funds, which fit not only their financial objectives but also their
religious obligations. Fulfilling the demand for IMFs, the Arab Malaysian Unit Trust
Berhad launched the first IMFs in Malaysia in 1993, named the Tabung Ittikal. This was
about 30 years after the existence of the first CMFs. Subsequently, the government was
very responsive to the development of IMFs. For example, in 1996, the SCM
established the Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) to advise the SCM on all Shariah
matters related to the comprehensive development of the Islamic capital market (ICM)
activities. The Malaysian Securities Exchange Board (now known as Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad) further catalysed the development of the industry by launching the
4

Malays and the indigenous people in Malaysia
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KLSE Shariah index (now Kuala Lumpur Shariah Index or KLSI) in 1999. The index
includes all Main Board shares that are on the Shariah approved securities list. The
Shariah based mutual funds further grew with overwhelming demand from not only the
Malaysian Muslim population but also from their non-Muslim counterparts
As shown in Table 3.8, a decade after it was first introduced, the number of IMFs, as at
the end of 2003, was 55 with NAV amounting to RM4.75 billion compared to RM65.33
billion for its conventional counterpart. Hence, IMFs had received modest acceptance,
which represented 8 percent of the total mutual fund industry. From 1995 to 1999, the
total number of accounts grew at a compounded annual growth rate of approximately 25
percent.
Table 3.8 Growth of Malaysian mutual fund industry, 1999–2010
No. of
companies
No. of
approved
funds*
Conventional
Islamic
NAV
(RM billion)
Conv.
Islamic
Bursa
Malaysia
market cap
(RM billion)
% of NAV to
Bursa
Malaysia
market cap.

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

34

34

37

39

39

36

36

38

39

39

39

39

107
94
13

127
110
17

163
132
32

188
144
44

226
171
55

291
220
71

340
257
83

416
316
100

521
387
134

579
430
149

541
397
144

564
412
152

43.26
41.87
1.39

43.3
41.62
1.68

47.34
44.92
2.42

53.7
50.5
3.2

70.08
65.33
4.75

87.39
80.62
6.76

98.49
90
8.49

121.76
112.59
9.17

169.41
152.55
16.86

134.41
117.22
17.19

191.71
169.63
22.08

226.81
202.77
24.04

552.69

444.35

464.64

481.61

640

722.04

695.27

848.71

1106.15

663.8

999.53

1,275

7.83

9.74

10.18

11.15

10.95

12.1

14.17

14.35

15.32

20.25

19.18

17.79

Source: Securities Commission annual report s (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012)
*Includes fund approved but not yet launched
#Not including unit holders account at IUTA that operates nominee account system

As at 31 December 2008, 15 new Shariah based mutual funds were approved, which
makes the total for the year to increase to 149 funds with total NAV amounting to
RM17.19 billion, representing 25.7 percent of the total mutual funds industry. This
comprises 68 equity funds, 21 balanced funds, 18 sukuk funds and the remaining figure
consists of money market funds, structured products, feeder funds, fixed income funds
and mixed asset funds (Rahman et al., 2010).
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It is interesting to note that the NAV of IMFs for the past five years grew at a
compounded annual growth of 26.3 percent compared to the total industry, which
recorded a growth rate of only 11.4 percent in the same period. At the international
level, Malaysia is the major player for the IMFs as Malaysia dominatng 25 percent of
the total IMFs available globally (Eurekahedge, 2008).
Currently, the funds management industry in Malaysia comprises funds managed by
provident and pension funds, mutual fund management companies, asset management
companies and insurance companies. Of this, mutual funds asset represents an average
of 70 percent of total sources of funds managed (Securities Commission Malaysia,
2012). Other types of assets under management include assets from charitable bodies,
corporate bodies, EPF and EPF contributors, government bodies or government
agencies, individuals, insurance companies and private pension funds (Securities
Commission Malaysia, 2012).
The fund management market is highly concentrated. The five largest fund management
companies managed an average of 70 percent of the total assets under management for
the past 10 years (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). As at the end of 2008, total
funds under management were RM215 billion compared to RM40 billion at the end of
1999, a five-fold increase. Of this amount RM134 billion were mutual funds (Securities
Commission Malaysia, 2012).
Part of the mutual funds are also under the collective investment schemes available in
Malaysia such as exchange-traded funds (ETF), real estate investment trusts funds
(REITs) and restricted investment schemes (RIS). However, these investment schemes
are relatively new and small compared to mutual funds. For example the total NAVs for
ETFs, REITs and RIS were RM1.0 billion, RM4.07 billion and RM893.1 million,
respectively, compared to mutual funds RM134.41 billion in 2008 (Securities
Commission Malaysia, 2012). Currently, there are only two Islamic REITs listed on
Bursa Malaysia, namely, KPJ Al-‘Aqar REITs and Al Hadharah Bousted REITs and
three ETFs, ABF Malaysia Bond Index Fund, FBM30 ETF and MyETF Dow Jones
Islamic Market Malaysia Titans 25 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012).Locally
incorporated fund management companies (39 companies) dominate the mutual fund
industry (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). As at 31 May 2009, out of 39
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companies, 11 unit trust companies belong to federal or state governments while the
remaining are privately owned companies.
The mutual funds market in Malaysia is highly concentrated. Government mutual funds
remain the major player in the industry with Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB)
leading the investment management industry. For example, in 1997, the total NAV for
the industry was RM8.26 million and the net NAV before accounting for PNB mutual
fund products was only RM1.43 million (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). In
terms of units in circulation, the total industry accounted for 45.25 billion and 63 billion
units in 1997 and 2000, respectively, compared to the total units for PNB alone, which
were 13.27 billion and 35 billion units, respectively, in 1997 and 2000 (Permodalan
Nasional Berhad, 2001, p. 72). This trend continues. Among the privately owned mutual
fund management companies, the biggest player in terms of assets under management in
2004 was Public Mutual Berhad (25.8 percent) followed by SBB Mutual Berhad (13.4
percent), AmInvestment Services berhad (8.5 percent), Prudential Unit Trusts Berhad
(7.5 percent) and Mayban Unit Trust Berhad (6.4 percent) (Lipper, 2005).
These companies operated a total of 557 funds, as at the end of 2008, up 12.5 percent
from the end of 2007 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). Out of this, 149 are
IMFs, which represent 26 percent of the total industry. In terms of NAV, IMFs
represent 13 percent of the total NAV compared to only 3 percent in 1999. In terms of
growth, it shows more than 300 percent growth over the period of 10 years. The NAV
of IMFs has grown at a compounded annual growth rate of 29 percent over the last 10
years while the total industry recorded a growth rate of 12 percent for the same period
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). This is a fast growing industry since its
inception in 1993. It started with only two IMFs at the end of that year. The demand for
IMFs comes from Muslim as well as non-Muslim investors who seek for investment
diversification beyond CMFs.
From the global perspective, it is estimated that the Islamic wealth and fund
management industry will grow to USD 1 trillion assets under management based on an
aggressive growth rate of 15 percent per annum (Malaysia International Islamic
Financial Centre, 2009). Total assets managed in a Shariah compliant manner
contributes to 6 percent of this figure. As at June 2008, Malaysia was the second largest
country after Saudi Arabia in terms of assets under management (AUM), which made
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up 23 percent of the world IMFs. In addition, Malaysia owns the highest number of
IMFs in the world (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). Even though Malaysia is a
dominant player in the industry globally, the average fund size in Malaysia is relatively
small (i.e., US$44 million) compared with Saudi Arabia (US$170 million) and Kuwait
(US$100 million) (Eurekahedge, 2008). Realizing the importance of the Islamic fund
management industry to Malaysia’s economic growth, the Malaysian government has
taken several measures to provide the necessary infrastructure and various incentives to
facilitate the growth of the industry. Among others are, promoting a continuous product
innovation, producing a large and diverse pool of Islamic finance talent, providing a
comprehensive financial infrastructure and supportive regulatory, legal and Shariah
frameworks and also offering various tax incentives and privileges for fund managers,
either domestic or international, who establish an Islamic fund management company
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). Therefore, the development of the Islamic
fund management industry is then the key to maintaining Malaysia’s position as a
leading ICM hub (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012).
To this end, the Prime Minister had announced in the 2008 Budget, that the government
was allowing the establishment of Islamic fund management companies (IFMCs) in
Malaysia with up to 100 percent foreign-owned equity (Securities Commission
Malaysia, 2009a). In recent years, the Malaysian government had also introduced
various incentives to promote the Islamic fund management industry, including a
flexible exchange control regime, tax incentives and seed funding (Securities
Commission Malaysia, 2012).
3.4.1 Asset classes and benchmark indices
There are three main categories of IMFs available in Malaysia. These are Islamic equity
funds, balanced funds and sukuk (bond) funds. Equity funds remain the largest number
of funds launched every year. For example, at the end of 2000, 97 percent of the total
NAV of the industry was invested in equity based funds (Permodalan Nasional Berhad,
2001, p. 105). Currently, out of 149 funds approved in 2008, 70 or almost 50 percent are
equity funds and the remaining are balanced funds, sukuk funds and other fund
categories such as feeder funds, fixed income funds, money market funds and mixed
funds. However, this is not only evident in the Malaysian Islamic fund industry, but is
also prominent in the global region. For example, as reported by Eurekahedge (2008) in
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Table 3.9, the equity proportion makes up about 50 percent of the total funds of all
Islamic funds across the world. This also applies in Malaysia as shown in Table 3.10.
Table 3.9 Percentage of asset classes in Islamic investment funds by
regions in 2007
Types of funds
Equity
Fixed income
Balanced
Money market
Others

Asia
Pacific
51
13
15
10
11

Europe

Global

67
–
7
–
27

54
1
8
27
10

Middle
East
49
5
7
14
26

North
America
63
–
–
8
29

Total
52
7
10
13
18

Notes: Figures above is based on total number of Islamic investment funds
Source: Eurekahedge (2008)

The main types of Islamic equity funds are income funds, capital growth funds, and
aggressive growth funds. An income fund comprises major investments in Shariah
compliant shares with high dividend yield and Islamic fixed income securities. It aims
to provide investors with income and some amount of capital appreciation. An income
fund is mostly suitable for low risk appetite investors. Investors that aim for capital
accumulation may invest in capital growth funds. This fund invests in Shariah
compliant shares, which are able to provide maximum capital growth in the long run
through capital appreciation. Investors who are risk tolerant and aim for capital
accumulation may choose this fund in their portfolio. Aggressive growth funds are
funds with the highest risk level in the Islamic equity group. Similarly, aggressive
growth funds invest in Shariah compliant companies that are able to provide high
returns with a higher amount of risk. Investors with a high level of risk tolerance and
that seek a maximum return with maximum risk may opt for this fund type.
Table 3.10 Shariah based mutual funds by category, 2006–2010
Types of funds
Balanced funds
Sukuk funds
Equity funds
Others*
Total

2006
No. NAV
19 1.25
18 1.56
50
5.6
13 0.75
100 9.16

2007
No. NAV
21
1.7
19
1.8
62 10.4
32
3
134 16.9

2008
No. NAV
21
1.24
18
1.5
70
9
40
5.45
149 17.19

2009
No. NAV
22
1.6
20
1.4
72
4.7
36
4.4
150 12.1

2010
No. NAV
22
1.6
21
1.8
78 17.2
34
3.4
155
24

*Including feeder funds, fixed income funds, money market funds, structured products and mixed
asset funds. NAV is net asset values and are in RM billion.
Source: Securities Commission Annual Report 2006–10 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012)
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The objectives of balanced funds are to provide income, a moderate level of capital
appreciation and capital preservation. The asset allocation includes investment in broad
asset categories such as Shariah compliant securities, Islamic income fund securities
and cash. A balanced fund is a well-diversified portfolio with lower risk and average
returns.
Sukuk funds only invest in Shariah compliant fixed income securities such as sukuk
(Islamic bond) and the short-term money market. It provides investors with high capital
protection and income with a minimum amount of risk. Risk-averse investors may opt
for this fund. Finally, index funds are a passively managed Islamic portfolio, which
tracks the performance of a selected Shariah compliant index. This is suitable for
investors who seek medium to long-term capital appreciation.
In order to make an informed decision about the selection and performance of the
Shariah securities and benchmarking purposes, having a reliable Shariah index is
important. In Malaysia there are two5 types of benchmark indices used to benchmark for
Shariah compliant investments. These indices are under the FTSE Bursa Malaysia. The
main Shariah index is the FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS Shariah index, which is
designed to provide Malaysian investors a broad benchmark for Shariah compliant
investments. The second index is the FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah index,
which is designed to be used as the basis of Shariah compliant investment products that
need screening requirements of international Islamic investors. The Malaysian SCM’s
SAC and the leading global Shariah consultancy, Yassar Ltd. screen companies to be
included in the index against a clear set of guiding principles.
The screening strategies employed by these indices are similar concerning sectoral
screening. As a general criteria, both indices exclude companies with activities that are
prohibited by Shariah. Examples of these activities are financial services based on riba
(interest), gambling, manufacture or sale of non-halal products or related products,
conventional insurance, entertainment activities that are non-permissible according to
Shariah, manufacture, or sale of tobacco-based products or related products,
stockbroking or share trading in Shariah non-compliant securities and other activities
5

There was a Dow Jones–RHB Islamic Malaysia Index, which complements the FTSE family index.

However, it was discontinued in 2007.
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deemed non-permissible according to Shariah. In addition to these criteria, the latter
index employ additional screening that excludes companies that have a high level of
debt ratio, ratio of debt service, liquidity, percentage of interest to total income and
purification ratio. In summary, the second index employs relatively higher restrictive
screening compared to the first index.
3.4.2 Fee structure and distribution channels
The structure of Malaysian mutual fund fees includes annual management fees, annual
trustee fees and other fees (fees to brokers/dealers, fees to sub custodian-trustee
outsource to another trustee, tax and duties by government, auditors fees, valuation fees
and fees related to deed modification). In order to ensure greater transparency in the
mutual fund investment, the SCM has introduced a single pricing system, effective 1st
July 2007 (Federation of Malaysian Unit Trust Managers, 2008). With this system, the
pricing of mutual funds is based on the NAV and there is only one pricing for all mutual
fund transactions such as buying, selling, and switching. Unit trust management
companies (UTMC) are required to disclose separately in the prospectus any charges
imposed to investors such as sales charge and exit fee, which include any variations of
sales charges among distribution channels. The new regulations allow investors to
negotiate on the sales charges from any of the unit trust agents. To promote
transparency, UTMC has to disclose the investment amount before and after the sales
charge in the investment certificate and the number of units purchased is only shown
after the sales charge. In addition, the new regulation does not allow UTMCs to offer
any discounts or rebates to entice investors, thus, competition is merely based on the
performance and good brand name.
The management fee for mutual fund investment is relatively higher compared with
funds in neighbouring countries. On average, equity funds are charged at 1.5 percent
while bond funds are charged between 0.50 to 1.0 percent (Lipper, 2005). The
management expense ratios (MER) do vary significantly within fund sectors. Sales
commission charges for equity funds are higher than bond and money market funds,
which range from 5 to 7 percent and 0.25 percent, respectively (Lipper, 2005).
In Malaysia, there are various distribution channels where investors can purchase
mutual funds. Mutual funds are available for purchase from bank branch staff, financial
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planners and tied agents attached to the fund management companies. To widen further
the distribution channels, the SCM approved another licence to distribute multiple
products, thus, one is not limited to sell only mutual funds belonging to a particular fund
complex but able to sell other companies mutual fund products as well. In order to
encourage greater participation among the public and institutional investors in mutual
fund investment, the SCM has introduced a wider distribution channel that includes unit
trust consultants (UTC), corporate unit trust advisers (CUTA) and institutional unit trust
agents (IUTA). All mutual fund distributors are required to register with the Federation
of Malaysian Investment Managers (FMIM).6 In 2004, the SCM issued Guidelines on
Online Transaction of Online Activities in relation to mutual funds to enable the use of
technology such as online trading on mutual funds. This allows investors to purchase
mutual funds online.Recently, the market trend in the investment fund industry in
Malaysia is moving towards outsourcing the function of portfolio (investment
management responsibilities) management to third party fund managers while fund
sponsors concentrate on the marketing and distribution strategy.
Investors can purchase mutual fund products through four channels available. First,
investors may purchase mutual funds from unit trust consultants (UTC). Since October
2007, the main mutual funds distributors, persons dealing in unit trusts (PDUT) have
been rebranded as unit trust consultants (UTC). The reason being is to give a new
professional look to the mutual fund agents from being merely marketing personnel to
an investment advisory service provider (Federation of Malaysian Unit Trust Managers,
2007). The total number of UTC has been growing from year to year reflecting the
growth of the mutual fund industry. In 2007 alone, there was an increase of about 40.5
percent from 38,709 in 2006. In 2008, the number increased approximately 18 percent
to 63,205 from 53,496 in the previous year. Of this figure, 85.2 percent were tied agents
and the balance were representatives of unit trust management companies (UTMC),
IUTA and CUTA.
The second distribution channel is through institutional unit trust agents (IUTA). IUTA
was introduced in 2000 to allow financial institutions such as banking and other eligible
institutions to participate in selling third party funds to both institutional and retail

6

FMIM was previously known as the Federation of Malaysian Unit Trust Managers (FMUTM).
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customers. As at 31 December 2008, there were 42 IUTAs registered with the FIMM
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012).
The third distribution channel is the corporate unit trust advisers (CUTA). Effective 1st
October 2007, the SCM issued another guideline, namely, Guidelines for the
Registration of Corporate Unit Trust Advisers. Under this guideline, financial planners
are allowed to register as CUTA to distribute mutual fund products of multiple mutual
fund management companies just like other financial institutions such as banks and
stockbrokers (Federation of Malaysian Unit Trust Managers, 2007). As at the end of
2008, there were two CUTA approved by the SCM and registered by FIMM (Securities
Commission Malaysia, 2012) The introduction of financial planning as one of the
regulated activities is hoped to further accelerate the growth of mutual funds in
Malaysia in particular and investment in general.
Finally, potential investors may also choose to purchase mutual funds online. A few
companies have set up online facilities that appeal to investors who do not need
personalised services from mutual fund agents. Investors may directly invest in these
funds and actively manage their own portfolio.
The mutual fund industry in Malaysia is mainly retail-based (Kadir, 2000). Realising
this, the SCM has enhanced the distribution channel to allow financial institutions to
distribute third party funds to their institutional and retail customers. This distribution
model is to encourage participation in the mutual funds from institutional investors.
Recently, the SCM also introduced a separate guideline for wholesale funds for fund
managers while the mutual fund guidelines will remain as a guideline for retail mutual
funds products. As at May 2009, there were 21 fund managers specialising in wholesale
funds with the number of approved funds being 71 out of which 14 were Islamic based
wholesale funds (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2012). Institutional investors
include the Employees Provident Fund (EPF) and insurance companies.
3.4.3 Regulation and reporting requirement
There are three main regulators responsible for the orderly development of financial
markets in Malaysia. These are the Central bank of Malaysia (Bank Negara Malaysia or
BNM), the SCM, and the Labuan Offshore Financial Services Authority (LOFSA).
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However, the SCM is the main regulator for the Malaysian capital market, which
includes the mutual fund industry.
The SCM was established on 1st March 1993 and is mandated by the Securities
Commission Act 1993 to solely regulate, supervise and develop the Malaysian capital
markets (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001). Prior to its establishment, the
regulatory frameworks for the capital market were fragmented where different
regulators or agencies had different areas of authority that in some cases may have
overlapped. Since its establishment, the SCM’s first effort was to streamline the
regulatory frameworks. In relation to the mutual fund industry, the SCM absorbed the
functions of the Capital Issues Committee (CIC) and the Panel Takeover and Mergers
and the agencies were dissolved. The objective of streamlining the regulatory
frameworks was to improve the overall efficiency of the capital market. This is
important as the capital market is expanding together with the level of investors’
sophistication.
The SCM has made many changes to the mutual fund industry since its inception.
Among others are the introduction of disclosure-based regulation, enhanced disclosure
in the prospectus and financial statements, introduction of a code of ethics to the
industry profession and mutual fund marketing guidelines. The SCM regulates the
mutual fund industry based on the Capital Market Services Act 2007 (CMSA), the
Guidelines on Unit Trust and other relevant laws. In addition to the government
regulation, it is the aspiration of the SCM to develop a self-regulatory organisation
(SRO) as a co-regulator for the industry. The SCM has appointed the Federation of
Malaysian Unit Trust Management (FMUTM) as SRO to regulate jointly the mutual
fund market.7 While the SCM is responsible for overseeing the overall regulations, the
FMUTM as a SRO will be responsible for regulating its own members in terms of sales
conduct and business practice.
The SCM employs two tier regulations for IMFs (Mohd, 2007). The first tier of
regulation applies to all mutual funds. The second tier regulation is an additional
regulation for a management company, which manages Shariah based mutual funds.
These include requirements to appoint a Shariah committee or advisor, the appointment
7

FMUTM was officially appointed as SRO in September 2009.
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of two Muslims as the investment committee member and a compliance officer with a
basic knowledge of Shariah and its principles. Additional disclosures in the prospectus
and reports are also required. In addition, the Shariah committee or advisor are required
to prepare special reports in annual and interim reports to unitholders (Securities
Commission Malaysia, 2012).
Under the Capital Markets and Services Act 2007 (CMSA), a company who invites
application from the public to purchase securities, which includes mutual fund funds, is
required to prepare a prospectus and disclose sufficient information for the public to
make informed decisions. The SCM has issued the Prospectus Guidelines for Collective
Investment Schemes, which specifies the minimum disclosure requirements in
prospectus. This information includes background information on the management
company or issuing entity, details of the trustee and detailed information on the fund
including the name of the fund, category and type of the fund, the investment
objectives, investment policies and strategies, performance benchmark, investor profile
most suitable for the fund and distribution policy. In addition, information on fees,
charges and expenses; units of distribution, offering price and the expected net
proceeds; information on fund performance; disclosure on risks factors and the
application forms and procedures for the purchase of funds are to be enclosed.
For Shariah mutual funds, there is additional information requiring disclosure. This is a
statement from an appointed Shariah advisor certifying that the funds offered in the
prospectus are Shariah compliant. This information needs to be disclosed either on the
inside cover or in the first page of the prospectus. The information the Shariah advisor
is required to disclose includes names, relevant qualifications, and experience of each
member of the Shariah advisor. In cases where the Shariah advisor is a company, the
corporate information of the company, experience relevant to its appointment as an
advisor and number of funds in which it acts as advisor are to be disclosed. In addition,
roles and primary functions of the Shariah advisor, including the frequency of meetings
and review by the Shariah advisor concerning the assets of the fund to ensure
compliance with Shariah principles or any other relevant principle at all times.
The prospectus should also include the following information related to the funds – a
clear description of the Shariah-approval process, including details of methodologies,
rulings, screening process, and a statement to the effect that the investment portfolio of
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the fund comprises securities that have been classified as Shariah compliant by the SAC
of the SCM. For securities not certified by the SAC of the SCM, a statement stating that
the status of the securities has been determined in accordance with the ruling issued by
the Shariah advisor.
In addition to the fund’s prospectus, a management company is also required to prepare
two types of reports, which are the annual and interim reports. The Unit Trust
Guidelines (2009) clearly defines this requirement. The guidelines specify that the
content of the report should include information such as fund information, report on
fund performance, manager’s report, and trustee’s report. For IMFs, the Shariah
advisor’s report is an additional report to be included. In addition, audited financial
statements for the accounting period (or interim where applicable) and auditor’s report
(for annual report only) are other documents to insert in the fund’s prospectus.
Even though there are issues relating to the appropriate financial accounting and
reporting, disclosure and transparency of Islamic or Shariah financial products, the SAC
is of the opinion that currently the generally accepted accounting principles do not
contradict Shariah principles (Anwar, 2009). In terms of disclosure, however, it varies
between products depending on the underlying Islamic contract a fund adopts.
Currently, Malaysia adopts Islamic accounting and reporting standards developed by the
Malaysian Accounting Standards Board (MASB). In addition to the Guidelines on Unit
Trust Funds, the SCM has also issued Guidelines on Islamic Fund Management in 2007
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2007a).
In the recent development of fund management activities, Bank Negara Malaysia
(BNM) has liberalised regulations pertaining to investment abroad by the fund
managers including mutual fund managers. This ruling provides additional flexibility
for fund management companies in diversifying and constructing their portfolios in
order to improve returns for investors. The first liberalisation took place in 2005, where
fund management companies for the first time can invest in foreign assets up to 30
percent of net asset value (NAV) per funds for funds subscribed to by Malaysian
residents. The BNM announced further liberalisation in April 2007, fund management
companies in Malaysia can invest in foreign assets up to 50 percent of net asset value
(NAV) per fund for funds subscribed to by Malaysian residents. For Islamic fund
management companies, there is further liberalisation of these rules where effective
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October 2007 Islamic fund management companies can invest in foreign assets up to the
full amount of NAV per funds for funds subscribed to by Malaysian residents.
Additionally, in March 2008, the SCM has removed the requirement to seek it’s
approval for foreign markets investment other than stock exchanges approved by Bursa
Malaysia.

3.5 Operational aspects of Malaysian Islamic mutual funds
Unlike conventional and SRI funds, Islamic investment or specifically IMFs are
guided by the Shariah principles. Shariah governs several aspects of IMFs such as
in fund selection (portfolio formation, asset allocation, portfolio screening),
operation of the business (investment and trading practices) and income distribution
or (issues of income purification) (zakah and cleansing the impure elements by
giving to charity) (Elfakhani and Hassan, 2005). Thus, the unique feature of IMFs
lies in three main elements. These are the presence of Shariah advisory boards
(SAB), the process of security selection through Shariah screening to form a
Shariah compliant portfolio and purification activities. SAB governs the activities
and transactions of the Islamic investment to ensure it complies with the Shariah
rules and regulations. Screening is the process of portfolio construction that
excludes companies from the pool of investment for Shariah mutual funds while
purification is the product of screening to fulfil the social obligation of mutual fund
companies and investors. This section reviews the roles of these features to the IMFs
in the Malaysian context.
3.5.1 Shariah advisory board (SAB)
Similar to other Islamic financial institutions (for example, Islamic commercial
banking and takaful), the requirement to establish a Shariah advisory (or
supervisory) board (or committee) is required under the regulations specified in the
Guidelines on Islamic fund management (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2007a).
The main function of the board is to oversee the structures of the financial products
and services as well as its operation to ensure that it complies with Shariah. At the
end of the financial year, the board has to produce a Shariah compliance report as
part of the IMFs annual report verifying that the funds are in accordance with
Shariah. The Shariah advisory board plays an important role in the ICM. The
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compliance of products and services to the Shariah guidelines is critical in the
development of the ICM infrastructure. Non-conformity with the Shariah rules and
principles could undermine investors’ confidence in the ICM. However, the legal
requirement to have a Shariah advisory board is only present in certain jurisdictions
such as in Malaysia, Sudan and Iran, while in other jurisdictions such as the UK and
Singapore, the legislation is silent on the matter (Australian Trade Commission,
2010).
In Malaysia, the presence of Shariah advisors operates at two levels. First, at the
national level, namely, the Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) and, second, at the fund
level commonly called the Shariah Advisory Board (SAB). The SCM established the
Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) in 1996, which acts as an authoritative body to
advise the SCM on Shariah matters pertaining ICM operations. The members of the
SAC comprise prominent Islamic scholars or jurists and Islamic Finance experts.
The main objectives of the SAC, as mandated under the Securities Commission Act
1993, are to advise the SCM on Shariah related matters, to provide Shariah
guidance on ICM transactions and activities, to endorse the list of Shariah approved
securities and to review the Shariah compatibility of conventional instruments and
new Islamic instruments. Having the SAC in place at the national level ensures
standardisation and harmonisation of the application of Shariah principles and
concepts. The SAC will further facilitate product innovation, which is significant to
the development of ICM. In addition, the SAC in their respective capacity as
advisory bodies can make pronouncements; respond to enquiries and proposals from
the industry as well as encourage innovation through progressive guideline
formulation (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001).
One of the main responsibilities of the SAC is to conduct a screening process to
determine the Shariah compliant companies. They carry out the process twice a year
and publish the results on the SCM website in April and October every year. The
SCM together with the SAC monitors the activities of all companies listed on the
Bursa Malaysia to ensure the status of Shariah compliance. They gather information
on public listed companies from various sources such as the company’s annual
report, the company’s response to the survey and through enquiries made to the
company’s management. The resolutions of the SAC have been published twice, in
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2002 and in 2006 (Securities Commission Malaysia, 2001). This is to ensure that
clear guidance on the Shariah rules and principles adopted in the ICM is conveyed
to the relevant and interested parties.
In addition to the SAC, any financial institutions offering Islamic financial services
or products are also required by the Guidelines on the Unit Trust Fund 1997 (now
the latest update is the Guidelines on Unit Trust 2009) to form an independent
Shariah Advisory Board, which means independent from the fund management
company to avoid agency conflict. In 2002, the SCM made it mandatory for the
Shariah advisors to register with the SCM. As per the guidelines, Shariah advisor
can be an individual or a corporate body. In either form, registration with the SCM
is compulsory. In addition, if individual Shariah advisors are appointed, it is
mandatory to appoint at least three individuals. The practice of having two levels of
Shariah supervision has attracted other countries to emulate, such as Indonesia. This
model will ensure that the products generated are strictly following the Shariah
guidelines outlined by the SAC.
3.5.2 Screening process
The availability of Shariah compliant securities is significant to ensure further
development of ICM in general and the IMF industry in particular. Thus, there are
specific frameworks used to screen companies whose activities contradict the
Shariah principles leaving only companies or securities that are Shariah compliant
in the asset portfolio. The screening process described in this section refers to
screening adopted by the SAC at the national level to determine the list of Shariah
compliant securities, which is updated on the SCM website twice yearly.
In Malaysia, the SCM and the SAC do the screening process at the central level. The
screening process adopted is more liberal and unique to Malaysia (Derigs and
Marzban, 2008; Khatkhatay and Nisar, 2007b). Accordingly, the uniqueness is in
terms of the quantitative screening where it does not screen the companies in terms
of the proportion of the company’s liquidity and debt position. Thus the screening is
mainly activity or income based (only based on the sources of income received by
the company), which is prescribed as per Table 3.11 (Securities Commission
Malaysia, 2007b, pp. 144-170).
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Table 3.11 Benchmarks employed by the Malaysian Securities Commission
Benchmarks
5
10

Activities
Activities that are prohibited clearly
under the Shariah
Activities that involve the element
of umum balwa

15

Amount of rental receivables from
prohibited activities

25

Activities
that
are generally
permissible according to Shariah
and have element of maslahah but
there are other elements that could
affect Shariah status

Examples
Interest based companies, gambling,
liquor and pork
Interest income from fixed deposits
in conventional banks, tobacco
related activities
Rental received from premises that
relate to activities such as liquor,
gambling and other activities
Hotel & resort operations, share
trading, stockbroking

Source: Securities Commission Malaysia (2007b)

The criteria for the qualitative screening are on the core activities of the companies.
If the core activities of the companies meet any one of the four criteria set by the
SAC, these companies will not be included in the SAC Shariah compliant list. The
first three criteria are involvement in riba, maysir and gharar. The fourth criteria is
involvement in the production and selling of goods or services that are prohibited in
Islam such as process, produce, market alcoholic drinks, supply non-halal meat and
providing immoral services like prostitution, pubs and discos as the main business of
the companies.
However, in the case of a mixed company where the activities of the companies have
both permissible and non-permissible elements, then the SAC will make further
consideration based on two additional criteria. If the company meets these two
conditions, then the SAC of SCM may certify the company as Shariah compliant.
First, if the activities of the companies are deemed be exemplary or perceived by the
public as exemplary. Second, if the core activities of the company are considered
maslahah to the Muslim ummah and the country and the non-permissible elements
present are minimal and involve matters such as umum balwa and ‘uruf.
Further, in determining the level of permissibility in the case of mixed activities
between permissible and non-permissible, the SCM and SAC employ four levels as
benchmarks. These benchmarks are calculated based on the level of contribution of
the non-permissible activities to the revenue or profit before tax of a company. If the
contribution exceeds these specified benchmarks, the company will be excluded.
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These benchmarks are determined based on ijtihad or reasoning from the source of
Shariah by qualified Shariah scholars and are identified as 5, 10, 20 and 25 percent
(Securities Commission Malaysia, 2009b). First, the 5 percent benchmark is
applicable for activities that are clearly prohibited under Shariah such as interest
based companies, gambling, liquor and pork. The 10 percent benchmark is used for
activities that involve the element of umum balwa, such as interest income from
fixed deposits in conventional banks and tobacco-related activities. In determining
the amount of rental receivables from prohibited activities, SAC uses the 20 percent
benchmark. For example, rental received from premises, and activities such as
liquor, gambling, and other activities as prescribed in the Shariah guidelines.
Finally, the 25 percent benchmark is applied to companies that are involved in
activities that are generally permissible according to Shariah and have an element of
maslahah (public interest) but there are other elements that could affect the Shariah
status of these activities. These activities include hotel and resort operations, share
trading, and stockbroking, and, as such, may involve other related activities that are
deemed non-permissible according to Shariah rules.
Besides the screening methodology employed by the SAC of SCM in determining
Shariah compliant securities, other index providers and fund managers may adopt
other screening methodologies. Nevertheless, the qualitative method used, is mostly
similar among the Shariah Advisors except for its quantitative screening. Hence, the
main variation of Islamic screens lies in the quantitative screening methods. Even
though different Shariah advisory boards employ different ratios, they mainly
revolve around three main areas, which are debt, interest, and liquidity screening.
Table 3.12 presents the comparison of Shariah screening norms (practices/strategies)
by index providers and regulators.
Debt screening means that companies are screened based on their leverage. High
leveraged companies are not favoured and are screened out from the Islamic
portfolio. The level of leverage (or threshold level) is subjective and depends on the
risk tolerance of the fund managers on the advice of the Shariah advisory board.
There are various methods employed in the calculation of debt screening. Some
employ the ratio of debt to market capitalisation or total assets while others adopt
the debt to equity ratio calculation.
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Table 3.12 Comparison of Shariah screening norms
The table presents the screening norms by Dow Jones, D&P, MSCI Barra, FTSE and the SCM. SCM is the
Securities Commission of Malaysia. AMC is trailing 24-month average market capitalisation. MVE is market
value of equity for 36-month average. TA is total assets. AR is account receivables. IBS is interest-bearing
securities. NPI is non-permissible income. * indicates other than interest income.

Qualitative
screening
Alcohol
Tobacco
Pork
related
activities
Conventional
financial services
Weapons
and
defence
Entertainment

Dow Jones

S&P

MSCI

FTSE

SCM

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

< 33%

< 33.33%

√
*Based on
the
tolerance
level
identified
by the
SAC of
SCM

Quantitative
screening
Total
debt

outstanding

< 33%
< 33%

Receivables
cash

and

Cash and interest
bearing securities

< 50%
< 33%

< 49%

< 33.33%

ℎ+

ℎ+

ℎ+

< 33%

< 33%

share
non-

N/A

ℎ+
N/A

< 33.33%

< 33%
√*

Interest income
Revenue
from
compliant
activities*

N/A

&

n/a

n/a
< 5%

<5%

√*

Source: FTSE The Index Company (2009), MSCI Barra (2009), Dow Jones (2009) and Securities Commission
Malaysia (2007b)

As Islam does not allow riba in any business transaction, it is imperative to screen
out companies that deal with giving out or receiving interest. Since the modern
capital market is very complex and total avoidance of the interest element is almost
impossible, the threshold for the interest element should be at the miniscule level.
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Another way of eliminating the interest received by companies is through
purification or cleansing activities.
The objective of liquidity screening is to screen out companies that hold too much
liquid assets such as cash and receivables. The reason being that if a company has
too much liquid assets it means that the company is not productive and not
generating a productive income. The other reason is Islam prohibits earning interest
from cash as Islam trades cash only at par value.
3.5.3 Purification process
In addition to portfolio screening and investment trading strategies, income
purification is another unique Shariah guideline in relation to Shariah compliant
investment. Income purification is the process of “deducting from the returns on
one’s investment those earnings, the source of which is not acceptable from a
Shariah point of view” (Elgari, 2002, p. 156). In other words, it refers to the process
of taking out the portion of income derived or generated from prohibited activities
such as interest, riba and speculation.
The need to purify income is due to the nature of economic transactions in the
modern world where the avoidance of prohibited activities is almost impossible.
There are elements of tainted income generated by the underlying companies where
Shariah funds invest. Even though the Shariah guidelines have permitted investment
in such companies it limits the level of their involvement in these prohibited
elements to a minimal level. Some jurists are of the opinion that these elements
should be eliminated later in the purification process. In fact, income purification
arises because of the decision to allow impermissible securities to be included in the
portfolio (asset allocation). In practice, some index providers or regulators do not
eliminate the total amount of prohibited element but instead use other benchmarks to
compensate for the specified amount. For example, Standard & Poor’s employ 5
percent of the total income as its purification benchmark. The amount of income is
then channelled to charity as a donation or some may treat it as zakah payment.
There are circumstances where the fund managers decide to reinvest it in acceptable
vehicles and may use it as a buffer against future shocks (Kamal, 2008).
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While income purification is widely accepted, purifying of capital gains remains
debatable among Islamic scholars. Some scholars argue that capital gains
purification is unnecessary because the change of the stock price does not really
reflect interest, while others suggest that it is safer and more equitable to purify
earnings made from selling shares as well (Elfakhani et al., 2005; Khatkhatay and
Nisar, 2007b; Usmani, 2002). Khatkhatay and Nisar (2007b) supported the argument
that it is unnecessary as the movement in share prices is linked to expectations of
future earnings, and that these earnings (and therefore expectations) relate to the
main activities of the company, not to the marginal income being generated by
interest.
There is an unresolved debate on who should be responsible to perform the process
of income purification. Ideally, this process should be part of the value added
services provided by the fund managers (DeLorenzo, 2000) where fund managers
will take out the specific portion before distributing the income (Elfakhani et al.,
2005) to fund holders. Instead, fund managers may leave the responsibility to
individuals by reporting the percentage or ratio of impure income for investors to
purify the earnings on their own from the total income in the annual report or fund
prospectus. For example, the Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic
Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) has emphasised that Islamic financial institutions
should disclose this information in the financial statement if no purification is
made (Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions,
2002) . The Islamic Bank of Jordan, for example, has issued a fatwa that the
responsibility for income purification, which includes zakah, is best left to
individual investors (DeLorenzo, 2000). In Malaysia, there is no specific rule
relating to this. Although some may argue that this can be regarded as a value
added service to Muslims investors (DeLorenzo, 2000), non-Muslim investors may
find it costly.
There is another type of income purification, which is zakat. While the income
purification discussed above is cleansing income from prohibited elements, zakah
is an obligatory tax levied on income or capital gains that exceeds a certain limit
outlined by Shariah. In general, 2.5 percent zakah is imposed on wealth possessed
by Muslims.
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3.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter provided the institutional background for the Malaysian funds
management industry with a special emphasis on the IMF management market. It
gave details on the operational aspects of Malaysian IMFs and the regulations
relating to the industry. Also included are important information concerning the
industry and reasons why the issues of performance, screening, and fund flows
were fundamentally important to a better understanding of this key financial
market segment.
From the review of screening activities in Malaysia, we found that there are
screening differences between two main indices in Malaysia. The main Shariah
index, the FTSE Bursa Malaysia applies mainly on qualitative screening, while the
other Shariah index, the FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah applies both
quantitative and qualitative screening activities. The growth of the IMF industry
has been tremendous since the 1990s and this is not only happening in Malaysia
but also globally. The key operational aspects of IMFs discussed were the presence
of Shariah Advisory Board (SAB), screening and the income purification process.
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Chapter 4 . A Review of Performance,
Screening and Fund Flows in
Screened Funds
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the theoretical and empirical literature relating to mutual fund
performance, screening, and fund flows. The literature on performance starts with the
discussion on the development of mutual fund performance evaluation techniques and
the related theories behind it. This is important to provide a general understanding on
the importance of performance measurement and various ways to measure mutual fund
performance. We will also review the literature on fund attributes and their influence on
mutual fund performance. In the screening literature, we review the impact of screening
and differences in screening strategies to firm and mutual fund performance. Finally, we
review the literature concerning the behaviour of mutual fund investors, which uses
mutual fund flows as the proxy. In the area of mutual fund investors, we specifically
focus on how Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) investors make fund selection decision and
examine if these investors are able to select funds that are able to earn positive returns in
subsequent period. Overall, the literature on IMFs is still scarce and lags behind
compared with the literature on the conventional mutual funds (CMFs) and socially
responsible investment (SRI) funds. Thus, this section reviews related theoretical and
empirical studies on SRI screened and unscreened funds to draw the necessary bases for
the study of IMFs.
The remainder of the chapter comprises five sections. Section 4.2 reviews the
development of mutual fund performance evaluation, the criticism and the attributes of
mutual fund performance. Section 4.3 reviews the impact of screening and differences
in screening strategies on performance at both the firm and portfolio level. Section 4.4
reviews the studies relating to mutual fund flows and its relationship to past
performance and other fund characteristics as well as the volatility of the mutual fund
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flow, both screened and unscreened mutual funds. Section 4.5 reviews on another strand
of mutual fund flow literature that is the predictability of future performance using fund
flow information also called ‘smart money’. Section 4.6 provides some concluding
remarks.

4.2 Mutual fund performance
The mutual funds literature is quite extensive and highly concentrated in the areas of
performance and performance persistence. Another extensive strand of literature
discusses the issue of benchmark specification for comparing mutual fund performance.
The concentration of previous studies in these areas implies the importance of
performance measurement to a number of parties, including investors, fund managers,
regulators, policy makers, and academicians.
Performance measurement in mutual funds is important for several reasons. First, there
is the need to find the most appropriate method for evaluating the performance of
mutual funds and fund managers. This is to assess whether fund managers have any
special ability or skill in providing superior risk-adjusted returns to investors. Second,
performance measurement is required to justify the high fees paid to active fund
managers. Investors pay a certain amount of fees to gain access to the financial skills of
fund managers. In return, they expect the fund manager to obtain abnormal returns
higher than a passively managed portfolio or index fund. For active fund managers,
performance evaluation is then important to justify their presence and sell their skills in
bringing superior returns to investors for a given level of risk.
For investors, the advantages of investing in mutual funds are the benefits of
diversification, cheaper access to professional investment management, lower initial
investment, and convenience. Generally, the evidence indeed suggests that fund
managers are able to provide diversification benefits to investors (Jensen, 1968),
though, the empirical findings relating to the value that professional fund managers
provide are inconsistent. Indeed, the finding that actively managed mutual funds
underperform relative to the benchmark has been consistently found since the seminal
work of Sharpe (1966) and Jensen (1968). Even though earlier studies found that there
is persistence in performance [see, for example, Brown and Goetzmann (1995),
Grinblatt and Titman (1992), Hendricks et al. (1993), and Elton et al. (1996)], the recent
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literature fails to support superior performance persistence [see, for example, Carhart
(1997), Christopherson et al. (1998), Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1994) and Gruber
(1996)]. The following subsection discusses the development of asset pricing models
supporting the advancement of mutual fund performance evaluation models.
4.2.1 Mutual fund performance evaluation
Early literature relied on raw returns to measure security or portfolio performance. Even
though practitioners and academic researchers had discussed the concept of risk, there
was no specific measurement used to quantify risk. For example in a pioneering study,
Cowles (1933) compared fund performance using raw returns with the returns of
general market of common stocks as a passive benchmark. He found that mutual funds
did not perform better than the benchmark. About thirty years later, Friend et al. (1962)
still used only mean raw returns to measure fund performance. They compared the
annual mean returns of 152 U.S mutual funds from 1953 to 1958 with the mean return
of market benchmarks. Similarly, they found underperformance of mutual funds relative
to the passive portfolio. Both studies examined the performance of mutual funds by
considering their returns but ignore their potential risk.
However, soon after, Harry Markowitz published his seminal work “Portfolio
Selection” and provided the foundation of the so-called the Modern Portfolio Theory
(MPT), the literature began to account for both risk and return dimensions in their
portfolio construction. Markowitz (1952) introduced a measure of risk and provided
insights into the concept of diversification as a means of minimising risk for a given
level of return or equivalently maximising return for a given level of risk. According to
Markowitz (1952), risk is defined as the variability in or the standard deviation of
returns and so adding more assets that are perfectly (negatively) correlated among each
other in a portfolio will progressively diversify away unsystematic risk.
Later, in the 1960s, theories of asset pricing were developed based on the MPT
conceptual framework. Chief among these was the independent development of the
capital asset pricing model (CAPM) by Sharpe (1966), Lintner (1965) and Mossin
(1966). The CAPM framework predicts the equilibrium expected return of risky and
riskless assets, where assets are priced not only based on expected return but also risk.
The performance of an asset portfolio then depends on its exposure to the market (as a
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risk factor). Thus, the selection of assets in the portfolio, also known as stock picking
skill, is equally important. This theoretical model assumes that investors hold a
diversified portfolio, thus, systematic risk or beta is the only relevant benchmark in
measuring portfolio performance. In other words, financial markets reward investors for
assuming only systematic (non-diversifiable or market) risk, but do not reward investors
for unsystematic (diversifiable or firm-specific) risk. The key assumptions under CAPM
are that investors are risk averse, possess homogeneous expectations about future
portfolio performance, there are no transaction costs and the market is in equilibrium
(Jensen, 1968). With this development, there are a variety of performance measures and
techniques constructed throughout the years. For simplicity, this study divides these
models into three main categories, namely single factor, market timing, multifactor and
other related performance models.
Single factor models
The CAPM is a single factor model as it only considers the market as a proxy for risk.
There are three main portfolio performance models developed from the CAPM
framework. These are the Sharpe ratio (Sharpe, 1966), Treynor ratio (Treynor, 1965)
and Jensen’s alpha (Jensen, 1968). The first performance measure to consider both risk
and return was the Sharpe ratio (Sharpe, 1966). The Sharpe ratio measures portfolio
return relative to risk represented by standard deviation. The model is based on
Markowitz’s mean variance portfolio theory comparing portfolios to the capital market
line (CML). The model is as follows.
=
where
considered,

(4.1)
is the Sharpe ratio,

is the mean return of fund i over the interval

is the average risk-free rate over the interval considered and

is the

standard deviation of return on fund i over the interval considered.
Next, Treynor (1965) introduced the Treynor ratio, which used portfolio beta (β) as a
measurement of risk similar to the CAPM model. This means that instead of using
CML, he compares portfolio risk and return to the security market line (SML). It
measures excess returns of the riskless interest rate per unit of systematic risk, which is
as follows:
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=
where

(4.2)

is Treynor’s index,

measurement period,

is the average return on the mutual fund over the

is risk-free rate of return and

between the fund and the market index.
return,

with the market return,

(beta) is the systematic risk

is estimated by regressing the portfolio

and divided by the variance of the market return

as follows.
( ,
)
(
)

=

,

(4.3)

Both Treynor (1965) and Sharpe (1966) developed relative performance measures that
help to compare the performance of a mutual fund to other different mutual funds as
well as to the market benchmark. Since it is not an absolute measure, there is no
indication as to whether the difference in performance between two portfolios is
statistically significant (Reiley and Brown, 2006, p. 1049).
The third model and most widely used is Jensen alpha, developed by Jensen (1968).
This model improves on the previous ones as the ability of the fund manager is captured
by the intercept (alpha), which is included in the traditional equation as follows.
−

,

where

,

=

+

,

−

,

+

is the mean return on fund or portfolio i at time t,

rate at time t,
return,

,

,

benchmark,

(4.4)
,

is the average risk-free

represents systematic risk of the fund or portfolio relative to the market
is the mean return on market representing the mean-variant efficient
captures any excess return above market benchmark and

is the error

term.
If managers have stock selection skill, then the excess portfolio return should be higher
than the excess market portfolio return after adjustment to the systematic risk. The
intercept of a regression in the CAPM equation captures the additional return a manager
generates. A statistically significant positive alpha above the expected performance
indicates above average performance and alternatively, a statistically significant
negative alpha indicates underperformance.
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However, these models, which rely mainly on the CAPM framework, received criticism
[see, for example, Jensen (1972) and Roll (1978)]. These criticisms were concerned
about its oversimplified assumptions, inefficiency of the market portfolio as a proxy to
represent a portfolio benchmark and omission of the fund managers’ market timing
ability. Due to these weaknesses, various extensions have been included in Jensen’s
alpha. For example, the development of arbitrage asset pricing theory (APT) (to
overcome the issue of mean variance inefficient of benchmarks), decomposing CAPM
model into security selection and market timing and also incorporating predetermined
information variables into the model (to encounter the critics on the assumptions of
stationarity of expected returns and risk of assets to the market factor). Next, the study
reviews the development and the application of these models in portfolio performance
measurement.
Market timing models
According to Fama (1972) and Jensen (1972), investment performance measurement is
about evaluating the fund manager forecasting ability, which involves stock selection
and market timing. Jensen (1972) states that security selection ability is the ability of a
fund manager to select mispriced securities while market timing ability implies the
ability of a fund manager to predict the general market movement represented by a
broad based index. The manager will react accordingly by increasing the relative
volatility of their portfolio in anticipation of a bull market and reducing volatility in
anticipation of a bear market.
One criticism of the Jensen measure is that it suffers from statistical bias for a markettiming investment strategy. Empirical findings indicate that failure to account for the
market timing variable in the Jensen model would cause the measurement to suffer from
statistical bias when a fund manager successfully times the market [see Jensen (1972),
Admati and Ross (1985) and Dybvig and Ross (1985)]. The consequences are that the
beta estimation is biased upwards while the estimate of alpha is biased downwards
(Grinblatt and Titman, 1989a). This implies that managers who are successful at market
timing may obtain negative performance.
Thus, many studies attempt to distinguish the security selection from market timing in
the performance measurement model. Treynor and Mazuy (1966) enhanced Jensen’s
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(1968) performance measure to include the market timing ability of a fund manager.
They suggested that if a fund manager has the ability to time the market, there should be
a nonlinear relationship between fund returns and market returns. The assumption in the
market timing models is that, the manager has private information about future market
movements and that this information will lead the manager to revise his or her portfolio
allocation. Thus, Treynor and Mazuy (1966) proposed a quadratic term to Jensen’s
(1968) model and is written as follows:
−

,

where

,

,

=

+

,

−

,

+

,

(

,

is the return on fund i during period t;

−

,

) +

,

(4.5)

identifies the stock selection ability,

is the return on the market benchmark during period t and (
market return. The term gamma,

) is the squared

, indicates market timing. If

,

,

is positive and

significant then the fund manager is a successful market timer. When they tested the
model using monthly return data of US mutual funds from 1953 to 1962, they found
that there was no significant evidence that fund managers possess market timing ability.
Out of 57 mutual funds, only one fund demonstrated market timing ability.
Henriksson and Merton (1981) proposed another model to test the market timing ability
of fund managers. The intuition behind this model is similar to the previous one
developed by Treynor and Mazuy (1966), where a mutual fund manager allocates
capital between cash and equities based on forecasts of the future market return, except
now the manager decides between a small number of market exposure levels. The
model is as follows.
−

,
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,

,

=

+

,

−
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+

is the return of fund i in period t,
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,
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,

)

+

,

(4.6)

is the stock selection ability,

return on the market benchmark in period t and the term delta

is the

is the market timing

coefficient. If the value for market timing is positive and significant, then the fund
manager is a successful market timer and knows when to enter and exit the market to
take advantage of market upturns and avoid market downturns.

is a dummy variable

that takes a value of one if the market return is positive and zero otherwise.

,

is the

error term. Similarly, tested on 116 mutual funds in the US from 1968 to 1980, only
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three funds had significant market timing ability (Henriksson, 1984). Other studies that
used this model indicated that there was little evidence that managers possessed superior
market timing abilities [see, for example, Sawicki and Ong (2000) and Sinclair (1990)].
Later, Bollen and Busse (2001) found evidence of market timing ability among fund
managers. They used data from 1985 to 1995, which consisted of 230 funds and
demonstrated that mutual funds exhibited significant timing ability when using daily
data compared to monthly data used by previous studies. However, the duration of the
outperformance was only for a short-term.
Grinblatt and Titman (1989b) proposed another model to account for market timing
ability, namely Positive Period Weighting (PPW). This measure evaluates the
performance of a portfolio by calculating the weighted sum of the period-by-period
excess return. Employing PPW, their findings revealed no significant difference to the
Jensen method, irrespective of the benchmarks used (Grinblatt and Titman, 1994). On
this basis, they concluded that almost all fund managers fail to exercise a successful
market timing strategy.
In case of the Malaysian mutual funds, previous studies failed to find timing ability
among fund managers [see, for example, Kok et al. (2004), Nassir et al. (1997), and
Rozali and Abdullah (2006)], which is similar to the findings in the developed market
discussed above. All of these studies employed either the Treynor–Mazuy and
Henriksson–Merton models. The PPW model however, is almost impossible to employ
for Malaysian managed funds, as data on the portfolio weights are not easily available
or are very costly to collect.
Nevertheless, Edelen (1999) highlighted that the issue of liquidity motivated trading
faced by fund managers might affect their ability to time the market successfully. He
argued that some active fund managers are genuinely able to time the market. However,
since fund managers have to react to money-flows in and out from mutual funds,
performance appears to be negative. Accordingly, he proposed modifying the market
timing models to account for liquidity cost. Similarly, Ferson and Schadt (1996) and
Ferson and Warther (1996) documented the effect of fund flows on beta and its
movement to market return. They concluded that heavy fund flows into mutual funds
forces fund managers to trade, and this may result in negative market timing ability.
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Multifactor models
In view of the weaknesses found in Jensen alpha (arising from CAPM model), many studies
attempted to improve upon the model of securities returns with the aim of controlling and
adjusting better for the risk of the funds. Roll (1978) fundamentally argued that the Jensen
measure is sensitive to the type of benchmark used as a reference to the market portfolio.
Later, it was demonstrated empirically by Roll (1977, 1978), Jensen (1972), and Dybvig
and Ross (1985) that the performance of the same fund or portfolio varies according to the
benchmarks used. In addition, Roll (1977, 1978) argued about the inappropriateness of
broad-based stock indices to represent diversified or benchmark portfolios. They asserted
that there is no appropriate benchmark to represent market portfolio to calculate the
systematic risk. He suggested that there may be other factors as well that possibly explain
stock price behaviour. These factors include macroeconomic variables (Chen et al., 1986;
Ross, 1976). Momentum (Carhart, 1997; Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993) and firm size and
book-to-market value (Fama and French, 1992, 1993) have also been proven to help explain
cross-sectional variation that affect asset pricing and thereby risk-adjusted measures of
performance.
With the aim of overcoming the weaknesses of CAPM in this respect, Ross (1976)
formulated the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT). Drawing on this basic asset-pricing model,
several managed fund performance measures were subsequently developed. These included
work by Connor and Korajczyk (1986), Lehmann and Modest (1987) and Chang and
Lewellen (1984). The advantages of APT are on its empirical simplicity (simplicity in the
assumptions), no reliance on market portfolio as benchmarks and its equation is open to
other factors that affect portfolio performance (as long as the factor is significant in
explaining the cross sectional differences in asset return). Unfortunately, the model is
difficult to follow due to its arbitrage nature, and it does not specify a clear rule in
identification of the underlying measures to factor or price risk. Thus, this model is not
widely used among academicians or practitioners. In general, the APT model is as follows:
=
where

+

,

+

,

+. . . +

is the return on asset i,

,

+

(4.7)

is expected return for asset i,

asset i’s returns movement in common factor

and

,

is reaction from

is unique effect on asset i’s

return (Ross, 1976).
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While the APT model considers macroeconomic variables to account for risk factors,
Fama and French (1992, 1993, 1996) consider firm specific factors to account for
different investment styles employed by fund managers in their asset-pricing model.
The variables are firm size (a small-minus-big factor) and book-to-market (a highminus-low factor) factors. The model explains whether fund managers are more inclined
to invest in small cap to big cap stocks or value to growth stocks. Literature suggests
that small cap stocks are able to generate a higher expected return compared to big
stocks and value stocks outperform growth stocks. Empirically, both risk factors in
addition to market factors are able to further increase the R squared and explain the
cross sectional variation in stock returns. The model is as follows.
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,

is the risk-free rate in time t,

,

is the

is the return on portfolio of small minus

is the return on portfolio of high minus low book-to-market

stocks in time t.
Even though the addition of these two risk factors enhanced the explanatory power of
stock returns, Fama and French (1993) claimed that this model also suffers from another
anomaly, that is, the continuation of short term returns reported by Jegadeesh and
Titman (1993). Using the works of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and Bondt and Thaler
(1985), Carhart (1997) extended Fama and French’s (1993) three factor model by
adding a one-year momentum anomaly. This model is termed as the Carhart’s fourfactor model and is as follows:
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momentum (prior 1-year return) stocks in time t.
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He defined momentum as the difference between the previous best performing and
worst performing stocks. Consequently, the Fama and French’s (1993) three factor
and Carhart’s (1997) four factor models have become very popular among
academicians and practitioners and are widely used to measure managed fund
performance.
Many studies of portfolio performance compared mutual fund performance to a
single market index. However, there is problem of using a single index model.
Different types of assets held in the managed portfolio may perform differently than
the benchmarks. In a study on the cost of information and managed funds
performance, Ippolito (1989) found that mutual funds are able to earn abnormal
return and it is more than enough to compensate for the information cost. However,
on further investigation of this result, Elton et al. (1993) found that the results of
over performance were due to benchmark error and extended the model from a
single index (S&P 500) to a multi-index model (three-index model). The result
showed a reverse finding and this demonstrated the importance of choosing the
correct market benchmark to explain the behaviour of mutual funds. Later, Elton et
al. (1996) added another risk factor in the model to further explain the variation in
the risk factors. In their empirical work, this model includes factors such as the S&P
Index, a size index, a bond index and a value or growth index.
Other related performance models
Ferson and Schadt (1996) proposed to extend the unconditional model to include
predetermined information variables with changing economic conditions. This
model assumes that the market is semi strong efficient and allows for time-varying
expected returns and risk on predetermined publicly available information including
interest rates, term spread, default spread and dividend yields. For example,
expected returns of stocks and bonds fluctuate (Keim and Stambaugh, 1986) and
economic information that is publicly available such as interest rates and stock
dividend yields are able to predict changes in expected returns over time. Ferson and
Schadt (1996) argue that active fund managers do change their trading strategies to
take advantage of any market information by modifying the exposure of the
portfolio’s alpha and beta. This conditional model is as follows:
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Testing the model empirically on a sample of 67 US equity funds from 1968 to 1990,
Ferson and Schadt (1996) found that the conditional model provided improved mutual
fund performance (zero performance) compared to the unconditional model
(underperformance), Dahlquist et al. (2000) also found that on average alpha is zero and
not negative as evidenced in unconditional findings. Christopherson et al. (1998) also
argued that allowing alpha and beta to be time varying, meaning that alpha is also
interacted with the information variables, will result in better performance
measurement. Kon and Jen (1978) found that risk is not stationary through time and
suggested using a conditional model to measure fund performance.
Return-based style analysis was introduced by Sharpe (1992) to measure performance
of funds based on the asset allocation comparative to its benchmark or index. Ample
evidence reveals that fund managers’ actual asset allocation strategies do not match with
what they reported or disclosed in the prospectus (Brown and Goetzmann, 1997). Due
to this misclassification, Sharpe (1992) introduced a performance measure that
incorporated the mutual fund’s investment style using a time-series of historical fund
returns. This technique involves a constrained regression that uses several asset classes
to replicate the historical return pattern of a portfolio. However, the limitation of this
method is that it cannot adequately explain the returns of under-diversified portfolios
such as sector funds (Sharpe, 1992). Empirical works have reported that aggressive
growth funds are able to produce higher returns compared to other investment styles
despite higher expenses [see, for example, Grinblatt and Titman (1989a, 1993),
Grinblatt et al. (1995), Daniel et al. (1997), Davis (2001) and Chen et al. (2000)].
Other models include stochastic discount factor (SDF) (Chen and Knez, 1996), the
inter-temporal marginal rates of substitution-based measure (Glosten and Jagannathan,
1994) and characteristics based performance methodologies (Daniel et al., 1997; Pastor
and Stambaugh, 2002b; Wermers, 2000). Chen and Knez (1996) proposed stochastic
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discount factors (SDF) as an alternative measure for mutual fund performance.
Dahlquist and Soderlind (1999) tested the method using Sweden’s sample of equity
mutual funds market and they found that this method was superior in minimising errors
in benchmark specification, issue of time variation and pre-determined information. In
another study, Daniel et al. (1997) developed a new performance measurement
innovation in the performance literature, namely, the characteristic selectivity (CS),
characteristic timing (CT) and average style (AS) measures whereas Pastor and
Stambaugh (2002a) introduced another method, namely, seemingly unrelated assets.
Despite various performance methodologies presented above, Kothari and Warner
(1997) argue that many performance measures are misspecified. Thus, including basic
mean returns as well as mean excess returns together with other risk-adjusted
performance measures ensures robustness of results.
Literature on asset pricing is extensive and evolving. Different measures have been used
to evaluate fund performance over the years. Even though this development has been
encouraging and provides better evaluation methods compared to traditional measures,
this evolution may implicate fair comparison in fund performance. This is due to a
variety of methods and the different samples used. Despite the many models adopted,
the findings consistently indicate that, on average, fund managers’ ability to add value
through their professional management service is questionable. This is true either before
or after adjustment for expenses.
In relation to the Malaysian mutual fund industry, majority of the studies adopt relative
performance measures (for example Sharpe and Treynor ratios) and Jensen’s alpha [see,
for example, Kok et al. (2004), Nassir et al. (1997), Abdullah and Abdullah (2009), Low
(2007), and Rozali and Abdullah (2006)]. There are only one study recently adopt the
Fama-French three-factor and the Carhart four-factor models [see Hassan et al.
(2010).and Lai and Lau (2010)]. Majority of these studies adopt the three-month
Malaysian Treasury Bill rate to represent the risk free rate as this is the shortest
Treasury Bill rate available in Malaysia for evaluating monthly performance of mutual
funds in Malaysia [see, for example, Abdullah et al. (2007), Abdullah and Abdullah
(2009), Lai and Lau (2010), Low (2007), and Rozali and Abdullah (2006)]. This study
extends the literature of Islamic mutual fund performance using the most widely used
performance models – CAPM and Fama–French three-factor model.
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4.2.2 Criticisms of mutual fund performance measurement practice
There are two main criticisms of mutual fund performance measurement practice, which
are survivorship bias and benchmark efficiency. Survivorship bias means failure to
include dead funds in the sample of observation when measuring stocks or mutual fund
performance. Brown et al. (1992), Brown and Goetzmann (1995) and Malkiel (1995)
emphasize that the results of many performance evaluation studies are biased upward
because dead funds are not present in the sample chosen as dead funds tend to have poor
performance. The results are even more likely to be affected by survivorship bias if the
period of observation is longer (Elton et al., 1996). In addition, data providers such as
Morningstar Inc. and Lipper Inc. are only interested in reporting existing funds, thus,
they do not report dead funds in the database.
The issue of benchmark inefficiency in Jensen’s performance measure has attracted
arguments and criticisms from academicians [see, for example, Roll (1978) and Elton et
al. (1993)]. For example, Ippolito (1989) using a single factor model found abnormal
performance in managed funds. Later, Elton et al. (1993) challenged this finding when
he found that the result reversed after adding more factors into the model.
In screened fund studies, for example, Luther et al. (1992), it was found that
performance evaluation for ethical funds is sensitive to the type of benchmarks used. As
ethical funds incline to be biased towards small cap companies, the authors suggest that
comparison of ethical funds to the small cap index is only relevant to measure its
performance. Empirically, they found that ethical funds outperform the small cap index.
Thus, this implies that benchmark selection is important in evaluating mutual fund
performance.
Efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is central in theoretical and empirical works on
investment and fund management. Fama (1970) developed EMH, which posits that
security prices reflect all information available in the market place. According to Fama
(1970), there are three forms of market efficiency – weak form, semi-strong form and
strong form. Weak form implies that security prices already reflect all past information
while the semi-strong means security prices reflect all publicly available and past
information. The strong form asserts that security prices already anticipate past, public
and privately available information.
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The implication of the EMH is that theoretically it is impossible for active fund
managers to outperform the market on a risk adjusted return basis consistently. Thus,
the main issues underlying the work of managed fund performance is to test the market
efficiency whether fund managers are able to obtain abnormal returns. Many studies in
the US reveal underperformance of mutual funds that supports the notion of efficient
market hypothesis (Fama, 1970).
However, even though the market is assumed efficient in the long run, there is evidence
that investors can exploit the market by identifying mispriced securities. Findings from
Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) indicate that in a strongly efficient market, fund managers
are able to earn superior performance at gross return by gathering costly information.
However, the gross abnormal performance is only sufficient to compensate the cost or
expenses for the information, thus, in net, there are no above average returns. Berk and
Green (2004), based on their analytical work, found that managers’ skills are
heterogeneous, however, since skilled fund managers charge higher fees, the high fees
affect the performance of the fund, which results in under performance or zero
performance. In another study, Gruber (1996) used a four-factor model, to investigate
the performance of 270 US equity funds from 1985 to 1994. Similarly, he found that, on
average, these funds earn positive risk adjusted return before expenses. Net of expenses,
these funds underperform the benchmark, which implies that fund managers do have
superior skill. However, the amount of fees charged is more than the value added.
Besides the risks and returns, other factors may also influence mutual fund performance.
The following section reviews literature on the influence of fund attributes to fund
performance.
4.2.3 Fund specific characteristics and performance
This section reviews literature on the determinants of mutual fund performance. Besides
fund risk and return characteristics, many other studies attempt to determine whether
fund specific characteristics are able to explain fund performance. The types of fund
characteristics discussed in the literature include fund age, size, fees, past returns and
fund flows.
Theoretically, older funds that have been in existence in the market for a longer period
outperform younger funds. The rationale behind this proposition is that experienced
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fund managers with superior ability may manage older funds. However, many studies
consistently found that younger funds perform better than older funds. For example,
Malhotra and McLeod (1997) found that age has a negative relationship with fund
returns. Otten and Bams (2002), and Heaney (2008) supported the negative relationship
between these variables. One possible justification is that a younger manager who is
relatively new in the investment industry is assigned to manage younger funds. As
reputation is important, younger managers will strive for abnormal returns compared to
older fund managers who have reached relative stability in the career.
The number of assets under management reflects the size of funds and may influence
fund performance. Small funds are ‘easy’ to manage compared to larger funds. As the
size of mutual funds becomes larger, fund managers may have difficulty in moving their
assets in and out from securities. On the other hand, larger funds may be more efficient
and enjoy economies of scale. Empirically, several authors found no relationship
between fund size and performance [see, for example, Carhart (1997), Ciccotello and
Grant (1996), Droms and Walker (1994), Grinblatt and Titman (1994), Bird et al.
(1983), Gallagher (2003) and Dahlquist et al. (2000)]. However, Chen et al. (2004), and
Indro et al. (1999) found that fund performance deteriorated as the funds become larger.
Fund managers sell their skills and services for fees. The fees are included in the
management expenses and charged annually. In addition, funds incur marketing and
distribution costs, which are charged once as initial charges or annually as ongoing
charges as part of the management expenses. Other expenses in running the funds
include turnover, taxation, brokerage fees, and trustee fees. Recently, studies have
focused on the relationship between expenses and performance to ascertain whether
fund managers add value. Earlier studies did not find any relationship between fund
performance and expense ratio (Carlson, 1970; Droms and Walker, 1994; Ippolito,
1989). Recently, Carhart (1997) reported that there is a negative relationship between
these variables where funds with low expense ratios exhibit higher abnormal returns
compared to those with a high expense ratio. Elton et al. (1996), Golec (1996), Prather
et al. (2004) and Gruber (1996) argued that high expense ratios cause underperforming
funds. For example, Prather et al. (2004) investigated the relationship between expenses
and fund performance in the US between 1996 and 2000. Using a multi-factor model,
they found that expenses drive down mutual fund performance. Gruber (1996) found
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that the fund expense ratio negatively affects risk adjusted return. He argued that active
management adds value to investors. However, the expenses charged are more than the
value they add. Interestingly, Klapper et al. (2004, p. 4) and Gruber (1996) argued that
while performing funds might imply superior managerial skill, funds managed by these
managers do not increase revenues by charging higher fees. Instead, they benefit from
increased fees, which result from increased fund size. On the other hand, there are
studies that reported a positive relationship between fund expenses and fund
performance (Chen et al., 2004; Droms and Walker, 1996). The rationale is that fund
managers have superior ability to obtain a higher return and, thus, charge higher fees.
Despite quotes in mutual fund prospectuses that past returns do not indicate future
returns, most investors make asset allocation decisions based on a fund’s past return
information. Whether fund performance persists (predictor of future performance) is
debatable as earlier literature reported persistence is present in mutual funds [see, for
example, Brown and Goetzmann (1995), Carhart Carhart (1997), Jain and Wu (2000),
Grinblatt and Titman (1992), Hendricks et al. (1993)]. Brown and Goetzmann (1995)
examined the US equity funds from 1976 to 1988 using raw and risk-adjusted returns.
They found that performance persistence existed, but only among poor performing
funds not outperforming funds. Carhart (1997) investigated a free survivor bias sample
of US diversified equity funds from 1962 to 1993. He found that evidence of
performance persistence might be due to the momentum effect. He demonstrated that
previous performing funds exhibit higher raw and risk-adjusted returns compared to the
previous year’s underperforming funds. However, it was only for a short period of one
year.
Further analysis revealed that the persistence of superior performance among funds is
attributed to size and momentum factors where previous winner funds tend to hold in
the portfolio. In addition, he found persistence exists for poor performing funds. Funds
that were last year losers would continue to be losers this year. By examining advertised
funds in the business magazines, Jain and Wu (2000) provided evidence that there was
no persistence in fund performance. Advertisements highlighted funds with past
abnormal performance. However, the abnormal performance disappeared after the
advertising period. These studies conclude that past good performance does not predict
future good performance but persistence exists for previous year losing funds.
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In addition, fund flows may also contain some information that predicts future fund
performance. This may be true for sophisticated investors as they are more likely to
trade heavily mutual funds. Gruber (1996) and Zheng (1999) found that funds that
received more money-flow would subsequently outperform funds that were losing
money. They term this as the ‘smart money’ effect, as new investors are smart and are
able to predict future fund returns. However, the effect is temporary and largely due to
momentum (Zheng, 1999). These studies concluded that past performance could
somehow predict future performance. Only new investors are aware of this and enjoy
net positive returns while existing unit holders continue to earn lower returns. However,
there are studies that found funds that received high money-flow would subsequently
suffer underperformance. Berk and Green (2004) suggested a theoretical explanation
that this phenomenon may be due to liquidity motivated trading and decreasing return to
scale.
In summary, the researcher found that fund specific characteristics are important to
explain the differential in performance across mutual funds. Investors may make fund
selection decision based on these characteristics. While evidence from the developed
countries and for CMFs is substantial, little is known whether these findings are
consistent in the emerging markets or in the case of IMFs. This warrants further
empirical works.
While the fund managers’ ability to bring above average risk-adjusted returns remains
in question, it does not stop investors from putting money into mutual funds. The
emergence of new product innovations such as SRI funds, ethical funds and Islamic
funds provide more flavour to the mutual fund industry. These products even limit the
diversification potential of funds with screening strategies that theoretically may affect
the performance. It is interesting to investigate their relative performance to the
conventional funds.

4.3 Portfolio screening
The essence of portfolio screening is the incorporation of ethical, social, and religious
values in the investment decision. Investors who buy screened investments care about
achieving their financial objectives and concern if the fund investment objectives also
complement their ethical, social, and religious beliefs. This approach requires investors
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to screen out (negative screening) companies with business activities that are not
consistent with the investors’ values and include (positive screening) companies that
involve in activities that benefit their stakeholders.
However, these strategies may have a negative impact on portfolio performance.
Movement away from MPT may shift the mean variance framework from the efficient
frontier to less favourable return for a given level of risk or, alternatively, higher risk
exposure for a given level of return. The implication is investors hold less diversified
portfolios with potentially high unsystematic risk.
According to Jones et al. (2008), what drives the performance of screened funds are the
investment strategies and the portfolio screening. Differences in investment strategy and
portfolio screenings not only influence differences in performance between the screened
and non-screened funds but also among the screened funds. This section reviews the
theoretical and empirical aspects of screening that include the impact of screening to
performance both at firm and portfolio levels. As theoretical and empirical literature
concerning IMFs is scarce, the review substantially draws upon studies on SRI or
ethical funds.
4.3.1 Screening, firm performance and behaviour
This section reviews several theoretical and empirical papers relating to the impact of
screening on firm performance. With the growth of SRI and ethical funds, it is
interesting to ask whether these screening strategies are able to influence firm
behaviour. This fits with two essential objectives for SRI and screening more generally.
According to de Colle and York (2009), the main objectives of SRI movements are: i) to
align investor’s ethical or moral value with their financial or investment decisions, and
ii) to encourage companies to act in accordance with these values so as to deviate from
the modern financial theory of shareholder wealth maximization. Negative screening
screens out unethical securities from the portfolio formation. It is interesting to consider
whether this screening is able to influence or promote ethical corporate behaviour. Do
firms really want to be included in the SRI or ethical portfolio? Alternatively, could it
be that the benefit of SRI is only a ‘feel good’ sentiment created by not being involved
in unethical corporate behaviour?
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Theoretically, under neoclassical economic theory, the main objective of the firm is to
maximise shareholder wealth. Specifically, Friedman (1970, p. 32) asserted that:
There is one and only one social responsibility of business – to use its
resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profit so long as it
stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free
competition without deception or fraud.
This implies that economic agents concerns about maximising their wealth and
investment decisions are mainly on risk return characteristics. However, with the
increasing growth of screened funds it implies that managers and business entities hold
responsibilities beyond the financial objective. This new responsibility supports the
stakeholder theory, which explains the importance of pursuing both financial and social
objectives and which opposes the stockholder theory by Friedman (1970).
There are several theoretical arguments that support the positive relationship between
corporate financial performance (CFP) and corporate social performance (CSP).
Specifically, Orlitzky et al. (2003) identified four possible theories to validate this
notion. First, lies in the stakeholder theory that business should not only consider
shareholders, but also needs to manage all stakeholders within the environment in which
they operate. Having a favourable relationship with all stakeholders may drive positive
financial performance. Second, the slack resources theory predicts that companies with
good financial performance subsequently practice high corporate social responsibility.
The justification is that companies with good financial performance generate rich cash
flows, which the companies use to implement corporate social strategies. Third, is the
internal resources/learning perspective, which predicts that companies practicing
corporate social performance may operate efficiently. Finally, the reputation perspective
predicts that exercising good governance and ethical values generates good reputation
for the company and this leads to greater goodwill as well as improved financial
performance. Based on the meta-analysis conducted by Orlitzky et al. (2003), they
found that there is a positive relationship between CFP and CSP.
The answer to whether ethical screenings are able to influence firms’ behaviour lies in
several theoretical arguments. First, based on the work of Merton (1987), Angel and
Rivoli (1997) argued that ethical screening can be considered as a kind of segmentation
to the equity market where some companies are eliminated from some of the segments.
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This will raise the cost of capital of these companies and, consequently, create
incentives for the companies to change their behaviour. However, whether the influence
is significant depends on the fraction of investors or screened funds excluding the
companies and, in turn, the financial performance of the screened funds. The higher the
fraction of investors excluding the companies and screened funds that are able to show
comparable risk adjusted returns to unscreened funds the larger the impact is to
influence the companies’ behaviour.
Heinkel et al. (2001) developed a theoretical model to understand the effect of ethical
investing on corporate behaviour in an equilibrium model with efficient capital markets.
In their model, they assumed that only two types of investors exist: green investors and
neutral investors. In addition, a firm can choose of two types of technology: either a
clean technology or a polluting technology. The presence of ethical investing may
change the corporate behaviour from using a polluting technology to a clean technology
if the fractions of green investors are larger than neutral investors are. Fund managers
employing screen strategy will exclude companies with a polluting technology. Thus,
leaving polluting firms in the small investment portfolios and, consequently, increasing
their cost of capital due to the reduction of risk sharing opportunities. If the increase in
cost of capital exceeds the cost of being ethical, the corporate behaviour of polluting
firms would be affected causing them to change to clean technology and, hence, become
ethical.
Barnea et al. (2005) also investigated the effects of negative pollution screening on the
investment decisions of polluting firms. The issue is examined in an equilibrium setting
with endogenous investment decisions, where firms are allowed to choose the level of
investment. The study concluded that negative screening reduces the incentives of
polluting firms to invest, which lowers the total level of investment in the economy.
In the aspect of religious screening and firm value, two studies examine the impact of
sins screening to firm value [see, for examples, Hong and Kacperczyk (2009) and
Derigs and Marzban (2008)]. Hong and Kacperczyk (2009) found that excluding
portfolios from investing in “sin” stocks may impose large costs to the fund
performance. This is because they report that sin stocks outperform other stocks in their
sample. In Malaysia for example, many companies that seek listings are interested in
having their name listed as Shariah compliant IPOs. The same goes for public listed
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companies. The numbers of companies announced as Shariah compliant are increasing
from year to year. However, it is interesting to note that the list of Shariah compliant
companies on the Malaysian stock market is quite liberal. This is because it is based on
the SAC guidelines issued by the Securities Commission of Malaysian (SCM) for which
the quantitative screening is lenient.
Many studies in the US have investigated whether SRI screens have a positive impact
on firm value. They examine the implications of applying social screens such as a
corporate governance screen [see, for example, Gompers et al. (2003), Cremers and
Nair (2005), Bauer et al. (2004) and Claessens (1997)], environmental screen [see, for
example, Klassen and McLaughlin (1996), Dowell et al. (2000) and Konar and Cohen
(2001)] and stakeholder relation screen [see, for example, Hillman and Keim (2001),
Orlitzky et al. (2003) and Renneboog et al. (2008a)]. In general, all the studies above
conclude that maximising stakeholders’ value or being socially responsible adds value
to the firms. This implies that there is positive link between social and financial
performance. While there are studies that reported positive relationships between these
variables, several other studies found a negative linkage. The following section reviews
the impact of screening at the portfolio level.
4.3.2 Screening and portfolio performance
There are several reasons to believe that screened funds may underperform conventional
funds. First, screened fund portfolios deviate from the MPT developed by Markowitz
(1952), which objectively selects funds on the correlation of risk-return and assets.
Ethical investors consider social and ethical value as important as financial objectives.
In doing so, they employ negative screening, which limits the number of securities
available to form screened portfolios and, consequently, severely affects its potential
diversification. The screened portfolio may carry high risk, as unsystematic risk or
diversifiable is not diversified away completely (examples include, Knoll, 2002;
Langbein and Posner, 1980). Specifically, screened funds tend to eliminate or exclude
stocks of specific industries from the investment portfolio. Additionally, screened funds
avoid ‘sinful’ industries from their portfolio such as gambling, liquor, tobacco, and
armaments. Empirical evidence shows that these industries provide higher return and
that these stocks performed across economic cycles (Hong and Kacperczyk, 2009;
Visaltanachoti et al., 2009).
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Second, a screened portfolio selects companies that are potentially expensive as these
companies incur unnecessary cost to please stakeholders other than shareholders. These
companies may be attractive because of their social performance but they have
potentially inferior financial returns compared to other companies in the sector. Unlike
screened portfolios, unscreened ones may invest in any company that performs well
financially. Hence, unscreened funds would generate higher returns than screened
funds. Finally, screened funds require additional costs to search for companies that
comply with both financial and social criteria. As searching for this information is
costly, this brings additional expenses for screened funds. As unscreened funds do not
incur this cost, they tend to have better returns than screened funds.
On the other hand, the opponents of SRI or screened funds argue that SRI or screened
funds may outperform unscreened funds. Richardson (2007) provides several
justifications for this argument. First, SRI or ethical investment requires more in depth
analysis, which may filter for management quality. This ensures that socially screened
portfolios are able to provide investors with better stock selection and offer higher risk
adjusted return in comparison to unscreened funds. Companies with management that
are concerned with social and ethical values also have good management and
entrepreneurial skills to generate profit and return to shareholders. This makes the
company both financially as well as socially attractive for investment. According to
Alexander and Buchholz (1978), the management of SRI firms are not only concerned
about financial return but also social performance because they believe in the
stakeholder theory in which their responsibility is not only to their shareholders but also
to other stakeholders around them. Other authors that share similar thoughts are
Dillenburg et al. (2003), Renneboog et al. (2008b).
Second, companies that avoid good social and environmental practices will affect its
social and environmental performance negatively. As the market is efficient, any
announcement on this issue will reflect in its stock price and finally the investors share
drops. Having a SRI policy in place could identify any potential risk such as future
litigation and potential bankruptcy or liquidation. Recent studies indicate that SRI
portfolios benefit in risk reduction through careful stock selection where companies not
only need to perform well financially but are also ethically and socially sound
(Richardson, 2007).
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Empirical evidence in SRI
The above arguments are supported by the mounting evidence of empirical research
findings in SRI which are mixed and inconclusive [see, for example, Hamilton et al.
(1993), Luther et al. (1992), Luther and Matatko (1994), Geczy et al. (2005), Gregory et
al. (1997), Mallin et al. (1995), Kreander et al. (2005), Schroder (2004), Bauer et al.
(2006), and Bauer et al. (2007)]. For example in the U.S, Hamilton et al. (1993)
examined 17 SRI funds established prior to 1985 that outperformed traditional mutual
funds of similar risk for the period 1986-1990. Findings indicated, however, that there is
no statistical difference in terms of performance between socially screened and
unscreened mutual funds.
The first evidence of SRI fund performance in the UK was documented by Luther et al.
(1992). They studied 15 ethical funds for the period from 1984 to 1990 and found no
strong evidence that ethical funds outperform the market benchmarks, FT All Share
Price Index or MSCI World Index. In addition, they provided some evidence that ethical
fund portfolios tend to concentrate on small capitalisation and low dividend yield
companies compared to conventional funds.
Luther and Matatko (1994) conducted a study on nine ethical funds against two
benchmarks – FT All Share Price Index and Small-Cap Index from 1985 to 1992. The
findings confirm the previous conjecture that the asset allocation of SRI funds is skewed
to the small-cap companies. Thus, comparing ethical funds with a small company index
as a market benchmark provides better results compared to a wide market benchmark.
The results show that SRI funds underperform the market benchmark as during the
period the small cap companies widely underperform the market benchmark. However,
when comparing between conventional and SRI funds, performances of SRI funds are
similar to the conventional funds despite the constraints imposed on it.
Mallin et al. (1995) used a slightly larger sample from 1986 to 1993. Their study
improved the problem of benchmark misspecification by the earlier studies by
comparing ethical and non-ethical funds adopting matched-pair analysis. In matching
these groups of funds based on the fund size and fund age, they found there was weak
evidence that SRI funds underperformed conventional funds. Nonetheless, when
compared against market benchmarks, both funds underperformed.
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To further investigate the effect of small-cap bias, Gregory et al. (1997) examined 18
ethical mutual funds for the period of 1986 to 1994. Building on the works of Mallin et
al. (1995), they added investment objective as another controlled variable. The findings
proved that most of the ethical fund portfolios tend to hold small capitalisation
companies. They proposed to consider a two-factor benchmark to deal with the small
size effect. Adopting this method, they found that the outperformance no longer existed.
In conclusion, there is no significant difference between SRI and non-SRI funds.
In addition to the studies in the UK and the US, there is also evidence concerning the
performance of SRI funds in other developed countries, for example Australia (Bauer et
al., 2006) and Canada (Bauer et al., 2007). Instead of focusing in a single country
assessment, other studies attempted to compare the performance of SRI funds between
countries to provide better insights into the wider performance of ethical funds across
countries [see, for example, US, Germany and Switzerland (Schroder, 2004), Germany,
the UK and the US (Bauer et al., 2005), European markets (Kreander et al., 2005), and
all over the world (Renneboog et al., 2008a)].
Bauer et al. (2006) investigated the performance of SRI funds in Australia by employing
a conditional multi-factor model and controlling for investment style, time-variation in
betas and home bias from 1992 to 2003. They provided no evidence of significant
differences in risk-adjusted returns between SRI and conventional funds during the
sample period. However, they found that domestic ethical funds underperformed their
conventional counterparts significantly from 1992 to 1996, whereas SRI fund
performance matched closely the performance of conventional funds from 1996 to
2003. They suggested that, as SRI funds are new in the market, these funds experience
learning phase period before providing returns equivalent to those of conventional
mutual funds.
Kreander et al. (2005) examined the performance of SRI funds in the broader European
market. Their study includes European countries such as Belgium, Germany,
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and, the UK. The findings indicated that
the European SRI fund performance is at best par with the conventional counterparts
when comparing with the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) World Index.
However, the Swedish SRI funds outperform the local benchmark and their
performance is at par with the global index.
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A more comprehensive study of SRI performance conducted by Renneboog et al.
(2008a) examined the performance of SRI funds all over the world and included
religious screening funds in their sample. They found that SRI funds in the US, UK,
many European countries, and Asia Pacific underperform their local benchmarks. With
the exception of France, Japan, and Sweden, SRI funds were not statistically different
from the performance of conventional funds. Interestingly, the underperformance of SRI
funds was not because of the investment strategies.
An example of the studies that support underperformance of SRI funds is the one
conducted by Geczy et al. (2005). They examined the diversification cost of SRI
investors by constructing a SRI portfolio using the Bayesian framework. They assumed
that the performance of SRI funds depended on the prior belief of SRI investors about
managerial ability and the use of the asset-pricing model in fund selection. If investors
do not believe in managerial stock selection skill and rely on CAPM, the performance
of SRI funds is as good as conventional funds. However, if investors use the four-factor
model and strongly believe that fund managers have stock selection skill, the
underperformance of SRI funds is significant.
Empirical evidence in Islamic investments
Similar to SRI fund literature, literature in Islamic investment performance also
generally found mixed results while some studies reported no significant differences
between performance of Islamic and non-Islamic indices (Albaity and Ahmad, 2008;
Girard and Hassan, 2005; Hakim and Rashidian, 2002; Hakim and Rashidian, 2004),
other studies found outperformance of Islamic over non Islamic indices (Hussein, 2005;
Hussein and Omran, 2005).
Hakim and Rashidian (2002) compared the performance of the Dow Jones Islamic (DJI)
US index with the Wilshire 5000 index from 1999 to 2002. They found that DJI index is
less risky (standard deviation) than the Wilshire 5000 index. Using the Sharpe ratio, the
Islamic index outperformed the conventional index. They suggested that the Shariah
screened index presents unique risk-return characteristics that are not affected by the
broad equity market. In a later study, Hakim and Rashidian (2004) examined the extent
of Shariah compliant (DJIMI) index correlated with the Dow Jones World (DJW) index
and Dow Jones Sustainability (DJS) index from 2000 to 2004. They found that the
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standard deviation and Treynor ratio of DJIMI are similar to those of DJW, but DJW
underperformed DJS.
Girard and Hassan (2005) examined the performance of Islamic and non-Islamic indices
using a variety of measures such as Sharpe, Treynor, Jenson, Carhart (1997) four factor
model, Fama’s selectivity, net selectivity and diversification for the sample period from
January 1996 to November 2005. They found that there is no difference between
Islamic and non-Islamic indices. They further found that the Islamic indices
outperformed from 1996 to 2000 and underperformed from 2001 to 2005 their
conventional counterparts. They concluded that Islamic and conventional indices have
similar reward to risk and diversification benefits.
Hussein and Omran (2005) examined the behaviour of the Dow Jones Islamic indices
against their counterparts, Dow Jones non-Islamic indices from 1995 to 2003. They
divided the sample into three sub periods: entire period, the bull period, and the bear
period. They found that Islamic indices outperformed non-Islamic indices over the
entire period and the bull market period but underperformed the non-Islamic indices in
the bear market period. However, the results were not statistically significant. Another
study by Hussein (2005) examined the impact of Shariah screening on the performance
of FTSE Global Islamic index and Dow Jones Islamic Market index (DJIMI) using a
number of performance measurement techniques in both the short-run and long-run
from 1996 to 2003. Overall, his studied further confirmed his earlier study that the
Islamic index outperformed its counterpart during the entire period, bull, and bear
periods. He concluded that Shariah screening did not give adverse effect to the
performance of Islamic portfolio compared to unscreened portfolios.
Albaity and Ahmad (2008) assessed the performance of the Kuala Lumpur Composite
Index (KLCI) (conventional) and the Kuala Lumpur Shariah Iindex (KLSI) (Islamic)
from 1990 to 2005 periods using Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, Jensen alpha and excess
standard deviation-adjusted return. They found that KLSI had lower returns but with
lower risks. However, overall they found that KLSI index do not significantly
underperform KLCI.
While all of the above studies focussed on the performance of Islamic indices, the
following studies addressed the performance of IMFs in various regions [see, for
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example, Elfakhani and Hassan (2005), Hayat (2006), Abderrezak (2008), Hoepner et
al. (2011), and Hayat and Kraeussl (2011)], Malaysia [see Abdullah et al. (2007),
Mansor and Bhatti (2011a, 2011b, 2011c) and Mansor et al. (2012)], Arab Saudi [see
Merdad et al. (2010) and BinMahfouz and Hassan (2012)] and Pakistan [see Mahmud
and Mirza (2011) and Razzaq et al. (2012)]. Similarly, these studies provided
inconsistent findings whether IMFs outperformed or underperformed their CMFs as
well as Islamic or conventional market benchmarks.
Elfakhani and Hassan (2005) compared the performance of 46 IMFs all over the world
to both conventional and Islamic benchmarks from 1997 to 2002. They divided the
sample of mutual funds into eight sector-based categories that included Malaysia. Their
sample period was from 1997 to 2002 and employing CAPM models, they found no
significant difference in performance to either Islamic or conventional benchmarks.
Hayat (2006) investigated the performance of 59 IMFs globally from 2001 to 2006 and
he found that IMFs do not significantly under or outperform their Islamic and
conventional market benchmarks under normal market conditions. However, IMFs
outperformed both market benchmarks in bear markets (2002).
Abderrezak (2008) investigated the performance of IMFs by comparing them to three
types of benchmarks mainly Islamic, conventional and ethical benchmarks. Using
CAPM and three factor models, he found that IMFs underperform conventional and
Islamic indices. Using matched-pair analysis, there was no significant difference
between Islamic and ethical funds. However, both studies used old data sets with
Abderrezak, using a data set from 1997 to 2002.
Hayat and Kraeussl (2011) examined a sample of 145 IMFs for the period from 2000 to
2009. They found that IMFs underperformed Islamic and conventional market
benchmarks. The underperformance of IMFs became worse during the recent global
financial crisis in 2008/09, which in contrast to the earlier study by Abdullah et al.
(2007). They suggested that investors are better off to buy index-tracking funds.
Abdullah et al. (2007) investigated the performance of IMFs and compared it to CMFs.
Using a data set from 14 IMFs and 51 CMFs between 1995 and 2001, they found that
both IMFs and CMFs suffer from lower diversification, which affect their performance.
Even though, IMFs exhibit lower diversification, the difference is not significant. They
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used seven performance models including CAPM, Modligiani and Modigliani (MM)
and Information ratio (IR), they found that Islamic funds performed better than
conventional funds when the market was down, and performed worse, when the market
was in uptrend. This unique feature of Islamic funds is good news to investors as it may
act as a hedging mechanism. In relation to market timing ability, both funds are poor in
timing the market. They also found that both IMFs and CMFs managers do not exhibit
any market timing ability.
There are studies by Mansor and Bhatti (2011a, 2011b, 2011c) and Mansor et al.
(2012)], on the performance of Malaysian IMFs. They investigated 128 IMFs and 350
CMFs from January 1990 to April 2009 and consistently found that there is no
significant difference in performance between IMFs and CMFs with both funds
outperform market benchmark represented by KLCI. They also found that both IMF and
CMF managers have similar market timing ability where both are able to time the
market successfully (Mansor and Bhatti, 2011a). Their study also found that both IMFs
and CMFs behave similarly during bearish and bullish market where these funds
outperform the KLCI during bullish and underperform market during bearish condition
(Mansor and Bhatti, 2011b). However, in their recent work, they investigated 129 IMFs
from January 1990 to April 2009 using panel regression approach and found that IMFs
do not outperform market benchmark (Mansor et al., 2012).
Merdad et al. (2010) investigated the performance of 12 IMFs and 16 CMFs managed
by the fourth largest fund managers in Saudi Arabia from 2003 to 2010. They found that
IMFs outperform CMFs during bearish and crises period but underperformed CMFs
during bullish market condition. In addition, IMFs were good at market timing in
bearish and crises period while CMFs were good at the same during bullish period.
Contradict to Merdad et al. (2010), BinMahfouz and Hassan (2012) found there is no
significant different between performance of IMFs and CMF, regardless of benchmarks
used. They used larger sample size, which includes 55 IMFs and 40 CMFs in Saudi
Arabia from 2005–2010. Thus, the difference could possibly due to the larger sample
size and more than one fund managers [unlike the previous research by Merdad et al.
(2010)] manage these funds.
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Mahmud and Mirza (2011) employed CAPM, Fama–French three factor and Carhart
four factor models to measure the performance of 20 IMFs and 66 CMFs from 2006–
2010 in Pakistan. They found these funds underperformed equity market benchmark.
Similarly, this study does not provide statistical test for the difference in performance
between IMFs and CMFs.
Razzaq et al. (2012) evaluated the performance of 9 IMFs in Pakistan from 2009–2010
using weekly return data. They used Sharpe, Treynor, Jensen alpha and information
ratio. In average, IMFs do not outperform market benchmark. However, these studies in
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan did not provide statistical test for the difference in
performance between IMFs and CMFs.
In summary (refer to Table 4.1), there are inconsistencies in the findings and lack of
studies that

uses conventional funds as benchmark besides conventional market

portfolios. Even though Abdullah et al. (2007) and Mansor and Bhatti (2011a, 2011b,
2011c and 2012) compares the performance of IMFs and CMFs, and also conventional
benchmarks, former study did not include the recent global financial crises while the
latter lacks statistical tests in gauging if there is significant difference in performance
between these two types of funds. These studies, including Hayat and Kraeussl (2011),
did not incorporate comprehensive performance measure including Fama–French
(1996) and Carhart (1997) four–factor models. This calls for more empirical research
that use recent data, longer sample period and comprehensive performance measures to
understand to what extent shariah screening affects mutual fund performance. While the
above literature focuses on whether there are differences in performance between
screened and unscreened index/funds, the following sub section reviews on the impact
of screening strategies within performance of screened funds.
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Table 4.1 A summary of a selected literature on the performance of IMFs
Author (Year)
Abdullah et al. (2007)

Sample
Malaysia

Period
1992–2001

No. of funds
Non–matched
sample of 14
IMFs and 51
CMFs

Performance measures
the Sharpe ratio of Jobson and Korkie
(1981), the Treynor ratio, Jensen’s alpha,
the Modigliani Modigliani measure, and
the Information ratio

Main findings
IMFs significantly underperform CMFs during the pre-Asian financial crisis
period (1992 to 1996). During the crisis period (1997-1998), IMFs
outperform CMFs. The results in the pre-and-during the crisis periods are
statistically significant, as measured by the adjusted Sharpe ratio and the
Modigliani Modigliani measure. For the post-crisis period (1999-2001) and
the overall period (1992-2001), the IMFs do not perform significantly
different from CMFs. No statistically significant positive timing ability of
both IMFs and CMFs is found.

Merdad et al. (2010)

Saudi
Arabia

2003-2010

Non–matched
sample of 12
IMFs and 16
CMFs

the Sharpe ratio, the Treynor ratio,
Jensen’s
alpha,
the
Modigliani
Modigliani measure, a measure of the
difference between the Treynor ratio of
the fund and the market index, the
coefficient
of
variation,
and
Treynor&Mazuy (1966) timing ability
model)

IMFs perform better than CMFs during bearish (March 2006-January 2010)
and financial crisis (September 2008-January 2010) period but not during
bullish (January 2003-February 2006) and full (January 2003 to January
2010) period. However, these results are not robust across various
benchmarks such as GCC Islamic Index, MSCI World Islamic Index,
Tadawul All Share Index (TASI), and MSCI World Index. There is no test
for statistical difference in the alpha performance of IMFs and CMFs during
those four periods. There is little evidence that HSBC fund manager has
selection and timing ability for conventional funds during bullish period and
for IMFs during bearish period.

Mahmud
(2011)

Pakistan

2006–2010

Non–matched 20
IMFs and 66
CMFs

Annual returns, Sharpe ratio, modified
Sharpe ratio and Jensen’s alpha (1968)

All mutual funds including IMFs underperform the market benchmarks.
Their performance are even worse during bearish market condition.

Global,
Msian, Asia
Pacific,
European n
Middle East
&
North
America

2000–2009

145 IMFs

Risk adj. performance (alpha), systematic
risk (beta) using Jensen's version of
CAPM & 2 types of robustness test
Market timing: Treynor & Mazuy (1966)
and non-parametric approach by Jiang
(2003), Downside risk characteristic (Ang
et al., 2006)

IMFs substantially underperform both Islamic and conventional benchmarks
IMFs perform worse during financial crisis (in contrast to Abdullah et al,
2007). IMFs are poor market timer using both para and non parametric
measures

Hayat
(2011)

&

and

Mirza

Kraeussl
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Table 4.1 A summary of the literature on the performance of Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) (continue)
Author (Year)
Mansor
and
Bhatti
(2011a, 2011b, 2011c)

Sample
Malaysia

Period
1990–2009

No. of funds
Non–matched
sample of 128
IMFs and 350
CMFs

Performance measures
Sharpe,
Treynor,
Jensen
alpha,
Modigliani
Midigliani
measure.
Information ratio, Adjusted Sharpe ratio
and Treynor and Mazuy

Main findings
Both IMFs and CMFs exhibit positive selectivity and market timing ability.
There is no significant difference in both abilities between IMFs and
CMFs. IMFs and CMFs performance are similar in bearish and bullish
market condition. No hedging function showed in IMFs.

Mansor
(2012)

Malaysia

1990–2009

129 IMFs

Single factor CAPM, Extended CAPM
with multiple benchmarks, Treynor and
Mazuy and extended Treynor and Mazuy

IMFs do not outperform single and multiple benchmarks.

Razzaq et al. (2012)

Pakistan

2009–2010

9 IMFs

Sharpe, Treynor, Jensen alpha and
Information ratio

In average, IMFs performance is poor. They are unable to outrperform the
market benchmark.

BinMahfouz and Hassan
(2012)

Saudi Arabia

2005–2010

55 IMFs and 40
CMFs

Jensen’s alpha and Fama–French three
factor model

In average, there is no statistically significant difference in performance
between IMFs and CMFs regardless of benchmark used.
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4.3.3 Screening strategies and portfolio performance
In view of various types of screening strategies available for SRI fund managers to
apply, some studies investigate how these differences of screening strategies affect
performance across screened funds [see, for example, Goldreyer et al. (1999), Barnett
and Salomon (2006), Renneboog et al. (2008a), Lee et al. (2010) and Humphrey and
Lee (2011)]. Examples of these screening strategies are environmental, social,
shareholder activism and corporate governance screening. As fund managers may also
apply more than one type of screening strategies in constructing their portfolios, recent
literature has investigated how the number of screening strategies (screening intensity)
influence performance within screened funds [examples include Renneboog et al.
(2008a), Lee et al. (2010) and Humphrey and Lee (2011)].
In relation to Islamic investments, the most obvious screening strategy is exclusionary
screening. As this exclusionary screening fundamentally derives from Shariah, fund
managers have no option to be selective in including or excluding types of companies
from the investment universe. In Islamic finance literature, there are only two studies
that investigated the impact of different screenings on portfolio performance [see, for
examples, Derigs and Marzban (2008) and Nainggolan (2011)]. Derigs and Marzban
(2008) investigated the impact of different Islamic financial screening on the investment
universe of Islamic funds and Nainggolan (2011) investigated how Shariah compliance
influences IMFs performance.
Goldreyer et al. (1999) compared the performance of 49 SRI funds to 20 randomly
selected samples of unscreened funds from 1981 to 1997. Using Sharpe, Treynor and
Jensen alpha, they found that there was no significant difference in performance
between the two types of funds. However, they found that SRI funds that adopted
positive or inclusionary screening performed better than SRI funds that only employed
negative screening. Even though the study suffered from a small sample size, it
provided evidence that types of investment screening affect the performance of screened
funds.
In addition to comparison between positive and negative screening, another study
examined the difference among wider types of investment screens on funds’ risk
adjusted returns and whether applying an additional number of SRI screening (screening
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intensity) progressively provides better or worse risk adjusted returns. Barnett and
Salomon (2006) investigated a panel of 67 SRI funds from 1972 to 2000 in the US and
found that there was a non-linear relationship between the number of screenings used
and the risk adjusted return of the SRI funds. They found that there is negative
relationship between number of social screens and performance at first, then this
relationship become positive as the number of screens increase. In addition, their study
found that different types of social screens have different impact to financial
performance of managed funds. This implies that socially responsible or ethical
investors are not homogeneous, and they have different social or ethical tastes. Some
may prefer to have their investment support shareholder activism while others may
prefer environmental screening.
Renneboog et al. (2008a) used SRI fund data from countries all over the world and
investigated the impact of screening on the expected return of SRI funds. Using a
sample of 440 SRI funds all over the world, they found that there was an inverse
relationship between screening intensity and SRI performance. They found that there is
a positive relation between the number of SRI screens and performance. Their results
showed that SRI funds with at least eight screens are more likely to generate higher
returns compared with funds with fewer screens. This implies that SRI screens are able
to signal good management skills and avoid future risk.
Lee et al. (2010) find that there is no effect between screening intensity and SRI
performance using the total return, Sharpe ratio, Information ratio, Modigliani and
Modigliani and Jensen alpha. However, they find there is a significant reduction in the
Carhart four-factor alpha for every additional screen imposed. Lee et al. (2010)
investigated the relationship between screening intensity and risk. They defined risks as
total, systematic and unsystematic risk. They found that screening intensity has no effect
on idiosyncratic risk but increased screening reduced systematic risk and total risk.
They explained that reduction in systematic risk was in line with managers selecting
stocks with lower beta to minimise overall risk in SRI funds.
Humphrey and Lee (2011) investigate the performance, risk and screening intensity
using SRI funds in Australia. They find weak evidence that positive or negative
screening impact total return, and find weak evidence that screening intensity has
positive relation with risk-adjusted performance. In the aspect of religious screening and
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firm value, Hong and Kacperczyk (2009) found that excluding portfolios from investing
in ‘sin’ stocks may impose large costs on the portfolio performance. This is because
they report ‘sin’ stocks outperform other stocks in their sample.
In the case of IMFs screening, recently Derigs and Marzban (2008) examined the
impact of different Shariah screens on the Islamic funds’ asset universe and found
inconsistencies among the Shariah boards. The same securities may be halal in one
Shariah fund and deemed non-halal in another Shariah fund. Later, Derigs and
Marzban (2009) found that Shariah screening that employs market capitalisation as the
denominator provides wider diversification potential compared to other screening
methods. In this study, the approach is to investigate how these different types of
quantitative screening affect the actual performance of Malaysian IMFs. Put differently,
how the variation in quantitative screenings, defined as screening intensity, affects the
financial performance across IMFs.
Recently, Nainggolan (2011) investigated the impact of Shariah compliance to
performance of IMFs for the period from 2008 to 2009 for IMFs globally. She applied
cross sectional OLS regression and found that for every one percent increase in total
compliance decreases fund performance by 0.01 percent per month. This implied that
Shariah screening intensity negatively affect IMF performance. However, she did not
test the relationship between Shariah screening intensity and risks as well as expenses.
Extending the work of Derigs and Marzban (2008, 2009) and Nainggolan (2011), this
study will add to the literature on the impact of differences in financial screening to the
Malaysian IMFs. This is to give further insight into whether differences in financial
ratio screening generate higher risk adjusted returns given the wider diversification
options by controlling other factors affecting portfolio performance. While there are
studies investigating the impact of screening strategies to risk and return, literature is
silent about the impact of screening to IMFs expenses.

4.4 Fund flows and performance
The last decade has seen an increased interest in research devoted to investigating the
behaviour of mutual fund investors by examining the money flow of mutual funds.
Numerous empirical studies focus on the relation between fund flows and past
performance where bulk of them focuses on mutual funds in the US [see Chevalier and
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Ellison (1997) Ippolito (1989), and Sirri and Tufano (1998)], the UK (Keswani and
Stolin, 2008), and other developed capital markets. While there is some evidence
relating to the behaviour of SRI or ethical fund investors [see, for example, Benson and
Humphrey (2008), Bollen (2007) and Renneboog et al. (2008a)], studies dedicated to
the behaviour of IMF investors are scarce [for example, Nathie (2009) for IMFs and
Peifer (2011) for religious mutual funds]. This section reviews literature on the
determinants of fund flows that comprise financial and nonfinancial attributes as well as
the impact of fund flows to the future fund performance (‘smart money’).
4.4.1 Fund flows and past performance
Investors consider past fund performance as the most important factor in fund selection
decision [see Capon et al. (1994) and Wilcox (2003)], even though past studies
consistently reveal that performance persists among poor performance [examples
include Carhart (1997) Christopherson et al. (1998), Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1994)
and Gruber (1996)]. This behaviour implies that past performance may influence mutual
funds market share [see, for example, Ippolito (1992) and Lynch and Musto (2003)].
Consequently, as investors may act irrationally by chasing past returns, fund sponsors
may take advantage of this market imperfection (anomalies) by aggressively marketing
top (past) performing funds resulting in a convex flow performance relationship.
Spitz (1970) was the first to examine the performance flow relationship, and he found
no relationship between past performance and money-flows. Later, studies found a
positive relationship between recent past performance and money-flow to mutual funds
where there is a positive relation between recent good (worse) performing funds and net
money inflows (outflows) [see Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Del Guercio and Tkac
(2008), Goetzmann and Peles (1997), and Patel et al. (1994)]. This implies that
investors reward recent past performer by putting more money in the funds, and punish
recent poor performer by taking their money out of the funds.
In addition, recent studies had found a convex or asymmetric flow-performance
relationship [see Gruber (1996), Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Ippolito (1989)]. This
relationship implies that top performing funds enjoy huge money inflows (stronger
effect to fund inflows) while funds with poor performance do not suffer huge money
outflows (weaker effect to fund outflows). Majority of these studies uses absolute or
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normalised implied net flows to measure the behaviour of investors toward past
performance and other fund characteristics. These measures use information on the net
asset values (NAV) or asset under management (AUM). Only recently, separate
information on actual fund inflows and outflows are available in some countries that
give better insights on this issue (Keswani and Stolin, 2008).
Using a sample of 143 open ended mutual funds from 1965 to 1984, Ippolito (1992)
found that there was an asymmetric relationship between fund flows and lagged
performance. Investors reacted positively to the recent past good performing funds
resulting in higher inflows, but the magnitude of outflows to poor performance was not
strong. Ippolito (1992) argued that this was likely because of the higher transaction cost
where the exit fee charged by managed funds was more expensive than the cost they
incurred when they purchased.
Gruber (1996) examined the impact of performance and other performance determinants
on money-flows into and out from 227 US mutual funds over the period of January
1985 to December 1994. He used raw returns, alpha from the single- and multi-factor
asset pricing models as the measurement of performance and found that investors put
more money in past good performance funds, however, the outflows for past poor
performance were not as pronounced as to past good performance funds. He suggested
that current expenses, raw returns and risk-adjusted returns contain information about
future performance over one and three year intervals.
Sirri and Tufano (1998) employed a piecewise linear model in a sample of US growth
funds from 1971 to 1990. They divided lagged fund performance into quintiles in their
objective category, and found similar findings where money inflows to lagged recent
top performance quintiles were stronger than money outflows to past poor performance
quintiles. They used annual data and lagged one-year raw returns.
Goetzmann and Peles (1997) used mutual funds data from 1976 to 1988 and divided the
performance into quartiles. Using unconstrained regression, they found that there is a
significant different pattern in terms of money inflow-performance in the top
performing quartile compared to the bottom quartiles. The top quartiles received high
fund inflows while there is no significant outflow for the top performing funds. This
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implies that reward for past performers is high cash inflows; however, the market does
little in disciplining poor performers.
Chevalier and Ellison (1997) adopted the semi parametric model to investigate the curve
demonstrated by the relationship between fund flows and past market-adjusted returns
in 1982 to 1992. Concentrating on growth and growth-and-income funds, they found
that fund flows are more sensitive to past good performance in younger funds than to
older funds. While the shape of flow-performance is quite steep and almost linear
(attract stronger money-flows in respond to past performance), older funds
demonstrated a convex shape (less sensitive to past poor performance).
Most recently, Del Guercio and Tkac (2008) employed the event study method to
investigate further how money-flows respond to past performance measured by
Morningstar star ratings for the period 1987 to 1994. Five star rating performers and
those funds newly upgraded to five star rating performers attract significant money
inflows. However, response to lower star rating performers is not as pronounced as
those for five star ratings for both inflows and outflows.
Theoretically, investors are rational, risk averse, favour higher returns for a given level
of risk and favour lower risk for a given level of return. Nevertheless, the above studies
indicate that retail investors are not rational, and this contradicts the efficient market
hypothesis and asset pricing theories. If retail investors are rational, theoretically they
are more likely to invest more money in top performing funds while withdrawing their
money from poor performing funds. Several studies provide a theoretical explanation
why investors do not strongly react to funds with past poor performance, as strongly as
they react to funds with past good performance. What makes investors remain in the
losing fund? Goetzmann and Peles (1997) proposed a theory to explain this irrational
behaviour of retail investors. They suggest cognitive dissonance as a possible
explanation, where retail investors are reluctant to accept that they bought poor
performing funds. As a result, they continue to keep the funds even if the performance
is poor.
From a psychological perspective, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Shefrin and
Statman (1985) proposed the disposition effect theory to explain the irrational behaviour
of investors who sell winners too soon to realise cash gains and hold losers as they are
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unwilling to realise the loss. This behaviour leads to the asymmetric relationship
between fund flows and fund performance. However, whether this is true in emerging
markets and for Islamic investors remains an empirical question.
Another theoretical explanation is investors are not homogeneous. Heterogeneity across
investors makes their response to the poor performing funds different [see Berk and
Tonks (2007) and Harless and Peterson (1998)]. Investors do not process information at
the same pace. Some investors respond to the poor performing funds by immediately
taking out the money while others are very slow to respond.
This asymmetric relationship may also be due to costly information, high redemption or
switching fees, tax consideration and search costs due to market imperfection [see, for
example, Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Huang et al. (2007)]. Retail investors have to pay
a high search cost to find the best and most suitable funds for them. Thus, once they
have bought the funds, it is quite difficult for them to exit, as they may have to bear
additional costs such as redemption or switching fees. If they choose to switch, they
have to incur another search cost.
Lynch and Musto (2003) and Berk and Green (2004) provide analytical studies to
explain why investors chase past performance. In a theoretical paper, Lynch and Musto
(2003) argued that this is because performance persistence exists among superior funds,
not inferior funds. As poor performance does not predict future performance, investors
do not respond as strongly or as pronounced as past good performance. This leads to the
convex curve in the fund flow-performance relationship.
Berk and Green (2004) used a Bayesian model to explain why investors chase past
performance. According to this model, rational investors use past performance to signal
fund manager skill to produce superior performance. This explains why investors still
hold the funds even though those funds perform poorly. Investors expect that fund
managers will revise their strategy and anticipate future better performance. This
however, is contradictory to Carhart (1997), who found that performance persistence
only exists in poor performing funds but not superior funds. If this holds true, funds
with poor performance will experience significant outflow. Lynch and Musto (2003),
and Berk and Green (2004) exerted that the fund flow-performance asymmetrical
relationship exists even though the performance persistence is not present.
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While there is sufficient evidence in relation to conventional managed funds, not many
studies have investigated the behaviour of socially responsible or ethical investors
towards past performance [see, for example, Bollen (2007), Renneboog et al. (2008a)
and Benson and Humphrey (2008)] and, surprisingly, almost none on IMF investors.
The behaviour of ethical or religious investors is interesting to investigate. This is
because they deviate from the standard finance theory that assumes rational investors
only consider risk and return when making financial decisions. Rational investors are
those who only wish to maximise return or utility for a given level of risk and minimise
risk for a given level of return. As evidenced in past literature, screened funds investors
such as SRI, ethical or faith based investors care more about social or ethical issues than
the risk return characteristics (i.e. financial performance).
Relating to screened mutual funds, Bollen (2007) is the first author to study the
behaviour of ethical investors in the US. The main issue is how the behaviour of ethical
mutual fund investors differs from CMF investors. Since the ethical mutual fund
investors buy ethical mutual funds for both financial and social objectives, the question
is whether the ethical mutual fund investors will also go for performance when deciding
to purchase for ethical investment. He found that while SRI investors are more sensitive
to past good performance, they are less sensitive to past poor performance compared to
unscreened investors. He suggested several possible explanations. First, conventional
investors may have more options to switch to other funds compared to SR investors.
Second, he suggested that SRI investors consume nonfinancial attributes that mitigate
the withdrawal of funds from the negative performance. In addition, he investigated the
volatility of money-flows in the SRI fund in comparison to non-SRI funds and found
that SRI funds have lower volatility of money-flows. According to him, SRI investors
are more loyal than CMF investors are.
In a recent study, Renneboog et al. (2011) investigated money-flows of 410 SRI mutual
funds from all over the world. Their findings supported the work of Bollen (2007) in
that SRI investors chase past good performance more than conventional investors, and
this is less pronounced for past poor performance. The study not only investigated the
impact of past performance to net inflows but also simultaneously included other fund
characteristics such as fund size, age, risk, fund family reputation, and fund fees. In
addition, SRI investors are less sensitive to fund expenses and load fees. This study also
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investigates the influence of fund characteristics on the variability or volatility of
money-flows. Smaller, younger, and riskier SRI funds have higher money-flow
volatility partly due to high marketing efforts of these funds. Volatility is even higher in
funds that experienced good recent performance and belong to a larger fund family or to
a large family because switching between funds within the family requires lower cost.
As suggested by Bollen (2007), it is interesting to investigate whether other types of
investors who are more concerned about the non-performance funds’ attributes (similar
to ethical investors) exhibit the same behaviour (similar to his findings). Thus, IMF
shareholders or investors are the most suitable candidates for generalisation. As IMF
investors consider both religious and financial objective, we expect that IMF investors
exhibit different degrees of reaction to funds past performances compared to
conventional investors.
4.4.2 Fund flow volatility
Another strand of literature concerning fund flow investigates the volatility of fund flow
into mutual funds. The objective of looking at fund flow volatility is to identify whether
investors are loyal to funds even though the fund experiences poor performance. High
flow volatility may also indicate that investors are myopic. Active investors are myopic
as they invest for short-term returns. Myopic investors affect long-term investors and
fund managers. Fund managers and fund companies would be better off having
investors that are loyal, as this will affect the fund manager incentives. In general, the
size of asset under management (AUM), which partly depends on the amount of moneyflows from investors, determines the amount of incentives a manager gets. Myopic
investors who actively switch between funds, consequently, give a negative impact on
the fund’s performance as well as fund flows.
Bollen (2007), Balios and Livieratos (2007) and Angel and Rivoli (1997) argued that
ethical investors are more loyal than non-ethical investors are. Non-ethical investors
may not be loyal to their funds because they are merely interested in risk and returns as
rational profit maximising investors. Ethical investors are more loyal as they integrate
social and religious values in their investment along with risk returns criteria. Even if
their investments do not provide superior return, ethical or screened investors may hold
on to the stocks due to their ethical values. Meaning they consume the nonfinancial
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attributes and receive feel good sentiment that their investments are in line with the
moral or ethical values they hold.
Only a few empirical studies support the notion that ethical investors are loyal. These
studies are Bollen (2007) and Peifer (2011). Bollen (2007) investigated the behaviour
between SRI and conventional investors by using 205 US SRI equity funds matched
with similar non-SRI funds from 1980 to 2002. He found that SRI funds experience
lower volatility than conventional funds. Furthermore, SRI investors are less sensitive to
past poor performance but surprisingly more sensitive to past good performance than
conventional investors are. They explained that SRI investors consumed the SRI
attributes. This in return makes them more committed and loyal to their funds. In
another study, Peifer (2011) extends the study of Bollen (2007) by incorporating
another type of investor. Rather than a simple comparison between conventional and
SRI, he further divided SRI investors into religious SRI and non-religious SRI
investors. Similarly, he used US open-end equity funds with recent data from 1992 to
2007. He found that religious SRI investors were more loyal than non-religious SRI as
well as conventional investors. He argued that the findings of Bollen (2007), those SRI
investors were more loyal, could be attributed to religious SRI investors.
4.4.3 Other determinants of fund flows
Beside fund performance, other factors may also influence fund flows. Mutual fund
investors may also consider nonfinancial attributes in making fund allocation decisions.
This is contradictory to the standard modern portfolio theory. These factors include fund
visibility (Sirri and Tufano, 1998), fund expenses (Barber et al., 2005; Chevalier and
Ellison, 1997; Sirri and Tufano, 1998), fund advertising (Jain and Wu, 2000; Sirri and
Tufano, 1998), investment styles (Cooper et al., 2005; Karceski, 2002), fund size
(Chevalier and Ellison, 1997; Del Guercio and Tkac, 2008; Fant and O'Neal, 2000; Sirri
and Tufano, 1998), fund age (Chevalier and Ellison, 1997; Nanda et al., 2004; Ruenzi,
2005; Sirri and Tufano, 1998), fund risks (Oh, 2005; Renneboog et al., 2011) and fund
family characteristics (Huang et al., 2007; Nanda et al., 2004; Sirri and Tufano, 1998).
Investors can select from thousands of mutual funds available in the market. Financial
theory predicts that rational investors do not incur search costs. However, in reality,
investors have limited ability to collect and process information and search costs are
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huge for investors. Thus, many investors, especially unsophisticated retail investors,
make decisions based on the information made available to them that is theoretically
incomplete. Thus, investors make asset allocation decisions based on funds that are
more visible to them. As a result, funds that incur higher advertising costs and appear in
the media and those with higher established reputation attract more funds despite
abnormal performance.
Sirri and Tufano (1998), Jain and Wu (2000), and Barber et al. (2005) found that mutual
fund advertising influences fund flows. Advertising increases fund visibility and lower
search costs, which, in turn, positively influences the amount of money-flows into the
fund. In addition, among all the funds frequently advertised in influential media, growth
funds attract larger flows. Jain and Wu (2000) reported that funds that are advertised in
the financial magazines perform well prior to the advertisement and these funds
significantly attract larger future money-flows. However, the performance of these
funds does not persist, as the post performances are more unlikely to beat the market
benchmarks. They conclude that fund sponsors use past performance information to
increase assets under their management and, subsequently, their incentive. Agarwal et
al. (2003) extended the study on hedge funds and reported similar findings.
Fund size and fund age may also indicate fund visibility. Large and older funds have
already been on the market and may have an established reputation compared to smaller
and younger funds. Moreover, large funds are able to spend more on advertising and are
more likely to receive media attention. Nevertheless, Gruber (1996) argues that there is
a linear relationship between money-flows to mutual funds and fund size, where,
proportionately, the larger the fund size the larger the money-flow. Thus, using relative
flows as a dependent variable is crucial to measure the sensitivity of funds past
performance and fund size to fund flows. However, the magnitude of relative fund flow
declines with fund size where large funds tend to attract significantly smaller relative
flows than small funds (Sirri and Tufano, 1998). Therefore, the inclusion of size effect
is necessary in both the regression of the absolute and relative flows.
Fund age may act as a proxy for investors’ awareness about the fund. Studies found that
older funds have an established reputation, which may be good or bad depending on
their performance realised in the past. Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Barber et al. (2005)
found that smaller and younger funds attract more fund flows. Higher marketing
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expenses incurred to market smaller and younger funds may explain why it attracts
more fund flows. This is because recent fund performance should be more informative
for young funds that do not have such a reputation. Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Nanda
et al. (2004), and Ruenzi (2005) reported that money-flows of young funds are more
sensitive to past performance than those of older funds. Other studies that investigated
the relationship between fund size and fund flows are Fant and O'Neal (2000) and Del
Guercio and Tkac (2008). In addition, flows have a positive relationship with the size of
the management companies and fund visibility highlighted by the media. However, this
type of fund is more likely to charge higher expenses, possibly due to high marketing
expenses.
Prior literature has reported that the fund fee structure (higher load fees or fund fees )
affects fund performance where they tend to report worse performance compared to
funds that have lower loads and lower expense ratios (Carhart, 1997). Choosing funds
with low fees is advisable rather than aiming for performance, thus, this may signal to
investors to put money in low fund fees. In other words, funds with lower fees may
attract higher money-flows and funds with higher fees attract lower flows. Studies done
by Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Barber et al. (2005) on conventional funds reveal that
increased fund fees will most likely affect the reduction in the money-flows. On the
other hand, higher expense ratios may also attract more money-flows into a fund as
higher expense ratios may indicate that higher marketing expenses, which possibly
increase fund visibility and consequently flows. Barber et al. (2005) found that there is a
negative relationship between fund flows and front-end loads but that there is no
relationship between fund flows and operating expenses. This may indicate that
investors are sensitive to information that is visible to them such as front-end load
expenses, commissions, and performance compared to expense ratio. However, this
does hold true in the case of screened funds. For example, investors of SRI funds care
less about fund fees compared to conventional investors (Renneboog et al., 2011). One
potential implication of this behaviour is that fund managers may take this opportunity
to invest a large amount of money in marketing to attract more flows that will finally
increase the size of assets under management and revenue to the fund managers.
Some investors may also consider the return volatility (or total risk) in their fund
selection criteria [see, for example, Huang et al. (2007), Oh (2005), Renneboog et al.
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(2011) and Sirri and Tufano (1998)]. While Huang et al. (2007) and Renneboog et al.
(2011) found that there is a negative relationship between fund flows and return
volatility, Oh (2005) found otherwise. Renneboog et al (2011) explained that investors
realise that fund managers have an incentive to increase returns volatility to take
advantage of investors behaviour of chasing past performance thus they do not select
funds with higher returns volatility. Alternatively, in the case of Korean mutual fund
investors, Oh (2005) found that investors are putting more money into the mutual funds
as they see that return volatility or total risk as an opportunity and accordingly invest
more money into these mutual funds exhibiting these characteristics.
Nanda et al. (2004) provided further insight into the determinants of fund flows into
mutual funds. Besides fund specific characteristics, they found that characteristics of
fund family or fund sponsor also influence money-flows to a particular fund. For
example, performance of other funds also influences the investors’ decision to invest in
a fund within the same family. The authors termed this phenomenon as fund family’s
spill over effect. In addition, Ivkovic (2002) reported that the performance of other
funds in the family also influences money-flows into the fund as well as the
performance of that particular fund itself. Cash flows are not only sensitive to the past
superior performance of the individual funds but also there is a spill over effect from the
past performance of other funds in the family to that particular fund.
Massa (2003) found that management companies with a higher degree of product
differentiation are more likely to generate low performance. However, fund
management companies have an incentive to introduce many new products to
investors. The reason is to attract higher fund flows that bring more fees to the
management companies. In addition, with an assortment of products, asset
management companies are able to compete with the competitors based on nonperformance attributes rather than financial performance attributes. This is supported
by Khorana and Servaes (2004) and Khorana and Servaes (1999), as product
innovations are able to attract more fund flows to companies and generate a
continued growth to the fund families, especially if the new products have other
special features (more differentiated) compared to the existing products.
Besides fund characteristics as money flow determinants, there are studies that
investigate if money flows follow market returns. Most of these studies use
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aggregate mutual fund flows [see, for examples, Warther (1995), Potter (2000), Luo
(2003) Remolona et al. (1997)]. They investigate if mutual fund investors are
feedback traders who move money into (out of) mutual funds following high (low)
market returns. Warther (1995) investigate the relation between weekly and monthly
fund flow and the market returns for the period 1984 to 1992. He finds that mutual
fund investors are contrarian instead of feedback traders, where they move money
into mutual funds following negative market returns. This is in contrast with studies
at individual fund level that find a positive relation between returns and subsequent
flows. Similarly, Luo (2003) find evidence that equity fund investors apply
contrarian strategy when the coefficients of the lagged market returns are
significantly negative for the period 1984 to 1998. The feedback trading strategies
only found among bond fund investors but not equity fund investors. In contrast,
Remolona et al. (1997) found no evidence that market returns have an impact on
equity fund flows for the period 1986 to 1996.
So far no research has investigated the determinants of fund flows in IMFs and how
new money-flows affect the performance of IMFs. This research contributes to this
line of literature. Renneboog et al. (2008a) studied the SRI funds globally of which
Islamic funds are a subset of the sample. However, since, according to Forte and
Miglietta (2007), IMFs exhibit different characteristics, the behaviour of IMFs
investors remain an empirical issue that needs to be investigated.

4.5 Smart money
Another strand of literature in fund flows is to examine if mutual fund investors are
able to identify future good performing funds and put their money in these funds.
Alternatively, are these same investors are able to move their money out of funds
that subsequently perform poorly. Examples of these studies include Gruber (1996)
and Zheng (1999) in the U.S, Keswani and Stolin (2008) in the U.K, Vicente et al.
(2008) and Andreu et al. (2008) both in Germany and Spain and Gharghori et al.
(2007) and Gharghori et al. (2008) in Australia, and Peng et al. (2011) in Taiwan.
However, some other studies find no evidence of a ‘smart money’ effect in managed
funds, including Sapp and Tiwari (2004) and Frazzini and Lamont (2008) in the US
and ul Haq et al. (2011) in the UK. While the above studies are in the mainstream
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investment funds, Zhang (2006) and Renneboog et al. (2011) investigated the
presence of ‘smart money’ in SRI funds all over the world.
The insight was first initiated by Gruber (1996) when he was puzzled as to why that
even though the underperformance of actively managed mutual funds is evidenced in
the literature, the growth of this type of fund has been increasing since the 1990s
(Klapper et al., 2004). Thus, Gruber (1996) investigated whether investors are smart
enough to select funds that are able to perform well in the future. Using the US
equity funds sample, Gruber found that the new money-flow into the mutual funds
enjoyed a significantly higher risk-adjusted return while the existing money
continued to receive a low return. Alternatively, funds receiving more money
outperform funds losing money.
This study was then repeated by Zheng (1999) on a sample of equity funds from
1970 to 1993 using comprehensive performance measurements such as the Fama–
French three-factor model. Zheng (1999) found similar results to Gruber (1996) that
past performance attracts heavy money-flows and funds that receive high moneyflows perform significantly better than those that lose money. He called this effect
as ‘smart’ money’. However, Zheng (1999) documented that the ‘smart money’
effect is only for short term and this effect is partly due to the momentum strategy,
chasing recent good performing funds by smart investors. At the macro level, he
found that the ‘smart money’ effect was not significant and macroeconomic
information or style effect does not influence the ‘smart money’ effect. Investors
may use past cash flow information in small funds to choose those that will
outperform in subsequent periods as the ‘smart money’ effect is more pronounced in
small funds.
Repeating the study done by Zheng (1999), Sapp and Tiwari’s (2004) findings were
similar to the ‘smart money’ effect. However, surprisingly the ‘smart money’ effect
disappear when using Carhart’s (1997) four factor model, which includes the
momentum factor. They concluded that investors are not able to identify fund
managers with superior ability. In fact, these investors naively invest in previous
high performing funds and these funds coincidentally invest in stocks that
persisitently perform well. The find that momentum factor is significant in
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explaining the ‘smart money’ effect and previous high performance is significant in
explaining the high inflows in these funds.
However, this did not happen when Keswani and Stolin (2008) employed the same
four factor performance measurement, which included the momentum factor in their
‘smart money’ analysis. The analysis revealed that the ‘smart money’ effect is even
stronger when using monthly intervals instead of quarterly. Another advantage of
this study is that they used flow data inside and outside the fund instead of using
money-flow calculated from net asset value or asset return.
Frazzini and Lamont (2008) used longer sample periods and found that money-flows
are dumb money. By actively reallocating funds across different mutual funds,
existing investors experienced significantly decreasing wealth in the long term. This
study found that investors are dumb for chasing past high performers.
In the case of SRI funds, Renneboog et al. (2008a) documented that SRI investors
are not smart in selecting future performing funds. This is because funds that attract
most flows are not generating higher returns. This is due to decreasing returns to
scale where heavy money-flows to mutual funds will increase performance but at a
slower rate and, finally, deteriorating. This implies that ethical money is not
financially smart in the sense that the mutual fund reallocation decisions of SRI
investors reduce their wealth.
Edelen (1999) investigated whether there is a relationship between fund flow and
future return. He argued that due to the liquidity offered to investors, fund managers
are forced to purchase new assets, which they would not necessarily have bought
had the fund not experienced flow. This is termed as liquidity motivated trading,
which would reduce fund returns. Additionally, Greene and Hodges (2002) argued
that fund flow had a negative impact on fund returns the following day, especially
for international funds but not domestic funds. While there is contradictory evidence
in the relationship between fund flows and future performance in CMFs, there is no
evidence in the IMFs. Additionally, studies also found both ‘smart money’ as well as
dumb money effect in these funds, the evidence of which remains an as empirical
issue in IMFs.
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4.6 Concluding remarks
Based on the review of previous literature, it is evident that there was scant but
growing research on IMFs. In relation to the performance aspect, there was a lack of
consensus among the researchers concerning the reviewed literature. Past studies
indicated that IMFs underperformed the broad market index, especially in Malaysia.
Concerning the issue of screening, there are inconsistencies as to whether screening
affects performance at the firm level. In addition, mixed results were found
concerning whether screening strategies are able to influence a firm’s behaviour. At
the portfolio level, ample evidence was found that there is no significant difference
in performance between screened and unscreened portfolio. However, in relation to
Islamic funds in Malaysia, earlier studies found underperformance of Islamic funds
not only from the respective benchmarks, but also from the conventional mutual
funds. The literature review findings also motivate an examination of the impact of
screening intensity rather than simply assigning a dummy variable to differentiate
between screened and unscreened funds. It is interesting to determine how the
screening intensity influences IMFs performance, risk, and expenses.
Finally, the issue of responsiveness of cash flows into screened funds has received
little attention in the Islamic investment literature. Even though there was evidence
in the area of ethical funds, these studies concentrated on the developed markets
where investors were relatively sophisticated. The issue of IMF flows in emerging
countries remains an empirical issue.
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Chapter 5 . Research Methodology
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is divided into four sections analysing three main issues to be discussed in
this thesis. This includes performance, screening and fund flows in Malaysian Islamic
mutual funds (IMFs). The first two sections comprise respective analyses of
performance and screening while the next two sections analyse the issue of fund flows.
Each section begins with the development of the main research questions and
hypotheses. Each section then provides details on the data collection procedures, sample
selection, variables used, and data sources.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the methodologies used in
analysing the performance of IMFs. Section 5.3 details the models used to evaluate the
impact of screening on the performance of IMFs. Section 5.4 provides the models used
for investigating the reactions of IMF investors towards past performance and other
fund characteristics. Section 5.5 discusses the models used to investigate the presence of
‘smart money’ in the Malaysian IMFs. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Islamic mutual fund performance
In this section, we develop five main hypotheses arising from our originally broad
research question. These hypotheses arise naturally from the previous literature on IMF
performance (section 4.2) and portfolio screening (section 4.3). We briefly review the
theories and past research findings that leads to the development of these hypotheses.
5.2.1 Research questions and hypothesis development
We first consider the research question concerning the performance of IMFs and see
whether their performance differs from both relevant benchmarks as well as
conventional mutual funds (CMFs). Using this as a starting point, we divide
performance into two main components, namely, the ability of fund managers to select
mispriced securities and their ability to time and react accordingly to movements in the
market. We then further divide stock selection ability into two additional components,
namely, net selectivity and the ability to diversify.
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Research Question 1: Does the performance of IMFs differ from that of CMFs?
IMFs employ Shariah screening, which among other things, substantially restricts their
ability to invest in certain sectors, including liquor, armaments, pornography, and porkrelated products. Screening also typically prohibits investment in interest-based
financial institutions (known as sectoral or qualitative screening). The exclusion of
certain companies and the focus on others (nonfinancial attributes other than risk and
return) may pose a challenge to efficient diversification as it necessarily limits the
number of assets a fund manager can select from in forming a Shariah-compliant
portfolio. This could put IMFs at some disadvantage compared to CMF counterparts
(Kreander et al., 2005) as this process strictly deviates from the Modern Portfolio
Theory (MPT) (Markowitz, 1952). It may also serve to constrain risk–return portfolio
optimisation and thereby negatively affect fund performance.
Hypothesis 1: IMFs underperform CMFs.
Next, we investigate whether the market timing ability of IMFs and CMFs differ. We
expect CMF managers to be more skilled and talented at timing market trends,
especially given that IMFs potentially buy or sell stocks for purely nonfinancial reasons
[see, for example, Kreander et al. (2005)]. In addition, Shariah prohibits IMFs from
engaging in excessive speculative activity and this may affect the ability of fund
managers to undertake market timing of any form (see section 2.3.3). The avoidance of
speculation also implies that Shariah-style investing aims for performance over longnot short-term investment horizons [see Leite and Cortez (2012)]. Thus, fund managers
in IMFs may have a relatively longer time horizon for their investments when compared
with CMFs. Additionally, including market timing ability in the Jensen model may
avoid potential bias in the selectivity measure [see Jensen (1972), Admati and Ross
(1985) and Dybvig and Ross (1985)]. Consequently, we hypothesise that the market
timing skills of IMF managers differ from those of CMF managers.
Hypothesis 2: IMFs exhibit less market timing ability compared with CMFs.
Previous studies have proven that screening strategies employed by screened portfolios
(such as IMFs) come at some cost to investors. This is because the integration of
religious and ethical criteria in investment decisions deviates from the precepts of MPT.
Avoiding certain industries in the pool of possible investments thereby reduces
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diversification opportunities and this constrains certain combinations of potentially
favourable investment returns. According to Kreander et al. (2005), the exclusion of
certain companies and the focus on others (nonfinancial attributes besides risk and
return) may pose a challenge to efficient diversification. This could put IMFs at a
disadvantage when compared with CMFs.
Hypothesis 3: IMFs suffer from lower diversification costs, therefore IMFs tend to
have lower net performance compared with CMFs.
As a rule, a Shariah-screening strategy avoids investments in certain sectors, such as
interest-based financial institutions and gambling, which are usually sensitive to
changes in economic and business cycles. In addition, quantitative screening eliminates
companies that have excessive levels of debt and liquidity, the first of which increases
risk to the benefit of returns, while the second reduces risk at the cost of returns. In light
of this, IMFs are generally expected to perform better in bearish than bullish markets
[Hoepner et al. (2011) and Abdullah et al. (2007)]. However, the ability of these studies
to conclude in this manner based on the currently empirical evidence is limited. For
example, Abdullah et al. (2007) did not include the most recent financial crisis in their
study while Hoepner et al. (2011) failed to compare the performance of IMFs with
CMFs during the most recent crisis period. In light of the Shariah-screening criteria, we
expect that IMFs outperform (underperform) CMFs as well as the respective
benchmarks during (after) recent financial crises.
Hypothesis 4: IMFs outperform (underperform) CMFs in bear (bull) markets.
5.2.2 Data and sample selection
Mutual fund data
The sample in this study comprises Malaysian domestic equity funds, including both
IMFs and CMFs. All data are drawn from three main sources, comprising the
Morningstar, Bloomberg, and Eurekahedge databases. The primary monthly return data
is from Morningstar. The data series is from January 1996 to December 2009, is
inclusive of distributions (both capital gains and dividends), and accounts for
administration fees. The second set of data is monthly net asset values (NAV) from
Bloomberg. This data spans the period from January 1996 to June 2010. However, this
data has some missing values, which we replaced with the average of the before and
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after observations. The final source is Eurekahedge, which specialises in global IMF
data. The advantage of the Morningstar data is it is a return series inclusive of
distributions, whereas the data from Bloomberg and Eurekahedge are NAV data
without dividend information and simple monthly return data exclusive of
distribution, respectively.
Both Morningstar and Bloomberg provide information on both IMFs and CMFs, on
the other hand, Eurekahedge only provides data on IMFs. All these data are
crosschecked to ensure our sample includes as many funds as possible representing
Malaysian domestic equity funds and as large a number as possible of
observations. The literature shows that the performance of different type of funds
(for examples, domestic and international equity funds, and fixed interest funds)
are not the same as they have different types of assets as their portfolio
composition as well as require different benchmarks to assess their performance.
Therefore, to ensure that the sample is homogeneous, we limit our sample selection
to Malaysian domestic equity funds only using the categorisation in the
Morningstar classification as it covers both IMFs and CMFs, and is widely used in
previous studies.
Table 5.1 presents the sample selection process for the Morningstar database. There
were 605 funds available in this database as of 31 December 2009. We excluded
non-equity funds including allocation, alternative, fixed income, and money
market funds from the initial sample, resulting in 279 funds. From this, we
excluded sectoral funds, funds with substantial international exposure, funds with
less than 12 months of observed data [see, for example, Lai and Lau (2010)], and
those with many missing values. This procedure resulted in a final sample of 147
mutual funds comprising 46 IMFs and 101 CMFs, representing approximately
52.69 percent of the mutual funds available in the Morningstar database. The lists
of IMFs and CMFs used as the sample are available in the Appendix 1. Table 5.1
details the process through which we obtain the final sample from the full sample.
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Table 5.1 Fund sample selection
The table shows how we reduced the initial sample to the final sample. The data are from Morningstar and cover
the period January 1996 to December 2009.

Number of funds
Total number of Malaysian funds in the
Morningstar database during the sample period
Less: Non-equity funds
Allocation funds
Alternative funds
Fixed income
Money market
Total equity funds
Less:
Sectoral funds
Funds with regional and global exposure
Funds with substantial missing values
Funds with less than 12 months of observations
Number of funds in the final sample

%

–
–

605
326
116
74
84
52

–
–
–
–

–
–

279
132
40
87
3
2

–
–
–
–
147

–
–
–
–
–
–
100.00
–
–
–
–
–
52.69

Table 5.2 presents the population and sample distribution of IMFs and CMFs by year
from 1996 to 2009. Table 5.3 provides the cross-sectional distribution of funds as at
December 2009. The values for the population of Malaysian mutual funds are from the
annual reports of the Malaysian Security Commission (Securities Commission
Malaysia, 2012). The study samples are from the Morningstar database. As shown in
Table 5.2, the largest sample in relative terms to the population is 1999 for both IMFs
and CMFs, with 85 and 51 percent of all funds, respectively. The smallest sample
percentage is in 2009 with just 30 percent of IMFs and 21 percent CMFs, respectively.
For the most part, the reduction in the sample coverage overtime is because of fund
termination or merger. As shown, as at the end of December 2009, the Malaysian
Security Commission reported 541 Malaysian mutual funds, of which 144 (27 percent)
are IMFs. Of these 144 IMFs, 72 (50 percent) are Islamic equity funds. However, across
the entire sample period, IMFs account for about 64 percent of the population of IMFs.
One possible limitation of this study is survivorship bias. Survivorship bias arises when
the sample contains only funds that have survived and excludes funds that have
disappeared. As disappearing funds tend to have poor performance, omitting these funds
may influence the results. For instance, Brown and Goetzmann (1995) and Malkiel
(1995) argued that survivorship bias might affect results concerning fund performance
in terms of an upward bias. In this study, we minimise the effects of survivorship bias
by sourcing our data from multiple databases with two of our databases, Morningstar
and Eurekahedge, maintaining both removed and surviving funds.
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Table 5.2 Population and sample distribution of CMFs and IMFs, 1996–2009
The samples comprise only equity funds. The classification of equity funds follows Morningstar. From 1999 to 2005,
the population of funds includes a number of funds approved but not launched. From 2006 to December 2009, the
population is the number of funds launched at the end of December every year.

Year
Total
77
84
95
107
127
163
188
226
291
340
387
484
532
541

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Total
Sample
42
46
52
59
67
76
86
95
120
129
131
134
134
128

%
included
55
55
55
55
53
47
46
42
41
38
34
28
25
24

CMFs
Total Sample
–
35
–
38
–
41
94
48
110
56
132
61
144
65
171
69
220
87
257
92
295
94
360
94
392
91
397
85

%
included
–
–
–
51
51
46
45
40
40
36
32
26
23
21

Total
–
–
–
13
17
32
44
55
71
83
92
124
140
144

IMFs
Sample
7
8
11
11
11
15
21
26
33
37
37
40
43
43

%
included
–
–
–
85
65
47
48
47
46
45
40
32
31
30

For the Morningstar data, monthly returns are the change in price including, if
applicable, all income and capital gains distributions during that month, and divided by
the starting price. Reinvestment uses the actual reinvestment price, and daily payoffs are
reinvested monthly. This return data exclude sales charges to provide a clearer picture
of fund performance. This calculation assumes that the investor pays no taxes, incurs no
transaction fees and reinvests all distributions paid during the period. We then use these
data to calculate continuously compounded monthly returns after the formation of
equally-weighted portfolios of all funds, both CMFs and IMFs.
Table 5.3 Total CMFs and IMFs sample.
No. of funds
launched on 31
December 2009
144
397
541

Year
IMFs
CMFs
All funds

Total equity funds
on 31 December
2009
72
*198
*270

Sample of equity
funds
46
101
147

% included
64
51
54

* As we do not have the number of conventional equity funds launched, we estimate that 50 percent of the total
mutual funds are equity funds.

We calculate the monthly return of market indices in period t (Rt) as follows:
=

,

where
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,

is the price index i in period t and

,

is the price of index i in period t–1.
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Benchmark data
Similar to the previous literature in Malaysian mutual funds, we employ the threemonth Malaysian Treasury Bill rate as a proxy for the risk free rate [see, for example,
Abdullah et al. (2007), Abdullah and Abdullah (2009), Lai and Lau (2010), Low (2007),
and Rozali and Abdullah (2006)]. This data is from the Monthly Statistical Bulletin
published by the Bank Negara Malaysia (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2011c). This is an
annualised holding period yield on a three-month security and therefore we convert to a
monthly equivalent consistent with the monthly returns of both equity funds and the
market. The monthly equivalent of the annualised yield is estimated (equivalent
continuously compounded monthly rate) as a geometric mean as follows.
(1 +

)

/

−1

(5.2)

Past studies of Malaysian mutual funds specify the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
Composite index (KLCI) (presently known as FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI or
FBMKLCI) and the Exchange Main Board All Shares index (EMAS) (presently known
as FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS or FBMEMAS) indices as benchmarks to proxy for
market returns. However, effective 26 June 2006, Bursa Malaysia jointly with FTSE
launched a new series of Malaysian equity indices. There is a change in the composition
of the KLCI composite index where the underlying companies have contracted from the
top-100 companies to the top-30 companies on the Bursa Malaysia. The newly launched
index, which has a similar number of underlying companies with the previous KLCI, is
the FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 (FBM100) index. Consistent with the characteristics of
the index (KLCI) used in the previous analyses, we use the FBM100 index as proxies
for market returns.The market index data are from Datastream (the conventional
indices) and Bloomberg (the Shariah indices) database. Unfortunately, data for the
FBM100 and Shariah indices are only respectively available from January 1996 and
January 1999. This is the main reason for us to choose our sample period from January
1996.
As an alternative to CAPM, the Carhart (1997) four-factor model includes for
benchmark factors comprising the market, size, book-to-market and 12-months return
momentum factor. As the factor returns for countries outside the US are not readily
available, we use the on-line research tool provided by Style Research Ltd. to construct
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monthly returns of benchmark factor portfolios which also has been used by the
previous studies such as Bauer et al. (2005), Renneboog et al. (2008a) and Hoepner et
al. (2011). The construction of the benchmark factors is based on the Worldscope
database, which aimed at covering 98 percent of market capitalisation of the Malaysian
equity market. Style Research Limited provides total return indices, assuming the
reinvestment of distributions and dividend yields. Market excess return is calculated as
the return of a value-weighted portfolio of all stocks in Malaysia (including live and
dead companies) available in the Worldscope database minus the risk-free rate, as
proxied by the three-month Malaysian Treasury Bill rate.
The small-minus-big (SMB) size (market capitalisation) factor is the return difference
between portfolios of small and large (big) stocks. These portfolios respectively
comprise the bottom 50 percent and top 50 percent of portfolio of stocks when ranked
by market capitalisation. The high-minus-low (HML) value (book-to-market) factor is
the difference between the return on the top 30 percent and bottom 30 percent of stocks
when ranked according to book-to-market values. The momentum (MOM) factor is the
difference between the top 30 percent and bottom 30 percent of the portfolio of stocks
according to prior 12-month return. All factors are value-weighted and constructed
using one-month lagged information. Consistent with Fama and French (1993) and
Carhart (1997), we rebalance the SMB and HML factors at the end of June each year,
while the MOM factor is rebalanced at the end of each month. According to Renneboog
et al. (2008a), these factors are virtually identical to the well-known Fama–French
factors using the CRSP database.
5.2.3 Security selection models
This section discusses the methodologies used to investigate whether there are
differences in the risk-adjusted returns of IMFs and CMFs. Corresponding to the first
hypothesis we employ six performance measures to evaluate the financial performance
of IMFs and CMFs. These are: (1) the mean raw return, (ii) mean excess returns, (ii) the
Sharpe ratio, (iv) the Treynor ratio, (v) the single-factor model (CAPM), also known as
Jensen’s alpha, and (iv) the Carhart’s four-factor model. There are two levels of
performance measurement in the analysis. In the first approach, we assess the
performance of IMFs at the individual fund level. In the second approach, we assess
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performance at the aggregate level using the time-series returns of an equally-weighted
portfolio of IMFs as well as CMFs.
The advantage of using the portfolio method is that it enables an overall picture of
equity fund performance as well as allowing the researcher to directly compare the
difference between the two portfolios of equity funds (IMFs versus CMFs) using a
‘difference’ portfolio. Following Bauer et al. (2005), we construct a ‘difference’
portfolio by subtracting the returns from CMFs from IMFs. This portfolio approach
serves to examine the differences in both risk and return between the two types of funds.
However, a limitation of the portfolio method is that it pools and uses the average return
of these equity funds without considering any other variations. In addition, the results
may be sensitive to the methods for portfolio construction. Here, equally-weighted
approach is employed which assumes that investors invest the same amount of money in
each fund at each particular interval.
In terms of existing work, Hoepner et al. (2011) investigated the performance of IMFs
in 20 countries including Malaysia, by comparing their performance using national,
regional and international benchmarks. However, they did not compare the performance
of IMFs and CMFs. Elsewhere, Renneboog et al. (2008a) compared the performance of
ethical funds and CMFs, including funds in Malaysia. Even though we can regard IMFs
as a subset of ethical funds, our specific focus on IMFs enhances our understanding of
any performance differentials as IMFs display very different characteristics to other
ethical funds, as discussed in Section 2.5.4. This research then adds to the literature
concerning the performance of IMFs where comparison is between both relevant
benchmarks and with CMFs using robust methodologies and performance models
including multi factor models. The followings are the six performance models used to
evaluate the performance of IMFs and CMFs
Mean raw return and excess returns
The focus of our analysis is on the time-series averages of monthly raw returns and
excess returns. There are two main reasons for including mean raw returns and excess
returns in our analysis. First, many previous studies of performance have included mean
returns. Second, the results in Kothari and Warner (1997) appear to indicate that many
performance measures are misspecified with regard to performance measurement. The
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inclusion of mean returns among the performance measures guarantees at least one
measure that is not subject to their critique. While the raw return is simply the return for
each fund in the sample, the excess return measure is as follows.
,

where

=

,

−

is the mean return of fund i over the measurement period,

,

(5.3)

,

,

is the risk-free

rate of return during the corresponding period.
Sharpe (1966) ratio
The Sharpe (1966) ratio is defined as follows.
=
where

,

,

(5.4)

,

is the Sharpe ratio,

period t,

is the mean return of fund i over the measurement

is the risk-free rate of return during the corresponding period and

is the

standard deviation of a fund’s mean excess returns. The Sharpe ratio ranks mutual fund
performance relative to other mutual funds.
Treynor (1965) ratio
The Treynor (1965) index is as follows:
=
Where
t,

,

,

(5.5)

,

is Treynor ratio,

is the mean return of fund i over the measurement period

is the risk-free rate of return during the corresponding period and

coefficient for the fund, estimated using a regression of fund returns,
market excess returns,
=
The beta,

(

against the

as follows.
,

)

(5.6)

, value is a measure of the sensitivity between the market and the fund. A

higher beta indicates that a fund is highly associated with the market.
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Single factor CAPM model (Jensen, 1968)
Our analysis also employs two risk-adjusted single index measures representing
Jensen’s traditional model. This measure, along with Sharpe (1966) ratio, is the most
commonly employed in the literature.. In his seminal work, Jensen (1968) clearly
explained how to measure risk-adjusted abnormal performance in markets, using
Jensen’s alpha to capture the abnormal excess return of active funds. We estimate alpha
using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, where an active fund return in excess of
the risk-free rate is regressed on the excess return of the market portfolio. The standard
excess returns market model regression is as follows.
−

,

where

,

=

,

,

−

,

+

(5.7)

,

is the mean excess return on fund or portfolio i at time t,

rate at time t,
return,

+

,

,

is the risk-free

represents systematic risk of the fund or portfolio relative to the market
is the mean return on market representing the mean-variant efficient

benchmark,

captures any excess return above market benchmark and

is the error

term.
Carhart (1997) factor model
Besides the single factor model, we also employ multi-factor asset pricing models
stemming from the recent literature on the cross-sectional variation of stock returns (see
Fama and French, 1993, 1996). The models are estimated using OLS as follows.
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,

,

is the mean excess return on fund or portfolio i in time t,

rate in time t,

,

(5.8)

is the return on a market portfolio in time t,

portfolios of small minus big stocks in time t,
high minus low book-to-market stocks in time t and

,

is the risk-free

is the return on the

is the return on the portfolios of
is the rate of return on the

portfolios of high minus low momentum (prior 1-year return) stocks in time t. We
construct the SMB, HML and MOM factors using the online research tool from Style
Research Ltd. (Style Research Ltd., 2010).
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5.2.4 Market timing models
To test the second hypothesis concerning whether IMFs exhibit less market timing
ability, we employ two traditional market timing models following Treynor and Mazuy
(1966) and Henriksson and Merton (1981).
Treynor and Mazuy (1966)
In the first model, we calculate the stock selection and market timing performance for
each fund using the Treynor and Mazuy (1966) model. This model is estimated using
OLS regression technique as follows.
−

,

where

,

=

+

,

−

,

+

,

(

,

is the return on fund i during period t;

,

−

,

) +

(5.9)

,

identifies the stock selection ability,

is the return on the market benchmark during period t and (
market return. The term gamma,

) is the squared

, indicates market timing. If

,

,

is positive and

significant then the fund manager is a successful market timer.
Henriksson and Merton (1981)
In addition to this measure, for robustness, we employ an alternative test for market
timing ability following Henriksson and Merton (1981). This model is estimated using
OLS regression as follows.
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is the return of fund i in period t,
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(5.10)

,

is the stock selection ability,

return on the market benchmark in period t and the term delta

is the

is the market timing

coefficient. If the value for market timing is positive and significant, then the fund
manager is a successful market timer and knows when to enter and exit the market to
take advantage of market upturns and avoid market downturns.

is a dummy variable

that takes a value of one if the market return is positive and zero otherwise.
error term.
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5.2.5 Diversification and net selectivity models
To test the third hypothesis whether IMFs suffer severe diversification costs and thus
exert a negative effect on net selectivity, we employ the decomposition model in Fama
(1972). The cost of inadequate diversification is as follows.
,

=(

)

−

.

,

(5.11)

where σ is the standard deviation of the portfolio excess returns,
market beta estimated with Equation (5.6),

,

−

is the portfolio’s

is the market excess return, and

,

σm is the standard deviation of the market excess returns. Thus DIV1,t equals the
idiosyncratic part of portfolio return volatility (

) multiplied by the Sharpe

−

ratio of the market portfolio, such that the cost of inadequate diversification is the
additional expected return that would just compensate the investor for the diversifiable
portfolio dispersion taken by the manager.
Following Zhang (2006) and Lee et al. (2010), we use the extended Fama (1972)
diversification specification (based on the four-factor model) as a performance
benchmark.
,

=

−

,

(5.12)

where σ is the standard deviation of the portfolio of excess returns,
zero

investment

portfolio

[

,

=

−

+

,

is the return of a
+

+

] consisting of the four benchmark assets with the factor loadings resulting
from regressing excess fund returns on factor returns in Equation (5.8), and
standard deviation of returns
inadequate diversification
volatility

−

,
,

is the

Similar to the first specification, the cost of
equals the idiosyncratic part of portfolio return

times the Sharpe ratio of the four-factor benchmark portfolio. A

completely diversified portfolio contains no idiosyncratic risk. This means that
diversification measure would be zero. A positive value will signal a lack of
diversification, which measures the extra return required for IMFs to compensate the
loss of diversification for bearing more idiosyncratic risk.
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Next, following Zhang (2006) and Lee et al. (2010),we calculate the Fama (1972)
measure of fund performance, net selectivity (NS) by subtracting the diversification
term from fund’s risk adjusted return. Specifically, the net fund performance, termed as
net selectivity is the difference between a fund’s risk adjusted return (selectivity
measures) and the diversification cost. The NS has the following two specifications:
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,

,

(5.14)

If the value of net selectivity is positive, the fund manager successfully earned a fair
return for diversifying away unsystematic risk. If it is negative, the manager deteriorated
the overall portfolio’s return correspondingly to its risk profile.
5.2.6 Fund performance in losing markets and financial crisis
In the fourth hypothesis, we hypothesise that IMFs perform better during the downward
market trends and worse during upward market trends in comparison with CMFs.
Following Hoepner et al. (2011), we test the performance of IMFs in the three main
crisis periods. These crises periods are the Asian financial crisis (AFC) from July 1997
to August 1998, the burst of the global internet bubble (GIB) from April 2000 to
September 2002 and the global credit crisis (GCC) from July 2007 to February 2009.
We also test the performance of IMFs during overall downward market trends to see if
IMF performance is crisis proof.
We estimate the following time-series regressions.
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,

is the market returns which either Worldscope market, FBM100 or

FBMKLCI index; while other variables are as defined in Equation (5.7).and (5.8).
,
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market benchmark is negative and defined as zero otherwise. If its coefficient is
significantly positive, the financial performance differential between a portfolio of
Islamic funds and the domestic equity market benchmark is significantly better for the
Islamic asset during a losing market.
for the burst of the GIB and

is dummy for the AFC,

is dummy

is dummy for the GCC where these dummy

variables take value as one during the period of the respective crises and as zero
otherwise. Hence,

,

, and

have the value of one from July 1997 to

August 1998, April 2000 to September 2002 and July 2007 to February 2009
respectively.

5.3 Islamic mutual fund performance and Shariah screening
IMF performance and Shariah screening is our second area of analysis from the three
complementary analyses included in this thesis. This section discusses the development
of three main hypotheses, which respond to our main research question. In addition, we
explain how we design the methodological approaches to test these three hypotheses.
5.3.1 Research questions and hypotheses development
Although previous literature has documented extensively the impact of screening
intensity on and across the performance of socially responsible investment (SRI) funds
[examples include Barnett and Salomon (2006), Humphrey and Lee (2011), Lee et al.
(2010) and Renneboog et al. (2008a)], the impact of Shariah screening across IMFs has
received little attention. Existing literature in Islamic finance has so far discussed the
impact of different Shariah screenings on the performance across Islamic indices [see,
for example, Derigs and Marzban (2008) and Khatkhatay and Nisar (2007a)]. One study
has investigated the impact of degree of Shariah compliant on the performance of IMFs
in countries in the world (Nainggolan, 2011). However, we are interested in
investigating the impact of differences in screening strategies adopted by the two
Malaysian Shariah indices on the performance of Malaysian IMFs. Thus, the main
research question in this second part of the study is as follows.
Research question 2: Does screening intensity affect IMF performance?
IMFs are somewhat similar to SRI funds in that they both employ screening strategies
in their portfolio construction. The main difference is IMFs adopt only exclusionary
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screening, which they base on Shariah guidelines. As discussed in Section 3.5.2, there
are two levels of screenings in the Shariah screening strategies. These are qualitative
and quantitative screening. Qualitative screening eliminates companies with core
activities that contravene the Shariah. These prohibited activities include, among others,
riba, gharar and maysir. In most of the cases, IMFs and Shariah indices have a similar
view on the criteria of these core activities. However, Shariah advisory board of an IMF
or Shariah index may use additional criteria in determining a permissible company.
This additional screening, namely, quantitative screening, potentially screens companies
based on the level of debt, the level of liquidity and the level of interest income. There
are also differences among Shariah scholars in determining the minimum level of these
financial criteria that is permissible. Based on the above, we term funds/indices that
adopt only qualitative screen are less restrictive funds/indices while funds/indices that
employ both screening levels are restrictive funds/indices. In Malaysia scenario, the
FBMES adopts only the qualitative screening, while FBMHS adopts both qualitative
and quantitative screening strategies.
Thus, we argue that as highly restrictively screened IMFs imposed additional screening
requirements or standards, it further limits the potential diversification and thus shifts
mean variance to the suboptimal level more than that found with less restrictedly
screened IMFs. It is then of empirical interest to examine the impact of these screenings
on IMF performance. With MPT, fund with higher screening intensity may (adversely)
affect upon their returns compared with funds with lower screening intensity. This is
because funds with least restrictive screening are arguably more highly diversified,
which may reduce unsystematic risk or idiosyncratic risk.
Hypothesis 5: A restrictively screened IMF underperforms a less restrictive
screened IMF.
Constructing a portfolio based on Shariah screening strategies by eliminating certain
industries will reduce the diversification potential, thus, investors hold portfolios with
potentially high unsystematic risk (Knoll, 2002; Langbein and Posner, 1980). In
contrast, there is evidence reported that higher screening does not affect unsystematic
risk (Lee et al., 2010). The possible explanation could be that ethical screening does not
deter the funds to achieve potential diversification.
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Another component of total risk is systematic risk. In this regard, highly restrictive
Shariah compliant portfolios may exhibit a smaller component of systematic risk than
less restricted portfolios, which may result in lower returns. This is consistent with
finance theory that there is a linear relationship between risk and return. Lee et al.
(2010) argue that higher screening intensity results in lower beta because fund managers
are aware that screened funds has been criticised of having higher risk thus resorting to
choose stocks with lower beta to manage the overall risk of funds.
Hypothesis 6: A restrictive screened IMF exhibits higher risk than a less
restrictive screened IMF.
The requirement for Shariah screening adds cost to the operation of the IMFs.
Additional screening (in addition to sectoral or qualitative screening) based on liquidity
and debt ratio level adds even further cost to the operation of IMFs as managers have to
do additional research on these information. Fund managers may pass the cost to the
investors. As fund expenses drag down mutual fund returns, highly restrictive IMF may
incur additional expenses and lead to lower risk-adjusted returns.
Hypothesis 7: A restrictive screened IMF charges higher expenses than a less
restrictive screened IMF.
5.3.2 Data and sample selection
Mutual fund and benchmarks data
In this section, we focus on 43 Malaysian IMFs. The lists of IMFs used as the sample
are available in the Appendix 1. We sourced the data from Bloomberg and Eurekahedge
that provide monthly net asset value (NAV), and simple return data exclusive of
distribution, respectively. The main reason we use data exclusive of distribution is to
match with our Shariah indices, which are only price indices not total return indices.
We employ FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 (FBM100) and other three Shariah indices as
market benchmarks. These Shariah indices are MSCI Malaysia Islamic (MSCIMI), the
FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS Shariah (FBMES) and FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah
Shariah (FBMHS). These indices are monthly price indices. Data for the indices spans
the period from July 1999 to December 2009. We calculate the monthly returns of
mutual funds and market as per Equation (5.1).
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5.3.3 Variables description
Performance measures
Our analysis uses two alternative measures of annual investment performance to test the
hypothesis if Shariah screening intensity affects IMF performance. These are the Sharpe
ratio and a one-factor model risk-adjusted return. The Sharpe ratio is as per Equation
(5.4). Risk-adjusted return is the abnormal return (or alpha) above that predicted
following Jensen (1968). Jensen’s alphas are the intercept terms from regression in
Equation (5.7). We calculate one-factor model for each fund for the whole sample
period.
Screening intensity
As the screening activities employed by individual funds represent a ‘black box’, we use
screening activities employed by different indices as proxies of screening intensity to
understand how screening strategy affects fund performance. Unfortunately, detailed
information on the specific screening strategies employed by individual funds is rarely
available in the annual reports or prospectuses. However, screening strategies employed
by Shariah indices are well documented and made available to public. For this reason,
we use the differences in screening policies adopted by different indices as a proxy of
screening intensity.
Following Nainggolan (2011), we include a Shariah factor into a single factor model by
including the return difference between two types of indices employing different
screening methodologies. We argue that as Shariah screens potentially affect the pool of
available securities and thus the return of IMFs, including the difference risk factor will
capture the extent of Shariah screening intensity in the alpha in the factor model.
As the analysis specifies the difference in more strict over less strict screening in the
Shariah factor, a positive loading in this factor indicates that the funds have greater
loadings to a stricter screening index. This means that the fund is long on the more
stringent Islamic index and short on the more liberal Islamic index. This approach
permits us to test whether differences in the screening rules can explain the performance
of IMFs.
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We specify three types of difference in Shariah risk factors (refer to Table 5.4). These
are the return difference between the MSCIMI and the FBMHS, the return difference
between the MSCIMI and the FBMES, and the return difference between the FBMHS
and the FBMES indices. Both the MSCIMI and the FBMHS indices apply a more
stringent screening strategy as they employ both qualitative and quantitative screenings.
Further, given the MSCIMI index uses total assets and applies dividend purification
ratio in its screening relative to FBMHS index, the MSCIMI index is stricter than the
latter (Nainggolan, 2011). Lastly, the FBMES index is the least strictly screened index
as it only applies qualitative screening.
The fundamental assumption in this approach is that fund managers are able to track
accurately the performance of Shariah indices they choose to follow as benchmarks.
Thus, we conjecture that by replicating the index, the fund will have the same
composition of companies as the index, the same screening methodology, and the same
risk as well as performance. However, the fundamental flaw in this approach is that a
fund may track an index with higher screening intensity but because of tracking or other
error, a fund might end up obtaining the performance of an index with lower screening
intensity.
We estimate the model using OLS regression as follows.
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is the higher screening

intensity index as represented by either the MSCIMI or the FBMHS indices; and

,

is

the lower screening intensity index represented by either the FBMHS or the FBMES
indices. A significant

,

would suggest that the extent of Shariah intensity is important

in explaining fund performance. A positive sign on

,

would suggest that funds with a

higher Shariah degree of screening intensity perform better, i.e., funds with a greater
loadings on the stricter screening strategy display a higher Jensen’s alpha.
In summary, there are three measures of screening intensity. These are as follows: (i)
MSCIMI–FBMES, which we define as the factor loading of the difference Shariah
factor between MSCIMI and FBMES indices, (ii), MSCIMI–FBMHS, the factor
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loading of the difference between MSCIMI and FBMHS indices and (iii) FBMHS–
FBMES, the factor loading of Shariah factor between FBMHS and FBMES indices.
Table 5.4 Screening criteria for indices
FTSE Bursa
Malaysia EMAS
Shariah (FBMES)

FTSE Bursa
Malaysia Hijrah
Shariah (FBMHS)

MSCI Malaysia
Islamic (MSCIMI)

Screening stringency

FBMES
SAC of SCM

Shariah advisors
Index constituents as at December
2009

846

FBMHS
SAC of SCM and
Yasaar Ltd. (FTSE)
30

Weapons and defence
Entertainment

Qualitative screening
√
√
√
*Based on the
tolerance level
identified by the
SAC of SCM

Total outstanding debt

Quantitative screening
N/A

Alcohol
Tobacco
Pork related activities
Conventional financial services

Receivables and cash
Cash and
securities

interest

bearing

N/A

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√

< 33%

N/A

MSCIMI
MSCI’s Shariah
advisors’ committee
18
(@June 1, 2007)

< 50%
ℎ+

< 33%

< 33.33%
< 33.33%
ℎ+
< 33.33%

Interest income
Non-compliant income other than
interest
Purification ratio

√*

<5%
<5%

N/A
N/A

5% of dividend

Dividend adjustment
factor

Source: FTSE The Index Company (2010), Yasaar Limited (2010) and MSCI Barra (2009)

Risk measures
We use three measures of risk. These are total risk, systematic risk and unsystematic
(idiosyncratic) risk. Total risk is the annualised standard deviation of the fund’s monthly
returns over the sample period. Systematic risk is a fund factor loading on market from
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CAPM as per Equation 5.7. Idiosyncratic risk is individual fund’s residual variance in
Equation 5.7.
Expense measures
We use the reported management expense ratio (MER) as a measure of fund expenses.
These figures are available from funds’ annual reports and prospectuses. We choose to
use MER reported at the financial year ended in 2009.
Other variables
We also include two control variables, namely, age and size. We include age to measure
the learning effect in IMFs as discussed by Bauer et al. (2006). The age of the funds is
in years and calculated from the date of inception until the date of each fund financial
year-end in logs. We use a fund asset under management (AUM) as a proxy for fund
size, also in logs. We expect that there is significantly negative relationship between age
and return (Golec, 1996; Renneboog et al., 2008a) and positive for size (Renneboog et
al., 2008a). This is because younger funds with larger size are expected to perform
better.
5.3.4 Screening intensity and return
This analysis attempts to investigate how screening intensity affects the performance of
IMFs. To examine whether Shariah screening and fund characteristics can explain
differences in fund performance, the study estimate the following cross-sectional
regression:
=
where

+

+

+

(5.18)

is the performance measures either risk-adjusted return from the one-factor

model or the Sharpe ratio of the individual fund i,

is the degree of Shariah

screening intensity for each fund which is the factor loading on the Shariah risk factor
(returns of index with high screening intensity less returns of index with low screening
intensity) obtained from Equation (5.17). We also employ controls for other factors that
may influence fund performance in the regression. These are fund age and size. Fund
size is proxied by individual fund asset under management (AUM) and fund age
measured in years from the inception date to the 2009 financial year-end.
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5.3.5 Screening intensity and risk
This section tests Hypothesis 6 if Shariah screening intensity further affects risk, which
are further, divided into total risk, systematic risk and unsystematic risk. The model is
as follows.
=
where

+

+

+

(5.19)

is the total risk, systematic risk or unsystematic risk of individual fund i,
is the degree of Shariah screening intensity for each fund which is the

factor loading on the Shariah risk factor (highly restricted screening less lesser strict
screening) obtained from Equation (5.17). The control variables are as per Equation
5.20.
5.3.6 Screening intensity and expenses
To test Hypothesis 7 if Shariah screening intensity affects management expense ratio of
IMFs, we employ the following model.
=
where

+

+

is management expense ratio of individual fund i,

(5.20)
is the degree

of Shariah screening intensity for each fund which is the factor loading on the Shariah
risk factor (highly restricted screening less lesser strict screening) obtained from
Equation (5.17). The control variables are as per Equation 5.20.

5.4 Islamic mutual fund flows
This analysis is to investigate the determinants of IMF flows in Malaysia. Fund flows
refer to the movement of money into or out of funds when investors buy or sell units in
mutual funds. The focus in this area is to obtain insights on how investors in IMFs make
their fund selection decisions relative to investors in CMFs.
5.4.1 Research questions and hypotheses development
The literature in the mainstream investments (mainly in the developed market such as
the US, UK and Europe) has evidenced that fund returns (both raw and risk-adjusted
returns) attract flows from investors [see, for example, Chevalier and Ellison (1997) and
Sirri and Tufano (1998)]. This indicates that investors use past performance information
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to adjust their belief on managers’ ability to generate superior return. Bollen (2007) and
Renneboog et al. (2011) provide evidence in the SRI mutual fund industry where they
found that SRI investors are more concerned about past performance but less care about
past poor performance. To our best knowledge, only two studies, Peifer (2011) and
Nathie (2009) have investigated the impact of fund flows of religious funds and IMFs,
respectively. Renneboog et al. (2011) investigated SRI fund flow and performance
globally but IMFs were only a negligible size in the sample. Peifer (2011) examines the
religious fund flows and performance in the US, but only five funds are IMFs. While
Nathie (2009) does focus on Malaysian IMFs, his study lacks any statistical analysis.
Accordingly, this specific analysis attempts to add to the literature on Islamic finance by
examining the determinants of money-flows into IMFs. There is a variety of reasons for
us to believe that there are differences in fund selection decision between CMFs and
IMFs. One of the main reasons is investors in IMFs choose to put their money in IMFs
not only for financial reasons but also for religious compliance. Thus, the main research
question in the third issue (fund flow) in this thesis is as follows:
Research Question 3:
those for CMFs?

How money-flows into and out of IMFs differs from

Previous studies find that investors undertaking both conventional and SRI select funds
based on past return performance. However, there are differences in the degree of
sensitivity towards past performance. For instance, CMF investors react to past topperforming funds by directing more flows into the funds but do not react to the same
extent to poorer performing funds [see, for example, Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Sirri
and Tufano (1998), Gruber (1996) and Sirri and Tufano (1998)]. At the same time, SRI
investors react relatively stronger to past positive performance compared to CMF
investors, but are less sensitive to past negative performance [see, for example,
Renneboog et al. (2011) and Bollen (2007)]. However, in a study of religious fund flow
in the US, Peifer (2011) finds that religious funds (religious SRI and religious non-SRI)
are the least responsive to lagged positive returns compared to secular SRI and CMF
investors. The question is whether this also applies to investors in IMFs, given this is
likewise a type of mutual fund encompassing both secular and sectarian concerns. For
example, do IMFs behave similarly to SRI funds as predicted by Bollen (2007) or
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differently as evidenced by Peifer (2011)? Further, are there any disparities in behaviour
between CMF and IMF investors in this regard?
Hypothesis 8: Money-flows into IMFs are less sensitive to past performance
compared to money-flows into CMFs.
Following the above argument, there is also the question of whether Islamic investors
respond to fund characteristics other than past performance. It is important to test these
variables as it may cloud inference on the flow–performance relation. Other than past
fund performance, the extant literature has established that investors are reluctant to
invest in high-fee funds. Thus, fund expenses may also influence fund net flows. If IMF
investors were reluctant to pay high fees, then fees have negative relationship with fund
flow [see, for example, Barber et al. (2005) and Sirri and Tufano (1998)]. On the other
hand, high fund expense may attract more money-flows. This happens when part of the
expense ratios are heavily spent on fund marketing and distribution. For example, Sirri
and Tufano (1998) and Renneboog et al. (2008a) found that higher fund expense is
positively associated with fund flows. Comparing ethical funds with conventional
funds, they found that SRI investors are less sensitive to fund expenses. SRI fund
managers may take advantage of SRI investor’s insensitivity towards fund expenses by
charging higher fees. Thus, the impact of expenses on net flows is an empirical issue
and this study will investigate further this evidence in the case of IMFs in the Malaysian
context.
Moreover, IMF investors may incur higher search costs when seeking to invest in IMFs
in order to identify funds that not only meet their financial but also nonfinancial goals
(moral and religious requirements). They may then be willing to pay a higher search
cost by ignoring the poor performance and other fund attributes CMF investors
conventionally consider. This may result in different fund selection behaviour for IMF
and CMF investors.
In addition, IMFs investors are arguably more risk averse than investors in CMFs .
Thus, the relationship between flow and total risk may be negative where investors tend
to prefer less risk than more risk. In relation to the turnover ratio, as high turnover
implies greater risk, the relationship between flows and turnover may be negative.
Additionally, Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Barber et al. (2005) find that fund risk
generally has a negative impact on new money-flow.
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Fund age may negatively influence fund flows. For example, Chevalier and Ellison
(1997) found that investors put more money into younger funds given their abnormally
higher returns. They argued that money-flows into younger funds are generally higher
and hence more performance-sensitive to past performance than money-flows into older
funds. They also argued that this might be because fund manager spend more marketing
and distribution expenses on younger funds.
Finally, we also explore the relationship between the funds flows of IMFs and fund
family-specific characteristics. Referring to Sirri and Tufano (1998), they find that there
is a positive relationship between fund flow and family size. They argue that the larger
the size of the fund family, the higher would be the fund visibility among investors and
thereby reduce search costs for these investors. We test for family size in terms of asset
under management and number of funds in the family. We hypothesise that the larger
the family size, the higher the net fund flows. This is because larger fund family
increased fund (and fund family) visibility.
Hypothesis 9: Money-flows into IMFs are less sensitive to the lagged values of
explanatory variables (namely MER, PTR, fund size, fund family size, money-flow,
and total risk) than CMFs.
One key arguments is that investors that are sensitive to recent past returns performance
are myopic in that they chase past returns and their investment horizon are short. For
instance, Bollen (2007) provided insights into the loyalty of investors in the mutual
funds that focus on nonfinancial attributes. According to Bollen (2007), ethical
investors are more loyal compared to non-ethical investors. This is in line with the
argument by Massa (2003) who argued that myopic investors are concerned with shortterm returns, and thus will reallocate capital to funds that are able to generate high
returns, with such myopic behaviour best reflected in the increased volatility of fund
flows. In contrast, investors with longer investment horizons will not actively reallocate
their capital based on short-term return and thus this fund should display decreased fund
flow volatility.
We extend the basic hypothesis in Bollen (2007) to different types of screened funds,
namely, Islamic mutual funds, to investigate whether, this hypothesis hold true.
Investors that choose Shariah compliant investment may be more interested in the
nonfinancial attributes of the funds rather than its return performance (Shariah investors
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may be more committed and loyal to the funds because of the existing strong religious
obligations). Hence, IMFs will have lower money-flow volatility than CMFs.
Hypothesis 10: Money-flows into IMFs are less volatile compared with moneyflows into CMFs.
5.4.2 Data and sample selection
We use data from Morningstar and the annual reports and prospectuses of the individual
funds, which are available at the library of the Securities Commission of Malaysia.
Because of a lack of suitably detailed data, we use net flows calculated using the asset
under management (AUM) reported by the fund management company in the annual
reports and fund prospectuses. We investigate the fund flow–performance of IMFs and
CMFs in Malaysia from 2001 to 2009. We use this period, as it was only in 2000 that
the relevant capital market regulator, the Malaysian Securities Commission, began to
compile annual reports and fund prospectuses for public reference. The data from
Morningstar comprise monthly returns for each fund, the date of fund inception, fund
classification and asset allocation (Morningstar, 2010). We use annual fund reports and
prospectuses to collate for each fund a set of individual fund characteristics, including
assets under management (AUM), management expense ratio (MER), portfolio turnover
(PTR), equity holdings, and the number of funds in each fund’s family.
Consistent with prior studies on the money-flows of mutual funds, we restrict the
sample to equity mutual funds, thereby excluding fixed-income, balanced, money
market, and other types of mutual funds. This process results in a sample of 127
Malaysian equity funds with domestic equity holdings of at least 65 percent, consisting
of 35 IMFs and 92 CMFs. The lists of IMFs and CMFs used as the sample are
available in the Appendix 1. The construction of the sample is as follows. First, for any
year t, we exclude any funds involved in a merger during t, t+1 or t+2. The reason is
that the flows of fund involved in mergers will distort the fund flow as the acquiring
fund receives assets from the acquired fund and these assets will bias the analysis of the
sensitivity of Malaysian investors toward past performance. Second, following Barber et
al. (2005) and Renneboog et al. (2011) we remove outlier funds, defined as funds flows
above 99.5 percentile or below the 0.5 percentile. Of course, the sample may suffer
from survivorship bias. However, Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Goetzmann and Peles
(1997) and Sirri and Tufano (1998), among others, all prove that there is no significant
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difference in results when undertaking analysis of either survivorship bias-free or
survivorship-bias samples, especially over short periods.
While returns are available at monthly frequency throughout this period, total assets
values (AUM) are available at a yearly frequency from the annual reports and
prospectuses. While this data has weaknesses –recent studies has found evidence of a
relationship between flow and monthly fund returns [examples include Cashman et al.
(2006a), Cashman et al. (2006b) and Keswani and Stolin (2008)]– we hope the results
will approximately comparable with the evidence obtained from the existing literature
where retail investors evaluate their asset allocation annually (Goetzmann and Peles,
1997; Sirri and Tufano, 1998).
5.4.3 Description of variables
The following presents the description of both dependent and independent variables
used in the fund flow analysis.
Main variables
Fund flow measure
As in the literature [see, for example, Ippolito (1992), Sirri and Tufano (1998), and
Zheng (1999)] we use a standard procedure to construct the flow of funds by defining
the percentage growth of fund assets (FLOW), defined as money-flow scaled by the
asset size of the fund as follows:

where
year t,
year t-1 and

,

,

,

,

=

,

is total assets under management for fund i at the end of financial

,

(5.21)

is total assets under management in fund i at the end of financial
,

is the raw (or total) return for fund i during the financial year t

(using the monthly return from the Morningstar database to calculate the yearly
holding return). Our underlying assumptions include reinvestment of all
distributions and that reinvestment takes place at the end of each period, and net
inflows into and out of the fund do not affect fund return during the period in
which the money-flow is measured. The fund’s return represents the change in a
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fund’s net asset value (NAV) and is net of annual management fees and inclusive
of any distribution. The calculation is as per equation (5.1).
Fund flow volatility measure
Following Bollen (2007) and Peifer (2011), we use fund flow volatility as a proxy
for investors’ loyalty towards a fund they hold. However, the studies both measure
fund flow volatility by calculating the standard deviation of all monthly fund flows
over the entire lifetime of a mutual fund. As we only have annual fund flow data, we
define fund flow volatility as the time-series of standard deviation of yearly
(percentage) money-flows of fund i over year t. As per Peifer (2011, p. 11), “….a
fund with lower levels of monthly fund flow volatility is comprised of more stable
investors” and “…a fund with high volatility would indicate investors are redeeming
a lot of shares one month and buying a lot a few months later”.
Independent variables
Performance measure
We use raw returns as it is the most basic performance measure and individual
investors find it easy to calculate and understand o [see, Sirri and Tufano (1998) and
Del Guercio and Tkac (2008)]. We annualise the monthly raw returns data obtained
from Morningstar using the following formula:
,

= ∏

,

+1

−1

(5.22)

We include fund characteristics as control variables to avoid factors that may cloud
the sensitivity of fund flows to past performance. These include fund age (AGE), as
calculated from the date of inception in log form, fund size (SZE), as calculated by
the log of assets under management (AUM), portfolio turnover (PTR), management
expense ratios (MER) and fund family size (FSZ).
Management expense ratio (MER)
We use fund management expense ratio as reported in the annual fund reports. Sirri
and Tufano (1998) found that there is a negative relationship between annual net
flows and fund expenses. Following this findings, we include fund expense ratio as a
control variable in the study.
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Fund age
Fund age measures the number of years the fund has operated since its inception and in
logs. In general, fund age will negatively relate to net flow when investors put more
money into younger than older funds (Chevalier and Ellison, 1997). Thus, younger
funds are more performance-sensitive than older funds. One of the reasons could be that
fund manager spends more on advertising to younger funds than older funds.
Size of fund and fund family
Sirri and Tufano (1998) find there is a positive relationship between net flow and family
size and they argue that larger families enjoy higher visibility. Further, large fund
families typically offer a wider range of services to offer investors. We specify the
natural logarithm of fund total asset under management at each fund level as measure of
fund size. For the size of fund family, we use the total number of funds managed by the
company as a proxy.
Total fund risk
Sirri and Tufano (1998) argue that including total fund risk in a flow–performance
relationship model is appropriate when examining the relation of fund flows with past
performance. Thus, we include total fund risk as a control variable. We define total fund
risk as the annualised standard deviation of monthly returns for each fund.
Turnover
There is lack of evidence on the empirical relationship between flow and turnover.
However, there is evidence that actively managed equity funds underperform market
benchmark as well as index funds with lower portfolio turnover in their strategies
(Ivkovic, 2002). Thus, this is a novel empirical issue for us to examine in this analysis.
Market returns
We also include past market returns as additional determinants of fund flows to see if
investors also chase past market returns in addition to past individual fund returns.
There is mixed findings in previous literature relation to the influence of market returns
on fund flows [see, for example, Warther (1995), Potter (2000), Luo (2003) Remolona
et al. (1997)]. Thus in this study, we test if lagged market returns relate to net moneyflows.
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5.4.4 Fund flows and past performance
We conduct most of the analyses using unbalanced panels of fund-year observations
from 2001 to 2009. We employ pooled regression technique to estimate the relationship
between flow and performance, with the basic model as follows:
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,

is a dummy variable

,

is the return of fund i

,

is a dummy variable taking a value of one if

is negative and zero otherwise,

,

is the number of years since the

fund’s inception (in natural logarithms),

,

is the size of the fund (in natural

,

logarithms) in AUM at year t–1,

,

is the total risk of the fund measured as

the annualised standard deviation of the monthly returns,

is the

,

management expense ratio measured by the total annual expenses incurred by the
fund divided by the average net asset value of the fund in the year,

,

is the

portfolio turnover ratio of the fund measured by the frequency of assets bought and
sold over the average net asset values for the year,

,

is the number of

IMFs (or CMFs) managed by the fund’s family at year t–1 (in natural logarithms),
and

,

is the return of the market at year t–1 and

,

is the error term. We

use the FBMKLCI to proxy market returns.
In addition to the pooled regression model, we estimate a panel regression model
controlling with fixed-year effects to account for cross-sectional dependence. We
choose fixed year effect over random effect because we assume there is some
unobserved heterogeneity that is correlated with time. The fixed-year effect model
is as follows:
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,

We correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity and within cross-section serial
correlation usingNewey and West (1987).
5.4.5 Fund flow volatility
This section investigates whether IMF investors are more loyal compared to CMF
investors. We use the standard deviation of yearly fund flows of a mutual fund from
2001 to 2009 to measure investor’s loyalty. Bollen (2007) documents that in the U.S,
the SRI funds’ flows are less volatile than CMF flows while Zhang (2006) find that SRI
fund flows are more volatile compared to CMF flows in the U.S and throughout the
world. In this analysis, we first examine the cross-sectional distributions of fund flows
for IMFs and CMFs. Following Bollen (2007), we divide the sample into three
categories. These categories are ‘All’(where flow volatility is computed over a fund’s
entire life), ‘Young’, for when flow volatility is computed for funds aged less than five
years, and ‘Mature’ when flow volatility is computed for fund age six years or more.
Next, we predict the following model in order to determine the relative levels of fund
flow volatility between IMFs and CMFs.
=
where

+

,

+

+

+

(5.25)

is the annual flow volatility of a mutual fund calculated as the standard

deviation of yearly percentage of money-flow of fund i ,

,

is a dummy variable

taking a value one for an IMF and zero otherwise. The remaining variables act as
control variables.
logarithms).

is the number of years since the fund’s inception (in natural
,

is the average size of the fund (in natural logarithms) in AUM.
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A fund with higher volatility may indicate that investors of this fund are myopic and concern
on getting short-term return. Alternatively, as suggested by Peifer (2011), the observed lower
fund volatility in IMFs may come from “…a more direct impact of Islamic values”. Thus, it is
interesting to investigate the fund flow volatility of these IMFs and CMFs.

5.5 Smart money
This section examines if IMFs investors are able to identify funds that are performing well in
the future and invest in these funds accordingly. This ability is often referred to as the
presence of ‘smart money’ (Zheng, 1999).
5.5.1 Research question and hypotheses
Existing studies in CMFs generally find that actively managed equity funds underperform
their respective benchmarks and charge high management fees. However, seemingly despite
this, actively managed equity funds have steadily increased in number and funds invested
relative to index funds. Some studies have suggested that this is because of the ability of
investors to identify funds that are able to perform better in the future and place their money
in these funds. Examples in developed markets include Gruber (1996) and Zheng (1999) in
the U.S, Keswani and Stolin (2008) in the U.K, Vicente et al. (2008) and Andreu et al. (2008)
in Germany and Spain, respectively, Gharghori et al. (2007), Gharghori et al. (2008) in
Australia, and Peng et al. (2011) in Taiwan. However, some other studies also find no
evidence of a ‘smart money’ effect in managed funds, including Sapp and Tiwari (2004) and
Frazzini and Lamont (2008) in the U.S and ul Haq et al. (2011) in the U.K.
In the area of SRI) funds, Renneboog et al. (2008a, 2011) investigates the possible presence
of ‘smart money’ in SRI funds worldwide. They find that the presences of ‘smart money’ in
SRI fund industry worldwide are mixed. The evidence of ‘smart money’ is thus not only
limited but also mixed and this compels us to investigate if ‘smart money’ exists in other
national markets and for other types of mutual funds. In this regard, and to our best
knowledge, no existing work examines the ‘smart money’ effect in Malaysia and in the
context of IMFs.
As IMF investors are concerned, at least partly, with religious or nonfinancial attributes, we
expect that IMF investors randomly invest in IMFs and thus there will be no evidence of
‘smart money’ in IMFs. Conversely, CMF investors are arguably rational, focused on
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financial attributes, and therefore more concerned about performance. Thus, they actively
invest in funds that are able to generate better performance in the future. The implication is
that we expect that IMF investors to be ‘less smart’ that CMF investors.
Hypothesis 11: Money-flow into (out of) IMFs is less smart than money-flow into (out
of) CMFs.
5.5.2 Data and sample selection
We investigate the presence of ‘smart money’ in Malaysian IMFs and CMFs over the period
from January 2000 to December 2009. Following the literature, we focus on actively
managed equity funds as these funds exhibit consistency in overall asset allocation and the
applicability of orthodox asset pricing models. Our main data sources are the Morningstar
(2010) database and the annual reports and prospectuses of the funds. We collect monthly
returns data from Morningstar. All other information, including assets under management
(AUM), the management expense ratio (MER), portfolio turnover (PTR), equity holdings,
and the number of funds in the fund’s family are from the annual reports and prospectuses.
We sample 117 Malaysian equity funds with equity holdings of at least 65 percent by marketvalue weight. This comprises 34 IMFs and 83 CMFs. The lists of IMFs and CMFs used as the
sample are available in the Appendix 1. The number of funds varies over time through the
creation of new funds and the merger of existing funds, with the minimum number of funds in
any year being 5 IMFs and 31 CMFs. We refine or sample using the following procedure. To
start with, for any given year t, we exclude funds involved in a merger in year t , t + 1 or t + 2.
We do this because the receipt of assets by the acquiring fund from the acquired fund through
merger will distort the observed flow of funds. Consequently, we remove fund-year
observations from the sample during the merger year.
Another potential problem is that the sample may suffer from survivorship bias whereby we
inadvertently exclude failed funds from the sample because they no longer exist. Two
considerations are in order. First, our sample is already small given the nature of the
developing market examined and further adjustment of the sample to counter survivorship
bias would not improve this situation. Second, the short investment horizon and the fact that
nearly all of the funds removed from our sample are through merger suggest such adjustments
may not be necessary. Finally, we follow Chevalier and Ellison Chevalier and Ellison (1997),
Goetzman and Peles (1997) and Sirri and Tufano (1998) in arguing a priori that with mutual
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funds flow study, there is no significant difference in results when performing analyses on a
survivorship bias-free or survivorship bias sample.
5.5.3 Fund flow measures
Several measures are important in analysing the existence of ‘smart money’. The main
considerations are the need to define flow and performance measures as explained further in
the following subsections. In this study, we evaluate the performance of mutual fund investors
by assessing the performance of their aggregate fund flows. Essentially, we estimate their
flows and then track the performance of the different money-flow portfolios.
As the existing literature, we employ a standard procedure in constructing the flow of funds in
that we use implied flows instead of the actual amount money-flows into and out of mutual
funds. We employ relative or normalised money-flows (the growth rate of money-flows) as
per Equation (5.21). As we do not know the exact movement of investment during the
holding period, we need to make underlying assumptions as follows. First, we assume that all
new money invested or withdrawn from the fund along with the reinvestment of dividends
takes place at the end of the period when computing the flows. Second, we assume that the
net flows into and out of the fund do not affect the fund’s return during the period in which
the money-flow is measured. These assumptions are similar to the work in Gruber (1996) and
Zheng (1999). As discussed in section 5.4.2, we employ annual flows instead of the monthly
or quarterly flows as frequently used in other studies, the principal reason being that only
annual data is available.
5.5.4 Portfolio construction
In order to evaluate fund selection ability among Malaysian investors, we construct several
portfolios based on money-flows in the previous year. This method is identical to the
approach in Zheng (1999), referred to there as the ‘portfolio approach’. We construct new
money portfolios as follows. At the beginning of each financial year, and based on the
previous yearly net money-flows of funds, we separate the sample of mutual funds into
positive and negative net new money portfolios. Positive new money-flow portfolio contains
all funds, which experience positive money-flow in the previous year while negative new
money portfolio contains all funds, which experience negative new money in the previous
year.
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We also divide all funds in the sample into high and low new money portfolios. We use the
median value as the cut-off point to separate funds with high and low net money-flows. We
also construct average all fund portfolios as benchmark to compare the performance of the
above portfolios. We use three types of weighting scheme to construct those portfolios. These
are equally-weighted, asset under management (AUM) value -weighted and cash flowweighted portfolios. We calculate equally-weighted portfolio returns for positive and negative
net money-flows, average all fund portfolios and for high and low net money-flow portfolios.
We also calculate value (AUM) weighted portfolio returns for positive and negative net
money-flows and average all fund portfolios. Finally, we only calculate cash flow weighted
return for positive and negative net new money portfolios.
In total, we construct 10 types of portfolios as follows:
Portfolios
EW average
VW average
EW positive flows
EW negative flows
VW positive flows
VW negative flows
MW positive
MW negative
High flow
Low flow

Descriptions
Equally-weighted average portfolios of all available funds
Value (AUM)-weighted average portfolios of all available funds
Equally-weighted of all available funds with positive money-flows
Equally-weighted of all available funds with negative money-flows
AUM or value-weighted of all available funds with positive money-flows (also
called as positive old money-flows)
AUM or value-weighted of all available funds with negative money-flows
(also called as negative old money-flows)
Money-flows weighted of all available funds with positive money-flows
Money-flows weighted of all available funds with negative money-flows
Equally-weighted of all available funds with money-flows above median
Equally-weighted of all available funds with money-flows below median

Throughout the remainder of the analysis, we determine the performance of mutual fund
investors by comparing the return performances of these 10 portfolios.
5.5.5 Portfolio performance measures
We estimate the risk-adjusted return of the above portfolios using a time-series regression
approach. This approach starts by calculating the time-series of raw returns for each of the 10
portfolios and performing OLS regressions to estimate portfolio factor loadings and alpha
estimates from three and four-factor model equations. Following Sapp and Tiwari (2004), we
evaluate the performance of the fund portfolios analysing the intercepts (alpha values) from
regressions of the two-asset pricing models. If the regression is close to zero (and statistically
insignificant), it implies that the model explains the returns on the fund portfolios.
If the estimated alpha is positive/negative (and statistically significant) for the
positive/negative portfolios, respectively, it implies that the model does not explain the returns
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on the test portfolios and that the ‘smart money’ effect exists. Significantly, positive alpha for
positive cash flows indicates that new investors tend to select funds that subsequently perform
well. In addition, a significantly positive alpha for negative cash flows indicates that investors
may realize their gains too soon. Hence, an assessment of whether the ‘smart money’ effect
exists will be made using the alpha values from a three-factor (Fama and French, 1996) and
four-factor (Carhart, 1997) models. The respective equations for these performance measures
are as per equation 5.8 where a three-factor model is without momentum.

5.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter discussed the development of research questions and hypotheses based on the
gap found in the previous literature review chapter. This chapter described the data collection
procedures and research design in four separate analyses used to examine the performance,
screening and fund flows in IMFs. The first empirical methodology outlined how we intended
to assess the performance of IMFs. The second empirical methodology discussed in Chapter 5
detailed how we intended to investigate how different screening intensities affected fund
performance. Malaysia has two Islamic indices that apply different screening strategies. These
indices are FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS Shariah (FBMES) and FTSE Bursa Malaysia
Hijrah Shariah (FBMHS). We made use of these benchmarks to see if the difference in
screening methodologies could explain IMF performance. We took the approach from
investors who wished to benchmark their funds against either one of these benchmarks, with
the FBMES being generally more restrictive in terms of screening intensity than the FBMHS.
We also added MSCI Malaysia Islamic index (MSCIMI) as we considered that it had the
most restricted screening strategy available.
The third empirical methodology outlined in Chapter 5 concerned fund flows, in particular, if
the fund selection behaviour of IMF investors differed from CMF investors. We argued that
because IMF investors violated strict utility maximisation, whereby rational investors should
only care about return and risk, we argued that while IMF investors were also concerned
about risk and returns, they were also careful whether their investments complied with their
religious obligations. The question was that if investors in CMFs choose funds based on past
performance, did this also apply to IMF investors. In the fourth and the last empirical
methodology, we used portfolio level approach where we constructed 10 various portfolios of
IMFs based on their previous year money-flows and examined their performance.
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Chapter 6 . Empirical Results
6.1 Introduction
This chapter is divided into four sections reporting the results for the four
methodologies presented in the Chapter 5 related to three main issues, performance,
screening, and fund flows in Malaysian Islamic mutual funds (IMFs). The first two
sections report the findings of performance and screening while the next two sections
report the findings on the fund flows. In the first section, we reports the results if the
performance of IMFs are different from the conventional mutual funds (CMFs). In the
second section, we reports the results if screening intensity affect IMF performance. In
the third section, we reports if IMFs chase past performance and in the final section is if
IMF investors are able to identify IMFs that are good performer in the future.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents the results for the analysis of
IMF performance. Section 6.3 provides the findings concerning the impact of screening
on IMF performance. Section 6.4 details the outcomes of the analysis on the reaction of
IMF investors towards past performance and other fund characteristics. Section 6.5
presents the results concerning the ‘smart money’ effect in IMFs. Section 6.6 concludes.

6.2 Islamic mutual fund performance
This section presents the results for the analysis of IMF performance, which
corresponds to the section 5.2 of the Research Methodologies chapter. It reports the
findings related to the Research Question 1, which in turn addresses four related
hypotheses to the issues of comparative performance of IMFs and CMFs in Malaysia.
6.2.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 6.1 provides a summary of the main fund characteristics of the 46 IMFs and 101
CMFs sampled for the analysis, namely, the number of fund families, net asset value
(NAV), age, the management expense ratio (MER) and management fees. As shown, in
the sample, 24 management companies managed IMFs and 27 management companies
managed CMFs. On average, each of these management companies offers two IMFs
and four CMFs. Further investigation shows that three companies focus exclusively on
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IMFs and five companies on CMFs. This suggests that despite incentives recently
introduced by financial regulators in Malaysia for fund management companies to offer
IMFs, not all management companies have taken advantage of these opportunities.
Interestingly, the mean NAV in IMFs greatly exceeds that of CMFs. This could be
because of the smaller number of IMFs available relative to CMFs, which then causes
subscriptions to centre on these funds. Importantly, compared with IMFs, investors have
more choices available to invest in different CMFs. The sample of IMFs is also
relatively younger than CMFs by about four years. This is because IMFs are relatively
new to the Malaysian market with the first IMF only introduced in 1993. As shown in
the last four columns of Table 6.1, only NAV and age are significantly different across
the two types of funds. The mean and standard deviation of NAV of IMFs are
significantly larger and more dispersed than that of CMFs, at the 10 and 5 percent
respectively. The age of IMFs shows no difference in dispersion, but they are
significantly younger than CMFs at the 5 percent level. The differences in means for
MER and management fees are very small and are not statistically significant between
these types of funds. However, fees charged by IMFs are much more dispersed (the test
for equality of variance is significant at 10 percent) than those of CMFs.
Table 6.1 Characteristics of IMFs and CMFs as at December 2009
This table reports the fund characteristics of Malaysian Islamic mutual funds (IMF) and conventional mutual funds
(CMF). NAV is net asset value in millions of Malaysian Ringgit. AGE is in years since inception. MER is the
management expense ratio as a percentage. FEE is the management fees as a percentage. N and Std. dev. are the
number of funds in the sample and the standard deviation, respectively. The null hypothesis for the two-sided
variance test is equal variances for IMFs and CMFs. The null hypothesis of the one-sided test is that the mean for
IMFs is less than the mean for CMFs. The variance test determines whether the means test assumes equal or unequal
variances.
Variable
No. of funds
No. of families
NAV
AGE
MER
FEE

N
46
24
43
46
42
46

IMF
Mean Std. dev.
–
–
–
–
252.27
454.84
8.92
8.96
1.59
0.49
1.52
0.26

N
101
27
83
101
86
101

CMF
Mean Std. dev
–
–
–
–
122.20
221.30
12.60
9.90
1.90
2.29
1.50
0.14

Equality of variance
F-statistic p-value
–
–
–
–
13.028
0.000
2.137
0.146
0.758
0.386
2.841
0.094

Equality of means
t- statistic p-value
–
–
–
–
1.770
0.083
–2.147
0.034
–0.857
0.393
0.411
0.682

Table 6.2 presents the descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients of monthly
excess returns of mutual fund portfolios, the three-month Malaysian Treasury bill rate,
market benchmarks and other risk factors from 1996 to 2009. As shown in Panel A in
Table 6.2, the empirical characteristics of negative skewness, excess kurtosis and nonnormality in most portfolio returns are the dominant features of the data.
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Panel B in Table 6.2 displays the Pearson correlation coefficients of each mutual fund
portfolio and the risk factors. Mutual fund returns indicate high correlations with the
returns of the FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 (FBM100) and Worldscope broad market
indices. Similarly, the market indices closely correlate with each other, with
significantly high positive correlation coefficients. However, the correlations between
the risk factors are relatively low and unlikely to lead to multicollinearity problems in
the OLS regressions.
Table 6.2 Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix
This table reports the mean, median, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation for excess market returns. Fund
returns are from equally-weighted portfolio of funds in each fund category, Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) and
conventional mutual funds (CMFs). Returns are monthly excess returns in decimals, i.e. 0.068 not 6.8%. IMFs and
CMFs refer to Islamic mutual funds and conventional mutual funds, respectively. N and Std. dev. denote number of
funds and standard deviation, respectively. SMB is small-minus-big; HML is high-minus-low; MOM is momentum,
and TB is the three-month Malaysian Treasury bill rate. In Panel B, figures below the correlation coefficients are p–
values for tests of significance of coefficients.

HML

MOM

TB

0.0015
0.0063
0.1614
–0.2157
0.0533
–0.4040
5.2796

WorldFBM100
scope
SMB
Panel A: Descriptive statistics
–0.0004
0.0006 –0.0002
–0.0023
0.0037
0.0068
0.0066
–0.0048
0.1996
0.2930
0.2866
0.1521
–0.2521 –0.2776 –0.2853
–0.3434
0.0601
0.0804
0.0804
0.0511
–0.2896 –0.1265 –0.1082
–2.1145
5.6765
5.6072
5.9643
18.6567

0.0092
0.0027
0.3163
–0.1198
0.0437
2.7407
19.6216

–0.0061
0.0069
0.1681
–0.9084
0.1043
–5.1834
41.1253

0.0030
0.0024
0.0080
0.0015
0.0013
1.3706
3.9474

40.7013
<0.0001

52.1829
<0.0001

2131.5
<0.0001

10862.03
<0.0001

58.533
<0.0001

–

–

–

IMF
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque–Bera
(JB)
JB p-value
IMF

1.000

CMF

0.974
<0.001
0.896
<0.001
0.932
<0.001
0.373
<0.001
0.347
<0.001
–0.387
<0.001
–0.190
0.013

FBM100
Worldscope
SMB
HML
MOM
TB

CMF

–
1.000
0.944
<0.001
0.967
<0.001
0.338
<0.001
0.388
<0.001
–0.425
<0.001
–0.235
0.002

47.7431 61.4696 1830.144
<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Panel B: Correlation matrix
–
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

–

1.000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.000

–

–

–

–

–

1.000

–

0.982
<0.001
0.113
0.145
0.422
<0.001
–0.445
<0.001
–0.243
<0.001

1.000
0.272
<0.001
0.450
<0.001
–0.469
<0.001
–0.240
<0.001

0.273
<0.000
–0.308
<0.001
–0.057
0.459

1.000
–0.602
<0.001
0.042
0.585

–0.070
0.363

1.000
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6.2.2 Security selection models
This section provides the results of the empirical analysis of six performance measures
used to gauge the performance of IMFs relative to CMFs. The performance measures
used are: (i) raw returns, (ii) excess returns, (iii) the Sharpe ratio, (iv) the Treynor ratio,
(v) the one-factor model (CAPM), (also known as Jensen’s alpha) and (vi) the Carhart’s
four-factor model. We estimate the models at both the portfolio and individual fund
levels. At the portfolio level, we measure the difference between IMF and CMF
portfolios by estimating those performance measures on a ‘difference’ portfolio, which
is a portfolio constructed by deducting the time-series returns between IMF and CMF
portfolios.
Raw return, excess return, the Sharpe (1964) and the Treynor (1965) ratios
Table 6.3 presents monthly means for raw returns and excess returns, the Sharpe ratio
and the Treynor ratio for IMFs and CMFs as well as the difference between IMFs and
CMFs. Panel A in Table 6.3 presents the results for the portfolio level while Panel B
presents the results for the fund level. We compare the performance of mutual fund
portfolio returns using two indices, the FBM100 and the Worldscope indices.
The mean returns for both IMFs and CMFs are 0.45 and 0.26 percents per month,
respectively. However, after taking into account the risk-free rate, the mean excess
returns of IMFs remain positive at 0.15 percent per month, but the mean excess returns
for CMFs are negative at –0.04 percent per month. Both the mean returns and mean
excess returns for IMF portfolio are higher than the market benchmarks (the FBM100
and Worldscope indices). In contrast, the means returns and excess returns for CMFs
are lower than these market benchmarks as well as those of IMFs.Although the IMF
returns exceed the returns of the markets, the returns are less volatile. In addition, the
beta of the IMFs is lower than that of the CMFs. This gives an initial indicator of the
attractiveness of IMFs compared to CMFs in that IMFs have higher returns but lower
risk, both total and systematic.
The Sharpe ratio shows the measurement of mean excess returns compared to the total
risk represented by standard deviation. This measure gives the unit of reward received
when taking an extra unit of total risk. The results suggest that investment in IMFs earn
a Sharpe ratio of 2.85 percent per month, which is the higher than a comparable
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investment in CMFs (–0.59 percent) or investments in the Malaysian market as a whole.
The Treynor ratio indicates the measurement of mean excess returns compared to the
systematic risk represented by beta (β). Similar to the Sharpe ratio, the Treynor ratio
shows that IMFs outperform CMFs regardless of the benchmarks used.
The findings of these basic performance models lead us to conclude that IMFs
outperform both the market benchmarks and CMFs when relative performance
measures are used. Although the relative performance measures (raw returns, excess
returns, Sharpe ratio and Treynor ratio) are commonly used in practice, and the results
show that IMFs (CMFs) outperform (underperform) the market benchmarks and CMFs,
these measures can only be used in ranking funds in relation to their peers in that they
provide no fundamental statistical or economic meaning. Therefore, we provide the
results of the single- and multi-factor models in the followings sections. These
performance models, based on the CAPM, give an estimate of the intercept (alpha),
which refers to fund performance in relation to the benchmark return. Using these
measures allows us to explore mutual fund performance without comparing other funds.
Table 6.3 Mean raw return, mean excess return, Sharpe and Treynor ratios
This table reports the descriptive statistics of mutual funds returns in the sample between
February 1996 and December 2009. Funds grouped by Islamic mutual fund (IMF) and
conventional mutual fund (CMF). All performance measures are in monthly terms.

IMF
CMF
FBM100
Worldscope
Panel A: Mean raw return, mean excess returns and Sharpe ratio
Mean raw return
0.0045
0.0026
0.0036
0.0028
Mean excess return
0.0015
–0.0004
0.0006
–0.0002
Std. dev.
0.0533
0.0601
0.0804
0.0804
Sharpe ratio
0.0285
–0.0059
0.0072
–0.0026
Panel B: Beta and Treynor ratio using FBM100 as equity benchmark
Beta
0.5944
0.7068
1.000
–
Treynor
0.0026
–0.0000
–
–
Panel C: Beta and Treynor ratio using Worldscope index as equity benchmark
Beta
0.6177
0.7234
–
1.0000
Treynor
0.0025
–0.0005
–
–

One- factor model (Jensen, 1968)
Table 6.4 provides the results for the analysis of performance employing the using onefactor model (Jensen, 1968) using the Worldscope and FBM100 indices as market
benchmarks. Panel A in Table 6.4 presents the results for the one-factor model at the
portfolio level while Panel B estimates the individual mutual fund performance results.
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As shown, the alpha estimate for IMFs is 0.16 percent per month, which is higher than
that of CMF portfolio (–0.02 percent). Even though the alphas of both portfolios are not
significantly different from zero, the alphas of the ‘difference’ portfolio (IMFs–CMFs)
are significant at 5 percent level for both markets benchmarks. This signifies that even
though IMF portfolio underperforms both market benchmarks, it significantly
outperforms CMF portfolio.
Table 6.4 One-factor model (Jensen, 1968)
This table reports the results of the estimations of Jensen’s one-factor model at the portfolio and individual levels in
Panels A and B, respectively. The funds estimates are for the period February 1996 to December 2009, using ordinary
least square. All t-statistics are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation following Newey and West (1987).
The portfolio analysis in Panel A is calculated using the equally-weighted method. Alpha indicates the monthly
abnormal returns of the portfolio. R2 is the adjusted R2. In Panel B, # indicates total number of funds with positive or
negative [ ] coefficients in the sample. * indicates total number of funds with positive or negative coefficients [ ] that
are significant at least at the10% level.

Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
IMF
CMF
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Worldscope as market index
Alpha
0.0016
0.3697 –0.0002
0.8853
0.0018
0.0014
Beta
0.6177
0.7234
0.048 <0.0001
0.047 <0.0001
–
–
–
–
Adj. R2
0.87
0.94
FBM100 as market index
Alpha
0.0012
0.5912 -0.0008
0.6803
0.0022
0.0019
Beta
0.5944
0.7068
0.0479 <0.0001
0.0473 <0.0001
–
–
–
–
Adj. R2
0.80
0.89
Panel B: Individual fund level (number of positive and negative [ ] funds)
Coef.#
p-value* Coef.#
p-value*
Worldscope as market index
–
–
Alpha
18 [28]
4 [ 9] 44 [57]
6 [18]
FBM100 as market index
–
–
Alpha
20 [26]
3 [ 5] 41 [60]
6 [16]

Coef.
0.0019
–0.1057

IMF–CMF
Std. err. p-value
0.0009
0.0124

0.0484
<0.0001

–

–

–

0.0019
–0.1124

0.0009

0.0348
<0.0001

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.0114

The adjusted R2 for both portfolios ranges from 80 to 94 percent with both market
benchmarks. In general, the adjusted R2 for IMFs are lower than that of CMFs for both
market benchmarks. This indicates a conventional benchmark bias toward CMFs. The
high adjusted R2 is also an indicator that fund managers employ a passive strategy by
following the market closely, but are unable to perform well. Given the data used in this
study is net of annual management fees, the underperformance may results from
expenses and fees, as pointed in Jensen (1968) and Malkiel (1995). Nevertheless,
because the available data are limited, this study is unable to investigate the
performance of mutual funds before deducting fees and expenses.
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Panel B of Table 6.4 provides the results for the estimates of individual mutual fund
performance. We provide figures for the number of positive and negative funds. The
results suggest that only a few funds were statistically significant. In total, 13 out of 46
IMFs have significantly outperformed (4) or underperformed (9) the Worldscope index.
In contrast, 24 out of 101 CMFs have significantly outperformed (6) or underperformed
(18) the Worldscope index. Relative to the number of sample of each fund types, IMFs
are able to generate slightly higher number of funds with positive alpha compared to
CMFs (9 percent of positive alpha compared to only 6 percent in CMFs).
Using alternative index (FBM100), 8 out of 46 IMFs have significantly outperformed
(3) or underperformed (5) the market index. In contrast, 22 out of 101 CMFs have
significantly outperformed (6) or underperformed (16) the same index. Relative to the
number of sample of each fund types, similarly, IMFs are able to generate slightly
higher number of funds with positive alpha compared to CMFs (7 percent of positive
alpha compared to only 6 percent in CMFs).
Four-factor (Carhart, 1997) model
For the four-factor model, we use benchmarks data provided by the Style Research Ltd.,
which in turn employs the Worldscope database to construct the benchmarks. As
discussed in section 5.2.2, the factor returns for four-factor models for other countries
are not easily available, so we use the on-line research tool provided by Style Research
Ltd. to construct monthly returns for the four-factor return portfolios.
Table 6.5 summarises the results using the four-factor model for IMFs, CMFs and the
‘difference’ (IMFs–CMFs) portfolios using a broad market benchmark provided by
Worldscope. Panel A and Panel B in Table 6.5 present the results at the portfolio and
individual fund levels, respectively. As shown in Panel A of Table 6.5, the four-factor
alpha for CMFs is 0.10 percent and not statistically significant. This means that CMFs
are unable to outperform the Worldscope market, size, style, and momentum
benchmarks. Surprisingly, the four-factor alpha for the IMF portfolio is 0.33 percent
and significant at the 5 percent level. This indicates that on average, the IMF portfolio is
able to outperform these four factor benchmarks during the sample period. When we
examine the difference in the four-factor alpha across IMFs and CMFs, the result
indicates there is a significant difference between the four-factor alphas, as the p-value
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is significant at the 5 percent level. Similar to the results using the one-factor model, the
IMFs market beta is 0.63 compared with 0.74 for the CMF market beta which suggests
that the IMFs exhibit lower risk than CMFs, and the difference is statistically significant
at the 1 percent level.
Table 6.5 Carhart’s four-factor performance measure
This table reports the results for the estimation of Carhart’s four-factor model at the portfolio and individual levels in
Panels A and B, respectively. The sample period is February 1996 to December 2009 estimated using ordinary least
squares. All t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation following Newey and West (1987). The
portfolio in Panel A is equally-weighted. Alpha indicates the monthly abnormal returns of the portfolio. R2 is the
adjusted R2. In Panel B, # indicates total number of funds with positive or negative [ ] coefficients in the sample. *
indicates total number of funds with positive or negative coefficients [ ] that are significant at least at the10% level.

Alpha
Market
SMB
HML
MOM
Adj. R2

Alpha
SMB
HML
MOM

Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
IMF
CMF
IMF–CMF
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Coef.
Std. err.
0.0033
0.0015
0.0351
0.0010 0.0011
0.3676
0.0023 0.0010
0.6344
0.0493 <0.0001
0.7351 0.0526 <0.0001 –0.1007 0.0143
0.1615
0.0490
0.0012
0.1137 0.0506
0.0260
0.0479 0.0164
–0.1156
0.0437
0.0090
–0.0878 0.0311
0.0054 –0.0278 0.0283
0.0269
0.0196
0.1726
0.0162 0.0164
0.3236
0.0107 0.0094
0.89
0.94
Panel B: Individual fund level (Number of positive and negative [ ] funds)
ppCoef.#
value*
Coef.#
value*
15 [31]
–
3 [ 4]
45 [56]
–
17 [25]
–
–
33 [13]
–
16 [ 3]
78 [23]
–
53 [ 8]
–
–
21 [25]
–
6 [ 4]
33 [68]
–
5 [23]
–
–
34 [12]
–
18 [ 1]
67 [34]
–
34 [10]
–
–

p-value
0.0189
<0.0001
0.0039
0.3270
0.2598

–
–
–
–

In terms of investment styles, it appears that both IMFs and CMFs have similar
investment styles. In relation to size preference, both types of portfolios prefer small
stocks than big stocks, given the SMB factor loading is 0.16 for IMFs and 0.11 for
CMFs. However, the factor loading for SMB for IMFs is lower and the difference is
statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The HML factor loading for IMFs is –0.12
and for CMFs is –0.09, suggesting that both types of portfolios display a preference for
growth-to-value stocks. The ‘difference’ portfolio shows no significance difference
between the HML factor loadings for IMFs and CMFs. Finally, considering the loadings
for MOM, both portfolios exhibit no preference for a momentum investment style, as
the factor loadings are not significant for both portfolios. Similarly, the ‘difference’
portfolio shows that the difference between these styles for both portfolios is not
significant. In sum, it would appear that the IMF portfolio displays a relative preference
for small cap and growth oriented stocks, which is with Girard and Hassan (2005),
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Renneboog et al. (2008a) and Hoepner et al. (2011). The strong preference of IMFs to
lower beta stocks and smaller cap stock may result to the significant outperformance of
IMFs over the four-factor benchmarks as well as to CMFs.
Panel B in Table 6.5 provides comparable estimates for the analysis of individual
mutual fund performance. Similar to the results for the one-factor model, there are more
funds with negative as against positive performance. In total, 7 out of 46 IMFs have
significantly outperformed (3 IMFs) or underperformed (4 IMFs) the four-factor
benchmarks. In contrast, 42 out of 101 CMFs have significantly outperformed (17
CMFs) or underperformed (25 CMFs) the same benchmarks. Relative to the number of
sample of each fund types, CMFs are able to generate higher number of funds with
positive alpha compared to CMFs (17 percent of positive alpha compared to only 7
percent in IMFs). This is in contrast to the analysis at the portfolio level.
We suggest that the differences in results are because the portfolio removes
unsystematic or fund-specific risk through diversification. This makes the funds of a
particular type form a portfolio only comprising systematic or market risk (even when
the sample is only relatively small). This should make for a stronger relationship if there
is one in any subsequent time-series regression, especially if there is time-series
autocorrelation. The constant or error term in the subsequent regression helps to remove
any remaining unsystematic (non-factor) risk. However, in fund level regression, all this
unsystematic risk must be captured in a single constant and the error term. In a model
with a few factors, this means a lot of systematic risk remains and the market
relationship as indicated by the regression coefficients will not be strong.
6.2.3 Market timing model
Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 respectively, present the results for the analysis of security
selection and market timing ability following Treynor–Mazuy and Henriksson–Merton
models. Table 6.6 (Treynor–Mazuy approach) reveals that both portfolios of managed
funds exhibit security selection and market timing coefficients insignificantly different
from zero irrespective of the benchmarks used. However, there is evidence that IMFs
have better security selection (when benchmarking against Worldscope and FBM100)
and poorer market timing ability (when benchmarking against the FBM100) than CMFs
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as the ‘difference portfolio’ (IMF–CMF) displays significant differences in means, at
the 5 percent level.
Panel B in Table 6.6 presents the respective result of the analysis of security selection
and timing ability at the individual fund level. Of 147 funds, 30 (27) funds have
selectivity estimates significantly different from zero, while 10 (10) funds are
significantly positive when performance is compared to the Worldscope broad
(FBM100) index. More than half of the funds record negative security selection
estimates. The market timing performance of individual funds provides even greater
evidence of the inability of Malaysian fund managers to outperform. Of 46 IMFs, only
nine funds have timing ability significantly different from zero, where three funds are
significantly positive. Six funds record negative timing estimates, which implies they
time the market in the wrong direction. In contrast, five of the 101 CMF managers
demonstrate positive timing ability while 10 fund managers time the market in the
wrong direction.
Table 6.6 Market timing performance measure, Treynor–Mazuy model
This table reports the results for the estimation of timing ability using the Treynor–Mazuy model at the portfolio and
individual levels in Panels A and B, respectively. The sample period is February 1996 to December 2009 using
ordinary least square. All t-statistics are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation following Newey and
West (1987). The portfolios are constructed using equal weights. Alpha indicates the monthly abnormal returns of the
portfolio. Gamma is the coefficient of the quadratic variable representing market timing ability. R2 represents the
adjusted correlation coefficient. In Panel B, # indicates total number of funds with positive or negative [ ] coefficients
in the sample. * indicates total number of funds with positive or negative coefficients [ ] that are significant at least at
10% level. The table omits estimates for market beta. The qualitative results are similar with the estimates using onefactor model

CMF
p-value
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Coef.
Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
Worldscope as market index
Alpha
0.0023
0.0017
0.1825 <0.0001 0.0011
0.9799
0.0023
Gamma –0.0979
0.199
0.6233 –0.0277 0.1996
0.8898 –0.0702
Adj. R2
–
0.87
–
–
–
–
–
FBM100 as market index
Alpha
0.0018
0.0020
0.3705 –0.0007 0.0016
0.6461
0.0025
Gamma –0.0998
0.2703
0.7126 –0.0072 0.2680
0.9786 –0.0926
Adj. R2
–
0.80
–
–
0.89
–
–
Panel B: Individual fund level (Number of positive and negative [ ] funds)
Coef.#
p-value* Coef.#
p-value*
Worldscope as market index
Alpha
14 [32]
–
2 [ 6] 45 [56]
–
8 [14]
–
Gamma 26 [20]
–
4 [ 5] 53 [48]
–
2 [ 8]
–
FBM100 as market index
Alpha
17 [29]
–
3 [ 5] 23 [23]
–
3 [ 6]
–
Beta2
42 [59]
–
7[12] 49 [52]
–
5 [10]
–
Coef.
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IMF
Std. err.

IMF–CMF
Std. err. p-value

0.0010
0.0625
–

0.0257
0.2628
–

0.0010
0.0445
–

0.0124
0.0389
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–
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Table 6.7 reports the security selection and market timing estimates using the
Henriksson–Merton approach. As shown, the results are largely consistent with those in
Table 6.6. Consistent with the security selection estimates using the Treynor–Mazuy
approach, the security selection coefficients for the ‘difference’ portfolio (IMF–CMF) is
significant at the 5 percent level. In contrast, the market timing coefficients for the
‘difference’ portfolios (IMF–CMF) are insignificant irrespective of the of market
benchmark used.
Table 6.7 Market timing performance measure, Henriksson–Merton model
This table reports the results for the estimation of timing ability using the Henriksson–Merton model at the portfolio
and individual levels in Panels A and B, respectively. The sample period is February 1996 to December 2009 using
ordinary least square. All t-statistics are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation following Newey and
West (1987). The portfolios are constructed using equal weights. Alpha indicates the monthly abnormal returns of the
portfolio. Delta is the coefficient of the quadratic variable representing market timing ability. R2 represents the
adjusted correlation coefficient. In Panel B, # indicates total number of funds with positive or negative [ ] coefficients
in the sample. * indicates total number of funds with positive or negative coefficients [ ] that are significant at least at
10% level. The table omits estimates for market beta. The qualitative results are similar with the estimates using onefactor model.

Coef.

Alpha
Delta
Adj. R2

0.0021
–0.0152

Alpha
Delta
Adj. R2

0.0024
–0.0451

Alpha
Delta
Alpha
Gamma

–

IMF
Std. err.

CMF
p-value
Coef. Std. err. p-value
Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
Worldscope as market index

0.0021
0.0880
0.87

0.3262
0.8630

0.0027
0.1193
0.80

0.3723
0.7059

–

–0.0006
0.0125

0.0016
0.0827
0.94

0.7267
0.8803

0.0023
0.1125
0.89

0.8364
0.9247

–
FBM100 as market index
–0.0005
–0.0107

–

Coef.

0.0026
–0.0277

–
0.0029
–0.0344

IMF–CMF
Std. err. p-value

0.0012
0.0308

–
0.0011
0.0248

Panel B: Individual fund level (Number of positive and negative [ ] funds)
Coef.#
p-value* Coef. #
p-value*
Worldscope as market index
17 [29]
–
9 [ 3]
42 [59]
–
15 [ 5]
–
–
27 [19]
–
4 [ 5]
52 [49]
–
3 [ 8]
–
–
FBM100 as market index
23 [23]
–
4 [ 4]
50 [51]
–
5[ 7]
–
–
19 [27]
–
3 [ 9]
43 [58]
–
1 [10]
–
–

0.0333
0.3696

–
0.0121
0.1663

–
–
–
–

Overall, the insignificant selectivity and timing coefficients (irrespective of the
benchmark employed) suggest that Malaysian fund managers as a whole do not possess
significant security selection or market timing abilities which is consistent with the most
studies [see, for example, Abdullah et al. (2007), Sawicki and Ong (2000) and Sinclair
(1990)]. Interestingly, supporting results of the one-factor and four-factor models, there
is strong evidence that IMFs have better security selection ability compared with CMFs.
In contrast, we find weak evidence that IMF managers are worse market timer
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compared with CMF managers. These findings support our first and second hypothesis
that IMF managers exhibit different selectivity and possess lower market timing ability
compared to CMF managers. The possible reason is that Shariah prohibits fund
managers from engaging in excessive speculative activity. Thus, this prohibition affects
the ability of IMF managers to undertake market timing of any form.
6.2.4 Diversification and net selectivity models
Panel A and Panel B in Table 6.8 respectively provide the results of the estimation for
diversification and net selectivity using the Fama’s original specification and extended
specification using the four-factor benchmark. Using the Worldscope index as the
market benchmark, the costs of inadequate diversification for IMFs and CMFs are
insignificantly negative for the one-factor (–0.01 and –0.02) and four-factor (–0.96 and
–0.36) models The negative diversification is because the benchmark returns is lower
than the risk free rate and this indicates a loss of performance due to portfolio allocation
choice (Fama, 1972). Our result of negative diversification is similar with Hassan et al.
(2010) in their sample of Malaysian IMFs. The differences in diversification costs
between IMFs and CMFs are also not statistically significant. Using F100, the cost of
inadequate diversification is economically small and there is no significant difference
between IMFs and CMFs. This is an interesting finding in that even though IMFs
impose Shariah screening on portfolios, it has little apparent influence on the
diversification of unsystematic risk.
Furthermore, the performance measures of net selectivity, that is the net performance
after taking into account the diversifiable risk are close to the previous results of the
one-factor and the four-factor alphas. Interestingly, the difference in net selectivity
between IMFs and CMFs are significant at least at the 5 percent level for both market
benchmarks as well as for both one-factor and four-factor models. The results suggest
that the Shariah screening activities do not impose significant diversification costs on
investors in that IMF investors enjoy well-diversified portfolios seemingly despite
rigorous screening activity. This is consistent with the view that a portfolio does not
require a large number of stocks to be well diversified, which implies that Shariah
constraints have little influence on the diversification of idiosyncratic risk. In fact,
screening activities yield additional risk-adjusted returns to IMFs as the net selectivity
estimates for the IMF–CMF portfolio is significantly positive. Thus, the results do not
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support our hypothesis that IMFs suffer higher diversification costs in comparison to
CMFs, and thus earn lower net risk adjusted returns (net selectivity).
Table 6.8 Diversification and net selectivity
This table presents the cost of inadequate diversification (DIV1 and DIV4) and net selectivity (NS1 and NS4) which were
introduced by Fama (1972) [see Equations (5.11) – (5.14)], for equally-weighted IMF and CMF portfolio in Malaysia. The
table also reports the differences in estimates for IMFs and CMFs. The t-statistics are one sample t-test for individual
portfolios and paired samples t tests for the difference in estimates between the IMF and CMF portfolios.

IMF
Coef.

DIV1.
NS1

–1.14E–05
1.66E–03

DIV1.
NS1

4.37E–05
1.13E–03

DIV4.
NS4

–9.62E–05
3.36E–03

Std. err.

CMF
pvalue

IMF–CMF
pvalue

Coef.
Std. err.
Coef.
Panel A: One-factor model
Worldscope as market index
2.78E–04 0.9674 –1.80E–06
2.78E–04 0.9905 –9.58E–06
1.51E–03 0.2757 –2.04E–04
1.18E–03 0.8636
1.86E–03
FBM100 as market index
4.25E–04 0.9182
2.34E–05
2.56E–04 0.9276
2.04E–05
1.87E–03 0.5454 –7.84E–04
1.54E–03 0.6122
1.92E–03
Panel B: Four-factor model (Worldscope as market index)
2.16E–04 0.6570 –3.61E–05
1.24E–04 0.7710 –6.01E–05
1.34E–03 0.0129
1.01E–03
1.07E–03 0.3500
2.35E–03

Std. err.

p-value

1.28E–04
9.22E–04

0.9403
0.0454

1.68E–04
8.98E–04

0.9040
0.0340

9.31E–05
8.95E–04

0.5194
0.0095

6.2.5 Fund performance in losing markets and financial crises
Table 6.9 presents the performance of IMFs and CMFs in losing markets and in the
three crises periods, namely the Asian financial crisis (AFC) (July 1997 to August
1998), global internet bubble (GIB) (April 2000 to September 2002) and global credit
crisis (GCC) (July 2007 to February 2009). The study uses one-factor and four-factor
models to test if IMF performance is significantly better in losing markets and during
financial crises. For robustness, we use three indices to represent the losing markets,
which are the Worldscope broad market index, the FBMKLCI and the FBM100.
As shown, none of the dummy variables (for both IMFs and CMFs) that represent
losing markets exhibit significant coefficients. This implies that IMFs do not perform
better than the market when market returns are negative. However, the estimate for this
dummy in the ‘difference’ portfolio (IMF–CMF) is significantly different from zero at
the 5 percent level. This implies that even though the IMF portfolio does not outperform
the market during losing periods, it significantly outperformed the CMF portfolio by 5
percent per month during bearish markets.
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Table 6.9 Financial performance in losing markets and financial crises
This table presents the intercepts (alpha) and coefficients of five dummy variables added to the one-factor and four-factor models in estimating the performance of
IMF, CMF and the ‘difference’ (IMF–CMF) portfolios in losing markets and financial crises as per Equations (5.15) and (5.16). DCMarket is a dummy variable for
losing markets for the respective market indices and the remaining three dummy variables are for the global credit crisis (DGCC), global internet bubble (DGIB) and
Asian financial crisis (AFC).

Model 1
(Worldscope index)
IMF
CMF
IMF–CMF

One-factor model
Model 2
(FBM100)
IMF
CMF
IMF–CMF

IMF

Alpha

0.0037

0.0032

0.0005

0.0050

0.0032

0.0018

0.0054

0.0038

0.0016

0.0036

0.0035

0.0002

Std. err.

0.0028

0.0024

0.0014

0.0034

0.0029

0.0013

0.0036

0.0033

0.0013

0.0027

0.0026

0.0012

p-value

0.1844

0.1795

0.6912

0.1467

0.2784

0.1660

0.1336

0.2534

0.2255

0.1908

0.1889

0.8955

–0.0023

–0.0061

0.0038

–0.0043

–0.0055

0.0012

–0.0053

–0.0068

0.0016

0.0000

–0.0050

0.0050

Std. err.

0.0050

0.0047

0.0026

0.0050

0.0049

0.0024

0.0056

0.0058

0.0025

0.0052

0.0054

0.0025

p-value

0.6444

0.1966

0.1441

0.3930

0.2647

0.6273

0.3472

0.2430

0.5375

0.9998

0.3529

0.0433

DGCC

–0.0082

–0.0053

–0.0029

–0.0083

–0.0050

–0.0033

–0.0087

–0.0056

–0.0031

–0.0068

–0.0045

–0.0024

Std. err.

0.0039

0.0021

0.0027

0.0042

0.0029

0.0028

0.0043

0.0028

0.0027

0.0030

0.0018

0.0024

p-value

0.0343

0.0116

0.2881

0.0474

0.0834

0.2402

0.0428

0.0496

0.2534

0.0224

0.0141

0.3363

DGIB

–0.0033

–0.0008

–0.0025

–0.0056

–0.0036

–0.0020

–0.0053

–0.0033

–0.0020

–0.0026

–0.0005

–0.0021

Std. err.

0.0035

0.0031

0.0023

0.0050

0.0047

0.0022

0.0051

0.0051

0.0023

0.0025

0.0022

0.0025

p-value

0.3585

0.7913

0.2908

0.2614

0.4478

0.3753

0.3020

0.5186

0.3915

0.3123

0.8253

0.4061

DAFC

0.0060

0.0013

0.0048

0.0015

–0.0024

0.0039

0.0024

–0.0017

0.0041

0.0117

0.0043

0.0073

Std. err.

0.0150

0.0119

0.0076

0.0179

0.0156

0.0066

0.0172

0.0146

0.0068

0.0112

0.0090

0.0070

p-value

0.6880

0.9148

0.5335

0.9350

0.8757

0.5576

0.8908

0.9084

0.5510

0.3002

0.6299

0.2966

2

0.87

0.94

0.35

0.80

0.89

0.38

0.80

0.88

0.37

0.90

0.95

0.41

DCMarket

Adj. R
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Model 3
(FBMKLCI)
CMF
IMF–CMF

Four-factor model
Model 4
(Worldscope index)
IMF
CMF
IMF–CMF
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Surprisingly, of three crises periods examined, IMF portfolios performed significantly
worse during the GCC while the dummy coefficients representing the other two crises
periods (DGIB and DAFC) were not significantly different from zero in all models. The
results are also consistent for the CMF portfolio. In addition, these dummy variables
were also insignificant for the ‘difference’ portfolio (IMF–CMF) for all models. This
suggests the reactions of IMF and CMF investor towards the three major crises periods
are similar. That is, both types of funds behave in the same way, and neither are
immune to the financial crises.
This may be because about 88 percent (as at 2010) of the total Malaysian listed
securities is Shariah compliant. Thus, the investment universe for IMFs is close to that
of CMFs. Further, this investment universe is screened only using sectoral screening
where the levels of debt and liquidity ratios are not taken into account. Our results are
consistent with Abdullah et al. (2007) who find that IMFs outperform CMFs during
bearish economic condition. However, our findings contradict to Hoepner et al. (2011)
who find that IMFs significantly performs worse than equity market during AFC and
GIB but not affected at all in GCC.
6.2.6 Robustness tests
For the robustness of the results, we repeat our analysis using matched-pair samples of
IMFs and CMFs following Mallin et al. (1995) and Kreander et al. (2005). We closely
match each IMF with a comparable CMF based on the formation date, age (measured in
years and taking into account if the fund ceased operation or merged with another
funds) and size (in millions of RM). Owing to the small sample size of Malaysian
equity funds, the matched-pair method results in a total sample of only 35 IMFs and 35
CMFs. However, the advantage of this procedure is it limits any possible effects of age
and size bias, and therefore implicitly attributes any diﬀerence in risk-adjusted average
performance between IMF and CMF to Shariah screens (Bauer et al., 2005).
Table A2.1 to A2.7 in Appendix 2 report the analyses pertaining to our matched mutual
fund portfolios. Overall, we found that formation date, age, and size-matching
procedures do not alter our conclusions with respect to the differences in performance.
The alphas for the ‘difference’ portfolios remain significantly different from zero, which
indicates that IMFs outperform CMFs. In addition, both IMFs and CMFs were unable to
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outperform their respective market

benchmarks. Further, IMFs significantly

outperformed CMFs in most of the performance models used.
6.2.7 Summary and discussion
This part of the empirical analysis offers new evidence on the performance of IMFs by
studying the robustness of IMF performance in two ways. First, we calculate several
different measures of performance, including multifactor models to determine whether
the return and risk characteristics of IMFs and CMFs differ. Second, we take into
account changes in market conditions over the entire period as well as during recent
crises period.
Our overall finding indicates that both IMFs and CMFs in Malaysia are generally
unable to outperform various market benchmarks during the sample period, except for
that IMFs appear to outperform the four-factor benchmarks. However, when we
compare the performance between IMFs and CMFs (the ‘difference’ portfolios), it is
interesting to find that IMFs are generally able to outperform CMFs at the aggregate
level. This implies that Shariah screening does not impose a significant cost on IMF
investors. In addition, the previous reported underperformance of IMFs may be due to
learning phase as argued by Bauer et al (2006). In relation to the risk factor, we find that
the market index or beta is the most significant risk factor along with small cap
companies. This implies that IMFs typically invest in stocks with lower betas and
smaller companies compared with CMFs. The low market beta also implies that IMFs
are generally less risky than comparable CMFs.
In terms of the ability of fund managers to time the market, both IMF and CMF
managers in Malaysia are poor at market timing. This is consistent with the previous
literature in the mainstream managed funds [see, for example, Sawicki and Ong (2000)
and Sinclair (1990)] as well as the previous literature on IMFs [see Abdullah et al.
(2007)]. As expected, the timing ability of IMF managers appears slightly worse than in
CMFs. This may be due to several reasons. First, the trading of securities in IMF
portfolio is at least sometimes for nonfinancial reasons. Second, IMFs may have a
longer time-horizon for investment. Finally, the limitation of IMF managers to involve
in excessive speculative activities may impede them from market timing activities at
any form.
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In terms of diversification cost, both types of funds, suffer the costs of
diversification. However the good news is, there is no significant difference
between these two types of funds. These findings further support previous findings
in the fund selectivity where Shariah screening does not impose any differential
costs on IMF investors. The results also indicate that there is no significant
difference between the performance of IMFs and CMFs across the three main
crises arising during the sample period. In addition, as in Abdullah et al. (2007),
IMFs underperform market benchmarks but outperform CMFs in bearish markets.
Even though, the overall findings of IMFs underperformance are consistent with
most of previous literature [see for example, Abdullah et al. (2007) in Malaysia
and Hayat and Kraeussl (2011) in all over the world], it contradicts to Mansor and
Bhatti (2011a, 2011b, 2011c) who found that both IMFs and CMFs outperformed
Malaysian market benchmark. They also found that there is no significant different
in performance between these funds. These inconsistencies could possibly because
of different types of funds used as a sample. While the sample of this study limits
to Malaysian equity funds, their study includes all available funds in Malaysia and
compares the performance of these funds with Malaysian equity benchmark.
The underperformance of IMFs is not only happening in Malaysia, but also for
IMFs in other countries such as Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. Even though, this study
found that IMFs outperformed CMFs, this does not happen in countries such as
Saudi Arabia [for examples, Merdad et al. (2010) and BinMahfouz and Hassan
(2012)] and Pakistan Pakistan [for example, Mahmud and Mirza (2011)]. The
potential reason could be due to the high number of Shariah compliant securities
(more than 80 percent) in Malaysian stock market compared to in Saudi Arabia and
Pakistan. In addition, for Pakistan, the current underdeveloped capital market
could possibly be one of the reasons.

6.3 Islamic mutual fund performance and Shariah screening
This section details the empirical results concerned with testing the hypotheses on
the impact of screening intensity on the performance of IMFs following empirical
methodology defined in section 5.3 of Chapter 5. We use factor loadings of
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Shariah risk factors as measures of screening intensity. The Shariah risk factor is
the difference in returns between two Shariah indices with different degrees of
screening intensity, which we include in the one-factor model. We select the MSCI
Malaysia Islamic (MSCIMI), the FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah (FBMHS)
and the FTSE Bursa Malaysia Emas Shariah (FBMES) to provide indices in order
from the highest-to-lowest degree of screening intensity.
6.3.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 6.10 presents descriptive statistics of the mean monthly excess returns from
an equally-weighted IMF portfolio (comprising 43 Malaysian IMFs) and the
relevant market indices. The mean excess return of IMFs is –0.0046 per month
which is higher than the mean excess return of the MSCIMI (–0.0059 per month)
but lower than that of the other three indices, the FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100
(FBM100), FBMES and FBMHS which have respective returns of –0.0017, 0.0010
and 0.0037 per month. The poorest performing Shariah index is the MSCIMI with
mean monthly excess returns of –0.0059.
Based on this times series descriptive analysis, our initial findings indicate that
IMFs underperform both conventional (FBM100) and two Malaysian originated
Shariah indices (FBMES and FBMHS) but outperform the other Shariah index,
MSCIMI index. The negative (–0.0046) performance of IMFs (previous section
reports positive performance, 0.0015) is mainly due to that returns data employed
are exclusive of distribution for both funds and indices. This may understate the
overall performance of IMFs especially when our portfolio contains more of
income funds. Slightly smaller sample size may also give impact on the return
performance of IMF portfolio. Another initial finding is that FBMES, which adopts
the most lenient screening strategy, underperforms FBMHS, which adopts higher
stringent screening strategy. MSCIMI, which employs the most stringent screening
practice, reports the lowest mean excess return per month.
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Table 6.10 Descriptive statistics of IMF, risk free rate and market portfolios
In this table, IMF is Islamic mutual funds. TB is the three-month Treasury bill rate.
FBM100, FBMES, FBMHS and MSCIMI are the FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100, FTSE Bursa
Malaysia EMAS Shariah, FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah and MSCI Malaysia
Islamic indices, respectively.

Mean
Median
Max.
Min.
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque–Bera
(JB)
JB p-value
Obs.

IMF
–0.0046
–0.0006
0.1642
–0.1373
0.0512
0.0777
3.7627

TB
0.0030
0.0024
0.0080
0.0015
0.0013
1.3414
3.8523

FBM100
–0.0017
0.0058
0.2908
–0.2784
0.0804
–0.1143
5.5976

FBMES
0.0010
0.0052
0.1330
–0.1694
0.0559
–0.3570
3.3615

FBMHS
0.0037
0.0050
0.1319
–0.1597
0.0507
–0.3349
3.4368

MSCIMI
–0.0059
0.0066
0.1074
–0.2093
0.0679
–1.0055
4.3959

4.2159
0.1215
167

55.4654
0.0000
167

47.3157
0.0000
167

3.3366
0.1886
125

3.1700
0.2049
119

6.7417
0.0344
27

In order to understand if there is a difference in mean excess returns between indices with
different screening strategies, we look at the difference in returns between two indices using
a paired sample test. Table 6.11 presents the results of the paired samples tests between
each of two indices. The difference in mean returns between MSCIMI and both FBMES
and FBMHS are –0.0018 and 0.0001, respectively. However, the difference in mean returns
is not significant. Nonetheless, there is a difference in the mean returns for FBMES and
FBMHS. The difference in mean returns between these two indices is 0.0042, which is
significant at 1 percent level. This implies that the difference in screening strategies
between the first two pairs of Shariah indices do not have significant impact on their return
differences, but the difference in screening strategies between the FBMHS and FBMES
results in significant differences in the returns.
Table 6.11 Paired samples t-test
This table shows the results of paired samples t-test between two Shariah indices with different screening
strategies. FBMES, FBMHS and MSCIMI are the FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS Shariah, FTSE Bursa
Malaysia Hijrah Shariah and MSCI Malaysia Islamic indices, respectively. Std.dev. is standard deviation.
Std. err. is standard error and df. is degrees of freedom

Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3

Return differences
between two market indices
MSCIMI –FBMHS
MSCIMI –FBMES
FBMHS –FBMES

Mean
–0.0018
0.0001
0.0042

Std. dev.
0.0211
0.0216
0.0147

Std. err.
mean
0.0041
0.0042
0.0014

t-test

df.

p-value

-0.4414
0.0223
3.1455

26
26
118

0.6626
0.9824
0.0021
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Table 6.12 presents descriptive analysis (Panel A) and the correlation coefficients
(Panel B) for all variables in the cross sectional regression. As shown, the mean age
and size for IMFs is 8.6 years and RM203 million, respectively. In terms of
performance, the Sharpe ratio is of 0.0055 while Jensen’s alpha is –0.0019. We
employ three measures of risk in this part of the analysis: total risk, systematic risk
and unsystematic risk, as proxied by the standard deviation of returns, the estimated
beta from a one-factor regression, and the residual variance from the same
regression, respectively. The mean total, systematic, and unsystematic risk are
0.0473, 0.7110 and 0.0253, respectively. Tests for normality indicate that all
variables follow a normal distribution, except for age, size, portfolio turnover (PTR)
and the management expense ratio (MER). We use the natural logarithm form for
both age and size to obtain a normally distributed series. Portfolio turnover (PTR)
and the management expense ratio (MER) remain unchanged. The correlations
between variables are low, as they are all less than 0.8. This indicates that there is no
serious multicollinearity problem among variables on the right-hand side of each
equation.
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Table 6.12 Cross sectional descriptive statistics and correlation for IMFs
This table presents the cross sectional descriptive statistics and correlation for IMFs. AGE is the age of the fund in months since fund inception, SZE is the fund
size based on the value of assets under management in RM million, SR is the Sharpe ratio, ALPHA is the alpha from the one-factor model, RSK. is the total risks
as the standard deviation of a fund returns, SYS. RSK. is the systematic risk calculated using the factor loading on the market return using FBM100 index.
UNSYS. RSK. is the unsystematic risk, MSCIMI–FBMHS, MSCIMI–FBMES and FBMHS–FBMES are the Shariah factor loadings on the differences in returns
between MSCIMI and FBMHS, MSCIMI and FBMES and MSCIMI and FBMHS, respectively, using a two-factor model. These Shariah factor loadings are
proxies for screening intensity (SCR. INTY.). In Panel B, figures below the correlation are p–values for tests of significance of coefficients.
N=43
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque–Bera (JB)
JB p-value.

AGE

SZE

8.6045
6.0904
41.1260
0.8164
9.2091
2.4928
8.7491
103.7512
<0.0001

203.0000
68.3074
1570.0000
0.8718
360.0000
3.0000
9.0000
118.5626
<0.0001

AGE

1.000

SZE

–0.185
0.234
–0.303
0.048
–0.477
0.001
0.391
0.009
–0.134
0.389
0.548
<0.001
–0.095
0.544
–0.041
0.739
0.168
0.281

SR
ALPHA
RSK
SYS RSK
UNSYS RSK
MSCIMI–FBMHS
MSCIMI–FBMES
FBMHS–FBMES

–
1.000
–0.028
0.851
0.098
0.527
0.239
0.121
<0.001
0.990
0.114
0.463
0.194
0.210
0.205
0.187
0.022
0.887

SR

ALPHA
RSK
SYS RSK
UNSYS RSK
Panel A. Cross sectional descriptive statistics
0.0055
–0.0019 0.0473
0.7110
0.0253
0.0128
–0.0018 0.0463
0.7415
0.0238
0.3591
0.0064 0.0755
0.9911
0.0410
–0.1698
–0.0096 0.0302
0.3843
0.0104
0.1021
0.0036 0.0093
0.1565
0.0076
0.7380
0.0803 0.6469
–0.1976
0.0591
4.6191
2.7220 3.4276
2.5752
2.0970
8.6003
0.1848 3.3265
0.6032
1.4859
0.0136
0.9118 0.1895
0.7396
0.4757
Panel B. Correlation (Spearman’s rho)
–
–
–
–
–

MSCIMI–
FBMHS
0.0187
0.0039
0.5411
–0.7170
0.2453
–0.0301
3.9004
1.4590
0.4822

MSCIMI–
FBMES
0.0061
0.0076
0.4117
–0.6287
0.2011
–0.7127
4.5853
8.1431
0.0171

FBMHS–
FBMES
–0.2165
–0.1520
0.5013
–1.3943
0.4364
–0.7767
3.1910
4.3886
0.1114

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.794
<0.001
–0.405
0.007
0.179
0.248
–0.319
0.037
0.108
0.487
0.179
0.249
–0.064
0.679

–0.435
0.003
–0.074
0.634
–0.538
0.000
0.125
0.422
0.208
0.180
0.028
0.857

1.000
0.379
0.007
0.710
<0.000
0.018
0.906
–0.232
0.133
–0.251
0.104

1.000
0.080
0.606
0.190
0.222
0.01
0.924
–0.246
0.110

1.000
0.045
0.772
–0.172
0.270
–0.381
0.011
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–
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6.3.2 Screening intensity and performance
Table 6.13 displays the results of the effect of screening intensity on IMF
performance where we use Sharpe ratio and Jensen’s alpha as measures of
performance in Panel A and Panel B of Table 6.13, respectively. The results indicate
that there is negative relationship between screening intensity and the Sharpe ratio
for all proxies used to represent screening intensity, however, not all are significant.
Similarly, the results indicate that there is no significant relationship between
screening intensity and Jensen’s alpha irrespective of the proxy used for screening
intensity.
These results contradict the findings in Renneboog et al. (2008a) and Nainggolan
(2011) where they find that screening intensity negatively affects the performance of
mutual funds. However, it concurs with the results in Lee et al. (2010) such that
there is no significant relationship between screening intensity and mutual fund
performance when using either the Sharpe ratio or Jensen’s alpha.
Table 6.13 The effect of screening intensity on IMF performance
This table presents the results from a cross sectional regression of the effect of screening intensity and fund
performance on individual IMF performance. SCR INTY is the screening intensity, AGE is the age of the fund at the
2009 financial year-end, SZE is the size of a fund in natural logarithm of assets under management (AUM). MSCI–
FBMHS, MSCI–FBMES and FBMHS–FBMES are the Shariah factor loadings on the difference in returns between
MSCIMI and FBMHS, MSCIMI and FBMES and MSCIMI and FBMHS, respectively, from a two-factor model.
These Shariah factor loadings are proxies for screening intensity (SCR. INTY.). The number of observation is 43.

Constant
SCR INTY
AGE
SZE
Adj. R2
Constant
SCR INTY
AGE
SZE
Adj. R2

MSCIMI-FBMHS
MSCIMI–FBMES
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Panel A: Sharpe ratio
0.0975
0.1380
0.4842
0.0905
0.1426
0.5293
–0.0310
0.0814
0.7051 –0.0465
0.0980
0.6379
–0.0421
0.0148
0.0072 –0.0410
0.0134
0.0040
–0.0010
0.0074
0.8945 –0.0007
0.0077
0.9257
0.09
0.09
Panel B: Jensen alpha
0.0023
0.0045
0.6191
0.0022
0.0047
0.6346
0.0001
0.0020
0.9667
0.0000
0.0021
0.9884
–0.0023
0.0004
0.0000 –0.0023
0.0004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.9561
0.0000
0.0002
0.9638
0.29
0.29

FBMHS–FBMES
Coef. Std. err. p-value
0.0838
–0.0320
–0.0388
–0.0010

0.1496
0.0379
0.0142
0.0077
0.10

0.5786
0.4027
0.0096
0.9005

0.0025
0.0003
–0.0023
0.0000

0.0050
0.0013
0.0004
0.0002
0.29

0.6161
0.8241
0.0000
0.9349

As shown, regardless of the proxy used for screening intensity and performance, age
remains a negative influence on performance. This suggests that younger funds
outperform older funds. However, there is no significant difference in performance
(using either the Sharpe ratio or risk-adjusted one-factor model) between funds with
smaller and larger assets under management (AUM).
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6.3.3 Screening intensity and risk
Table 6.14 presents the results of the impact of screening intensity on total risk (Panel
A), systematic risk (Panel B) and unsystematic risk (Panel C). In Panel A in Table 6.14,
we use the standard deviation of each fund’s returns as a proxy of total risk. Out of three
proxies of screening intensity, two of them display negative and significant relationship
with total risk. These are the MSCIMI–FBMES and FBMHS–FBMES with coefficients
of –0.014 and –0.07, respectively. These suggest that a higher degree of screening
reduce total risks. There is no significant relationship between total risk and the
MSCIMI–FBMHS. This supports the work of Lee et al. (2010) and Renneboog et al.
(2008a) who find that there is negative relationship between screening intensity and
total risk as proxied by the standard deviation of portfolio returns.
Panel B in Table 6.14 presents the results of the impact of screening intensity on
systematic risk, for which we use the market beta from a one-factor model for each
fund’s returns as a proxy for systematic risk. The results (not shown here) indicate that
there is no significant relationship between systematic risk as represented by beta and
any of the proxies for screening intensity. This contradicts the findings of Lee et al.
(2010) and Zhang (2006) who find that there is a negative relation between screening
intensity and systematic risk. As shown in the Panel B in Table 6.14, we then include
the square of the screening intensity variables to see if the specification of the model
improves. We find that the squares of the screening intensity on MSCIMI–FBMHS and
MSCIMI–FBMES are significant at the 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. In contrast,
the squared term of the screening intensity on the FBMHS–FBMES is not significant,
but including this term changes the screening intensity variable to significant. However,
the overall fit of the model remains insignificant.
Panel C in Table 6.14 presents the results of the impact of screening towards
unsystematic risk or idiosyncratic risk, for which we use the standard deviation of the
error term from the CAPM regression for each fund as a proxy for unsystematic risk. As
shown, two of three Shariah risk factors, MSCIMI–FBMES and FBMHS–FBMES,
display a significant negative relationship at the 10 percent (estimated coefficient of –
0.0010) and 1 percent (estimated coefficient of –0.0010) level, respectively. However,
MSCIMI–FBMHS has no effect on unsystematic risk. Recall that screening intensity
negatively affects total risk, because of unsystematic not systematic risk. Following
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MPT, screening intensity should increase unsystematic or diversifiable risk as it limits
the diversification ability of fund managers to reduce unsystematic risk through
diversification. However, this result instead supports stakeholder theory whereby the
increase in screening intensity helps fund managers to reduce unsystematic risk by
eliminating stocks with high debt and cash levels. Funds with high debt level typically
carry high unsystematic risk, as high debt expose funds to the increased risk of
bankruptcy. These results contradict Lee et al. (2010) where they find that screening
intensity does not affect unsystematic risk but does affect systematic risk.
Table 6.14 Regression results of the impact of screening intensity and risks
This table presents the results from a cross sectional regression of the effects of screening intensity on fund risk. SCR
INTY is the screening intensity, AGE is the age of the fund at the 2009 financial year-end, SZE is the natural
logarithm of assets under management (AUM). M-H, M-E and H-E are the Shariah factor loadings on the difference
in return between MSCIMI and FBMHS, MSCIMI and FBMES and MSCIMI and FBMHS, respectively, from a twofactor model. These Shariah factor loadings are proxies for screening intensity (SCR. INTY.). The number of
observation is 43.
MSCIMI-FBMHS
Coef. Std. err. p-value
Constant
SCR INTY
AGE
SZE
Adj. R2

0.0071
–0.0043
0.0048
0.0018

0.0106
0.0049
0.0012
0.0005
0.22

Constant
SCR INTY
SCR INTY2
AGE
SZE
Adj. R2

0.6786
0.1527
–0.4403
–0.0169
0.0047

0.2507
0.1155
0.1882
0.0270
0.0127
0.03

Constant
SCR INTY
AGE
SZE
Adj. R2

0.0001
–0.0014
0.0045
0.0010

0.0110
0.0031
0.0011
0.0006
0.26

MSCIMI–FBMES
Coef. Std. err.
p-value
Panel A: Total risk
0.5027
0.0019
0.0095
0.8468
0.3872 –0.0142
0.0073
0.0581
0.0004
0.0052
0.0011
0.0000
0.0025
0.0020
0.0005
0.0003
0.30
Panel B: Systematic risk
0.0101
0.7027
0.2384
0.0054
0.1942
0.0617
0.1418
0.6658
0.0246 –0.5629
0.3282
0.0945
0.5338 –0.0211
0.0292
0.4745
0.7097
0.0037
0.0118
0.7541
–0.0116
Panel C: Unsystematic risk
0.9943 –0.0046
0.0084
0.5854
0.6594 –0.0099
0.0050
0.0556
0.0002
0.0049
0.0012
0.0002
0.0956
0.0012
0.0004
0.0088
0.32

FBMHS–FBMES
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
0.0022
–0.0074
0.0056
0.0019

0.0076
0.0028
0.0013
0.0004
0.32

0.7718
0.0107
0.0001
0.0000

0.5954
–0.1377
–0.1113
–0.0049
0.0067

0.1902
0.0611
0.0863
0.0352
0.0090
–0.0471

0.0033
0.0301
0.2051
0.8909
0.4604

–0.0090
–0.0097
0.0057
0.0012

0.0062
0.0014
0.0009
0.0003
0.57

0.1562
0.0000
0.0000
0.0003

As for the other fund characteristics, we find that age and size positively relate to risk.
This indicates that younger and smaller funds carry less unsystematic risk (thus total
risk) than older funds. In terms of earlier findings, Chevalier and Ellison (1999) also
find that “..the portfolio holdings of younger managers contain less unsystematic risk
than the holdings of older managers”. This may explain why age exhibits a positive
relationship with unsystematic risk, assuming that younger managers manage younger
funds.
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6.3.4 Screening intensity and expenses
Table 6.15 presents the results on the impact of screening intensity on the management
expense ratio (MER). As shown in the table, there is no significant relationship between
MER and MSCIMI–FBMHS or MSCIMI–FBMES. There is negative (–0.002)
relationship between MER and FBMHS–FBMES. However, the significance level is
relatively weak at the 10 percent level.
Table 6.15 Regression results of the impact of screening intensity on expense ratios
This table presents the results from the cross sectional regression on the effect of screening intensity on fund expense
ratios. SCR INTY is screening intensity, AGE is the age of the fund at the 2009 financial year-end, SZE is the natural
logarithm of assets under management (AUM). MSCIMI–FBMHS, MSCIMI–FBMES and FBMHS–FBMES are the
Shariah factor loadings on the difference in returns between MSCIMI and FBMHS, MSCIMI and FBMES and
MSCIMI and FBMHS, respectively, from a two-factor model. These Shariah factor loadings are proxies for
screening intensity (SCR. INTY). The number of observation is 43.
MSCIMI-FBMHS

Constant
SCR INTY
AGE
SZE
2

Adj. R

MSCIMI–FBMES

FBMHS–FBMES

Coef.

Std. err.

p-value

Coef.

Std. err.

p-value

Coef.

Std. err.

p-value

0.0124

0.0120

0.3072

0.0109

0.0114

0.3443

0.0116

0.0114

0.3162

–0.0023

0.0029

0.4368

–0.0051

0.0041

0.2148

–0.0021

0.0012

0.0934

0.0011

0.0008

0.1660

0.0013

0.0008

0.1281

0.0013

0.0008

0.1142

0.0001

0.0006

0.8141

0.0002

0.0006

0.7130

0.0001

0.0005

0.8065

0.03

0.08

0.07

In terms of the overall model, the F-statistic, which measures the overall fitness of the
regression model, is not significant. This may be because of several reasons. First, as
discussed in section 5.3.1, we implicitly assume that IMF managers use a passive
management strategy by following Shariah indices in determining their portfolio
composition and thus screening strategy. Thus, there is no strong correlation between
management expenses ratio and the degree of screening intensity captured by MSCIMI–
FBMHS, MSCIMI–FBMES and FBMHS–FBMES, which result in an insignificant
relationship in the overall regression model. Second, it may also result from our small
sample size of 43 IMFs. Finally, it may also result from the omission of important
variables that explain the determinants of MER.
6.3.5 Summary and discussion
There is existing evidence that imposing nonfinancial screening reduces investment
opportunities, limits diversification potential, and adversely affects fund performance.
Thus, we examine the impact of Shariah screening intensity on the performance of
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IMFs. In addition, we also investigate if screening intensity has any effect on fund
risk and management expenses. We further divide risks into its three main
categories: total, systematic and unsystematic risk. As screening involves additional
expenses, we also test if screening intensity affects management expense ratios.
Specifying the Sharpe ratio and Jensen’s alpha as performance measures, the
findings in this part of the analysis indicate that there is no significant impact of
screening intensity on IMF performance. This support the works of Lee et al. (2010)
in SRI funds where they find similar results using the same performance measures.
However, when using a four-factor model, they find that there is a negative relation
between screening intensity and performance. We are unable to employ the fourfactor model owing to the small number of observations available in the sample.
As performance is about return and risk, we further look at the impact of screening
intensity to IMF risks, which are total risk, unsystematic and systematic risk. The
findings indicate that screening negatively affect total risk. Further investigation
reveals that screening intensity does not affect systematic risk, but does affect
unsystematic risk. This suggests that the higher (or stricter) the screening intensity,
the lower the unsystematic risk and consequently the lower the total risk. One
possible reason to explain this relationship is that, including financial ratio screening
helps to eliminate investments with higher debt and liquidity ratios, which generally
carry higher risk, especially during systemic financial crises.
Unlike Lee et al. (2010), we do not find evidence that screening intensity has any
impact on systematic risk. One possible theoretical reason to explain our results is
that, systematic risk is a nondiversifiable risk and is only affected by general
macroeconomic conditions. Thus, a simple screening process will not generally
affect systematic risk. In addition, their argument is that SRI fund managers are
aware that screening is risky and may affect performance, thus the fund managers
choose to invest in larger and lower beta stocks to minimize overall risk. This does
not appear to have a parallel in Malaysian IMFs. There is also no clear empirical
relationship between screening intensity and expenses.
There are several limitations associated with this part of the analysis. First, there are
a limited number of IMFs in the population and our sample, and some of these funds
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have been involved in mergers with other funds, while yet other funds have only
been offered for the past two to three years. Second, our analysis focuses on
Malaysian domestic IMFs to ensure we make full use of the Shariah indices
available in the Malaysian market with different screening strategies. Third, the
historical data of the index is rather short spans from July 1999 for FBMES and June
2000 for FBMHS. For MSCIMI, the time-series data is available from Sept 2007.
Finally, this study is unable to use the four-factor asset pricing models as a measure
of performance due to small data points or observations for both IMFs and Shariah
indices. Further, for the results to be reliable, it requires to have at least 60 data
points.

6.4 Islamic mutual fund flows
This section presents the empirical results relating to flow-performance of IMFs in
comparison with CMFs from 2000 to 2009 following the empirical methodologies as
defined in section 5.4 of Chapter 5. There are 127 equity funds in the sample, which
comprises 35 IMFs and 92 CMFs. The main objective of this empirical analysis is to
examine the sensitivity of IMF money-flows towards past performance relative to
CMFs.
6.4.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 6.16 provides summary statistics of the variables employed in the study
separated into the IMF and CMF subsamples. As shown, the mean annual return
(RET) for IMFs is slightly lower than CMFs at 0.095 and 0.102, respectively.
Consistent with basic finance theory, the risk (RSK) of IMF is also correspondingly
lower than that for IMFs, with a risk measure of 0.040 for CMFs and 0.046 for
IMFs.
In terms of other fund characteristics, IMFs are on average younger by some three
and half years (AGE) to the average CMFs while the mean sizes of IMFs and CMFs
(SZE) are almost equal at RM150.19 and RM141.82 million, respectively. As also
shown, management expense ratios (MER) in IMFs and CMFs are almost the same
(0.018); this is not the case with SRI funds and IMFs elsewhere where investors
typically pay more to invest in ethical or IMFs. The portfolio turnover ratio (PTR)
for IMFs is slightly higher than CMFs by 0.05 per annum while the typical IMF fund
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family (FSZ) (21.9) is also somewhat larger than that for a comparable CMF family
(18.3). Lastly, the mean percentage net fund flows for IMFs and CMFs are 0.106
and -0.082 percent per year, respectively. The most obvious difference is that,
during the sample period, IMFs received a positive net flow of funds (net inflow),
whereas CMFs experienced a negative net flow of funds (net outflow). The standard
deviations of flows into and out of IMFs and CMFs during the period are 0.60 and
0.47, respectively. This suggests that fund flows into and out of IMFs is generally
more volatile.
Table 6.16 Comparison of means and variances over sample period
This table shows the comparison of means and variances of IMFs and CMFs over a sample period. IMF and CMF are
the Islamic and conventional mutual fund, respectively. RET is the annual raw returns. SZE is the fund size in million
of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). AGE is the years since inception. RSK is the standard deviation of annual fund returns.
MER is the management expense ratio. PTR is the portfolio turnover. FSZ is the family size measured as the number
of funds in a fund family or complex or management company. FLOW is net money flow calculated as the change in
asset under management (AUM) of a fund over a year, divided by AUM at the beginning of the year inclusive of any
distribution. Null hypothesis of test of quality of variances is equal variances. Null hypothesis of test of equality of
means is equal means. Test of equality of variances informs test of equality of means.
IMF
Obs.

Mean

Equality of
Variances

CMF
SD

Obs.

Mean

SD

F-stat.

p-value

Equality of Means
t-stat.

p-value

RET

241

0.0945

0.2341

730

0.1023

0.2485

0.5194

0.4713

–0.4255

0.6706

SZE

241

150.1970

265.4170

730

141.8180

200.6370

2.0850

0.1490

0.5160

0.6060

AGE

241

6.9650

7.8100

730

10.4520

9.5640

26.3880

<0.0001

–5.6700

<0.0001

RSK

241

0.0401

0.0173

730

0.0455

0.0195

1.5096

0.2195

–3.8430

<0.0001

MER

240

0.0178

0.0065

730

0.0179

0.0110

0.8834

0.3475

–0.1263

0.8995

PTR

241

0.9191

1.5569

730

0.8722

0.7248

0.1677

0.6823

0.6330

0.5269

FSZ

241

21.8760

18.2860

730

18.2810

15.8930

12.4990

<0.0001

2.7300

0.0070

FLOW

203

0.1055

0.6030

631

–0.0823

0.4656

21.3663

<0.0001

4.0642

<0.0001

The last four columns of Table 6.16 provide the results of statistical tests of the
means and variances of the two groups of funds. The most important point to note is
that despite apparent differences between IMFs and CMFs, only four of the eight
variables included in the analysis are statistically different at the means throughout
the sample period. These are age (AGE), risk (RSK), fund family size (FSZ) and
fund flow (FLOW). We compare the means and variances of four key variables
(RET, FLOW, AGE and AUM) for each fund type by year in Table A3.1 in
Appendix 3. As shown, throughout the sample period the mean size of IMFs as
measured by AUM is increasing steadily while the mean CMFs is decreasing in
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size. In 2000, the typical size of IMFs was only RM114 million but by 2009 had
grown to RM177 million. In comparison, the mean CMFs had decreased in size
from RM175 million to RM98. However, the difference in mean size is not
statistically significant for any year except 2008.
Table 6.17 presents the correlation coefficients for the continuous variables used in
the study. As shown, the rank correlations between the individual explanatory
variables included in the analysis are never higher than 0.5. Potentially, this could
indicate that multicollinearity will not confound our multivariate estimates.
However, because most of the coefficients of the bivariate relationships between
the independent variables are statistically significant, we estimate an alternative
measure in the form of the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each potential
regressor to confirm the likelihood of harmful multicollinearity. As none of the
predictors have a VIF greater than the least restrictive conventional critical value
of 10, and only two between this and the most restrictive critical value of 5 Haan
(2002), we assume there should be no problem with harmful multicollinearity in
any of our regression equations.
Table 6.17 Spearman rank correlation analysis
This table shows the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between variables in the regression analysis. RET is
the annual raw returns. SZE is the fund size in million of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). AGE is the years since
inception. RSK is the standard deviation of annual fund returns. MER is the management expense ratio. PTR is
the portfolio turnover. FSZ is the family size measured as number of funds in a fund family or complex or
management company. FLOW is net money flow calculated as the change in asset under management (AUM) of
a fund over a year, divided by AUM at the beginning of the year inclusive of any distribution. KLCI is the
returns of the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI. t-1 indicates lagged one year. Figures below the correlation
coefficients are p–values for tests of significance of coefficients.
FLOW
SZEt–1
FSZt–1
AGEt–1
MERt–1
PTRt–1
RETt–1
RSKt–1
FLOWt–1
KLCIt–1

FLOW
1.000
–
–0.059
0.117
–0.055
0.148
–0.051
0.180
0.169
<0.001
0.153
<0.001
0.027
0.471
0.216
<0.001
0.263
<0.001
–0.046
0.223

SZEt–1
–
–
1.000
–
0.256
<0.001
–0.018
0.626
–0.101
0.008
–0.143
<0.001
0.068
0.074
–0.081
0.032
0.028
0.465
0.038
0.309

FSZt–1
–
–
–
–
1.000
–
–0.130
0.001
–0.114
0.003
0.013
0.739
0.051
0.179
–0.029
0.438
–0.183
<0.001
0.026
0.490

AGEt–1
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.000
–
–0.019
0.623
–0.119
0.002
–0.065
0.084
–0.009
0.805
–0.121
0.001
–0.003
0.932

MERt–1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.000
–
0.109
0.004
–0.087
0.022
0.025
0.509
0.006
0.876
–0.043
0.257

PTRt–1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.000
–
0.130
0.001
0.033
0.377
0.086
0.022
0.145
<0.001

RETt–1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.000
–
0.010
0.798
–0.166
<0.001
0.887
<0.001

RSKt–1 FLOWt–1 KLCIt–1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.000
–
–
–
–
–
0.015
1.000
–
0.699
–
–
–0.133
–0.199
1.000
<0.001
<0.001
–
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6.4.2 Fund flows and past performance
Performance–flow relationship
Table 6.18 presents the results of the analyses for eight different models using pooled
regression and panel period fixed-effects regression. Models (1), (2), (3) and (4) in
Panel A employ pooled regression estimation technique while Models (5), (6), (7) and
(8) in Panel B employ a panel period fixed effects estimation technique. To test the
potential for an asymmetric relationship between lagged return and funds flows, we
include a dummy variable indicating lagged negative returns and an interaction variable
between this and the dummy for IMFs. In this section, we focus on the results of the
impact of past performance on fund flows which represented by variables RET(t–1),
RET(t–1) x DIMF, DUMNEG(t–1) and DUMNEG(t–1) xDIMF. We first estimate using pooled
regression estimation technique. We include the one-period lagged fund flows in the
Model (1) and (3).
The results in Model (1) show that out of four performance variables, only the
coefficient on DUMNEG(t–1) xDIMF is significantly negative (–0.2195) at the 5 percent
level. That is for every 1 percent decrease in return when lagged return is negative;
flows will decrease by 22 percent relative to a positive lagged return. This suggests that
investors punish the poor performing IMFs by moving out their money from these
funds. However, in the Model (2), the dropping of lagged flow makes the significance
of the lagged negative returns and dummy IMFs (DUMNEGRETxDIMF) disappear
In Model (3) and (4), we include market index (KLCI) to add for robustness. In Model
(3), the estimated coefficient of past returns (RET(t–1)) is significantly positive (0.5115)
at the 1 percent level. This suggests there is a positive relationship between past
performance and fund flows. The higher the past performance, the higher will be the
amount of money-flows into mutual funds. The result on the estimated coefficient of the
interaction variable between the past negative performance and dummy IMFs
(DUMNEGRETxDIMF) is similar with Model (1), significantly negative at the 5 percent
level (–0.2276). However, again, adding lagged flows (FLOW(t–1) and FLOW(t–1) xDIMF)
results in disappearance of the significance of variable (DUMNEGRETxDIMF).
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Table 6.18 Estimated coefficient
This table reports the estimated coefficients (coef.), standard errors (std. err.), and p-values for the regression of fund flows on fund and market attributes. Panel A
employs pooled regression techniques and Panel B employs panel regression techniques allowing for fixed-year effects (Panel B). Coefficients (coef.) and standard
errors (std. err.) are adjusted for heteroscedasticity using White’s (1980) model. DIMF is the dummy variable indicating Islamic mutual fund (IMF). RET is the annual
raw returns. SZE is the fund size in million of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). AGE is the years since inception. RSK is the standard deviation of annual fund returns. MER
is the management expense ratio. PTR is the portfolio turnover. FSZ is the family size measured as number of funds in a fund family or complex or management
company. FLOW is net money flow calculated as the change in asset under management (AUM) of a fund over a year, divided by AUM at the beginning of the year
inclusive of any distribution. KLCI is the returns of the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI. t-1 indicates lagged one year.

Coef.

Std. err.
(1)

p-value

–0.0032
0.3203
0.1085
–0.0772
0.0150
–0.2195
–0.0292
–0.0178
0.0062
–0.0115
5.8405
3.0467
0.0607
0.0712
0.0074
0.0491
0.0182
–0.0156
0.2491
–0.0864
–
0.18
700

0.3280
0.8410
0.1152
0.2577
0.0460
0.1109
0.0148
0.0434
0.0204
0.0496
1.4016
2.8331
0.0099
0.0491
0.0336
0.0363
0.0234
0.0586
0.0651
0.1090
–
8.9334
–

0.9922
0.7034
0.3465
0.7646
0.7446
0.0481
0.0489
0.6823
0.7620
0.8163
<0.0001
0.2826
<0.0001
0.1480
0.8262
0.1763
0.4383
0.7899
<0.0001
0.4281
–
<0.0001
–

Model
Constant
DIMF
RET(t–1)
RET(t–1) x DIMF
DUMNEG(t–1)
DUMNEG(t–1) xDIMF
SZE(t–1)
SZE(t–1) xDIMF
AGE(t–1)
AGE(t–1) xDIMF
RSK(t–1)
RSK(t–1) xDIMF
MER(t–1)
MER(t–1) xDIMF
PTR(t–1)
PTR(t–1) xDIMF
FSZ(t–1)
FSZ(t–1) xDIMF
FLOW(t–1)
FLOW(t–1) xDIMF
KLCI(t–1)
Adj. R2/F-stat/p-value
Obs.

Coef.

Std. err. p-value
Coef.
(2)
Panel A: Pooled regression models
0.2569
0.4882
0.5989
0.0492
0.6535
0.8404
0.4370
0.4467
0.0524
0.0988
0.5961
0.5115
0.0190
0.2709
0.9442 –0.0986
–0.0043
0.0519
0.9344
0.0054
–0.1584
0.1334
0.2355 –0.2276
–0.0356
0.0220
0.1056 –0.0301
–0.0166
0.0434
0.7021 –0.0234
–0.0550
0.0286
0.0543
0.0134
–0.0671
0.0507
0.1865 –0.0122
6.2374
1.3574 <0.0001
4.7130
1.3301
2.4233
0.5832
3.3692
0.0967
0.0358
0.0070
0.0647
–0.0576
0.0462
0.2129
0.0565
–0.0203
0.0370
0.5831
0.0156
0.0999
0.0385
0.0096
0.0445
–0.0139
0.0206
0.4993
0.0169
–0.0161
0.0586
0.7837 –0.0123
–
–
–
0.2414
–
–
–
–0.0938
–
–
–
–0.4950
0.19 12.7321 <0.0001
0.19
834
–
–
700
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Std. err.
(3)

p-value

Coef.

Std. err.
(4)

p-value

0.3320
0.8454
0.1917
0.2684
0.0460
0.1135
0.0148
0.0434
0.0203
0.0485
1.4131
2.7847
0.0108
0.0465
0.0339
0.0363
0.0232
0.0593
0.0621
0.1078
0.1694
9.0540
–

0.8822
0.5974
0.0078
0.7133
0.9069
0.0454
0.0433
0.5900
0.5116
0.8016
0.0009
0.2267
0.0000
0.2248
0.6463
0.2208
0.4669
0.8354
0.0001
0.3845
0.0036
<0.0001
–

0.3308
0.8386
0.6936
–0.0388
–0.0051
–0.1805
–0.0386
–0.0244
–0.0512
–0.0584
5.5080
0.6530
0.0994
–0.0705
–0.0123
0.0898
–0.0094
–0.0086
–
–
–0.7589
0.22
834

0.4857
0.8380
0.1944
0.2836
0.0517
0.1352
0.0221
0.0429
0.0272
0.0482
1.4478
2.3729
0.0314
0.0400
0.0350
0.0366
0.0214
0.0576
–
–
0.1691
13.9034
–

0.4960
0.3172
0.0004
0.8913
0.9220
0.1824
0.0810
0.5692
0.0602
0.2259
0.0002
0.7832
0.0016
0.0785
0.7255
0.0145
0.6599
0.8812
–
–
<0.0001
<0.0001
–
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Table 6.18 Estimated coefficient (continue)
This table reports the estimated coefficients (coef.), standard errors (std. err.), and p-values for the regression of fund flows on fund and market attributes. Panel A
employs pooled regression techniques and Panel B employs panel regression techniques allowing for fixed-year effects (Panel B). Coefficients (coef.) and standard
errors (std. err.) are adjusted for heteroscedasticity using White’s (1980) model. DIMF is the dummy variable indicating Islamic mutual fund (IMF). RET is the annual
raw returns. SZE is the fund size in million of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). AGE is the years since inception. RSK is the standard deviation of annual fund returns. MER
is the management expense ratio. PTR is the portfolio turnover. FSZ is the family size measured as number of funds in a fund family or complex or management
company. FLOW is net money flow calculated as the change in asset under management (AUM) of a fund over a year, divided by AUM at the beginning of the year
inclusive of any distribution. KLCI is the returns of the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI. t-1 indicates lagged one year.

Coef.

Std. err.
(5)

p-value

0.3611
0.9160
0.3313
–0.1650
–0.0137
–0.2340
–0.0400
–0.0423
0.0052
–0.0272
–1.7259
3.8711
0.0632
0.0083
0.0330
0.0133
0.0561
–0.0158
0.1859
–0.0711
–
0.29
700

0.3458
0.8405
0.1657
0.2194
0.0490
0.1063
0.0162
0.0431
0.0195
0.0452
1.3393
2.2335
0.0109
0.0432
0.0380
0.0412
0.0275
0.0579
0.0678
0.1126
–
12.2161
–

0.2968
0.2762
0.0460
0.4522
0.7806
0.0280
0.0140
0.3263
0.7889
0.5469
0.1980
0.0835
<0.0001
0.8482
0.3846
0.7470
0.0421
0.7854
0.0063
0.5280
–
<0.0001
–

Model
Constant
DIMF
RET(t–1)
RET(t–1) xDIMF
DUMNEG(t–1)
DUMNEG(t–1) xDIMF
SZE(t–1)
SZE(t–1) xDIMF
AGE(t–1)
AGE(t–1) xDIMF
RSK(t–1)
RSK(t–1) xDIMF
MER(t–1)
MER(t–1) xDIMF
PTR(t–1)
PTR(t–1) xDIMF
FSZ(t–1)
FSZ(t–1) xDIMF
FLOW(t–1)
FLOW(t–1) xDIMF
KLCI(t–1)
Adj. R2/F-stat/p-value
Obs.
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Coef.

Std. err. p-value
Coef.
(6)
Panel B: Panel fixed period regression
0.5069
0.4648
0.2757
0.3846
0.9892
0.7667
0.1974
0.9404
0.2557
0.1199
0.0333
0.5015
0.0355
0.2378
0.8812 –0.1868
–0.0360
0.0507
0.4769 –0.0203
–0.1515
0.1274
0.2347 –0.2391
–0.0474
0.0215
0.0277 –0.0402
–0.0306
0.0386
0.4289 –0.0440
–0.0547
0.0260
0.0359
0.0080
–0.0581
0.0473
0.2194 –0.0255
1.2070
2.0742
0.5608 –1.9201
0.8251
2.2093
0.7089
4.0128
0.0882
0.0275
0.0014
0.0654
–0.0683
0.0409
0.0950
0.0056
0.0189
0.0353
0.5912
0.0343
0.0424
0.0369
0.2500
0.0153
0.0444
0.0264
0.0931
0.0538
–0.0210
0.0532
0.6970 –0.0120
–
–
–
0.1856
–
–
–
–0.0760
–
–
–
–0.2968
0.29 14.8810 <0.0001
0.30
834
–
–
700

Std. err.
(7)

p-value

Coef.

Std. err.
(8)

p-value

0.3470
0.8446
0.1933
0.2248
0.0495
0.1067
0.0163
0.0433
0.0196
0.0448
1.3448
2.2579
0.0116
0.0427
0.0382
0.0413
0.0281
0.0583
0.0666
0.1127
0.1650
11.8771
–

0.2682
0.2659
0.0097
0.4062
0.6814
0.0254
0.0140
0.3098
0.6851
0.5705
0.1538
0.0760
0.0000
0.8953
0.3689
0.7114
0.0557
0.8365
0.0055
0.5004
0.0725
<0.0001
–

0.5393
1.0620
0.5738
–0.0344
–0.0321
–0.1710
–0.0489
–0.0337
–0.0511
–0.0541
1.2713
0.5485
0.0912
–0.0747
0.0182
0.0445
0.0440
–0.0148
–
–
–0.4676
0.30
834

0.4670
0.7718
0.1968
0.2459
0.0512
0.1279
0.0217
0.0389
0.0254
0.0465
2.1596
2.2217
0.0258
0.0375
0.0343
0.0359
0.0269
0.0533
–
–
0.1590
14.7209
–

0.2486
0.1692
0.0036
0.8889
0.5313
0.1815
0.0244
0.3865
0.0447
0.2454
0.5562
0.8051
0.0004
0.0467
0.5958
0.2148
0.1025
0.7816
–
–
0.0034
<0.0001
–
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In Panel B, using the panel fixed effect regression, Model (5) shows that Malaysian
investors are sensitive to past return where the estimated coefficient of lagged one year
returns (RET(t–1)) is 0.3313 and significant at the 5 percent level. However, they are not
sensitive to lagged negative returns (DUMNEG(t–1)). In contrast, IMF investors are more
sensitive

to

lagged

negative

returns

and

the

coefficient

of the

variable

(DUMNEGRETxDIMF) is significantly negative at the 5 percent level.Similarly adding
lagged flow (FLOW(t–1) and FLOW(t–1) xDIMF), the sensitivity of flows to lagged negative
returns disappear. The results remain qualitatively similar in Model (7) and (8) with
Model (8) explains about 30 percent of the variation in fund flows.
This pattern, (by adding lagged net flows results in systematically lower in the
coefficient on lagged returns) is similar with Cashman et al. (2006). Interestingly, the
adjusted R2 slightly increase when we remove lagged flow in the models (using pooled
regression but not in the panel fixed effect regression). Cashman et al. (2006) argue that
“while returns, by themselves, have considerable descriptive power for net flows, they
add little incremental (in our case it reduces the R2 in pool regression and no changes in
panel fixed effect regression) value in explaining net flows when lagged flows are
included in the analysis”. Overall, we conclude that fund flows are positively related to
lagged returns and IMF flows are sensitive to lagged negative returns, thereby
indicating an asymmetric response in fund flows to fund performance.
Relationship between fund flow and other fund attributes
In addition to recent performance, investors also consider other fund characteristics
before investing their money into mutual funds. Thus, this section explores if IMF
investors exhibit different investment selection behaviour in aggregate when compared
to CMF investors with respect to variables other than return variables. Models (1) to (8)
estimate the full regression models including all of the potential regressors using two
different estimation techniques. These are the pooled regression technique used
elsewhere and the panel fixed-effects technique. All of the full regression models,
except for Model (2), suggest that fund size (SZE) is significant at the 10 percent level
or lower in explaining fund flows, with smaller funds generally attracting larger
percentage fund flows. For example, as shown in Model (5), for every 1% decrease in
fund size, a fund manages to attract 4 percent fund flow. The only other variable
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exhibiting a negative relationship with fund flows is fund age (AGE), with younger
funds attracting proportionally larger fund flows. In fact, only in Models (1), (3), (5) and
(7) is the relation between fund flow and fund age insignificant. For instance, Model (4)
shows that every 1 percent increase in age decreases fund flows by 5 percent. Clearly,
all other things being equal, Malaysian investors favour younger funds. Together, these
findings are consistent with Chevalier and Ellison (1999) who found that fund flows in
percentage terms are lower for older funds and higher for younger funds. Of most
relevance to our study, however, is that in none of the full regression models is there
any difference in behaviour between IMF and CMF investors in this regard.
Of the eight regression models, only in four models, Models (1), (2), (4) and (7), that
there are significant relationship between fund risk (RSK) and fund flows. Interestingly,
this estimated relationship is positive (fund flows increase with risk) in stark contrast to
other findings in the literature [see, for instance, Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Barber et
al. (2005)]. For example, in Model (1), for every 1 percent increase in risk, fund flow
increase by 584 percent and this is significant at the 1 percent level. This result is
consistent with Oh (2005) who studied Korean mutual fund and found that mutual fund
investors sees return volatility or total risk as an opportunity and accordingly invest
more money into these mutual funds exhibiting these characteristics. Contradictory,
IMF investors seem do not consider risk at all in their fund selection decision when the
coefficient of the interaction variable between lagged fund risk and dummy IMF (RSK(t–
1)

xDIMF) is not significant in all models.

While some of the literature largely concludes that investors purchase funds with lower
expense ratios, this study indicates that a higher expense ratio attracts higher moneyflows. For the most part, all of the full models exhibit a significantly positive
relationship between fund expenses and fund flows. For example, in Model (5), every 1
percent increase in the management expense ratio (MER) increases fund flow by 6.3
percent. This is consistent with Huang et al. (2007), Ivkovic (2002) and Barber et al.
(2005) who also found that funds with higher expense ratios (particularly marketing
expenses) have stronger flow–performance sensitivity. One of the possible reasons is, a
costly marketing expense indicates that funds spend more in advertising to attract new
investors. In addition, Ivkovic and Weisbenner (2009) argue that investors may believe
that higher expense ratios reflect better managerial talent or fund family service. Higher
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management expense ratios (because of higher marketing and selling expenses) may
also signal a lower search cost to investors (Sirri and Tufano, 1998) and thus also have a
positive relationship with fund flows.
There is no significant general relationship between fund flow and portfolio turnover
(PTR) in all of the full regression models. However, three of the eight models suggest
that IMF investors consider turnover when purchasing funds. For example, in Model
(2), every 1 percent increase in portfolio turnover (PTR) attracts a 10 percent fund flow
into IMFs and this relationship is significant at the 1 percent level. Previous studies
(Grinblatt and Titman, 1994; Wermers, 2000) also find that there is sometimes a
positive relationship between performance and portfolio turnover indicating that
actively traded funds provide higher returns because of their ability to identify
mispriced securities. Investors are aware of this relationship, thus rewarding funds with
a history of higher turnover.
Consistent with the literature, e.g. Chen et al. (2004), there is a positive relationship
between fund flow and fund family size (FSZ). This indicates that investors take into
account size of fund family in their fund selection decisions. For example in Model (5),
every 1percent increases in fund family size increases the flow of funds by 5.6 percent.
However, only Models (5) and (6) indicate that this relation is statistically significant.
There is also evidence that past fund flows (t–1) influence future fund flows (t). For
example in Models (1) and (5), increases of 1 percent in lagged fund flows increase
future flows by 24 percent and 17 percent, respectively.
This finding is consistent with Cashman et al. (2006b) and Benson and Humphrey
(2008) who also conclude a positive relationship between current and past fund flows.
One argument presented for this in the former is that the persistence in flows signals
investors to reinvest automatically in the funds already owned. In responding to the
question of whether IMF investors exhibit different purchasing behaviour to CMF
investors, the above results allow us to mostly conclude that IMF investors possess
similar purchasing behaviour as CMF investors, except for somewhat weak evidence
that IMF investors consider portfolio turnover more than other investors do. Other than
this, none of the interaction variables with IMFs is significant indicating that there is no
significant difference between Islamic and conventional investors in their fund selection
decisions.
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Lastly, all models indicate that market returns have a negative effect on fund flows. For
instance, Model (4) as estimated using pooled regression technique, shows that every
one percent decrease in market returns increase flows by 76 percent. When we
reestimate using panel fixed-effects regression, see Model (8), the coefficient reduces
such that every one percent decrease in market returns increases fund flows by 47
percent. Our findings somehow support the works of Warther (1995) and Luo (2003)
where they find that mutual fund investors employ contrarian strategies when investing
their money in equity funds. This may indicate that investors move away from managed
fund during strong market conditions, preferring instead a less-diversified portfolio of
individual securities. Alternatively, the volatility implied by these markets may cause
these same investors to remove funds to invest in less-risky securities.
6.4.3 Fund flows volatility
Table 6.19 lists summary of the cross sectional distributions of fund flow for the IMFs
and CMFs. Volatility is simply the time-series standard deviation of yearly flow using
all the consecutive observations for each fund for the period of 2001 to 2009. ‘All’
shows results when flow volatility is computed over a fund’s entire life. ‘Young’
presents results when flow volatility is computed for funds aged five years or less.
‘Mature’ funds summarises results when flow volatility is computed for funds aged six
years or greater. These are samples with at least three money-flow volatility
observations. ‘All*’ shows results when flow volatility is calculated for all funds in the
sample with at least five money-flow volatility observations.
Using all the observations to estimate volatility, the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles values
of the IMFs are all higher than the CMFs, 50.31 percent versus 27.24 percent at the
median, for example. The interpretation is that RM100 million fund experiences yearly
flows with standard deviation of about RM50 million for the IMFs and RM27 million
for CMFs. The sample means are higher than median, 64.53 percent for the IMFs versus
44.52 percent for the CMFs, significantly different at 10 percent level using a t-test for
means. These findings indicate that IMF flow is economically and statistically
significantly more variable than that of CMFs. Analysis of yearly flow volatility
suggests IMF investors move money in and out of their mutual funds at a significantly
higher (intense) rate than CMF investors do. The results contradict the findings of
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Bollen (2007) who find that the monthly flow volatility of SR funds is less variable than
that of conventional funds, and similar to the result of Renneboog et al. (2011).
Table 6.19 Distribution of annual flow volatility between IMFs and CMFs,
2009
Panel A of this table shows the distribution of annual flow volatility between IMFs and CMFs
based on four different samples. These are samples of all funds, young funds and mature funds
with at least three money-flow volatility observations (in columns 2 to 6), and sample of all* funds
with at least five money-flow volatility observations in columns 8 and 9). Panel B and C presents
the results of equality of variances and equality of means, respectively between IMF and CMF for
the four different samples.

All
25th
50th
75th
No. of obs.
Mean
Std. dev.

IMF

CMF

0.3385
0.5031
0.8385
34
0.6380
0.4623

0.1878
0.2724
0.4518
87
0.4452
0.5096

F-statistics
p-value

0.0757
0.7836

t-statistics
p-value

1.9183
0.0575

Young
Mature
IMF
CMF
IMF
CMF
Panel A. Descriptive statistics
0.2924 0.2423 0.3414
0.177
0.4991 0.3964 0.5071 0.2473
0.8006 0.5327 0.9340 0.4436
11
19
23
68
0.5895 0.5360 0.6612 0.4198
0.3322 0.5969 0.5183 0.4843
Panel B. Equality of variances
0.3258
0.5266
0.5727
0.4700
Panel C. Equality of means
0.2726
2.0297
0.7872
0.0454

IMF

All*
CMF

0.3435
0.5478
0.9524
22
0.6842
0.5184

0.1746
0.2469
0.4404
69
0.4155
0.4821
0.5367
0.4657
2.1522
0.0387

Chevalier and Ellison (1999) and Sirri and Tufano (1998) both document life cycle
effects in mutual fund flows. Younger funds feature stronger flow–performance
relations and larger percentage fund flows than more mature funds. Consistent with the
life-cycle evidence, the above table shows for both Islamic and CMFs, flow volatility
for mature funds is about half the volatility of young funds. Note also, the table reports
that only for Matured subgroup, IMF flows are statistically significantly higher than
CMFs but there is no difference for Young subgroups between two types of funds. As
funds age, the flow volatility becomes less intense.
Bollen (2007) suggests that lower volatility indicates SRI investors are loyal to SRI
funds and this loyalty is because they derive/enjoy utility and satisfaction from the
socially attribute or characteristics especially when the past returns are positive.
Evidence of relatively high flow volatility in IMFs in comparison to CMFs implies that
IMF investors are less loyal than CMF investors, which contradict to previous findings
of Bollen (2007) and Peifer (2010).
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In the following analysis, we include fund characteristics to examine if fund
characteristics influence money-flow volatility. Table 6.20 presents the results of crosssectional OLS regression to examine whether the money-flows to IMFs are more or less
volatile than to CMFs and how fund characteristics influence the results. There are three
models in the table, which Model 1 is the base model followed by Models 2 and 3 with
combinations of control variables. The dummy on IMFs is positive and significant
suggesting that IMFs have higher fund flow volatility than CMFs, which is 0.64
compared to CMF flow volatility 0.43 (intercept).
Table 6.20 Cross sectional regression of annual fund flow volatility, 2001–2009
This table presents the cross sectional regression of annual fund flow volatility (FFV) and fund characteristics
as per Equation (5.25). DIMF is a dummy for Islamic mutual funds (IMFs). AGE is in year as at the end of
the financial year 2009 and in log form. SZE is the mean of asset under management (AUM) for the funds
and in log form.

Intercept
DIMF
AGE
SZE
Adj. R2

Coef.
0.4367
0.2086

Model 1
Std.err. p-value
0.0520 <0.0001
0.0928 <0.0263

0.03

FFV
(n=127)
Model 2
Coef.
Std.err. p-value
0.8525 0.1364 <0.0001
0.1603 0.0926
0.0859
–0.1818 0.0441
0.0001
0.08

Coef.
1.7426
0.1691
–0.1842
–0.0498

Model 3
Std.err.
0.5065
0.0918
0.0448
0.0260
0.10

p-value
0.0008
0.0680
0.0001
0.0584

This result further reinforces that IMF money-flow are more volatile. This
contradicts findings of Bollen (2007) and Peifer (2011). This may imply that IMF
investors are less loyal in comparison to that of CMF investors. Alternatively, it
could imply that IMFs investors have shorter investment horizon compared to CMF
investors. In addition, age and fund size explain the money-flow volatility where
younger and smaller funds are more volatile than matured and larger funds.
6.4.4 Summary and conclusion
In this section, we investigate the determinants of fund flows in IMFs and CMFs to
discern if there is any difference between these funds. In addition, we examine the
relationship between fund flows and other fund characteristics. In general, we find there
is a positive relationship between fund flows and past performance in the Malaysian
managed funds, but there is no significant difference between IMFs and CMFs in this
regard. As reported in the extant literature, we also find some evidence of an
asymmetric relationship between fund flows and fund performance. However, there is
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only weak evidence that IMF investors react proportionately more in absolute terms to
poor performance.
We contribute to the literature by presenting several new findings. First, in finding that
IMF investors react in much the same was as CMF investors when considering fund
performance and its impact on fund flows, our main finding contradicts previous works
on SRI funds by Bollen (2007) and Renneboog et al. (2011) and religious funds by
Peifer (2011). Similarly, while the literature provides evidence that IMFs are less
responsive to past poor performance [see Bollen (2007) and Renneboog et al. (2011)],
we provide weak evidence that IMF investors are in fact more responsive to past
negative returns. In doing so, we support the small-sample findings of Nathie (2009)
that IMF investors make rational financial decision making by directing fund flows
to better performing funds and punishing poor performing funds by withdrawing
funds.
Second, our findings significantly improve our understanding of the behaviour of
investors in the mutual fund industry in Malaysia where Islamic finance, including
Islamic funds, is a major part of joint Islamic-conventional financial market. Lastly,
our results also support Warther (1995) and Potter (2000) for a negative relationship
between fund flows and market returns. Overall, this suggests that investors will put
more money into domestic equity funds when market has not been doing well,
known as ‘negative feedback trading’. Alternatively, we suggest that when the
market is bearish, local investors may invest more money into equity funds instead
of direct equity investment as they seek diversification to reduce risk.
In terms of money-flow volatility, we found that money-flow of IMFs are more
volatile than that of CMFs which may imply that IMF investors are less loyal than
CMF investors. However, there are limitations with the results. (1) In general, there
is a possibility that those pious IMF investors would not invest in CMFs. However,
for CMF investors, as they care more about performance, they may also invest in
IMFs if these funds perform well. We do not have the information of how much of
IMFs are in the CMF investors’ portfolio and vice versa. Thus, for this study, we
assume that Islamic investors only buy IMFs and conventional investors only invest
in CMFs.
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6.5 Smart money
In this section, we present the results of ‘smart money’ in Malaysian IMFs from
January 1999 to December 2008 following the empirical methodologies defined in
Section 5.5 in Chapter 5. We use a sample of 34 Malaysian active IMFs with equity
holdings of at least 65 percent by market-value weight and compare them with 83
CMFs. The objective of this section is to examine if IMF investors are able to
identify funds that are performing well in the future and invest in these funds
accordingly.
6.5.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 6.21 provides descriptive statistics for the sample of IMFs and CMFs from
1999 to 2008. As shown, IMFs are relatively younger than CMFs with the mean
(median) age of IMFs is 6.89 (4.77) years, compared with CMFs, 11.25 (7.91) years.
The mean (median) size of assets under management (AUM) of IMFs is RM157.99
(RM62.32) millions. For CMFs, the mean (median) AUM is RM158.32 million
(RM75.23) millions. This indicates that CMFs are slightly larger than IMFs.
However, the standard deviation of AUM for IMFs is larger (RM256.92 million)
compared with that of CMFs (RM209.56 million) which indicates that the dispersion
in AUM is larger in IMFs compared with that of CMFs.
Table 6.21 Descriptive statistics of IMFs and CMFs, 1999–
2008
This table shows the distribution of the principal variables over the sample
period 1999 to 2008. AGE is the number of years since inception. AUM is
assets under management in millions of Malaysian Ringgits (RM). FLOW is
the proportion of annual change in asset under management (AUM) net of
fund returns during the period divided by previous year AUM. PTR is the
portfolio turnover and MER is the management expense ratio. Std.dev. is
standard deviation. The total number of fund years considered is 178 and 552
for Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) and conventional mutual funds (CMFs),
respectively.
IMF (n=34)
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CMF (n=83)

Mean

Median

Std. dev.

Mean

Median

Std. dev.

AGE

6.89

4.77

7.07

11.25

7.91

9.57

AUM

157.99

62.32

256.92

158.32

75.23

209.56

FLOW

13.47

–1.50

83.93

–2.63

–10.27

73.38

PTR

86.02

67.50

151.63

85.73

66.00

70.67

MER

1.77

1.65

0.69

1.75

1.63

0.98
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The mean (median) money-flows (FLOW) is 13.47 (–1.50) percent for IMFs and –
2.63 (–10.27) percent for CMFs. This implies that on average, IMFs experience net
positive money-flows while CMFs experience net negative money-flows. Similar
with the AUM, IMFs experience wider dispersion (standard deviation equals to
83.93 percent) in money-flow compared with that of CMFs (73.38 percent).
The mean management expense ratios (MER) for IMFs and CMFs are 1.77 percent
and 1.75 percent, respectively. The standard deviations of MER are 0.69 for IMFs
and 0.98 for CMFs. This indicates that, even though IMFs charge relatively higher
MER, the range of MER for IMFs is relatively smaller than that of CMFs. The mean
PTR for IMFs and CMFs is approximately equal. However, the standard deviation of
PTR is larger for IMFs compared with CMFs (151.63 versus 70.67 percent,
respectively). This indicates that there is greater variation in the number of times
investments turnover in IMFs than in CMFs, which also means that the PTR for
CMFs is more stable than IMFs.
Table A4.1 and Table A4.2 in Appendix 4 reports the summary of positive and
negative portfolios of IMFs and CMFs by year. As shown in these tables, the
minimum number of funds for IMFs and CMFs in any given year is 5 (3 funds with
positive flows and 2 funds with negative flows) and 31 (13 funds with positive and
18 funds with negative flows), respectively. Both are in the year of 1999. The largest
net positive (negative) money-flows for IMFs are 127.75 (–71.11) percent in 2000
(1999). For CMFs, the largest net positive (negative) money-flows are 149.09 (–
56.53) percent in 2007 (2007).
Through out the sample years, only one IMF experienced negative flows. These are
in 2002 and 2003. The remaining funds in these years enjoyed positive moneyflows. In the same years, about half of CMFs in the sample experienced positive and
another half suffered from negative flows. Another interesting observation is, of 10year periods, only 4 times that IMF investors managed to invest their money in
funds that earn higher mean excess return in the following years. Whereas, 5 out of
10-year period, those IMF investors managed to disinvest their money from funds
that earn poor returns in the subsequent years. This indicates, on average, IMF
investors have more ability to move their money away from poor performing fund
than move their money into funds that are subsequently performing well.
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For CMF investors, 7 out of 10-year periods, these investors manage to earn higher
mean excess return for the new money they invest in CMF portfolio compared with
only 3 out of 10-year periods, that these investors manage to move out their money
from funds that are performing poor in the following years. This suggests that while
CMF investors are able to predict well performing funds, IMF investors are
relatively better in predicting poor performing funds and disinvest from these funds.
Table 6.22 presents descriptive statistics of the excess returns for the IMF and CMF
portfolios (formed based the previous year’s money-flow information), excess
returns of the market benchmark and risk-free rate (the three-month Malaysian
Treasury bill rate) over the period 2000 to 2009. As shown, the positive money-flow
portfolios have higher mean excess returns compared with the negative money-flow
portfolios regardless of the weighting method used. However, none of the positive
portfolios have mean excess returns higher than the mean excess returns of the
market portfolio. This indicates that all portfolios including the average and the new
money-flows are unable to outperform the market portfolios.
Table 6.22 Descriptive statistics of IMF and CMF excess returns, 2000–2009
This table presents the descriptive statistics of 10 portfolios. The first two portfolios are average
portfolios and the next eight portfolios are new money-flow portfolios constructed based on the
previous year money-flows information. EW average is equally-weighted average portfolio of all
available funds. VW average is value-weighted average portfolio of all available funds. EW positive
flow is equally-weighted of all available funds with positive money-flows. EW negative flow is equallyweighted of all available funds with negative money-flow. VW positive flow is value-weighted of all
available funds with positive money-flows (also called as positive old money-flows). VW negative flow
is value weighted of all available funds with negative money-flow (also called as negative old moneyflows). MW positive is money-flow weighted of all available funds with positive money-flows. MW
negative is money-flow weighted of all available funds with negative money-flows. High flow is
equally-weighted of all available funds with money-flows above median. Low flow is equally-weighted
of all available funds with money-flows below median.

EW average
VW average
EW positive flow
EW negative flow
VW positive flow
VW negative flow
MW positive flow
MW negative flow
High flow
Low flow
Market portfolio
Risk-free rate
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Mean
0.0027
0.0003
0.0031
0.0018
0.0012
0.0008
0.0013
0.0009
0.0030
0.0023
0.0048
0.0023

IMF
Median
0.0029
0.0002
0.0028
0.0030
0.0004
0.0003
0.0005
0.0003
0.0047
0.0032
0.0073
0.0023

Std. dev.
0.0414
0.0049
0.0402
0.0436
0.0099
0.0183
0.0096
0.0184
0.0396
0.0439
0.0527
0.0004

Mean
0.0031
0.0001
0.0041
0.0031
0.0009
0.0001
0.0009
0.0001
0.0031
0.0032
–
–

CMF
Median
0.0055
0.0001
0.0063
0.0062
0.0005
0.0001
0.0006
0.0001
0.0072
0.0054
–
–

Std. dev.
0.0466
0.0010
0.0457
0.0476
0.0054
0.0018
0.0055
0.0018
0.0454
0.0481
–
–
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We divide the results into three main analyses. These are (1) performance of positive
versus negative new money-flows; (2) performance of new versus old money-flows
and (3) performance of high versus low money-flows. We use two performance
models to measure the performance of these portfolios. These are: (1) the threefactor and (2) the four-factor models. Sapp and Tiwari (2004) find that incorporating
momentum factor makes the value of alpha of the portfolios as well as the different
portfolios become smaller in magnitude and insignificant. Because of this effect, we
focus our discussion mainly on the results obtained using the Carhart (1997) fourfactor model. Due to space constraints, we limit our discussion to the alpha and omit
other variables such as SMB, HML and MOM.
6.5.2 Performance of positive and negative money-flow portfolios
Table 6.23 presents the alpha estimates of the Fama–French (1993) three-factor and
the Carhart (1997) four-factor models of positive and negative new money-flow
portfolios for Malaysian IMFs (columns 2 to 4), CMFs (columns 5 to 7) and the
differences in the estimates between IMFs and CMFs (columns 8 to 10). In Panel A,
we construct these money-flow portfolios based on the previous year net moneyflows (positive or negative) and weighted equally by the number of funds in the
portfolio. The table also reports the equally-weighted average portfolios, the
difference in the estimated alphas between the positive and negative portfolios, and
between positive and average portfolios. Panel A.1 and Panel A.2 present the alpha
estimates of the three-factor and four-factor models, respectively. We identically
arrange the alpha estimates of these money-flow portfolios in Panel B except that we
use money-flow weighted instead of equally-weighted, and the average all fund
portfolio is the average portfolio weighted by the value of the asset under
management (value-weighted average portfolios).
IMF money-flows
We start with Panel A in Table 6.23 for equally-weighted portfolios. Looking at the
three-factor model, the alpha of positive money-flow portfolio earns 3 basis points
per month while the alpha for negative money-flow portfolio earns –10 basis points
per month. Even though the signs of each portfolio indicates that investors exhibit
fund selection ability (moving money to funds that are performing well and disinvest
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from funds that are performing poor subsequently), the results are not statistically
significant. The alpha of the average portfolio is –3 basis points per month and
insignificant. The results indicate that none of the strategies is able to earn either
significantly positive or negative alphas.
Next, we compare the positive money-flow with negative money-flow as well as
with the average portfolio. We find the difference between the alphas for the former
two portfolios and the latter two portfolios are statistically insignificant, 13 and 6
basis points each per month, respectively. Hence, the so-called ‘smart money’ effect
does not exist among IMF investors.
When we control for return momentum in the four-factor model, we note that the
value of alphas has shrunk compared with the value of alphas in the three-factor
model. For instance, the alpha for positive and negative money-flow portfolios
shrinks to –3 and –18 basis points per month, respectively. The corresponding fourfactor alpha for the average portfolio equals to an insignificant –9 basis points.
Similarly, we note that the alpha for the difference between the positive and negative
money-flow portfolios is smaller (9 basis points per month) than from alpha of the
same portfolio in the three-factor model. The same goes when we compare the
positive money-flow and average portfolios, amounting to 7 basis points per month.
In summary, the results for the equally-weighted money-flows portfolios for IMF
investors shows that there is no ‘smart money’ effect present in either the three- or
four-factor models.
We next examine the performance of money-flow portfolios that use money-flow
weighting scheme, as reported in Panel B in Table 6.23. Unlike an equal-weighting
scheme, a money-flow-weighting scheme has the benefit of placing greater emphasis
on funds experiencing the largest absolute money-flows. The three-factor alphas for
the positive and negative money-flow portfolios are 10 and –5 basis points per
month, respectively and insignificant. The average portfolio (value-weighted) has
essentially zero basis points per month. The ‘difference’ portfolio of positive minus
negative money-flows) is insignificantly 15 basis points per month. Interestingly, the
estimated alpha for the ‘difference’ portfolio of positive money-flow and average
portfolios is 10 basis points and significant at the 10 percent level. This indicates a
weak presence of ‘smart money’ effect among IMF investors based on the money208
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flow weighted portfolios, which suggests that IMF investors who choose to invest in
IMFs portfolio earn higher risk-adjusted return than the average investors who
naively invest in all IMFs.
Table 6.23 Performance of positive and negative money-flow portfolios
This table presents the alpha estimates of the Fama–French (1993) three-factor and the Carhart (1997) fourfactor models of positive and negative money-flow portfolios for Malaysian IMFs (columns 2 to 4), CMFs
(columns 5 to 7) and the differences in the estimates between IMFs and CMFs (columns 8 to 10). In Panel A,
we construct these money-flow portfolios based on the previous year net money-flows (positive or negative)
and weighted equally by the number of funds in the portfolio. The table also reports the equally-weighted
average portfolios, the difference in the estimated alphas between the positive and negative portfolios, and
between positive and average portfolios. Panel A.1 and Panel A.2 present the alpha estimates of the three-factor
and four-factor models, respectively. We identically arrange the alpha estimates in Panel B with exception that
we use money-flow weighted instead of equally-weighted and the average portfolio is the value (asset under
management)-weighted average portfolios. Coef. is alpha coefficient. Std. err. is the standard error. The
standard errors are Newey–West adjusted.

Coef.

IMF
Std.
err.

CMF

Positive
Negative
Average
Positive vs.
negative
Positive vs.
average

0.0003
–0.0010
–0.0003

0.0011
0.0013
0.0010

Coef.
Std. err.
p-value
Coef.
Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
Panel A.1. Three-factor alpha
0.8132
0.0004
0.0011
0.6822
–0.0002
0.4182
–0.0007
0.0006
0.2590
–0.0003
0.7478
–0.0005
0.0006
0.4118
0.0002

0.0013

0.0014

0.3557

0.0006

0.0005

0.2875

Positive
Negative
Average
Positive vs.
negative
Positive vs.
average

–0.0003
–0.0018
–0.0009

0.0012
0.0012
0.0011

0.8385
0.1469
0.4108

0.0016

0.0013

0.2329

0.0007

0.0005

Positive
Negative
Average
Positive vs.
negative
Positive vs.
average

0.0010
–0.0005
0.0000

Positive
Negative
Average
Positive vs.
negative
Positive vs.
average

pvalue

0.0011

pvalue

0.0011
0.0013
0.0008

0.8785
0.7949
0.7898

0.2174

0.0002

0.0016

0.9220

0.0010
0.0008
0.2212
Panel A.2. Four-factor alpha
–0.0003
0.0010
0.7438
–0.0010
0.0006
0.1156
–0.0010
0.0007
0.1312

–0.0004

0.0009

0.6689

0.0001
–0.0008
0.0001

0.0011
0.0012
0.0008

0.9399
0.4996
0.9285

0.0009

0.0014

0.5289

0.0009

0.9902

0.0006
0.0011
0.0002

0.1851
0.0007
0.0008
0.3864
0.0000
Panel B: Money-flow weighted portfolios
Panel B.1. Three-factor alpha
0.1155
0.0007
0.0003
0.0364
0.0002
0.6327
0.0000
0.0001
0.5386
–0.0005
0.8805
0.0000
0.0000
0.7120
0.0000

0.0004
0.0010
0.0002

0.5922
0.6494
0.9171

0.0015

0.0012

0.2387

0.0010

0.0006

0.0830

0.0005
–0.0009
–0.0002

0.0005
0.0011
0.0002

0.3599
0.3973
0.1584

0.0014

0.0013

0.2766

0.0007

0.0004

0.0007

0.0005

0.1651

0.0007

0.0004

0.0007

0.0008

0.0009

IMF–
CMF
Std.
err.

0.0009

0.0004

0.4622

0.0417

0.0007

0.0010

0.4731

0.0008
0.0003
0.0313
Panel B.2. Four-factor alpha
0.0006
0.0004
0.0750
–0.0001
0.0001
0.3604
0.0000
0.0000
0.2858

0.0003

0.0004

0.4700

–0.0001
–0.0009
–0.0002

0.0004
0.0010
0.0002

0.7115
0.4163
0.1804

0.0743

0.0007

0.0010

0.4932

0.0579

0.0001

0.0003

0.8650
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When controlling for return momentum, and similarly to our experience with
equally-weighted portfolios, the alpha values fall. The four-factor alphas for the
positive and negative money-flow portfolio shrink to 5 and 9 basis points per month
respectively. The four-factor alpha for average portfolio also shrinks to –2 basis
points per month. However, all results are insignificant. We next examine the alphas
of the difference between the positive and the negative money-flow portfolios as
well as between the positive money-flow and average portfolios. Using the fourfactor alpha, there is no significant difference between these two pair of portfolios.
This indicates the presence of ‘smart money’ in IMFs with the three-factor model
disappears when the four-factor model is used. This result supports the work of Sapp
and Tiwari (2004). In summary, we conclude that there is no ‘smart money’ present
in Malaysian IMFs using both equal weighted and money-flow weighted methods.
CMF money-flows
We next examine the ability of CMF investors to predict future fund performance,
which we present in columns 5 to 7. Using equally weighting scheme, the threefactor alpha for the positive and negative money-flow portfolios are 4 and –7 basis
points per month, respectively. Even though the sign indicates that positive and
negative money-flow portfolios yield positive and negative returns respectively,
both are insignificant. The alpha for the average portfolio is –5 basis points per
month. The ‘difference’ portfolios between positive and negative money-flows as
well as between positive and average are 11 and 10 basis point per month,
respectively, and are not significant.
For the four-factor model, the alphas for positive and negative money-flow
portfolios decrease to –3 and 10 basis points per month, respectively. The alpha for
the average portfolio is –10 basis points per month. Comparing positive and negative
money-flow as well as positive money-flow and average portfolios, both earn 7 basis
points per month and are insignificant.
It is interesting to find that using money-flow weighted portfolio, positive moneyflow gives a significant (at the 5 percent level) alpha of 7 basis points per month.
Both negative money-flow and average (value-weighted) portfolios yield alphas of
zero. These result in the alphas for both difference portfolios (between positive and
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negative money-flow and, between positive money-flow and average) significantly
(at 5 percent level) 8 basis points per month. Both Gruber (1996) and Zheng (1999)
found similar results in the three-factor model which support the presence of ‘smart
money’.
The four-factor model alpha for positive money-flow portfolio remains significant at
10 percent level, even though the alpha reduced to 6 basis points per month. The
negative money-flow and average portfolios are –1 basis point and essentially zero
per month, respectively. The alphas for the difference portfolios between positive
and negative money-flow, and between positive new money-flow and average are
similar, 7 basis points per month (significant at the 10 percent level). These results
indicate that even though both models produce decreased alpha values and
significance levels, the presence of ‘smart money’ is evident among CMF investors.
This is in contrast to Sapp and Tiwari (2004) who found disappearance of ‘smart
money’ effect after controlling for the momentum factor. In summary, we can
conclude that there is a strong evidence of ‘smart money’ in CMF investors using
money-flow weighted portfolios.
6.5.3 Performance of new and old money-flow portfolios
Table 6.24 presents the alpha estimates of the Fama–French (1993) three-factor and
Carhart (1997) four-factor models of new and old money-flow portfolios for
Malaysian IMFs (columns 2 to 4), CMFs (columns 5 to 7) and the differences in the
estimates between IMFs and CMFs (columns 8 to 10). Panel A reports the positive
new money-flow, positive old money-flow and the difference in the estimated alphas
between the positive new and old money-flow portfolios. The positive new moneyflow portfolios are the money-flow weighted of all available funds with positive
money-flow as discussed section 5.5.4. The positive old money-flow portfolios are
the value (asset under management (AUM))-weighted (previous year AUM before
the addition of new money-flow) of all available funds with positive money-flow
portfolio. The old money-flow represents existing funds in the portfolio. We
construct these new money-flow (positive and negative) portfolios based on the
previous year net money-flows. Panel A.1 and Panel A.2 present the alpha estimates
of the three-factor and four-factor models, respectively. We identically arrange the
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alpha estimates in Panel B except that we use negative money-flow instead of
positive money-flow portfolios.
IMF money-flows
The three-factor alphas for the positive new money-flow and positive old moneyflow portfolios are 10 and 9 basis points per month, respectively (statistically
insignificant). The alpha for the ‘difference’ portfolio between new and old moneyflow portfolios is essentially zero. We repeat the above using the four-factor model,
the alpha for these portfolios (new money-flow, old money-flow and new versus
old-money-flow) reduced slightly and remain insignificant (5, 4 and 1 basis points
per month, respectively). We obtain similar results when repeating the above
estimations (the three and four-factor models) on the negative money-flow
portfolios, which also comprise the new, the old and the new versus old money-flow.
All estimations yield insignificant alpha (see Panel B in Table 6.24). We conclude
that there is no presence of ‘smart money’ using these models.
CMF money-flows
We present the results of CMFs in columns 5 to 7 in Table 6.24. The three-factor
alphas for the positive new money-flow and positive old money-flow portfolios are 7
and 6 basis points per month (significant at 5 percent level), respectively. The alpha
for the difference between positive new and old money-flow portfolios is one basis
point per month (significant at 10 percent level). This indicates that the CMF
investors are smart in the sense that investors who put new money in these funds
earn slightly higher returns than existing investors in these funds.
However, the four-factor alpha for the positive new money-flow portfolio shrinks to
6 basis point per month (significant at the 10 percent level). Similarly, the fourfactor alphas for the positive old money-flow and the difference between positive
new and old money-flow portfolios shrink to 3 and 1 basis points per month,
respectively. Our results support the work of Sapp and Tiwari (2004) where the
evidence of ‘smart money’ in the three factor alpha no longer exists when we
include the momentum factor.
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Table 6.24 Performance of new versus old money-flow portfolios
This table presents the alpha estimates of the Fama–French (1993) three-factor and the Carhart (1997) fourfactor models of new and old money-flow portfolios for Malaysian IMFs (columns 2 to 4), CMFs (columns 5 to
7) and the differences in the estimates between IMFs and CMFs (columns 8 to 10). Panel A reports the positive
new money-flow, positive old money-flow and the difference in the estimated alphas between the positive new
and old money-flow portfolios. The positive new money-flow portfolios are the money-flow weighted of all
available funds with positive new money-flow. The positive old money-flow portfolios are the value (asset
under management (AUM))-weighted (previous year AUM before the new flow) of all available funds with
positive new money-flow portfolio. We construct these new money-flow portfolios based on the previous year
net money-flows. Panel A.1 and Panel A.2 present the alpha estimates of the three-factor and four-factor
models, respectively.We identically arrange the alpha estimates in Panel B with exception that we use negative
money-flow instead of positive money-flow portfolios. Coef. is alpha coefficient. Std. err. is the standard error.
The standard errors are Newey-West adjusted.

IMF
Std. err.

p-value

0.0010
0.0009

0.0006
0.0006

0.1155
0.1400

0.0000

0.0001

0.4293

0.0005
0.0004

0.0005
0.0006

0.3599
0.4580

0.0001

0.0001

0.1997

–0.0005
–0.0006

0.0011
0.0010

0.6327
0.5440

0.0000
0.0000

0.0001

0.0002

–0.0009
–0.0010
0.0000

Coef.

New
money
Old money
New
vs.
old
New
money
Old money
New
vs.
old

New
money
Old money
New
vs.
old
New
money
Old money
New
vs.
old

CMF
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Panel A: Positive money-flow
Panel A.1. Three-factor alpha
0.0007
0.0006

p-value

0.0364
0.0575

0.0002
0.0003

0.0004
0.0004

0.5922
0.5106

0.0001
0.0001
0.0950
Panel A.2. Four-factor alpha

–0.0001

0.0001

0.4436

0.0750
0.1139

–0.0001
–0.0001

0.0004
0.0004

0.7115
0.7354

0.0001
0.0001
0.1198
Panel B: Negative money-flow
Panel B.1. Three-factor alpha

0.0000

0.0001

0.9046

0.5386
0.7269

–0.0005
–0.0006

0.0010
0.0010

0.6494
0.5427

0.4945

0.0000
0.0000
0.2044
Panel B.2. Four-factor alpha

0.0001

0.0002

0.4187

0.0011
0.0010

0.3973
0.3617

–0.0001
0.0000

0.0001
0.0001

0.3604
0.4716

–0.0009
–0.0009

0.0010
0.0010

0.4163
0.3718

0.0002

0.7845

0.0000

0.0000

0.3000

0.0001

0.0002

0.6962

0.0006
0.0005

0.0003
0.0003

Coef.

IMF–
CMF
Std. err.

0.0004
0.0003

0.0001
0.0001

The three-factor and four-factor alphas for the negative new and old money-flow
portfolios are not significantly different from zero. Thus, the three- and four-factor
alphas for the difference portfolio between negative new and negative old moneyflow portfolio are also not significantly different from zero. We suggest that CMF
investors are able to move money into CMFs, which become better performing funds
in the future. However, their disinvestment strategy is not effective. In contrast, IMF
investors naively invest in and disinvest from IMFs.
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6.5.4 Performance of high and low money-flow portfolios
Table 6.25 presents the alpha estimates of the Fama–French (1993) three-factor and
Carhart (1997) four-factor models of high and low money-flow portfolios for
Malaysian IMFs (columns 2 to 4), CMFs (columns 5 to 7) and the differences in the
estimates between IMFs and CMFs (columns 8 to 10). The table also reports the
equally-weighted average portfolios, the difference in the estimated alphas between
the high and low portfolios, and between high and the equally-weighted average
portfolios. We construct these new money-flow portfolios based on the previous
year net money-flows. The high money-flow portfolio refers to the portfolio consists
of funds with net new money-flows above the median value for a particular year.
Likewise, the low money-flow portfolio refers to all other funds that do not fit the
previous criteria. Panel A and Panel B present the alpha estimates of the three-factor
and four-factor models, respectively.
Table 6.25 Performance of high versus low money-flow portfolios
This table presents the alpha estimates of the Fama–French (1993) three-factor and the Carhart (1997)
four-factor models of high and low money-flow portfolios for Malaysian IMFs (columns 2 to 4), CMFs
(columns 5 to 7) and the differences in the estimates between IMFs and CMFs (columns 8 to 10). The table
also reports the equally-weighted average portfolios, the difference in the estimated alphas between the
high and low portfolios, and between high and the equally-weighted average portfolios.We construct these
new money-flow portfolios based on the previous year net money-flows. The high money-flow portfolio
refers to the portfolio consists of funds with net new money-flows above the median value for a particular
year. Likewise, the low money-flow portfolio refers to all other funds that do not fit the previous criteria.
Panel A and Panel B present the alpha estimates of the three-factor and four-factor models, respectively.
Coef. is alpha coefficient. Std. err. is the standard error. The standard errors are Newey-West adjusted.
IMF
Coef.

Std. err.

IMF–
CMF

CMF
p-value

Coef.

Std. err.

p-value

Coef.

Std. err.

p-value

Panel A. Three-factor alpha
High flow

0.0003

0.0013

0.8114

–0.0002

0.0008

0.7915

0.0005

0.0010

0.6029

Low flow

–0.0010

0.0009

0.3054

–0.0008

0.0006

0.1959

–0.0002

0.0010

0.8441

Average

–0.0003

0.0010

0.7478

–0.0005

-0.0006

0.4118

0.0002

0.0008

0.7898

High vs. low
High
vs.
average

0.0013

0.0012

0.2827

0.0006

0.0007

0.4394

0.0007

0.0012

0.5424

0.0006

0.0006

0.3353

0.0003

0.0004

0.4289

0.0003

0.0006

0.6346

High flow

0.0000

0.0014

0.9732

–0.0008

0.0009

0.3542

0.0008

0.0010

0.3816

Low flow

–0.0019

0.0010

0.0671

–0.0011

0.0006

0.0654

–0.0007

0.0010

0.4529

Average

–0.0009

0.0011

0.4108

–0.0010

0.0007

0.1312

0.0001

0.0019

0.0011

0.0832

0.0003

0.0008

0.6523

0.0016

0.0010

0.1246

0.0010

0.0006

0.1060

0.0002

0.0004

0.6138

0.0008

0.0006

0.1845

Panel B. Four-factor alpha

High vs. low
High
vs.
average
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IMF money-flows
We find that both high and low money-flow portfolios, even though giving
favourable positive value for high and negative value for the low money-flow
portfolios, the three-factor alphas are essentially zero (3 and –10 basis points per
month, respectively). The three-factor alpha for average portfolio is –3 basis points
per month. The different portfolios for both between high and low money-flow, and
between high money-flow and average give insignificant alpha values (13 and 6
basis points per month, respectively), which are equivalent to zero.
However, using the four-factor model, there are different and interesting results.
While high money-flow portfolio reduced to a zero alpha, the low money-flow
portfolio reduced from insignificant –10 insignificant to significantly –19 basis
points alphas per month. This results in significant alpha value of 19 basis points for
the different portfolio between high and low money-flow portfolios (significant at 10
percent significant level). However, the value of alpha is not significant for the
‘difference’ portfolio between high and average portfolios. These results indicate
that even though IMF investors do not exhibit ‘smart money’ effect, on average,
they are smart in moving away from non-performing funds.
CMF money-flows
For the CMF investors, we find that the three-factor alphas for the high and low
money-flow portfolios are –2 and –8 basis points per month, respectively, both with
insignificant p-values. The three-factor alpha for the average portfolio is –5 basis
points per month. Both, the different portfolio between high and low money-flow
and between high and average portfolios are 6 and 3 basis points per month,
respectively, with both insignificant p-values.
Similar with the previous portfolios, with four-factor model, the alpha values
reduced to –8 and –11 basis points for high and low money-flow portfolios,
respectively. Even though we get significant negative result for the low money-flow
portfolio, the four-factor alpha for the difference portfolio between high and low
money-flow portfolios is insignificant (3 basis points per month). The difference
portfolio between high money-flow and average portfolios is also not significant (2
basis points per month).
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Based on this approach, CMF investors do not appear smart in indentifying funds
that will be performing well above the average investors. However, there are some
indications that they are able to move out their money from funds that are
performing poor subsequently. However, their strategy do not results in significant
gain as the estimated alpha between high and low as well as high and average is both
insignificant.
6.5.5 Comparative fund selection ability
We construct ‘difference’ portfolios to determine if there is a difference in fund
selection ability between IMF and CMF investors for all groups of portfolios. A
‘difference’ portfolio is the difference in monthly return between IMFs and CMFs in
each of the 10 portfolios. Then, we repeat all the same analyses on these ‘difference’
portfolios to determine the difference between fund selection ability between these
two groups of investors. This method is similar to Renneboog et al. (2011). We find
that the differences in alphas are not statistically significant from zero between all
trading strategies (refer to the last three columns in Table 6.23, Table 6.24 and Table
6.25). We conclude that even though the ‘smart money’ effect exists in the CMF
portfolios, the difference is not significant when compared with the IMF portfolios.
6.5.6 Summary and discussion
In this section, we consider the presence of ‘smart money’ effect in Malaysian IMF
and CMF investors. The hypothesis is whether Malaysian IMF investors are able to
identify funds that will outperform benchmark factors in the future or if these
investors are able to anticipate mutual fund returns by directing money into funds
that subsequently give superior returns. In addition, we investigated if there is any
difference between IMF and CMF investors. We found that there is no evidence of a
‘smart money’ effect that could explain the tremendous growth of IMFs in Malaysia
in general and among IMFs in particular. However, investors exhibited some fund
selection ability in identifying IMFs that perform poorly in subsequent year.
Conversely, although the results are mixed, we concluded that there is weak
evidence that CMF investors are smart on average and are able to select funds that
are able to perform well in the future.
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We contribute to the literature by presenting several new findings. First, this is the
first study that investigates the presence of ‘smart money’ in the Malaysian IMF
industry and compares the abilities of IMF and CMF investors in this regard. Similar
to Renneboog et al. (2011) in SRI funds, we found that the smart money is not
present in the Malaysian IMFs. Comparing IMF and CMF investors, we found that
CMF investors unlike IMF investors have some ability to select funds that are able
to perform well in the future. Thus, only CMF investors possess fund selection
ability overall.
Second, these findings significantly improve our understanding of the behaviour of
investors in the mutual fund industry in Malaysia where Islamic capital market is
part of the broader conventional market. The lack of smart money effect may be
attributable to the following. First, the growth of the mutual funds in Malaysia in
general and IMFs in particular is mainly due to support from government in the form
of tax benefits, liberalisation that favour IMFs and other favourable regulations.
Second, Malaysian investors may not be as sophisticated (or informed) as investors
in larger capital market, such as the US, the UK and Australia. Finally, the frequent
name changes and disappearance of existing funds due to mergers as well as
frequent introduction of new funds in the Malaysian mutual fund industry may also
contribute to an insignificant ‘smart money’ effect for Malaysian mutual funds.

6.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter presents the results of four complementary empirical analyses of key
issues arising in IMFs, namely performance, screening and fund flows. Table 6.26
presents the summary of the empirical results of tests of Hypotheses 1 to 11, the
expected results, and actual results that we generated. In the first analysis on IMF
performance, our results revealed that IMFs exhibit some fund selection ability over
CMFs. This is in contrast to the previous findings (for example Abdullah et al.
(2007) and Nainggolan (2011). The outperformance of IMFs over CMFs could
possibly explained by the fact that IMFs has passed their learning phase and now
their performance better than or at least at par with CMFs. The results of timing
ability indicated that both funds were unable to time the market.
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Our results in the cost of diversification revealed that IMFs funds exhibited minimal
diversification cost and it was comparable to CMFs. With regard to the ability of
IMFs to act as recession proof investment, we found that in general, IMFs were able
to perform better during losing market trends. However, this outperformance was
not significant in all three recent crises.
Table 6.26 Summary of hypotheses and results
Hypotheses 1 to 4 test the performance of Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) relative to conventional mutual
funds (CMFs). Hypotheses 5 to 9 test the relationship between the degree of Shariah screening intensity and
IMF performance. Hypotheses 10 to 11 test the behaviour of IMF investors towards past performance
relative to that of CMFs. Details of each hypothesis discussed in Chapter 5. NS, +, – and √ indicate Not
Significant, Positive, Negative, and that the observed sign of the relationship is as hypothesised,
respectively.
Hypothesis

Expected
sign

Results

–

+

–

+

–

NS

Table

Performance
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 7

Hypothesis 8

Hypothesis 9
Hypothesis
10
Hypothesis
11
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IMFs underperform CMFs.
IMFs exhibit less ability in market
timing than CMFs.
IMFs involve severe diversification
costs and therefore tend to have
inferior net performance compared
with CMFs.
IMFs
outperform
(underperform)
CMFs in bear (bull) markets.
Screening
A
restrictive
screened
IMFs
underperform (outperform) a less
restrictive screened IMFs.
A restrictive screened IMFs exhibits
higher risk premium than less
restrictive screened IMFs.
A restrictive screened IMFs charge
higher fees than a less restrictive
screened IMFs.
Fund flows
Money-flows into IMFs are less
sensitive (more sensitive) to past
performance compared with that of
CMFs.
Money-flows into IMFs are less
sensitive to the lagged values of
explanatory variables compared to that
of CMFs.
Money-flows into IMFs are less
volatile compared to that of CMFs.
Money-flow into (out of) IMFs is less
smart than money-flow into (out of)
CMFs.

Table 6.3, Table 6.4,
Table 6.5, Table A2.1,
Table A2.2 Table A2.3
Table 6.6, Table 6.7,
Table A2.4, Table A2.5

Table 6.8, Table A2.6
+

+

–

NS

Table 6.9, Table A2.7

Table 6.13
+

+
Table 6.14

+

NS
Table 6.15

–

NS/+
Table 6.18

–

Mixed
Table 6.18

–

+

–

–

Table 6.19, Table 6.20
Table 6.23, Table 6.24,
Table 6.25
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In the screening part, we found that screening intensity did not result in either
financial penalty or benefit to investors in terms of the risk adjusted returns. In terms
of fund risk, it appeared that funds which imposed higher screening intensity (based
on the value of the Shariah factor loadings) significantly reduced total and
unsystematic risk. Level of screening intensity did not have an impact on the fund’s
systematic risk. Unlike other studies in the US and Australia where they found that
fund managers resorted to investing in low beta stocks to compensate for the higher
screening intensity they employed, in Malaysia this did not happen. In terms of
expenses, Shariah screening intensity had no effect on expenses.
In terms of flow–performance, we found that IMF investors were more sensitive to
past poor performance where they moved out from funds that were performing
poorly in previous periods. In relation to IMFs loyalty, we found that IMF moneyflows were more volatile than that of CMFs which indicated that IMF investors were
less loyal than CMFs investors. In relation to ‘smart money’, we found there was no
evidence of a ‘smart money’ effect that could explain the tremendous growth of
IMFs in Malaysia. However, investors exhibited some fund selection ability in
identifying IMFs that would perform poorly. Conversely, although the results were
mixed, we concluded that there was weak evidence that CMF investors were smart
on average and were able to select funds that were able to perform well in the future.
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Chapter 7 . Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
The objectives of this thesis were to investigate the issues of performance,
screening, and fund flows of Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) in Malaysia, one of the
largest and most rapidly growing Islamic finance markets in the world. The first
objective was to examine the performance of IMFs, in both absolute terms and
relative to the conventional mutual funds (CMFs). We also investigated if IMFs
performed better during crisis periods.
The second objective of the thesis was to investigate the impact of screening
intensity on IMF performance, risk and management expenses. Given several
different screening methodologies are employed in Malaysia, encompassing
screening on the basis of product and activity only and screening also for firm
leverage and other financial indicators, it is interesting and useful to investigate
how this influence these three key dimensions of IMF performance.
The third objective was to investigate the behaviour of IMF fund flows. We used
net money-flow to proxy investor behaviour and examined how IMF investors
made fund selection decisions. Previous studies found that investors followed past
performance. As IMF investors consider both financial and nonfinancial criteria in
their investment decisions, we investigated if IMF investors cared less about past
performance. We also tested the existence of the ‘smart money’ in the Malaysian
IMFs, whereby fund flows predict future performance.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 provides a
general summary of the thesis. Section 7.3 outlines the contributions of the thesis
to the literature and discusses the policy and industry implications. Section 7.4
examines the limitations of the study and Section 7.5 provides some possible
directions for future research.
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7.2 Summary of the thesis
This thesis comprised seven chapters. Chapter 1 Introduction began with some
brief contextual information that provided the focus of the study. The chapter then
highlighted the main motivations and objectives of the study and finally provided
a brief outline of the remainder of the thesis. Chapter 2 Principles of Islamic
Finance provided an overview of the history, evolution, principles and
development of Islamic finance, which served as the theoretical background in
understanding IMFs. The main principles of Islamic finance discussed were the
prohibition of riba, maysir, gharar and dealing in forbidden activities and
commodities, the sharing of business profits and risks, and the paying and
collecting of zakah. These principles formed the foundation of Islamic finance,
which also become the underlying principles of contracts established to facilitate
all financial transaction and activities in Islamic finance. The contracts discussed
were mudarabah, musharakah, murabahah, bai muajjal, bai salam, istisna, ijarah,
wakalah and qard hassan. We found that among the popular contracts applied in
Islamic mutual funds are mudarabah, musharakah and wakalah.
Chapter 3 The Malaysian Islamic Fund Management Industry provided an
overview of the institutional details on the Islamic fund management industry in
Malaysia. In relation to IMF regulation, in addition to the general regulation that
applies to all Malaysian mutual funds, companies offering IMFs are subject to
several other regulations. These are the requirement to employ a minimum of two
Shariah advisors, a minimum of two Muslim investment committees and a Muslim
compliance officer with a basic knowledge of Shariah and its principles. Further,
the Shariah committee or advisors are required to prepare special reports in annual
and interim reports to unitholders. In forms of operations, IMFs differ from CMFs
in three main aspects. These are the presence of the Shariah advisory board (SAB),
the application of Shariah screening in its portfolio construction, and purification
activity.
Chapter 4 A Review of Performance, Screening and Fund Flows in Screened Funds
provided the theoretical and empirical literature relating to managed funds with
special reference to screened funds. This chapter covered the theoretical and
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empirical literature for three main areas of the study, which were performance,
screening, and fund flows in the screened funds. Screened funds include both
socially responsible investment (SRI) funds and IMFs. The literature on
performance started with the discussion on the development of mutual fund
performance evaluation techniques and the related theories behind it. This is
important to provide a general understanding on the importance of performance
measurement and various ways to measure mutual fund performance. We also
reviewed the literature on fund attributes and their influence on mutual fund
performance. In the screening literature, we reviewed the impact of screening and
differences in screening strategies to firm and mutual fund performance. Finally,
we reviewed the literature concerning the behaviour of mutual fund investors,
which used mutual fund flows as the proxy. In the area of mutual fund investors,
we specifically focused on how IMF investors made fund selection decisions and
examined if these investors are able to select funds that are able to earn positive
returns in subsequent periods. Overall, the literature on IMFs is still scarce and
lags behind compared with the literature on the CMF and SRI funds. Together,
these chapters provided important contextual information to help develop the
research questions and hypothesis examined in the following chapters.
Chapter 5 Empirical Methodology described the data collection procedures and
research design in four separate analyses used to examine the performance,
screening, and fund flows in IMFs. The first empirical methodology outlined how
we intended to assess the performance of IMFs. We measured performance in two
main ways: stock selection and market timing ability. We then used six measures
to evaluate the stock selection ability of IMFs. These were mean raw returns, mean
excess returns, the Treynor ratio, the Sharpe ratio, Jensen’s one-factor, and
Carhart’s four-factor models. For market timing ability, we adopted TreynorMazuy and Henriksson-Merton models. In addition, we investigated if IMF
investors were obliged to bear diversification costs by incorporating religious
beliefs in their investment. We used the original Fama’s (1972) specification to
measure diversification costs as well as the extended specification in Carhart
(1997) four-factor model. We further examined if IMFs were able to perform better
during bear markets and worse during bull markets relative to that of CMFs.
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The second empirical methodology discussed in Chapter 5 detailed how we
intended to

investigate

how different

screening

intensity affected

fund

performance. Malaysia has two Islamic indices that apply different screening
strategies. These indices are FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS Shariah (FBMES) and
FTSE Bursa Malaysia Hijrah Shariah (FBMHS). We made use of these
benchmarks to see if the difference in screening methodologies could explain IMF
performance. We took the approach from investors who wished to benchmark their
funds against either one of these benchmarks, with the FBMES being generally
more restrictive in terms of screening intensity than the FBMHS. We also added
MSCI Malaysia Islamic index (MSCIMI) as we considered it to have the most
restricted screening strategy. We estimated ordinary least squares regressions of a
two-factor model where the first factor was excess market return proxied by the
FBM100 as the market portfolio. The second factor was the difference between
excess return of high-restricted Islamic index and excess return of low restricted
Islamic index. We used the loadings from the second factor as a proxy of screening
intensity and estimated cross sectional regressions of 43 IMFs after including size
and age as control variables.
The third empirical methodology outlined in Chapter 5 concerned fund flows. In
particular, if the fund selection behaviour of IMF investors differed from CMF
investors. We argued that because IMF investors violated strict utility
maximisation, whereby rational investors should only care about return and risk,
we argued that while IMF investors were also concerned about risk and returns,
they were also careful whether their investments complied with their religious
obligations. The question was that as investors in CMFs choose funds based on
past performance, did this also apply to IMF investors. We considered three
aspects of fund flows. Namely, the flow-performance relationship, the volatility of
fund flows, and the ability of investors to predict future performance by directing
money into funds they expected to perform well in the future. We used pooled and
panel regression analyses to examine the determinants of fund flows into the
Malaysian IMFs and compared them with CMFs. In view of the small sample, we
presented descriptive analysis in the volatility of fund flows and estimated a
simple cross sectional regression to see if IMF flows were more volatile than that
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of CMFs. In the fourth and the last empirical methodology, we investigated the
presence of ‘smart money’ in the Malaysian IMFs by employing portfolio level
approach. We constructed 10 various portfolios of IMFs based on their previous
year money-flows and examined their performance in subsequent period.
Chapter 6 Empirical Results reported our findings on IMF performance, screening,
and fund flows derived from the methodologies presented in Chapter 5. In terms of
performance, our results revealed that IMFs exhibited some fund selection ability
over CMFs though both types of funds displayed poor market timing ability. This
is in contrast to the previous findings, which generally concluded the
underperformance of IMFs, specifically in Malaysia. We conjectured that we could
ascribe the relative over-performance of IMFs to the concept of Bauer’s et al.
(2005) ‘learning phase’. The learning phase argument suggests that the
underperformance of IMFs would only be short lived given IMFs were only
recently introduced in the market in 1993. Fund managers were in the learning
phase before they were able to optimise the process of Shariah screening and
‘catch up’ with the more established CMF industry. Another potential explanation
was due to the ‘quality’ of the Shariah fund managers, which potentially benefits
from the ability of Shariah screening to select better quality stocks.
Our results concerning the cost of diversification revealed that IMFs funds
exhibited a minimal diversification opportunity cost arising from the screening
process. The diversification costs were at least comparable to CMFs. This implied
that IMF investors continued to enjoy diversification opportunities, despite
complying with Shariah screening. In fact, screening activities appeared to provide
additional risk-adjusted returns, as reflected in the significant advantage of IMFs
in net selectivity over CMFs. With regard to the argued position of IMFs as
‘recession proof’ investment, we found that IMFs were generally able to perform
better during declining market trends than CMFs. However, this was not
significant for all three of the crises periods examined in the analysis. In terms of
the subsequent impact of liberalisation to the performance of IMFs, we found that
there was no significant difference in performance before and after liberalisation.
However, we found some evidence that IMFs performed worse than CMFs after
the liberalisation period. This could be because of the necessarily small sample
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size and the fact that the liberalisation period neatly aligned with the Global
Financial Crisis (GFC).
In our screening results, we found that screening intensity did not result in a
financial penalty or benefit to investors in terms of the risk-adjusted returns.
However, in terms of fund risk, it appeared that funds, which imposed higher
screening intensity (based on the value of the Shariah factor loadings) had
significantly lower levels of total and unsystematic risk. Therefore, screening
intensity did not affect fund systematic risk. Shariah screening intensity also had
no effect on expenses. This could be because of the close correspondence between
Shariah compliance and the operating and financial behaviour of Malaysian firms.
In terms of the flow-performance relationship, we found that IMF investors were
more sensitive to past poor performance where they moved out of funds that were
performing poorly. This was in contrast to CMF investors who were apparently
more concerned in investing in funds that performed well in the past. This
indicated that performance alone was not sufficient in attracting fund flows for
both IMFs and CMFs. More problematically for IMFs, mere compliance with
Islamic principles did not guarantee a free ride for fund managers, with investors
punishing poorly performing IMFs particularly harshly. In relation to IMFs
loyalty, we found that IMF money-flows were more volatile than those of CMFs,
suggesting IMF investors were less loyal than CMFs investors in terms of staying
with a fund. That is, IMF investors would not remain in funds that were
performing poorly. Of course, the ability to transfer funds is made easier by the
large number of other similarly Shariah compliant funds in Malaysia. Finally, we
found there was no evidence of a ‘smart money’ effect that could at least partly
explain the tremendous growth of IMFs in Malaysia. However, investors exhibited
some fund selection ability in identifying IMFs that would perform poorly in the
future.

7.3 Contribution and policy and industry implications
This thesis made three main contributions to the literature. First, the main
contribution of this thesis lies in providing new findings on the performance of
IMFs in Malaysia, both in absolute terms and relative to CMFs. However, while
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the small number of previous studies generally concluded that IMFs underperform
market benchmarks and CMFs, we concluded that IMFs outperformed CMFs.
Based on our findings, IMF investors were rewarded with higher risk-adjusted
returns (in comparison to CMFs) by adhering to their religious obligations in their
investment decisions. In addition, these results suggested that by including IMFs,
investment portfolios could benefit given their unique characteristics of having
higher risk-adjusted return with lower risk and because they were apparently able
to provide better returns in a declining market.
Our second contribution lies in the results of the impact of screening on IMF
performance, risk, and expenses. If devout Muslim (non-Muslim) investors
regarded investment in funds that employed more restrictive screening strategies
ensured greater compliance with Shariah (religious and ethical values), then these
same investors should take some comfort that this did not significantly adversely
affect their risk-adjusted returns. In fact, our findings suggest that investors in
IMFs were able to enjoy lower unsystematic risk with higher screening intensity.
For fund managers, Shariah screening was able to assist them to select stocks with
a low unsystematic risk without sacrificing potential returns.
Finally, to the author’s best knowledge, this is the first study on the determinants
of fund flows with respect to the Islamic fund management industry in Malaysia.
There is limited evidence comparing the behaviour of IMF investors in comparison
to CMF investors using net fund flow analysis. This thesis will then assist Islamic
fund managers in developing future strategies to attract subscriptions from both
Muslim and non-Muslim investors alike. Importantly, we found that IMF investors
did not only invest for religious reason, but also in anticipation of better returns.
As for IMF managers, while they cannot rely on Shariah compliance in itself to
attract subscriptions from Muslim investors, at least at the aggregate level there
appears to be some degree of substitutability between CMFs and IMFs. That is, the
performance of IMFs is just as important as Shariah compliance in attracting
investor funds, at least in Malaysia. Nevertheless, IMF managers should also not
assume investors were attracted to invest in IMFs principally because of religious
compliance with Islamic principles. In fact, we found the performance of IMFs
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was as importance as compliance with religious principles, perhaps more so, in
that, investors punished poorly performing IMFs particularly harshly.

7.4 Limitations
There are three main limitations of this thesis. First, this study provided indicative
but not conclusive results because of its necessary focus on a single asset class
(equity funds) and Islamic country (Malaysia). We could not possibly take this
then to represent the behaviour of IMFs as a whole or the Islamic finance market
globally. Even though Malaysia has the largest number of IMFs in the world, it is
not fully representative of IMFs globally as the unique structural, institutional and
regulatory conditions found in Malaysia are unlikely to found elsewhere, even in
other Muslim countries with large Islamic finance sectors. Further, IMFs are not
only available in Muslim countries but also in non-Muslim countries. As each
country has their unique characteristics and regulations, this may have different
influence in fund performance. This study also focuses only in equity funds.
Therefore, we should exercise caution when making inferences to the broader
market for IMFs, including balanced, fixed interest, commodity and cash funds.
Second, in relation to the analysis of fund flows in IMFs, we necessarily employed
only implied flows (net fund flows), whereas other recent studies undertaken in
other national contexts (especially the US) typically have access to separate
information on fund inflows and outflows. Moreover, we only had access to data
on annual fund flows, which we derived manually from annual data of asset under
management (AUM) as extracted from annual fund reports and prospectuses. This
is problematic in that most other research on mutual fund flows has available
monthly or quarterly data, with some studies finding that mutual fund investors
make decisions at frequencies closer to monthly than annually. As highlighted by
Keswani and Stolin (2008), when comparing the results using monthly and
quarterly data, quarterly (less frequent) data makes it much more difficult to detect
fund-selection ability relatively to monthly data. This could explain some of the
variance in our results. Regrettably, as a still developing market, higher frequency
information on Malaysian managed funds is simply unavailable. Moreover, with
regard to data availability for the fund flow study, we can only trace the AUM data
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back for the past 11 years, which results in just 10 years fund flow data, possibly
not long enough to capture the market cycle.
Finally, in relation to screening, we did not have access to the exact types of
screening that each of IMFs employed. Neither was there sufficient detail available
in the published reports of these funds to reconstruct or infer their chosen
screening method. Thus, we were obliged to use the screening activities employed
by the market wide Shariah indices, as their screening activities were available
publicly. Even so, the returns data on Shariah indices were relatively short as most
are only recently established. For example, the launched of the FBMES, the first
Islamic index made available in Malaysia, was only in late 1999.

7.5 Directions for future research
Drawing on the limitations identified above, we provide several recommendations
to further extend this study. First, given the importance of IMFs in the Islamic
finance and the position of Malaysia as an international Islamic investment hub,
future research may extend to other types of Islamic funds such as balanced funds
and money market funds. However, the selection of appropriate benchmarks is
equally important in measuring the performance of these funds. For the most part,
benchmark indices are much less commonly available for non-equity funds, while
depending only on an equity market benchmark might yield bias results. Moreover,
the majority of IMFs in Malaysia are either wholly or partially equity-based, such
that focus on other asset classes would invariably involve even smaller sample
sizes and greater difficulty in obtaining quality data than experienced in this thesis.
Second, this study limits the evidence of performance, screening, as well as fund
flows to a single country, Malaysia. Extending our methods to other countries
where IMFs are in place (both Islamic and non-Islamic) may provide a more
comprehensive assessment of the IMF performance and behaviour in other
contexts. Of course, the structure, regulation and operations of IMFs in other
countries, not least general market conditions, will likely vary to that found in
Malaysia, and future work in this area should be careful to consider these factors
when undertaking cross-country comparisons.
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Finally, future research could make use of higher frequency flow data over a
longer sample period to examine the behaviour of IMF investors in relation to
performance and other fund characteristics, assuming such data are available in the
future. It would be also of interest to investigate if the behaviour of investors in
this regard differed in bull and bear markets. Fourth, it would be useful to gain a
greater insight into the decisions made by both Muslim and non-Muslim investors
in whether to invest in a particular fund at the micro rather than the macro level (as
here) and the innate balancing, if any, of sectarian and secular concerns in these
complex and important investment decisions.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Samples of mutual funds
Table A1.1 List of Islamic mutual funds (IMFs)
Bil.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Name
Affin Islamic Equity
Alliance Dana Adib
Amanah Saham Kedah
Amanah Saham Wanita Asnita
AMB Dana Yakin
AmIslamic Growth
AmIttikal
Apex Dana Al-Sofi-i
ASBI Dana AL-Mubin
ASM Dana Al-Aiman
ASM Dana Bestari
ASM Dana Mutiara
ASM Syariah Aggressive
AUTB Dana Bakti
CIMB Islamic DALI Equity
CIMB Islamic DALI Equity Growth
CIMB Islamic DALI Equity Theme
CIMB Islamic Enhanced Index
CIMB Islamic Equity
CIMB Islamic Equity Aggressive
CIMB Islamic Micro Cap
CIMB Islamic Small Cap
CMS Islamic
HLG Dana Makmur
HwangDBS Aiiman Growth
ING Ekuiti Islam
InterPac Dana Safi
Kenanga Syariah Growth
MAAKL Al Fauzan
MAAKL Al-Faid
MAAKL Syariah Index
OSK-UOB Dana Islam
Pacific Dana Aman
PB Islamic Equity
PRUdana al-ilham
Public Islamic Dividend
Public Islamic Equity
Public Islamic Opportunities
Public Islamic Optimal Growth
Public Islamic Sector Select
Public Islamic Select Enterprises
Public Islamic Select Treasures
Public Ittikal
RHB Islamic Growth
TA Dana Fokus
TA Islamic

Empirical studies
1
2
3
4
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
–
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
√
46 43 35 34
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Table A1.2 List of conventional mutual funds (CMFs)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

250

Name
Affin Equity
Alliance Vision
AMB Dividend Trust
AMB Ethical Trust
AMB Index-Linked Trust
AMB Small Cap Trust
AMB Unit Trust
AMB Value Trust
AmDividend Income
Apex Dynamic
Apex Enhanced Tracker
Apex Malaysia Growth Trust
Apex Small-Cap
Areca Equity Trust
ASM Amanah Saham Pekerja TNB
ASM First Public
ASM Index
ASM Premier
ASM TKMBY Dana Pertumbuhan
ASM TKMBY Kelima
ASM TKMBY Kesebelas
ASM TKMBY Kesepuluh
ASM TKMBY Ketujuh
AUTB Investment
AUTB Progress
AUTB Tactical
Avenue DividendEXTRA
Avenue EquityExtra
CIMB Principal Equity
CIMB Principal Equity 2
CIMB Principal Equity Aggressive 1
CIMB Principal Equity Aggressive 3
CIMB Principal KLCI-Linked
CIMB Principal KLCI-Linked 2
CIMB Principal Small Cap
CIMB Principal Small Cap 2
CIMB-Principal Equity Aggressive 2
CIMB-Principal Equity Fund 3
CIMB-Principal Equity Fund 4
CMS Malaysian Inc
CMS Premier
HLG Blue Chip
HLG Dividend
HLG Growth
HLG Penny Stock
Hwang DBS Asia Quantum
ING Blue Chip
ING Growth Opportunities
ING Tactical
InterPac Dynamic Equity

1
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Empirical studies
2
3
4
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
–
–
√
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
–
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
–
–
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Table A1.2 List of sample of conventional mutual funds (CMFs) (continue)

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Name
Kenanga Growth
KL City Emerald
KL City Ruby
KL City Saphire
KL City Smallcap
KLCI Tracker
MAAKL Dividend
MAAKL Equity 80
MAAKL Equity Index
MAAKL Growth
MAAKL Progress
MAAKL Value
OSK-UOB Emerging Opp UT
OSK-UOB Malaysia Dividend
OSK-UOB Small Cap Opp UT
OSK-UOB Smart Treasure
OSK-UOB Thematic Growth
Pacific Dividend
Pacific Millennium
Pacific Pearl
Pacific Premier
Pacific Recovery
PB Growth
Phillip Master Eq Growth
Phillip Master First Ethical
PJB Amanah Saham Angkasa
PJB Dana Johor
PRUequity Income
PRUgrowth
PRUsmall-cap
Public Aggressive Growth
Public Dividend Select
Public Equity
Public Focus Select
Public Growth
Public Index
Public Industry
Public Regular Savings
Public Savings
Public Sector Select
Public SmallCap
RHB Capital
RHB Dynamic
RHB Index
RHB Malaysia Recovery
Saham Amanah Sabah
SBB Enterprise Fund
TA Comet
TA Growth
TA High Growth
TA Small Cap

Empirical studies
1
2
3
4
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
–
–
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
–
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
–
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
–
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
–
–
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
√
√
√
–
101 Nil 92 83
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Appendix 2.Performance analyses using matched pair sample of
IMFs and CMFs
Table A2.1 Descriptive statistics
The table reports the mean, median, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation for the excess market return. Fund
returns are from equally-weighted portfolio of funds in each fund category, Islamic mutual funds (IMFs) and
conventional mutual funds (CMFs). Returns are monthly excess return and in decimals, i.e. 0.068 not 6.8%. IMFs and
CMFs refer to Islamic mutual funds and conventional mutual funds respectively. N and SD denote number of funds
and standard deviation, respectively. SMB is small minus big; HML is high minus low; MOM is momentum and TB
is the three-month Malaysian Treasury bill.

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque–Bera (JB)
p-value

IMFs
0.0025
0.0075
0.1554
–0.2046
0.0525
–0.4347
4.8985
30.3386
<0.0001

CMFs
0.0006
0.0023
0.2428
–0.2338
0.0594
–0.1311
6.3168
77.0299
<0.0001

FBM100
0.0006
0.0068
0.2930
–0.2776
0.0804
–0.1265
5.6072
47.7431
<0.0001

Worldscope
–0.0002
0.0066
0.2866
–0.2853
0.0804
–0.1082
5.9643
61.4696
<0.0001

SMB
–0.0023
–0.0048
0.1521
–0.3434
0.0511
–2.1145
18.6567
1830.144
<0.0001

HML
0.0092
0.0027
0.3163
–0.1198
0.0437
2.7407
19.6216
2131.5
<0.0001

MOM
–0.0061
0.0069
0.1681
–0.9084
0.1043
–5.1834
41.1253
10862.03
<0.0001

Table A2.2 Mean raw return, excess return, Sharpe and
Treynor ratios
The table reports the descriptive statistics of mutual funds returns in the sample
between February 1996 and December 2009. Funds are grouped by Islamic
mutual funds (IMFs) and conventional mutual funds (CMFs). All performance
measures are monthly returns.
IMFs
CMFs
FBM100
Worldscope
Panel A: Mean raw return, mean excess returns and Sharpe ratio
Mean raw return
0.0054
0.0059
0.0036
0.0028
Mean excess return
0.0025
0.0006
0.0006
–0.0002
Std. dev.
0.0525
0.0594
0.0804
0.0804
Sharpe ratio
0.0468
0.0097
0.0072
–0.0026
Panel B: Beta and Treynor ratio using FBM100 as equity benchmark
Beta
0.5683
0.6870
1.000
–
Treynor
0.0043
0.0008
–
–
Panel C: Beta and Treynor ratio using Worldscope index as equity benchmark
Beta
0.5924
0.7036
–
1.0000
Treynor
0.0041
0.0008
–
–
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TB
0.0030
0.0024
0.0080
0.0015
0.0013
1.3706
3.9474
58.533
<0.0001
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Table A2.3 One-factor model (Jensen, 1968)
The table reports the results of estimations of Jensen’s one-factor model at portfolio and individual level in Panels A
and B, respectively. The measure estimates funds for February 1996 to December 2009, using ordinary least square.
T-statistics, adjusted for heteroskedasticity, using Newey and West (1987). Portfolio level in Panel A is calculated
using the equally-weighted method. Alpha indicates the monthly abnormal returns of the portfolio. R2 represents the
adjusted correlation coefficient.

Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
IMFs
Coef.

Std. err.

Alpha
Beta
Adj. R2

0.0026
0.5924
–

0.0020
0.0523
0.86

Alpha
Beta
Adj. R2

0.0021
0.5683
–

0.0024
0.0518
0.76

CMFs
p-value

Coef.
Std. err.
p-value
Worldscope as market index
0.2105
0.0007
0.0018
0.6914
<0.0001
0.7036
0.0532
<0.0001
–
–
0.92
–
FBM100 as market index
0.3722
0.0002
0.0022
0.9371
<0.0001
0.6870
0.0532
<0.0001
–
–
0.86
–

IMFs–CMFs
Coef.

Std. err.

p-value

0.0019
–0.1112
–

0.0013
0.0240
–

0.1409
<0.0001
–

0.0019
–0.1187
–

0.0012
0.0225
–

0.1204
<0.0001
–

Table A2.4 Carhart’s four-factor performance measure
The table reports the results of estimation of Carhart’s four-factor model at portfolio and individual level in Panels A
and B, respectively. The measure estimates funds for February 1996 to December 2009, using ordinary least square.
t-statistics, adjusted for heteroskedasticity, using Newey and West (1987). Portfolio level in Panel A is calculated
using the equally-weighted method. Alpha indicates the monthly abnormal returns of the portfolio. R2 represents the
adjusted correlation coefficient.

Alpha
Market
SMB
HML
MOM
Adj. R2

Coef.
0.0045
0.6168
0.1725
–0.1412
0.0324
–

IMFs
Std. err.
0.0018
0.0510
0.0472
0.0517
0.0220
0.86

Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
CMFs
p-value
Coef.
Std. err.
p-value
0.0136
0.0023
0.0015
0.1390
<0.0001
0.7052
0.0519
<0.0001
0.0003
0.1207
0.0421
0.0047
0.0070
–0.1548
0.0412
0.0002
0.1421
–0.0252
0.0247
0.3094
–
–
0.92
–

Coef.
0.0022
–0.0884
0.0518
0.0136
0.0576
–

IMFs–CMFs
Std. err.
p-value
0.0013
0.0916
0.0303
<0.0001
0.0235
0.0289
0.0421
0.7470
0.0183
0.0020
–
–
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Table A2.5 Market timing performance measure, Treynor–Mazuy model
The table reports the results of estimations of timing ability using Treynor–Mazuy model at portfolio and
individual level in Panels A and B, respectively. The measure estimates funds for February 1996 to December
2009, using ordinary least square. T-statistics, adjusted for heteroskedasticity, using Newey and West (1987).
Portfolio level in Panel A is calculated using the equally-weighted method. Alpha indicates the monthly
abnormal returns of the portfolio. Gamma is the coefficient of the quadratic variable representing market
timing ability. R2 represents the adjusted correlation coefficient.
Coef.

IMFs
Std. err.

Worldscope as market index
Alpha
0.0035
0.0020
Gamma –0.1462
0.1988
Adj. R2
–
0.82
Alpha
Gamma
Adj. R2

0.0030
–0.1438
–

0.0023
0.2672
0.76

CMFs
p-value
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
0.0752
0.0002
0.0015 0.8673
0.4631
0.0731
0.2161 0.7356
–
–
0.91
–
FBM100 as market index
0.1804 –0.0005
0.0019 0.8054
0.5911
0.0988
0.2754 0.7203
–
–
0.86
–

Coef.

IMFs–CMFs
Std. err. p-value

0.0033
–0.2193
–

0.0015
0.1099
–

0.0325
0.0477
–

0.0035
–0.2426
–

0.0015
0.0953
–

0.0219
0.0118
–

Table A2.6 Market timing performance measure, Henriksson–Merton model
The table reports the results of estimations of timing ability using Henriksson–Merton model at portfolio and
individual level in Panels A and B, respectively. The measure estimates funds for February 1996 to December
2009, using ordinary least square. T-statistics, adjusted for heteroskedasticity, using Newey and West (1987).
Portfolio level in Panel A is calculated using the equally-weighted method. Alpha indicates the monthly
abnormal returns of the portfolio. Delta is the coefficient of the dummy variable representing market timing
ability. R2 represents the adjusted correlation coefficient.
Coef.

IMFs
Std. err.

Worldscope as market index
Alpha
0.0034
0.0024
Delta
–0.0306
0.0931
Adj. R2
–
0.82
Alpha
Delta
Adj. R2
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0.0036
–0.0529
–

0.0029
0.1204
0.76

CMFs
p-value
Coef.
Std. err. p-value
Panel A: Equally-weighted portfolios
0.1486 –0.0007
0.0020 0.7152
0.7426
0.0529
0.0971 0.5868
–
–
0.91
–
FBM100 as market index
0.2182 –0.0006
0.0026 0.8228
0.6612
0.0268
0.1228 0.8276
–
–
0.86
–

Coef.

IMFs–CMFs
Std. err. p-value

0.0042
–0.0835
–

0.0020
0.0526
–

0.0349
0.1141
–

0.0042
–0.0796
–

0.0019
0.0456
–

0.0271
0.0825
–
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Table A2.7 Financial performance in losing markets and financial crises
This table presents the coefficients of five dummy variables added to the one-factor and four-factor models in estimating the performance of IMF, CMF and the
different (IMFs–CMFs) portfolios in losing markets and financial crises as per Equations (5.15) and (5.16). DCMarket is dummy variable for losing markets for the
respective market indices and the remaining three dummy variables are for the global credit crisis (DGCC), global internet bubble (DGIB) and Asian financial crisis
(AFC).

DCMarket
Std. err.
p-value
DGCC
Std. err.
p-value
DGIB
Std. err.
p-value
DAFC
Std. err.
p-value
Adj. R2

Model 1
(Worldscope index)
IMFs
CMFs
IMFs–CMFs
0.0021
0.0054
–0.0033
0.0057
0.0049
0.0043
0.7163
0.2753
0.4359
–0.0093 –0.0047
–0.0046
0.0044
0.0027
0.0035
0.0357
0.0845
0.1932
–0.0044
0.0004
–0.0048
0.0044
0.0036
0.0031
0.3094
0.9190
0.1267
0.0103
0.0023
0.0080
0.0160
0.0165
0.0122
0.5195
0.8873
0.5146
0.83
0.91
–

One-factor model
Model 2
(FBM100)
IMFs
CMFs
IMFs–CMFs
0.0041
0.0047
–0.0006
0.0057
0.0055
0.0043
0.4672
0.3888
0.8890
–0.0094 –0.0044
–0.0050
0.0046
0.0033
0.0036
0.0433
0.1900
0.1617
–0.0068 –0.0024
–0.0044
0.0056
0.0051
0.0030
0.2336
0.6424
0.1454
0.0057 –0.0013
–0.0070
0.0185
0.0194
0.0113
0.7591
0.9451
0.5355
0.76
0.86
–

IMFs
0.0050
0.0062
0.4146
–0.0098
0.0048
0.0403
–0.0065
0.0058
0.2676
0.0065
0.0179
0.7175
0.75
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Model 3
(FBMKLCI)
CMFs
IMFs–CMFs
0.0063
–0.0012
0.0063
0.0042
0.3234
0.7707
–0.0050
–0.0049
0.0033
0.0035
0.1390
0.1646
–0.0020
–0.0044
0.0054
0.0030
0.7089
0.1449
–0.0006
–0.0071
0.0186
0.0113
0.9743
0.5311
0.85
–

Four-factor model
Model 4
(Worldscope index)
IMFs
CMFs
IMFs–CMFs
–0.0013
0.0059
–0.0072
0.0055
0.0049
0.0036
0.8137
0.2280
0.0480
–0.0076 –0.0044
–0.0032
0.0033
0.0023
0.0031
0.0217
0.0599
0.3075
–0.0036 –0.0002
–0.0034
0.0031
0.0032
0.0035
0.2521
0.9531
0.3309
0.0175
0.0020
0.0156
0.0122
0.0139
0.0101
0.1515
0.8882
0.1260
0.87
0.92
–
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Appendix 3. Comparative descriptive analysis between IMFs and
CMFs for different variables by year
Table A3.1 Comparison of means and variances by year
This table shows the comparison of means and variances for IMF and CMF by year over a sample period. IMF and
CMF are the Islamic and conventional mutual fund, respectively. RET is the annual raw returns. SZE is the fund size
in million of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). AGE is the years since inception. RSK is the standard deviation of annual fund
returns. MER is the management expense ratio. PTR is the portfolio turnover. FSZ is the family size measured as the
number of funds in a fund family or complex or management company. FLOW is net money flow calculated as the
change in asset under management (AUM) of a fund over a year, divided by AUM at the beginning of the year
inclusive of any distribution. Null hypothesis of test of quality of variances is equal variances. Null hypothesis of test
of equality of means is equal means. Test of equality of variances informs test of equality of means.
CMF

Equality of variances

Equality of means

Age (AGE)

Assets under management (AUM)

.

IMF

256

Year

No. of
funds

2000

8

114.287

107.083

49

175.893

225.140

2.485

0.121

–0.756

0.453

2001

9

136.816

170.487

57

145.257

206.151

0.065

0.799

–0.117

0.908

2002

15

127.538

207.030

62

175.171

231.171

0.295

0.588

–0.730

0.468

2003

18

136.134

211.062

65

185.654

239.426

0.503

0.480

–0.795

0.429

2004

23

150.689

181.961

72

184.728

236.402

1.405

0.239

–0.632

0.529

2005

31

146.916

214.090

86

153.236

197.229

0.024

0.878

–0.150

0.881

2006

34

138.706

238.120

89

127.910

181.764

0.073

0.788

0.270

0.788

2007

35

144.695

273.296

90

119.547

178.862

1.201

0.275

0.603

0.548

2008

35

172.608

347.391

83

90.185

149.150

10.329

0.002

1.809

0.073

2009

33

177.161

377.036

77

98.614

159.325

8.097

0.005

1.541

0.126

2000

8

7.28

9.04

49

9.88

9.84

1.655

0.231

–0.701

0.486

2001

9

7.39

8.86

57

9.48

9.75

1.302

0.258

–0.606

0.547

2002

15

5.37

7.72

62

9.71

9.71

2.900

0.093

–1.611

0.111

2003

18

5.48

7.33

65

10.25

9.71

3.563

0.063

–1.931

0.057

2004

23

5.27

6.85

72

10.22

9.74

4.331

0.040

–2.262

0.026

2005

31

5.96

8.06

86

9.57

9.68

2.252

0.136

–1.849

0.067

2006

34

6.44

7.87

87

10.24

9.67

2.856

0.094

–2.047

0.043

2007

35

7.26

7.82

90

10.77

9.55

2.642

0.107

–1.933

0.056

2008

35

8.25

7.83

83

11.70

9.56

2.220

0.139

–1.884

0.062

2009

33

9.30

8.04

77

12.05

8.78

0.665

0.417

–1.544

0.126

Mean

Std. dev.

No. of
funds

Mean

Std. dev.

F-stat.

p-value

t-stat.

p-value
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Table A3.1 Comparison of means and variances by year (continue)
This table shows the comparison of means and variances for IMF and CMF by year over a sample period. IMF and
CMF are the Islamic and conventional mutual fund, respectively. RET is the annual raw returns. SZE is the fund size
in million of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). AGE is the years since inception. RSK is the standard deviation of annual fund
returns. MER is the management expense ratio. PTR is the portfolio turnover. FSZ is the family size measured as the
number of funds in a fund family or complex or management company. FLOW is net money flow calculated as the
change in asset under management (AUM) of a fund over a year, divided by AUM at the beginning of the year
inclusive of any distribution. Null hypothesis of test of quality of variances is equal variances. Null hypothesis of test
of equality of means is equal means. Test of equality of variances informs test of equality of means.

Returns (RET)

Fund flows (FLOW)

IMF

CMF

Equality of means

Year

No. of
funds

2001

9

0.373

0.318

49

0.058

0.175

7.218

0.010

4.154

<0.001

2002

9

0.554

0.616

57

0.366

1.355

0.269

0.606

0.409

0.684

2003

15

0.535

0.925

62

0.183

0.696

2.466

0.121

1.648

0.104

2004

18

0.425

0.771

65

–0.061

0.496

9.064

0.004

3.224

0.002

2005

23

0.611

1.322

72

–0.032

0.390

21.971

<0.001

3.688

<0.001

2006

31

–0.056

0.518

86

–0.270

0.302

1.832

0.179

2.755

0.007

2007

34

–0.504

0.457

89

–0.372

0.851

1.050

0.308

–0.860

0.391

2008

35

0.183

0.559

83

–0.163

0.177

34.756

<0.001

5.093

<0.001

2009

33

0.123

0.254

77

0.020

0.318

0.266

0.607

1.542

0.104

2000

8

0.296

0.139

49

0.261

0.369

7.367

0.009

0.496

0.624

2001

9

–0.221

0.091

57

–0.167

0.183

5.238

0.025

–1.370

0.186

2002

15

0.144

0.137

62

0.184

0.164

0.296

0.588

–0.867

0.389

2003

18

0.100

0.186

65

0.106

0.197

0.605

0.439

–0.101

0.920

2004

23

0.185

0.182

72

0.197

0.174

0.013

0.910

–0.292

0.771

2005

31

–0.021

0.079

86

–0.007

0.081

0.001

0.969

–0.824

0.412

2006

34

0.054

0.118

89

0.096

0.119

0.828

0.365

–1.769

0.079

2007

35

0.444

0.144

90

0.396

0.150

0.460

0.499

1.639

0.104

2008

35

–0.070

0.174

83

–0.125

0.172

0.420

0.518

1.563

0.121

2009

33

–0.002

0.219

77

0.075

0.245

1.049

0.308

–1.572

0.119

Mean

Std. dev.

No. of
funds

Equality of variances

Mean

Std. dev.

F-stat.

p-value

t-stat.
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Appendix 4. Summary of positive and negative flows of IMFs and CMFs by year
Table A4.1 Summary of positive and negative flows for IMFs by year
This table shows the distribution of the principal variables over the sample period 1999 to 2008. AUM is the asset under management in millions of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). FLOW is the
proportion of annual change in asset under management (AUM) net of fund returns during the period divided by previous year AUM. PTR is the portfolio turnover and MER is the management
expense ratio. Std.dev. is standard deviation. Excess return is the excess return for the following year.
Year

1999

2000

2001

2002

No. of funds
AUM
FLOW
Excess return

3
126.34
52.43
0.2418

5
636.30
127.75
–0.2777

6
1,125.01
50.98
0.1449

8
1,769.19
59.63
–0.0574

No. of funds
AUM
FLOW
Excess return

2
231.84
–71.11
0.1550

3
278.00
–23.42
–0.2736

2
93.12
–3.58
0.2076

1
82.84
–3.57
0.0498

2003
Positive flow
13
2,287.41
65.34
0.1372
Negative flows
1
81.06
–10.41
–0.0223

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total

10
1,281.19
79.80
–0.0734

15
3,101.60
90.63
–0.0034

7
1,544.69
16.39
0.4327

3
635.26
53.73
–0.1679

16
3,340.69
48.03
–0.0873

86
–
–
–

7
1,386.89
–19.69
-0.0612

7
895.93
–17.28
0.1075

22
2,790.59
–25.14
0.3816

30
3,882.71
–62.35
–0.1165

17
2,551.34
–18.61
–0.0080

92
–
–
–

Table A4.2 Summary of positive and negative flows for CMFs by year
This table shows the distribution of the principal variables over the sample period 1999 to 2008. AUM is the asset under management in millions of Malaysian Ringgit (RM). FLOW is the
proportion of annual change in asset under management (AUM) net of fund returns during the period divided by previous year AUM. PTR is the portfolio turnover and MER is the management
expense ratio. Std.dev. is standard deviation. Excess return is the excess return for the following year.
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Year

1999

2000

2001

2002

No. of funds
AUM
FLOW
Excess return

13
2,833.08
41.70
0.2470

14
4,606.69
88.67
–0.1998

24
5,558.42
16.72
0.1900

25
5,727.04
92.16
0.0428

No. of funds
AUM
FLOW
Excess return

18
1,658.75
–17.21
0.1880

21
2,485.88
–10.06
–0.2529

20
1,686.87
–7.80
0.1326

25
3,751.68
–7.49
0.0342

2003
Positive flows
25
5,799.80
56.38
0.1085
Negative flows
28
5,167.91
–9.59
0.2132

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total

14
2,936.71
61.82
-0.0103

14
1,363.01
28.04
0.0050

7
431.26
29.35
0.4878

8
442.43
149.09
-0.2182

7
276.43
18.58
0.0670

151
–
–
–

42
8,522.98
–24.04
–0.0571

49
9,193.48
–14.99
0.0789

70
9,463.91
–33.94
0.3492

65
9,070.42
–56.53
–0.1790

63
6,414.70
–19.16
0.0366

401
–
–
–
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